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Aspects of Leadership is a new book edited by Lieutenant Colonel Carroll Connelley and Dr. Paolo Tripodi, the Ethics Branch head, and comprised of essays by a group of 20 leadership and ethics scholars and practitioners. The Lejeune Leadership Institute Ethics Branch, Marine Corps University, provides current and relevant scholarly research and instruction on ethics and moral leadership and the law of war.

This collection of essays provides timely and insightful views on current leadership behavior and ethical concerns that men and women of the armed forces face in the demanding, complex, and prolonged decade of armed conflict.

This book offers significant and relevant perspectives on the historical underpinnings as well as from recent deployments and operations that affect ethics and law of war on individual Marines, units, and the populations engaged in conflict. The various chapters are the result of thoughtful perspectives and exhaustive research by intelligent and committed scholars and practitioners who apply their knowledge and wisdom with the passion to make clear what right ethical behavior by service members should look like.
Dialogues addressing leadership from various aspects are captured and shared in this collection and should benefit not only the formal schools at Marine Corps University, but also fellow service professional military educational institutions. This book will also be relevant for those dedicated officer and enlisted personnel in the operating forces looking to broaden their understanding of leadership as they confront the difficult environments our Marines currently and will continue to face in the foreseeable future. It seems fairly settled within the Marine Corps that the study of leadership is something to be revered. Every commandant from the very earliest years of our founding emphasized education in leadership, understanding that leaders were made, not born.

Dr. James van Zummeren
Director, Lejeune Leadership Institute
Quantico, VA
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Introduction

Carroll Connelley

But if you are ferocious in battle remember to be magnanimous in victory . . . I know of men who have taken life needlessly in other conflicts, I can assure you they live with the mark of Cain upon them.

-Lieutenant Colonel Tim Collins’ Address to the Royal Irish Guards, 22 March 2003

Lieutenant Colonel Collins’ entire address to his unit just prior to sending his forces into battle on the eve of Operation Iraqi Freedom has been cited as one of the most inspirational modern-day-warrior speeches. In full, the guidance to his soldiers struck the perfect balance between encouraging the utter destruction of the opposing forces and inspiring his troops to accomplish the task in a manner that would allow them to return home with honor.


2 Ibid. Thomas adds, “Collins’ speech was reprinted in the London Times along with a photo of its author, cigar clenched in teeth. His words drew comparisons to Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address and Churchill’s towering war speeches.” See also John Keegan, The Iraq War (New York: Knopf, 2004), 167. Lieutenant-Colonel Tim Collins would become famous by making an inspiring eve-of-battle speech to his troops, which President George W. Bush had displayed on a wall in the Oval Office at the White House.
Without being strident, Lieutenant Colonel Collins appealed to his soldiers’ ethical, legal, and spiritual dimensions in his speech. While leadership has many aspects, this book focuses on the ethical, legal, and spiritual because of their foundational nature. As one of the course readings for the Marine Corps Command and Staff College states, “Leadership is the driving force of all war actions, and ethics is the foundation of leadership. Therefore, it is important for military leaders to become lifelong students of these two interwoven concepts.” In order to support this precept, we compiled this collection to provide insight on how ethics, law, and spirituality can enhance a leader’s ability to create a command climate to accomplish the mission and support his or her Marines.

A study of combat leadership conducted by the U.S. Army found that the “sine qua non of almost every successful commander was the unquestioned integrity concerning his duties, coupled with a solid ethical foundation in matters of dealing with combat or warfare.” Ethics, according to the military, appears to be the bedrock on which good leadership is built. But ethics is a broad field that has been considered throughout history and is studied in many different forms, beginning with the virtue ethics of the Greeks, moving through stoicism, onto consequentialism, then Kant, and more recently, applied ethics, to name but a few. For those of us in the military, while different approaches to ethics continue to be debated by scholars, at its core, ethics is the question of making the morally right decision at the most difficult time. However, to only reflect on the ethical dimension and ignore the legal and spiritual components that inform and help military

3 U.S. Marine Corps, Command and Staff College Distance Education Program, MAGTF Expeditionary Operations, Course Book and Readings 8906, Volume I, AY12, 1–2.
4 The U.S. Military Academy History Department, “Leadership in Combat: An Historical Appraisal” in West Point’s Perspectives on Officership, ed. Timothy Spurlock (Dallas, TX: Alliance Press, 2001), 257.
members cope with difficult decisions would leave this work incomplete.

The study of leadership for warriors begins with the classics of the ancient world and runs through the accounts of our most recent conflicts. Vice Admiral James Stockdale was a student of that history and a modern heroic leader who, after deep study and careful reflection, was able to successfully employ his education under the most difficult circumstances. Admiral Stockdale’s extended time as a prisoner of war not only tried his ethical stamina, but also challenged the legal responsibilities he owed to his country and men, as well as tested his spiritual fortitude. Having been through such trials, Admiral Stockdale is an enormous repository of reflection on how the ethical, legal, and spiritual aspects of leadership help form a leader.

In his 13 July 1979 speech to the cadets at the United States Military Academy concerning duty, keeping one’s word, and making right choices, Admiral Stockdale referred to the 17th-century philosopher John Locke’s book, *An Essay Concerning Human Understanding*. Admiral Stockdale pointed to Locke’s conception of three different answers to the question of “why a man must keep his word” and proposed that the answers were “as applicable today as they were then.” Admiral Stockdale went on to describe the answers:

First, said Locke, a [spiritual] man will say, “Because God who has the power of eternal life and death requires it of me that I keep my word.” Secondly, said Locke, if one takes the Hobbesian view of life, he will say, “Because society requires it and the

---

5 James B. Stockdale, “A Vietnam Experience, Duty,” in *West Point’s Perspectives on Officership*, 263.
7 Stockdale, “A Vietnam Experience, Duty,” in *West Point’s Perspectives on Officership*, 263.
state will punish you if you don’t.” (Hobbes was a very practical kind of hardnosed guy.) And thirdly, John Locke observed that had one of the old Greek philosophers been asked why a man should keep his word, the latter would say, “Because not to keep your word is dishonest, below the dignity of man, the opposite to virtue (arête).”

Consequently, when asked to describe how to make morally right decisions, Admiral Stockdale referred to the spiritual, legal, and ethical foundations of making decisions and leading. All three aspects are taken into account when dealing with the most vexing moral dilemmas. Further, Admiral Stockdale insisted to the prospective officers that it would be their “duty to be moralists.”

Defining a “moralist not as one who sententiously exhorts men to good, but one who elucidates what the good is,” Admiral Stockdale concluded his speech by appealing to a final duty he believed military officers have:

You must be able to act as philosophers in your careers in order to explain and understand the lack of moral economy in this universe. Many people have a great deal of difficulty with the fact that virtue is not always rewarded nor is evil always punished. To handle tragedy may indeed be the mark of an educated man, for one of the principal goals of education is to prepare us for failure. When it happens you have to stand up and cope with it, not lash out at scapegoats or go into your shell.

While this speech was given over thirty years ago, it still rings true today. In the midst of an ongoing conflict with an enemy that is difficult to identify, does not adhere to the law of war, and appears to operate with a different set of moral standards, a leader must be able

---

8 Ibid, 263.
9 Ibid, 265.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid, 266.
to intelligently explain to his subordinates why following the law and making the morally right decision at those most difficult times is essential.

Where law is concerned, General James N. Mattis explains the essential connection to leadership and good decision making. In the foreword to the *Marine Corps Reference Publication on War Crimes*, General Mattis notes that “compliance with the Law of War is not only required under the UCMJ, but is also absolutely essential to mission accomplishment.”12 Despite the continuing consternation of the overlegalization of combat, one of the most respected and venerated warriors of our day has unmistakably posited that the law is in fact a force multiplier for leaders and not a constriction, as has so often been described. It is a matter of leaders understanding the law—not deferring to judge advocates—and making the link between law and mission accomplishment that is paramount. Simply put, the law is another support for assisting Marines in making those morally right decisions in the most difficult circumstances.

Spirituality, too, is an oft-misunderstood aspect of leadership. It is considered here because all indications identify the element of spirituality as being able to assist a command and its Marines to make measured decisions and promote a positive command climate that effectively deals with postcombat effects. In his seminal work, Marine Corps Vietnam veteran and Rhodes scholar Karl Marlantes describes the connection among spirituality, adherence to the law, and successful reintegration into society upon return from combat.

Warriors deal with death. They take life away from others. This is normally the role of God. Asking young warriors to take on that role without adequate psychological and spiritual prepa-

ration can lead to damaging consequences. It can also lead to killing and infliction of pain in excess of what is required to accomplish the mission. If warriors are returned home having had better psychological and spiritual preparation, they will integrate into civilian life faster and they and their families will suffer less.¹³

The current combat environment is replete with demanding situations that perplex even the Corps’ most senior leaders. It is our belief that when the aspects of leadership discussed in these pages are used properly, they promote a positive command climate and ultimately nurture Marines both in combat and upon their return. Ultimately, this collection is presented in the earnest hope that it will spark discussions that will assist future leaders in reflecting on the ethical, legal, and spiritual challenges under the most difficult circumstances. Part I of this collection addresses the difficulty of ethical decision making in the current counterinsurgency environment. To begin the examination, Lieutenant Colonel Brian Christmas, USMC, and Dr. Paula Holmes Eber address the complex ethical challenges found in operating among foreign populations while trying to understand and work with diverse legal, religious, and moral systems. Using case examples from operations in Marjeh, Afghanistan, during 2010, the authors demonstrate how a clear understanding of Islamic practices and local leadership can assist in dealing with conflicts that affect the unit, Coalition partners, and the local populace.

Geoffroy Murat, in his chapter, suggests a tool that leaders can rely on in order to be successful in operations: looking to “care ethics” or stakeholder theory—which states that personal development comes from being interdependent with others and encourages placing others at the center of one’s actions—to help guide decision making.

Major Clinton Culp, USMC (Ret.) tackles the question of which pedagogical method is best suited to influence the ethical conduct of service members. The chapter primarily examines the current pedagogical methods that affect the majority of new officers who receive pre-commissioning ethics education, briefly touches on enlisted ethics education, and examines the institution’s role in facilitating moral conduct.

Captain Emmanuel Goffi, French Air Force, addresses the difficult conflict that leaders must resolve in terms of their competing responsibilities toward their subordinates, their nations, and the international community. Used as an example is the French involvement in the conflict in Afghanistan, in which French troops have ostensibly been deployed with the primary purpose of defending French national interests; however, Paris’s declared justification for involvement has been premised primarily on humanitarian concerns.

Dr. Peter Bradley explores what happens when loyalty to a fellow service member conflicts with a professional military obligation. This chapter examines the military duty-personal loyalty dilemma from a psychological perspective, drawing on research from the areas of decision making and military cohesion to illustrate how an individual’s internal forces interact with situational influences to affect the choices military personnel make in these cases.

Dr. Paolo Tripodi draws on the historical account of the Holocaust to offer reflection for leaders on the issue of dissent. This chapter explores the motivations that led to disobedience and organizes them into two categories: subjective (the result of the individual’s inability to perform a certain task) and objective (result of an individual’s opposition to perform a certain task).

The chapter by Dr. Clyde Croswell Jr. and Lieutenant Colonel Daniel L. Yaroslaski, USMC, concludes the ethical consideration
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of leadership by positing that the need for global leadership and ethical mindfulness has never been more apparent. Their stated goals are ambitious as they attempt to arm the discerning reader with a new vocabulary; create an expanded understanding of the ethical nature of leadership complexity, sense making, and exercise of authority; and ground tactical, operational, and strategic thinking all within the biological, natural principles of living systems.

Part II of this collection addresses various issues that have coalesced around the law of armed conflict and the responsibility leaders have for this issue that, at times, has been relegated to judge advocates. Major Winston Williams, USA, begins the conversation discussing training the rules of engagement (ROE) for the counterinsurgency fight, focusing on the delicate balance between exercising the inherent right of self-defense and winning the support of the local populace.

Professor Laurie Blank, Esq., then examines and refocuses the debate about rules of engagement to analyze the critical intersection of law, strategy, and leadership that ROE represent in armed conflict. This chapter addresses the challenge of how civilian and military leaders can translate the important role that ROE contribute to mission accomplishment.

Professor Jamie A. Williamson, Esq., then takes a broader perspective on the law of armed conflict as he discusses the importance of humanity in war and the critical role a commander plays in providing this perspective to his subordinates.

Lieutenant Colonel Chris Jenks tackles the complicated topic of balancing the degree and manner by which risk is borne between Afghan civilians and U.S. military members as a result of the ongoing counterinsurgency operations. The author, by utilizing the evolving tactical directive on the use of force, explores the
agency of risk between Coalition military and the civilian population in Afghanistan.

Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Hobbs examines command responsibility when soldiers from multiple nations participate in coalition operations under a unified command structure. This chapter suggests that if a multinational commander is held criminally liable for the actions of subordinates from partner nations in the same manner as those from the commander’s own national forces, then a fundamental change should take place in the way coalitions are established.

Part III of this collection considers the warrior’s spiritual dimension and how leadership can effectively support this. Commander David Gibson and Lieutenant Commander Judy Malana begin the conversation by examining the spiritual dimension of invisible injuries sustained on the battlefield. While spirituality may be individually practiced, and because it can affect the entire unit, they suggest a conceptual framework for intervention and healing on both the individual and unit level.

Colonel Franklin Eric Wester examines the results of a survey of U.S. land forces in the combat zone of Iraq collected in the summer of 2009. Named the Army’s Excellence in Character, Ethics, and Leadership (EXCEL) Survey, it measured spirituality as one of the individual variables among soldiers. Colonel Wester analyzes the data to identify statistically significant correlations between higher scores of spirituality and measures of ethics and resilience.

Lieutenant Colonel Jeffrey Wilson discusses in detail the meaning and definition of the term “spirituality” within the military context. He argues that since spirituality is the philosophical underpinning of any logically coherent construction of ethics and law for both individuals and organizations, both legal and ethical
education must begin with an education in spiritual matters. Lieutenant Colonel Wilson draws upon philosophy, behavioral science, and military history to craft a narrative of a uniquely American sense of spirituality that serves as a nexus for ethics and law in the American armed forces.

Dr. Pauletta Otis tackles the stimulating topic of the impact religion has on military leadership by considering questions such as if the personal morality of incoming personnel differ in any measurable way with regard to religious identity; if a service member’s faith system or belief in personal responsibility to a “higher authority” makes him or her a more ethical or moral professional; and if spiritual or religious commanders are more ethical in their decision making. In this essay, Dr. Otis focuses on the relationship between personal spirituality and ethical behavior, religious identity and ethical behavior, and how either individual faith or religious institutions relate to the mission and requirements of the military.

Finally, Major General Arnold Fields concludes the discussion of spirituality by proposing that spiritual leadership is the amalgamation of natural, learned, and spiritual qualities necessary to influence ethical behaviors of self and others in the interest of morally acceptable objectives and outcomes. In this personal essay, Major General Fields reflects on his own experiences in combat and posits that fighting and killing in the name of freedom remain a moral dichotomy for the nation to ponder and the individual American warrior to resolve in his or her own spiritual realm.
Part I

ETHICS
Many of the more complex challenges in operating among foreign populations stem from trying to understand and work with people who follow different religious, political, and legal systems. Around the world, notions of leadership and authority, methods for judging and resolving disputes, and concepts of morally and religiously acceptable behavior vary radically from country to country or even from region to region within a country. Misunderstandings and conflicts between the local population and outside military forces can quickly arise due to different religious or cultural interpretations of events and actions. When handled poorly, such misunderstandings may even escalate to serious hostilities on the part of the local population, resulting in violent conflict and a widening gap between the population and military or security forces in the area.

Tensions and hostilities from these misunderstandings are not inevitable, however. As this chapter demonstrates, military decision makers can often effectively resolve conflicts with local populations by partnering with religious, tribal, or other locally recognized leadership to leverage the community’s traditional dispute resolution mechanisms. We argue that by working with local leadership to apply culturally accepted processes for resolving
conflict, tense situations can be resolved peacefully and successfully without the need for more kinetic approaches. Since these solutions have a “local face,” the community is more likely to accept the outcome, local leaders are empowered and legitimized, and U.S. and Coalition forces build stronger relationships with the community in the long run.

Using three vignettes from 3rd Battalion, 6th Marine’s (3/6) operations in Marjeh, Afghanistan, in 2010, this chapter demonstrates how a clear understanding of local leadership patterns, Islamic beliefs, and culturally accepted methods for resolving disputes enabled the battalion to resolve local conflicts that affected the unit, Coalition partners, and the local populace. Our analysis combines in-depth case studies of actual operational events with cross-cultural research on conflict resolution. This synthesis of conflict resolution theory and operational experience allows us to expand our analysis beyond the specific case examples presented here to understand the larger cultural lessons learned from each vignette.

The annals of recent Marine Corps engagements in Iraq and Afghanistan have many examples of unsuccessful cross-cultural interactions. This may teach us what to avoid in that specific culture, but failures are not particularly helpful in identifying the specific factors that lead to success. Because our goal is to identify positive lessons that can apply to military operations, not only in Afghanistan, but in many cultural contexts, we have selected three vignettes of conflicts that were resolved successfully. The theoretical literature on cross-cultural conflict resolution is then applied to explain the underlying cross-cultural principles that led to the successful outcomes.
Religion, Law, and Conflict Resolution in Cross-Cultural Perspective

In working in foreign cultural contexts, misunderstandings can often arise when a service member assumes that other cultures resolve conflict and evaluate behavior according to Western standards. In the United States and Europe, conflicts are officially resolved by using formal court systems based on Roman and British common law practices; applying secular rather than religious standards to behavior; and relying on state-funded political and security systems to enforce peace.

Cross-cultural research, however, demonstrates that people in both Western and non-Western nations employ a large range of dispute resolution mechanisms to resolve conflict—many of which are not based on formal state institutions. Furthermore, in many regions—particularly those that have had an external leadership imposed upon them (through colonial rule or conquest, for example)—state-sanctified leadership may not have the power or legitimacy to enforce laws or motivate the local population to comply with these laws. Rather than viewing state leadership, law, and the courts as the only system for resolving conflicts, scholars note that people around the world rely upon a variety of mechanisms for resolving disputes. This legal pluralism provides people with numerous avenues for resolving differences. In the United States, for example, many conflicts never reach the courts but are resolved through mediation, arbitration, or simply by pressure and intervention from family or community members.

Military leaders, therefore, need to be aware that in many countries there are parallel and even competing systems of justice and dispute resolution. This is particularly common in Muslim countries, in which secular European judicial systems operate side-

by-side with religious Islamic law. Typically in these countries, secular law governs business, international relations, and criminal law (all issues in which the state desires control), while religious law is relegated to family and domestic issues.

Ideally, secular and Islamic legal systems do not overlap, but in most Muslim countries there are grey areas where cases could be tried in either court system. The decision as to where to bring a complaint often reflects local values, as well as a pragmatic assessment of which legal system is likely to be most favorable to the complainant. Frequently, local Muslim legal and religious scholars and leaders (such as a mullah, imam, qadi, etc.) hold a considerable amount of power, authority, and respect from the local population due to their influential roles in resolving conflict. This explains why, in most Muslim countries, there are two parallel (and sometimes competing) power systems: one based on state authority and the other on religious authority. Operationally, when working in such areas, military leaders will be most successful if they can work with leaders of both systems.

Religious and secular legal systems are not the only forms of conflict resolution, however. Frequently, indigenous forms of leadership (such as tribal leaders, business leaders, and so on) exert much influence over the community; as a result, the population may turn to these leaders for intervention in and resolution of local conflicts. Military leaders may overlook these oftentimes powerful mechanisms for resolving disputes, since they do not have the familiar trappings of a Western-style political and judicial system. Alternative nonstate political-legal systems can be based on tribal precedent; other legal/moral philosophies (e.g., the Pashtun code of honor and revenge, Pashtunwali, in Afghanistan); or other historical traditions established long before the arrival of European or foreign legal systems. The resulting indigenous dispute

resolution mechanisms can range from a formal council meeting of elders (e.g., the Iraqi tribal shuras and the Afghan jirgas) who listen to complaints and mete out judgment, to more individual forms of conflict resolution, such as the use of mediators hired to assist in guiding negotiation between the offended parties. In some cultures, a respected community leader, religious leader, or elder may adjudicate complaints, sitting on his front porch each morning and “holding court.” In others, members of the community may band together to form a vigilante group, hunting down and killing individuals they consider to be criminals or violators of an accepted cultural rule.

By understanding and recognizing the variety of avenues for resolving disputes in an area of operation, military leaders can select conflict resolution methods that are most likely to lead to successful outcomes. The following analysis applies cultural research on Afghanistan to analyze the vignettes from Marine Corps Battalion 3/6’s operations in that area. The specific vignettes are then evaluated for the larger cross-cultural lessons, illustrating how military leaders can resolve crises through the use of local leadership and resolution methods.

LEADERSHIP AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN SOUTHERN AFGHANISTAN

Studies of Afghanistan reveal a two-tiered legal dispute resolution system, reflecting the difficult and often ineffective relationship between the state and regional areas. First, there is a state-regulated legal system composed of state-appointed courts and judges. Over the past 30 years, depending on the government in place at the time, this legal system has been more or less founded on a state-mandated interpretation of Islam, theoretically based on the Hanafi fiqh (jurisprudence). Although loosely tied to Sunni

---

sharia (Islamic law), as Barfield\(^4\) notes, this connection is more an ideal than a reality due to the inadequate religious and legal education of the majority of judges and lawyers in the country.

In theory, the Afghan state legal system is the only recognized method for resolving disputes in the country. However, due to inadequate funding and lack of skilled personnel, the Afghan court system is effectively limited to the major urban centers of the country and a select set of higher-level courts in the outlying provinces. Furthermore, given the uneasy relationship between the state and outlying tribal and ethnic groups, even where state courts do exist, the local population is reluctant to use the state legal system, viewing it as a structure the state exploits to exert control in the region.\(^5\)

Thus a second—parallel and informal—tier of conflict resolution exists in outlying provincial areas. This is particularly evident in the Pashtun-dominated region of southern Afghanistan. Today, as in the past, local Pashtun tribal groups tend to continue to follow their own system of justice based on a mixture of religious and cultural leadership and sanctions. The result is a syncretic mix of a local folk interpretation of Islam combined with community application of the tenets of Pashtunwali.

Recent research on Afghan village areas reveals a balanced system of conflict resolution and community leadership composed of the following elements: (a) tribal councils or jirgas; (b) the village religious/legal leader or mullah; and (c) the village representative or \textit{malik}.\(^6\) Each of these three parallel systems works in conjunction, either simultaneously or sequentially, to resolve community disputes and issues. According to a survey conducted by Brick,\(^7\)

\(^4\) Thomas Barfield, \textit{Afghan Customary Law}.
\(^5\) Shahrani, “Local Politics in Afghanistan.”
\(^7\) Brick, “The Political Economy.”
villagers were equally as likely to go to each of these different leaders to resolve an issue. This finding is critical, since it suggests that no one leadership system is dominant. Rather, a system of checks and balances is in place so that religious (mullah), community (jirga), and political (malik) leadership must work together effectively in order to maintain harmony in the village.

This preference, particularly among rural Pashtuns, for an egalitarian approach to decision making and conflict resolution is evident throughout the literature on Afghanistan. The egalitarian village leadership system is in clear contrast (and perhaps in response) to the top-down, state-centralized efforts to control local areas. As the three following vignettes illustrate, by understanding and working with all three parallel leadership systems in Marjeh, Afghanistan, under the leadership of Lieutenant Colonel Brian S. Christmas, 3rd Battalion, 6th Marines was able to successfully resolve local conflicts and build effective long-term positive relationships in the region. In order to emphasize the perspective of the leader in the cases, all three vignettes are narrated in the first person by Lieutenant Colonel Christmas. All case summaries and the lessons learned continue to be presented by both authors.

3RD BATTALION, 6TH MARINES: OPERATIONS IN MARJEH, AFGHANISTAN, 2009–2010

In December of 2009, 3rd Battalion, 6th Marines was informed that they would be deploying to Afghanistan in January of 2010

---

under the 2d MEB (Marine Expeditionary Brigade) and Regimental Combat Team 7 (RCT-7). They were assigned the mission of clearing the northern area of Marjah in Helmand Province, Afghanistan. They partnered with an Afghan National Army (ANA) kandak (battalion) and, following the initial clearing, also partnered with various Afghan National Civil Order Police (ANCOP) and Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP) units. The deployment lasted over seven months and consisted of both conventional and counterinsurgency operations.

9 The narration of three cases is provided in the first person by LtCol Christmas to illustrate his perspective. In contrast, all case summaries and analyses are provided by both authors.

10 In 2004, I (LtCol Christmas) served as the Battalion Landing Team (BLT) operations officer during operations in the Oruzgon Province of Afghanistan. To the outsider looking in, our actions would seem to be purely kinetic and focused on the enemy. But a closer look reveals a BLT commander who had a clear understanding of the culture and the people that significantly influenced our successful day-to-day operations. From Jan Mohammed, the province governor and aggressive leader of the Afghan Militia Forces and his soldiers, to the local leaders in the countless villages that we fought in or traveled through, LtCol Asad Khan’s proactive, sincere, and knowledgeable approach to these individuals ensured our success. Never relinquishing his authority but understanding when to give and take strengthened our relationships and promulgated the confidence of those that he was trying to influence. My leadership education continued as the executive officer of a battalion deployed to Fallujah, Iraq, in 2005 following the initial clearing of the city. LtCol Bill Jurney was assigned the daunting task of piecing a large portion of the city and the outlying areas back together. This included the reintegration of the civilian populace, the re-establishment of the local government and authorities, and the rebuilding of the infrastructure that was damaged or destroyed during the initial fight. All of this was completed while engaging an insurgent enemy—a task that has become common on today’s battlefield and requires engaged and informed leadership. LtCol Jurney, like LtCol Khan, provided me the example of developing and maintaining relationships with all of the “players” involved in ensuring success. In this case, LtCol Jurney had a clear handle on relations with the leadership of the two Iraqi battalions that were operating in our AO, the political and religious leaders, and the local leaders, all of whom influenced the ability to repopulate, rebuild, and enhance what was previously a prosperous and viable community. My experience with these two sincere, informed, and proactive leaders provided me with strong role models to emulate. Coupled with the education provided at Command and Staff College, I was prepared to handle the challenges faced during operations in Marjah, Afghanistan.
Northern Marjeh included a mixed terrain consisting of plush farms with canals formed in grids as well as desert with deep sand. There were both small and large villages and comparable markets and bazaars. The majority of the narrow roads throughout the area of operations (AO) required one-way traffic and very careful driving along the canals. Many areas were only accessible by foot traffic or helicopter. During the beginning of the deployment, the Marines and sailors endured freezing temperatures, volatile rain storms, and hail the size of golf balls; by the end of the deployment, the Marines and sailors were enduring 120 degree temperatures.

In late January, elements of the battalion (partnered with the ANA down to the squad level) inserted via ground and air into the Bari Desert, where they began to conduct shaping operations. In the second week of February, in conjunction with adjacent units, 3/6

conducted a ground and heliborne assault on northern Marjeh in order to seize named objectives and ultimately clear their designated area of operation.

As the Coalition forces continued to clear the enemy from Marjeh, the “government-in-a-box” was put in place. The “box” consisted of Haji Zahir, the appointed subgovernor, and a few administrative officials. Haji Zahir was a brave, proactive, and engaged individual who wanted to make a difference, but he was challenged by a shortage of resources and experience. The governor, along with many U.S. and ANA officials, did not seem to understand the complexity of the area that was now designated “Marjeh.” It included all of the areas to the north, up to the canal boundary with the British and Nadi-Ali, through portions of Trek-Nawa, to the west and northwest into the Bari Dessert inclusive of the Sistani Peninsula, and south out of Marjeh proper toward Camp Dwyer. The focus tended to be on the central area where the big bazaars were and where the “box” was placed. As a result, it took engaged and proactive leadership to court the governor and to ultimately help him to realize the importance of addressing this entire area. Without the Afghan government’s direct engagement, the mission, again at all levels of warfare, would not have been successful.

The importance of building and maintaining relationships with the political, religious, military, and community leaders in an area of operations cannot be overstated. Unfortunately, often these relationships are typically handled in an extreme manner. In some cases, military leaders approach the situation with apprehension and treat local leaders with “kid gloves.” At the other end of the spectrum are cases in which the situation is mishandled by a leader who does not understand its complexity or who is too arrogant to see the importance of local leadership. There is a fine line that a leader must walk so that he will not give too little or too much latitude and/or attention to the detriment of his mission as the following three vignettes illustrate.
**Vignette 1: Using a Mosque as an Insurgent Weapons Storage Facility**

During our initial push into northern Marjah, following successful shaping operations in the Bari Dessert through January and into February of 2010, Captain Bill Hefty, along with the Marines and sailors of Company I and their ANA partners, cleared through an area that was heavily laden with improvised explosive devices (IEDs). In one instance, the Coalition force came to a mosque that contained a large depository of IEDs and manufacturing materials along with small arms and ammunition. This was discovered following a search conducted by the company’s ANA partners.

The mosque and surrounding area were secured and the incident reported to the battalion. Understanding the importance and complexity of the issue, especially being early into our time in Marjah, we informed the regiment, who then informed higher command. Ultimately, this resulted in delaying further actions in the area until the Afghan director of the Hajj, along with a council of mullahs and other officials, could see the weapons stash for themselves.

My ANA counterpart, Lieutenant Colonel Farouq, and I arrived on the scene shortly after the reports, followed by a CNN crew sent down from the Marine Expeditionary Brigade. A few hours later the director of the Hajj and officials from the Helmand Province government, including the subgovernor, Haji Zahir, flew in. They were accompanied by Afghan television and newspaper reporters.

Realizing the importance of this event and the effect of first impressions on likely future relations, I ensured that my role and Lieutenant Colonel Farouq’s roles were equal as we addressed the visiting religious and provincial government leaders. Throughout their time inspecting the mosque, these leaders were given full access to the area and were treated with the utmost respect. At times this was annoying, as the company was ready to push, as
was I, and the amount of time it was taking to prove that a mosque was being used in this manner seemed unnecessary. However, reflecting upon my previous experiences in Afghanistan in 2004, I recognized the importance of working with the director of the Hajj, so I initiated a conversation with him, acknowledging his value without demeaning my own position and authority. That night, the director of the Hajj denounced insurgents using local mosques as sanctuaries and IED manufacturing and storage facilities. His speech was covered by CNN and the Afghan networks.

**Lessons Learned**

This highly sensitive incident was not resolved by conventional military tactics but by allowing local and regional leadership to take the lead in condemning the illegal cache. By taking the time to let the local leaders conduct their inspection, we demonstrated our understanding of their culture and the importance of Islam’s role for them. The result was that a highly respected religious leader, the director of the Hajj, spoke out publicly on television against the insurgents. Because Afghan religious officials (and not U.S. Marines) publicly stated that the actions were contrary to Islam, the local population was more willing to accept the evidence.

Equally important, this incident established a partnership between local leadership and Battalion 3/6, providing legitimacy to the actions of the battalion in the eyes of the populace. The efforts taken to work with the Afghan religious leaders, the ANA, and the press were valuable at all levels of war (strategic, operational, and tactical). The newly established relationship with the director of the Hajj would prove beneficial throughout continued operations over the next five months, and our ANA counterparts experienced our dedication to our partnership. Ultimately, the time delay during the tactical execution resulted in an operational and strategic victory and would prove highly beneficial in the long term, as the next two vignettes will emphasize.
Vignette 2: False Accusations of Marines Desecrating a Quran

With the initial clear of “Marjeh proper” nearly completed, and Company I’s recent push into the Sistani Peninsula, we continued to capitalize on our success, the positive press (Afghan and U.S.), and the development of our relationships with local political and religious leaders. One of our first steps was to hold a shura with the tribal leaders to discuss our plans to position our forces throughout the Sistani Peninsula. Sistani is home to many tribes including the Norzai, Iuchsokzi, and Alikozi, and this particular shura proved educational and improved our ability to handle the sensitive incidents that we would encounter in future operations.

The shura was to be the first of many we held in the region, and I gained a true appreciation for the importance of the culture, knowledge of the local leadership, and the value of organizations like the Human Terrain Teams (HTT). Prior to the shura, while walking around and assessing the ground, I had my jump Marines and sailor pull out our “shura-in-a-bag” to supplement the company’s resources. During this time, John, the senior member of the HTT approached me with a small piece of paper in his hand. He asked if he could speak with me for a moment. My education began the minute John started to talk. He handed me the slip of paper and described the complexities of Sistani, the multiple tribes represented throughout, where they were situated, and where they stood on the totem pole. He provided me with the names of their leaders and then described what they were likely to discuss and what was most important to each. This information

11 Human terrain teams are primarily an Army program designed to provide battalion and regimental commanders with a greater understanding of the culture and needs of the local population. The controversial program deploys a team of civilians (who are intended to have cultural, linguistic, or operational knowledge of the region) with battalions and regiments. Their role is to talk to the population and advise commanders on the sociocultural situation in the region.

12 “Shura-in-a-bag” consisted of a large pack that housed a tea set, with extra glasses; a teapot; Afghan serving dishes; cashews; and other assorted nuts, dried fruit, and candy. It also included large bottles of water, sugar, “good” tea, spoons, napkins, and a poncho line to sit on. In my vehicle, I also kept an Afghan rug.
on local leadership was instrumental in our ability to execute the shura successfully.

In order to provide sufficient forces to continue operations in “Marjah proper,” we established an agreed-upon presence on the outskirts of Sistani. We agreed to conduct security patrols, provide an active civil affairs program, and rely on the local leaders and people to manage daily activities occurring within the peninsula. As a result of our continued relationships with the local population and their leaders, we were able to successfully achieve our limited goals in this part of our area of operations.

Threatened by our successful operations, our enemy attempted to sway the positive local opinions of our Coalition force against us by creating disorder. After a few months into our operation, a very young and animated mullah told the locals that following a recent search of a home, a Coalition patrol had desecrated a Quran. The “mullah” gathered a small mob and headed across the Sistani Desert to the district center into Marine Corps Battalion 1/6’s area of operations to protest. Although the protest was not in my AO (Battalion 1/6 had to deal with this first mob), I departed for Sistani in order to investigate.

When I arrived, I immediately stepped to the side, allowing the new ANA commander, Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed,13 to take the lead as he questioned local people in the area. We found that the home where the desecration allegedly occurred was abandoned. All indications were that the accusations were false. We questioned several members of the mob who stated that ANA soldiers, with the help of Marines, had beaten them. They stated that there were many individuals with broken limbs, severe bruising, and other injuries. However, nobody with such injuries could be produced. The emotions tied to the alleged desecration of a Quran

---

13 LtCol Farouq’s ANA Battalion rotated out following the main surge into Marjah. His battalion was relieved by LtCol Mohammad’s battalion that would remain with 3/6 until its relief-in-place.
and word of mouth, especially from a religious leader, were very powerful and evoked a strong emotional reaction among the people.

During the questioning, what struck us the most was that the mullah was not someone we had ever met or known. This was a place where we had established relations with local religious and community leaders, where we had agreed with the community about how we would operate in the area, and where we had already conducted various civil affairs-related efforts, including providing school supplies to the three local madrassas (religious schools). Frankly, it did not make sense.

After we were informed of a second mob forming the following day, I called upon the subgovernor, Haji Zahir. I then picked him up at the district center, along with other religious officials and government personnel, and in a similar fashion to the mosque incident, provided them full access to the house and the local area. We walked around and spoke to some of the local population, and it became evident that the claims of a damaged Quran were unfounded.

The incident came to a head when Haji Zahir asked the “mullah” to take a walk with him and to lead their group in prayer. As they returned from washing at the stream and praying, the subgovernor and his entourage were smiling and laughing. Having the relationship that I did with the governor, I inquired what was so amusing. He exclaimed, “That man is no mullah, he does not even know how to lead us in prayer.” Ultimately, we gathered as many locals as we could and Haji Zahir gave the floor to the mullah, who, with great emotion and detail, explained the supposed atrocity and condemned the efforts of our Coalition forces. The locals were visibly angry afterwards and wanted vindication.

Then, Haji Zahir and a Marjeh religious leader spoke to the people, describing what they had observed during their visit. The leaders
then dispersed all involved, providing Qurans to the local community and dispelling the accusations made. What was amazing about the whole situation is that the first mob was made up of individuals who did not even come from the area of the alleged desecration. Clearly, this was the enemy’s attempt to instigate problems as a result of our continued successful operations and relationship with the locals, the government, and the military.

Lessons Learned

By taking a role as a Coalition partner supporting the governor and the religious leaders, I was able to show a presence without usurping the appropriate local authority for resolving disputes. As a result, the religious and political leadership in the area was able to use clear, culturally accepted evidence (that the mullah was a “fake mullah” who did not know how to pray) to challenge the false accusations. Furthermore, these leaders were able to provide the culturally appropriate solution to the problem: dispensing additional Qurans to the population. Equally important, however, by working as partners with the local leaders, our role as legitimate protectors of the peace was reinforced in the eyes of the community.

The relationships mentioned above include the trust and mutual respect required between a U.S. commander and his Coalition counterpart and with that partner’s subordinates. One’s Coalition partners need to be willing to listen, make informed decisions, and at times, be willing to follow one in the heat of battle. We had this relationship with our first ANA partners as was evidenced by our initial clearing operations in Marjah. We maintained a mutual trust and respect, capitalizing on each others’ strengths and providing support mechanisms to manage or overcome our weaknesses.

As parts of our battle space began to transition from the clear to the hold phase, our ANA Battalion also transitioned, requiring
our attention to ensure these types of relationships were fostered with our new partners. The need for this relationship transition was made evident upon our having to deal with the Marines’ unintended upsetting of a Quran during the search of a home.

**Vignette 3: A Mishandled Quran**

In the southeast corner of our area of operations, where “Marjeh proper” and Trek Nawa border each other, we established a platoon-sized position to address the infiltration lines of the insurgents. It was a volatile area that guaranteed contact with the insurgents multiple times throughout the day. The platoon assigned to this area was partnered with an ANA counterpart, which was the pattern throughout our operations.

After some time, we began to receive reports of ANA soldiers possibly collaborating with the enemy, providing the numbers and likely route of outgoing patrols. To address this issue, I spoke with my new ANA counterpart, Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed. At first, Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed’s reaction was defensive, but once I explained that the information was gained through unquestionable intelligence collection sources, he became willing to find a solution.

Having learned from my previous experiences that working through local leadership led to greater legitimacy in our efforts, my recommendation was that Lieutenant Colonel Mohammad should handle the situation. I provided him the identification of the suspects, emphasizing that since we were Coalition partners, our information and intelligence collection should also be partnered. I suggested that he explain to his subordinates that the knowledge of the actions by the perpetrators was gained through his own intelligence means.

This was acceptable to him and we made our first trip down to the small base. While he addressed the issue of collaboration with the enemy, I focused on inspecting the facility with the platoon com-
mander and talking to the Marines, sailors, interpreters, and the ANA who were not directly involved with their commander. It was a good visit that accomplished a great deal, especially toward building our relationship at multiple levels. This would not be our last challenging visit to this post, as we soon discovered.

Within a few weeks, we were forced to return. Marines were again accused of upsetting and damaging a Quran during a search of a home. This time, however, the accusations were true. Yet what made this event different from the previous incident was that it was not the locals who were protesting the event, rather, it was our ANA partners on the Trek Nawa border. Tensions with their partnered Marines and sailors were literally on the verge of outright aggression.

To set the stage, the Marines and sailors were aware of the disloyalty of some of the ANA as a result of our previous visit. Both Marine and ANA forces were led by strong platoon commanders; however, they were both frustrated by dealing with constant contact with the enemy, oppressive heat, and restricted terrain. So on this particular day, the ANA had decided that they were not going to participate in the patrols and required searches.

That morning, the Marines and sailors went out on the search alone. They were disgruntled, but maintained as much composure as could be mustered throughout the execution of the patrols. While the Marines and sailors continued their search, an older Afghan man approached the ANA soldiers who had remained behind. He was carrying a Quran that appeared to have fallen apart. He was not overly emotional, but wanted to know why the ANA would mistreat the Quran during their search of his house.

The ANA’s unexpected reaction was outrage, fits of anger and emotion, and the requirement to restrain and disarm some of their
own soldiers. Everyone returned to the patrol base, where emotions remained high. These emotions ultimately incited the majority of the ANA soldiers to begin questioning their partnership with the Marines and to threaten to avenge the alleged desecration. The instigators within the group easily capitalized on this situation as tensions mounted exponentially.

Upon hearing reports of the incident, I immediately called Haji Zahir and explained that a group of Marines allegedly desecrated the Quran. I stated that I was on my way to investigate the situation with Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed and that we would let him know the results. I wanted him to hear about the incident from me; I wanted him to know that we were addressing it immediately; and I wanted him to know that we understood its importance and his important role in the situation’s ultimate reconciliation. The drive was a short distance from the forward operating base (FOB); therefore, we arrived on the scene very quickly.

Indeed, emotions were high. The Marine leadership and the ANA leadership had done a good job separating the two forces. Marines remained on the posts of the patrol base. Before arriving at the scene, the only information I had about the situation was that there was an alleged desecration. As I walked in, I cordially greeted an old man sitting calmly by the side entry point. As the conversation continued, he was whisked away by two ANA soldiers. I found this a bit odd, but knew that I had other things to worry about as the noise emitting from the inside of the compound was akin to wailing Iraqis at a funeral. Both Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed and I understood the value of not overreacting, and we both calmly approached our separated forces to investigate the circumstances. As he spoke to his leadership, I spoke to the Marine platoon commander and platoon sergeant. They explained that Marines were conducting searches, while their ANA
partners refused to participate. In one case, a Marine was looking at a book, when another walked in the room, knocking the book out of his hands out of frustration. The book separated and the pages were dispersed across the floor. Not realizing that the book was a Quran and not showing their usual respect for the owner and his property, the Marines moved on to the next house.

As the lieutenant colonel went on, I realized who the old man was upon my arrival and that there was more going on than just the desecration of the Quran. Several issues needed to be addressed and the first started with my Marines and sailors. I spoke to them in full sight of the ANA. I spoke of the Bible and our general understanding and then I spoke of the Quran and their understanding. I explained that to Muslims, the type in the Quran is the words spoken by God to Mohammed and that there is only one version of the Quran that is sacred, spoken by God, and written by the illiterate prophet who neither wrote nor read until God gifted him. Most already knew this, but needed a reminder. They clearly understood the passion of their partners, as this passion is similar to that shown by our Marines and sailors for their own religion.

I approached Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed, who clearly had the hardest task and was unable to restrain the emotions of his platoon. I asked if he would mind if I spoke with his men. Clearly frustrated and skeptical, he supported my request. Rather than using my interpreter, I asked one of the platoon’s two interpreters, a clear-headed man who had gained the respect of the ANA, to translate for me as I addressed the ANA soldiers. He obliged. As I began to address the soldiers, I was immediately attacked with harsh words and witnessed the uncontrolled emotions of others in the background. Remaining calm, I responded, acknowledging their claims of our mistake. I then explained our intent of addressing the situation by working with the local community and
religious and governmental leaders to ensure appropriate steps would be taken to rectify the mistake.

There were three ANA soldiers who were especially vocal, one with an ability to articulate his thoughts coherently and with persuasion. This became a challenge, as he and his two assistants were clearly instigating and taking advantage of a highly sensitive situation. In speaking with Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed, I asked for his recommendation. He stated that we needed to remove the three individuals as well as the other interpreter. I happily concurred and my counterpart took actions to ensure removal of the instigators without causing additional conflict.

My task was not complete, however, as I followed up with Haji Zahir and explained all that happened. Ultimately, Lieutenant Colonel Mohammad and I drove down to the district center and spoke with the subgovernor. Haji Zahir called the director of the Hajj, explained the circumstances, and asked for guidance. We were told that we needed to replace the Quran as well as provide a cow to be slaughtered and given to the people of the town. Based on this guidance, Haji Zahir, Lieutenant Colonel Mohammad, and I drove to the patrol base and had the ANA, partnered with Marines, lead the foot patrol back to the compound where the incident occurred.

We were attacked by insurgents throughout the movement. Despite the constant firing and ultimate danger, the subgovernor understood the importance of his role, maintained his composure, and willingly continued on with the patrol. Upon our arrival, I asked Haji Zahir if it was best to give the cow to the community as a gift or to provide the community with the money to purchase the cow. Out of sight of others, I provided Haji Zahir the money for the cow and we proceeded to greet the owner of the compound. The old man was elated at the subgovernor’s willing visit, especially as shots ricocheted around us. He was even more
ecstatic when presented with two Qurans to replace his damaged one. Haji Zahir explained to him and to others standing within earshot that he had spoken to the director of the Hajj on our behalf and that he recommended replacing the Quran and providing a cow for a feast to be held in the village. He then handed the old man the money and expressed the importance of the work that the Coalition forces were conducting. He stated that the Americans do not understand everything about their culture, but have good hearts, have a willingness to learn, and want to help Afghanistan succeed.

The cow supplement seemed to shock the recipient, who thanked the subgovernor with enthusiasm and thanked both me and Lieutenant Colonel Mohammed with equal respect and appreciation. A good portion of the ANA soldiers witnessed this exchange, which had its added benefits. The ANA platoon commander was given the responsibility of following up later with the village elders to ensure that the money actually went toward the feast, further integrating them into the community’s solution of the problem.

Lessons Learned

By turning to the district religious and political leadership systems to help resolve the conflict, an extremely volatile situation was averted. The local leadership came up with a culturally appropriate solution requiring payment of a cow and a feast to the community. This solution, which is based on Pashtunwali notions of reinstating honor (nang), is a culturally accepted way of resolving conflict in Pashtun areas of Afghanistan. The Marines paid a social debt for dishonoring the elderly man, the religious community, and the ANA, thus absolving any hostilities between the parties.

Equally important, both religious and political district leadership visited the home of the elderly man in person. Their presence not only added authority and validity to the Marines’ actions
but also reinforced the support of the community leaders for the presence of the Marines and the ANA in the area. The parallel presence of both religious and political leaders during all three of the vignettes described here reflects the Afghan village preference for balanced leadership in which no single individual is given undue authority. By including all important leaders in these events, rather than working with only one, this balance was maintained and strengthened throughout the Marines’ deployment to the area.

Ultimately, a potentially disastrous event that could have soured the partnership between the ANA and the Marines actually had the reverse effect. The relationship between the Coalition partners was strengthened both at the platoon and the battalion levels; the local community gained confidence in the ANA and the local Afghan government; the ANA gained confidence in the local Afghan government; and the relationship between the Coalition partners and government, religious, local, and military leaders continued to grow.

THE REST OF THE STORY

Operations in northern Marjeh continued to progress and over the seven months within the AO, all involved witnessed strengthened relationships and mission accomplishment. The subgovernor held office hours on Saturdays in the central portion of our northern AO and conducted shuras with local leaders in all corners of the AO. Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) officials had begun to show the necessary understanding of Marjeh and the need to expand governance to all parts of the area. Demonstrating his commitment to his role in the community, the director of the Hajj accepted an invitation to lead a shura of the local leaders and to meet with the local mullahs immediately afterwards. This balanced approach to community
leadership proved instrumental in our continued success, which was evidenced by a decrease in IED incidents and an increase in civilian-assisted IED finds and cell phone hotline tips.

In addition, after an initial shura in the Camp Hill area, a local mullah declined assistance for his mosque, stating he would let me know when he was ready. His lack of support and trust was disappointing. However, several months into the operation, the mullah pulled me aside to tell me that he was ready. He had changed his mind and wanted to be part of the solution.

We realized the extent of the affection and respect that we had earned in the area by the end of our tour. During clearing operations early in our mission, we had bestowed our battalion coin upon the director of the Hajj. Several months later, the director revealed the contents of his pocket and there was the battalion coin—a symbol of our friendship—carried as a daily reminder of the bond that existed between the Marines and the local community leaders.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Through the example of these three vignettes, the military leader gains an appreciation for the importance of making a concerted effort to work with and through Coalition partners, host nation government, religious leaders, and local officials in order to build trust and a strong relationship. The vignettes reveal the operational value of employing culturally acceptable solutions to the potentially volatile issues that inevitably arise throughout a unit’s deployment. By including local leadership and using indigenous approaches to conflict resolution, these solutions are more likely to be accepted by the local population. Furthermore, host nation leadership is given ownership of the process, since solutions are generated by a unified effort of host nation entities with minimal
involvement from the foreign Coalition partner. As a result, local leadership is strengthened; a solid foundation of trust and cooperation is built between Coalition partners and the host nation power brokers; and the local population gains confidence in the ability of Coalition and local leadership to provide stability in the area.
For a long time, military ethics has been associated with protection ethics: service members’ main mission was to protect a territory and national security. However, protection ethics are more difficult to implement in modern conflicts in which Western armies are deployed to areas far from the national territory they are supposed to protect. In addition, the connection between national security and several interventions abroad, such as the deployment of French soldiers in Afghanistan or in Chad, is far from obvious. Therefore, it is important to consider whether applying care ethics over protection ethics would help troops to establish better and more effective connections with a broad range of local actors including inhabitants of the villages they come across; nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that are involved on the battlefield; or local, national, and international mass media.

The evolution of war has made a significant impact on and transformed the scope of troops’ assignments. For these service members, the goal of these assignments is not only to be the most powerful, but also, and more importantly, to be able to understand a complex environment where politics and military affairs are interconnected. Military personnel should also understand and take into account the role all stakeholders play in the theater...
of operations. In irregular wars, destroying the enemy is only one objective, but not the most important; in order to succeed, it is essential to convince the enemy to enter into a peaceful political process of conflict resolution.

In such an environment, one has to question the very training of troops. The culture of military institutions based on the ethics of virtue does not accurately prepare them for the conflicts of our time. In order to define a military culture that would be more appropriate for the new strategic environment, it is necessary to explore and analyze the features that are specific to a soldier or Marine’s job. These include spirit of comradeship and solidarity, which can go as far as sacrificing one’s life to protect fellow troops.

The underlying values of these specific behaviors are related to a moral theory called “the ethics of care.” This theory states that personal development comes from being interdependent with others and encourages placing others at the center of one’s actions. The objective of care ethics is to build confidence among individuals. Thus, care ethics stresses what we owe each other rather than how we should behave as individuals.¹ Such a culture suggests that individuals should try to fulfill the needs of those they are responsible for. This is what Marines and soldiers do when they try to help each other on the battlefield. It would therefore be possible to build military ethics based on the feeling of care that soldiers share among themselves and to extend it to all stakeholders involved in a conflict. Because a soldier’s mission today is to understand the expectations of all actors in a conflict, care ethics has great potential to be a powerful guide in these types of missions.

A potent illustration of how service members may implement care ethics is provided by Colonel Benoît Royal when he referred to an incident that happened to a French unit in Somalia in 1993. As the unit engaged General Aideed’s violent militia, despite a very tense situation, French soldiers opted to clear buildings room-by-room and did not use artillery, which could have killed non-combatants. They advanced in enemy-held areas street-by-street, building-by-building and did not hesitate to put their lives at risk while they made sure that they would not harm noncombatants. When General Aideed later met international troops, he refused any negotiation with the international community but said he respected the French troops because they showed that they knew how soldiers should fight. Often, fighting with honor means taking risks in order to save lives and accepting the risks that are inherent to irregular warfare. It is wrong to believe that insurgents do not have their own ethical values—though those values may differ from our own.

In the confrontation with Aideed’s militia, French troops showed care for the local population. They accepted risks in order to save noncombatant lives, although it would have been much safer for them to just use artillery on the buildings. In a conflict situation where there is little certainty regarding who and where the enemy is and with the constant concern for local populations, troops have to make decisions that are likely to be influenced by the stress generated by the environment. To understand how soldiers and Marines react, it is important to consider the role played by emotions. Feelings—such as sympathy, empathy, or sensitivity—could even help service members fulfil their missions. Indeed, these feelings allow troops deployed in a country they are not familiar with to care for local players in the conflict.

Emotions play a key role in establishing vital connections in the fight against terrorism. They need to be taken into account to understand troops’ ethical behavior and how they think on the battlefield. Thus, care ethics is particularly relevant when analyzing military ethics. Care ethics can contribute to military ethics as the concept addresses irrationality, emotions, and feelings, all of which are overlooked in many other theories regarding morality that focus mainly on rationality. For instance, utilitarianism uses mathematical calculus to determine the amount of welfare from which each actor can benefit. Likewise, deontological approaches deny that emotions have any influence in the analysis of a situation. Even Aristotle in his *Nicomachean Ethics* associates morality with rational behavior. According to Aristotle, the only way to find the good is to forget one’s feelings and follow only one’s own individual rationality. Yet if military ethics requires service members to rally all actors around them, it is important for them to understand their environment and the situation of other actors in the conflict. This is a condition to convince these actors to consider a political settlement of the conflict, as opposed to using military force.

Among the many authors who have examined counterinsurgency operations, Pierre Chareyron offers a perspective that is particularly relevant for this chapter. Chareyron identifies three factors that are of great importance in counterinsurgency (COIN) operations: (1) “The more you protect yourself, the more you are in danger”; (2) “The bigger the military activities, the longer the war”; and (3) “Tactical irregularity, ethical regularity.”

Believing that troops can take an overly protective approach in COIN operations and be successful could be misleading. Insur-

---

gents often do not want to destroy the enemy army; they are aware that they are not strong enough to do so. However, by adopting a highly protective approach and engaging in other activities characteristic of conventional warfare, regular armies make their moves much easier to read. This tactic is dangerous because a highly protective approach makes it difficult for regular armies to connect with local populations.

As time goes by, foreign interventions conducted by regular armies might be seen as invasions. People who were neutral at the beginning of the occupation are more likely to get involved in the conflict and to turn against the foreign army, which will make it more difficult to initiate a reliable political process.

If the war is not fought according to just war rules, unethical behavior from the regular army can easily lead to failure. Unethical behavior compromises the legitimacy of the intervening force. This is problematic because COIN operations need legitimacy if they are to convince the parties involved in the conflict to negotiate with each other. Events such as Abu Ghraib lead local civilians to believe that the foreign army does not respect them or care about their traditions and history.

One of the most significant weaknesses of modern insurgencies is that they do not hold the same legitimacy as did national liberation movements in the past. The cases of Vietnam and Algeria in the 1950s and 1960s are good examples. In Iraq, al-Qaeda was not supported by many local tribes, whereas Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam and the “Front de Libération Nationale” (FLN) in Algeria succeeded in winning the support of the majority of the population. If insurgents were to gain a similar legitimacy, armies conducting COIN operations probably would never reach a settlement of the conflict, no matter how many battles they won. Clearly the war for legitimacy is closely linked to the ethical behavior of the troops operating in a COIN campaign.
Chareyron’s three assumptions shape the basic context of COIN operations. In many situations, their implementation is far from being complete as regular armies find it difficult to accept risks to gain the trust of the local populace. The idea that emerging technologies will help Western democracies prevent casualties in asymmetric conflicts is a dangerous illusion if one considers Chareyron’s reflections. While these new technologies may save lives in the short term, an overreliance on technology on the irregular battlefield can be counterproductive in the long term because it might prevent troops from understanding the way the insurgents and their local supporters perceive the conflict and their environment.

When Marines and soldiers operate in a COIN environment, they might have to play a humanitarian role. They may also need to act as a police force and establish connections with local tribes. Troops are central to a network of local actors with whom they have to build strong relations; the success of a COIN campaign will depend on the strength of the connections they are able to establish.

Thus a key issue is to explore how troops can make sound decisions on the battlefield and ensure that such decisions successfully challenge the negative perceptions of the local actors. Care ethics and Edward Freeman’s stakeholder theory provide interesting reflections.

The stakeholder theory, developed in the 1980s in the field of business ethics, has significantly changed the way we look at corporate life. In the 1980s, the business world was based on a dominant paradigm that a business organization’s main goal was to make profits to be distributed to its shareholders. Freeman questioned this paradigm and introduced the idea that shareholders are of course to be considered, but they do not constitute the most important objective of a business. According to Freeman, share-
holders only represent a small component of all stakeholders. A company that intends to achieve sustainable profits should care about all stakeholders: clients, suppliers, its employees, and the overall environment. This approach is indeed a condition for sustainability and, ultimately, success.6

Freeman’s theory can find application beyond business ethics; indeed, military ethics can benefit from adopting some of Freeman’s reflections. The asymmetrical wars that are the military’s main focus of effort today involve numerous stakeholders acting as networks with different interests and rationales. Troops may achieve their goals by dealing efficiently with their stakeholders. Within this context, “stakeholders” are all persons or organizations affected by the troops’ presence and operations.

In the past, many theorists have neglected the role of sound ethical decisions in relation to both military and business environments. For instance, Milton Friedman, an opponent of the shareholder theory, believed that the business world is amoral and that it should not bother with ethics.7 Clausewitz, echoing this sentiment, contended that morals and warfare would be an absurd mix since conflict is an outburst of violence that can resort to any means to achieve its goals.8 These theoretical approaches raised ethical concerns, as some practitioners tried to understand how morals may be of some importance in the business world or in warfare.

Freeman’s stakeholder theory deals with two main factors: the purpose of a corporation and the reason the corporation exists. In the objective waging of wars, two similar questions should be answered: first, what is the object of war? And second, what
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is its purpose? The aim of waging war is to convince or coerce the enemy to negotiate and, to this end, it is required that all stakeholders involved in the conflict be taken into consideration. Local populations, public opinions in countries at war, the media, NGOs, and many other parties are all stakeholders whose contributions must be dealt with to reach an agreement aiming at sustainable peace.

Stakeholders are not only numerous, but differ significantly from each other. Knowing how to deal with such diversity is of primary importance. Stakeholder theorists have tried to determine analysis patterns that would enable one to understand how to properly deal with requests coming from each stakeholder. Such an approach provides guidelines as to how to meet the requirements of every stakeholder. In addition, such a categorization makes it possible to prioritize tasks and actions.

There have been many attempts to determine stakeholders’ interests and to prioritize ways of satisfying those interests. Mitchell, Agle, and Wood developed one of the most well-known models used to determine why one stakeholder is more visible than another in a decision-making process. This model takes three factors into account: power, legitimacy, and degree of urgency of a stakeholder’s needs. Power is defined as the ability to influence the decision-making process. Legitimacy is regarded as the status, function, or entitlement that enables a stakeholder to appear as legitimate in playing a role in the decision-making process. The degree of urgency of a stakeholder’s needs refers to the fact that a stakeholder will apply pressure on a decision-making process all the more when its requirements are in urgent need of being met.9 These determinants are also relevant to military operations.
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in which various stakeholders will play on these three characteristics to draw the decision maker’s attention. For instance, A is ordered to bomb a building in Iraq, and if one attempts to determine the pattern of his stakeholders according to Mitchell’s methodology, the following dynamics should be considered:

In figure 1, A’s boss would indisputably be an important stakeholder from the perspective of A—he has an urgent need, i.e., making A execute his order; he is legitimate, as A is supposed to obey his orders; and he is powerful, as he is A’s boss. That is why A’s boss is placed at the center. If one looks at the people living in the building, they have an urgent need for the building to remain intact; however, they have little power over A. They do have a legitimate expectation that they will not be targeted, as they do not participate directly in the conflict.\footnote{The law of armed conflict gives them the legitimacy not to be targeted.} That is why, in figure 1, they are located in the circles labeled “urgency” and “legitimacy”

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Example of Mitchell, Agle, and Wood’s Stakeholder Methodology.}
\end{figure}
but not in “power.” The insurgents have neither legitimacy nor needs from the perspective of A; however, they have power and leverage since they can take action to prevent or delay A from achieving his objectives.

Locating actors in figure 1 provides a tool for analyzing the situation and could help with decision making. Yet this type of categorization has a few shortcomings. To begin with, some stakeholders may easily be inadvertently neglected. For instance, in the case presented above, the influence from the media and Western public opinion can play a role in A’s decision-making process. It is equally difficult to determine the legitimacy, leverage, or even degree of urgency of the needs of all stakeholders. In practice, information is always incomplete, and it would be unreasonable to believe that all stakeholders around A could be mapped out and precisely assessed in terms of legitimacy, power, and degree of urgency of their needs. Furthermore, this assessment is done at one point in time and in a specific environment. Assuming that it should hold in the medium to long term is unreasonable. It is difficult to understand what dynamics are responsible for the way stakeholders will evolve. In Freeman’s view, categorizing the entire spectrum of stakeholders is impossible. Freeman suggested that it is unlikely, if not impossible, that a single pattern may apply to managing one’s stakeholders in any setting and under any circumstances.11

Mitchell, Agle, and Wood’s classifications help to clarify this important discussion, but they are insufficient as far as enabling a decision maker to choose a certain course of action. In some cases, Mitchell, Agle, and Wood’s approach may help actors understand a given situation, but in others in which the distribution of power is not clearly defined, the theory may be less helpful. Much depends on the specific situation a stakeholder is dealing with.

11 Freeman, Stakeholder Theory, 72–75.
In addition, Freeman argues that it does not fall within the duties of philosophers or theorists to tell practitioners how to act. Many officers have succeeded in leading their troops without consulting either with philosophers or ethicists. This is why a more relevant approach would be to bring practice and ethics closer together and to use descriptive and normative approaches in training and education programs.

For Freeman and his proponents, the best way to manage a stakeholder is to adopt a pragmatic approach. Freeman suggests that the most effective way to do this is to develop a personal relationship with stakeholders, which Freeman and McVea call a “names and faces” approach. Behind each stakeholder is a person, whether the stakeholder is an individual, an association, an organization, or an institution. In order to grasp the stakeholder’s needs, it is important to learn and understand its character. Many individuals are mistaken if they strive to meet the needs of stakeholders immediately without spending time bonding with them in person. Failing to spend time with the stakeholders and to fully identify their needs increases the likelihood of misunderstanding and misinterpretation, resulting in their needs being incorrectly met. The needs of stakeholders may be very specific, clearly defined, and profoundly diverse, thus making it impossible to exhaustively itemize all the needs that stakeholders may express. When considering perception—and in particular the fact that a relationship of trust is often built on how people perceive each other—any decision or any use of technology should require a thorough analysis of its perception by local populations, regardless of the benefits it brings to the military campaign. What is truly important in the end is not whether troops did the right thing, but if the stakeholders of the conflict think that the troops indeed did the right thing.

CARE ETHICS AND STAKEHOLDER THEORY ARE COMPLEMENTARY APPROACHES

Care ethics and Freeman’s vision of “pragmatism” can be brought together. Both visions promote the idea that close links must be developed with the environment before individuals are in a position to make a sound decision. Both stress the importance of acquiring an understanding of the needs of others before acting. More specifically, care ethics rests on a paradigmatic change. It sets out that the individual is not really autonomous, but one is dependent on the relations that one is able to build with others. This is why care ethics implies that in a COIN operation, a soldier or Marine should pay constant attention to the expectations and needs of others. However, it is impossible to address all stakeholders’ needs, especially since some of their interests can be contradictory. In these cases, troops have to properly prioritize the way they will address stakeholders’ demands. This requires beginning the decision-making process with an analysis of the stakeholders’ needs. Troops should focus on how to most effectively help local actors.

There are many examples of service members who show concern to the local stakeholders through their actions. Often such an approach is a condition for the success of any mission. Yet the way armies’ “values” are identified in many national militaries and the way ethics is taught in military academies13 tend to focus on individuals or groups of service members rather than on a holistic understanding of the entire range of stakeholders in a conflict.

Therefore, a proper application of care ethics should go beyond military units and should apply to all stakeholders. This is where the stakeholder theory and care ethics interestingly complement each other. Care ethics provides a framework that allows troops
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to try to develop a feeling of regard, while stakeholder theory enables them to understand that they must consider all parties involved in their decision-making process if they want to obtain their goal, that is, to convince the enemy to join a political conflict-resolution process.

Similarly, using troops in their home countries to help the local population in cases of natural disasters promotes behaviors based on a sense of care for stakeholders outside the military. This activity may allow troops to consider stakeholders other than those within military institutions, a skill they will need to exercise when participating in operations abroad. What is frequently described as a secondary task should be embedded in a service member’s mission statement, as he or she will subsequently have to perform humanitarian and law enforcement tasks in foreign countries.

**Care Ethics Enables Us to Question Violence During Wartime**

Discussing violence in relation to care might seem contradictory. Yet care ethics theorists have looked into the phenomenon of violence. For instance, Daniel Levine provides an enlightening analysis of the connection between care ethics and counterinsurgency methods.14

It would be a mistake to think of care ethics as being far or completely removed from the use of force and troops’ ability to coerce certain stakeholders. Indeed, it is possible to take care of people while forcing them to behave in a certain way. The case of the communist uprising in Malaysia after World War II provides a good example. British troops’ original strategy was to split the insurgents from the villagers by founding new villages where ci-
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villians had to relocate. This action did not yield any results per se, as Levine shows in his article. Only when this act was perceived as one of British benevolence did the communist uprising begin to lose ground. The British successfully established a relationship based on trust by implementing humanitarian programs to care for and feed the local population while stressing that the newly founded villages would possibly strengthen their inhabitants’ safety. In addition, they promised independence to Malaysia once the risk of a communist regime taking power was addressed. As Gérard Chaliand explains, the British approach was probably only possible due to the very specific conditions of the communist uprising, which involved mainly Chinese segments of the population, whereas the majority of the population was Malaysian or indigenous.15

The origin of care ethics lies in an analysis of the parent-child relationship. Carol Gillingam studied the feeling of care that unites a mother and her child; she claims that in her relationship with her child, a mother is always tempted to use violence at one point or another.16 Children are indeed vulnerable creatures who like (and do not hesitate) to test their parents’ boundaries. The difference in physical strength between a mother and her child is such that she could easily kill her child by hitting him or her too hard. Furthermore, she often finds herself alone with her child, having complete control over the situation, and her child is fully vulnerable. Yet the sense of trust that mothers build with their children is strong enough that they may punish their children through means other than the use of force. Punishment is then accepted by children and regarded as legitimate. For instance, a mother may ground her child until authorizing him or her to be released from punishment. Using coercion and constraint is not unrelated to

16 Gilligan, In a Different Voice.
expressing a feeling of care. According to Levine, troops involved in counterinsurgencies are presented with the following type of situation:

The counterinsurgent’s moral assignment is not to limit the use of violence appropriately but to understand why *these* civilians support *these* insurgents and how they can be made to trust *this* government, which is supported by counterinsurgent troops.¹⁷

The main purpose of a counterinsurgency operation is to unite civilian populations behind the legitimate government. Most importantly, a major objective is to create the conditions for insurgents and the government to enter into a reliable conflict-resolution process. To this end, it is essential that civilian populations are taken care of and are paid attention to, as Levine emphasizes.

Levine also stresses the importance of moderation when using force. Force should be used only if it will be perceived as legitimate or it will cause a breach of confidence between civilians and counterinsurgents. Levine agrees with Freeman’s theory that stakeholders have divergent interests and suggests that creativity is the key to solving conflicts while satisfying these different interest groups. A similar logic applies to insurgents and a regular army confronting them. For instance, in the case of Afghanistan, there is little chance that either side will prevail over the other in a decisive way. The idea is no longer to determine who must surrender to whom but to see whether there are courses of action that would allow both sides to move on together and resolve their differences. In Levine’s words,

If an analogy is required, then the relation between counterinsurgents and insurgents is probably closest to the one between members of a family on bad terms with each other. In such circumstances, a certain sense of trust has to develop for the well-

¹⁷ Levine, “Care and Counterinsurgency,” 140.
being of people with whom these individuals on bad terms with each other are related (i.e., the other members of the family), even if they are faced with deep-rooted animosity, anger, or moral disagreement. Concurrently, most relations between members of a family on bad terms with one another do not exclude the possibility of reconciliation even if no one has been looking forward to this so far.\textsuperscript{18}

Insurgents and counterinsurgents are somehow compelled to understand each other. Since both counterinsurgents and insurgents are unable to destroy each other, the path to negotiation must always be left open. Care ethics and stakeholder theory, if brought together with the clear objective of convincing the enemy to negotiate rather than fight, provides an analytical tool that can be used to understand the role of troops in counterinsurgency campaigns.

Troops can and should show concern and care for the local stakeholders in a conflict. The vignettes offered by Lieutenant Colonel Christmas in this book are an illustration of this concept. Care ethics and stakeholder theory provide service members with a framework that will enable them to better deal with ethical dilemmas that are typical of asymmetric warfare. Yet military ethics training and education programs make no reference to care ethics. Instead, ethics curricula often cover mainly lessons about the law of war and rules of engagement. Many in the military associate these deontological rules with ethics and neglect a care approach and its importance in asymmetric warfare.

In his vignette about a mosque that was a suspected weapons storage facility, Lieutenant Colonel Christmas was faced with a difficult dilemma: investigate the facility and risk upsetting the local population or risk losing service members by leaving a potential threat unchecked. Lieutenant Colonel Christmas chose to take the time to have religious leaders involved in the inspection

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., 157–58.
of the mosque. Had he only considered military necessity, he would have inspected the mosque himself right away. He might have consulted his rules of engagement, only to discover that these rules would not have been specific enough to guide him to a decision. Indeed, this scenario reveals the great limitations of a rules-based ethics approach, and this approach fails to predict the situations troops might face. Lieutenant Colonel Christmas made a critical, effective decision because he practiced two concepts: first, he placed himself in the local stakeholders’ situation and analyzed the possible consequences of having only Marines conduct an inspection of the mosque; and second, he recognized that such a course of action would most likely be perceived as a lack of respect for Islam. He decided that the claims of the local population were important. By taking the time to allow local leaders to conduct their inspection, he demonstrated his understanding of their culture and the important role of Islam for them.19

Lieutenant Colonel Christmas also considered all the stakeholders in his decision-making process. The decision to wait for the religious leaders to get involved in the inspection of the mosque allowed him to strengthen the relationship with the Afghan National Army (ANA) and with the local press. In the long term, the religious leaders could also become precious allies in other situations—there was a huge benefit in showing them that ISAF treated them with respect. He stated, “The newly established relationship with the director of the Hajj would prove beneficial throughout continued operations over the next five months. And our ANA counterparts experienced our dedication to our partnership. The result was that a highly respected leader, the director of the Hajj, spoke out publicly on television against the insurgents. Ultimately, the time delay during the tactical execution resulted in

19 See the chapter in this book by Brian Christmas and Paula Holmes-Eber, “Leadership, Ethics, and Culture in COIN Operations: Case Examples from Marjeh, Afghanistan.”
an operational and strategic victory and would prove highly ben-
eficial in the long term.” Indeed, the relationship the lieutenant
colonel created with the religious leaders allowed him to navigate
two other challenging situations he describes in his chapter.

Two other examples illustrate the links between Lieutenant
Colonel Christmas’s actions in Marjeh and stakeholder theory.
First, he did not consider all the members of the ANA forces the
same way. He took the time to build a close relationship with
Lieutenant Colonel Muhammed. He acted on a “names and faces
approach,” that is to say, he put a name and a face to a larger in-
stitution or organization. Thanks to the special connection with
Lieutenant Colonel Muhammed, Lieutenant Colonel Christmas
had an ally during some difficult moments in his mission, in par-
ticular, when there were doubts about the betrayal from several
members of the ANA. Had he not taken the time to build this
trust relationship with his ANA counterparts, Lieutenant Colonel
Christmas would have had difficulty resolving the tense situation.
Second, by keeping a broad view of the situation and identifying
all the stakeholders involved, he was able to find an innovative
solution to conflicts that seemed to have none.

The theories presented in this article, as well as Lieutenant
Colonel Christmas’s experience, provide a framework that may
help troops deal more effectively with difficult dilemmas. Ex-
perience is the key to handling a large variety of situations, yet
training and education programs should provide Marines and
soldiers with the skills they need to operate successfully in asym-
metric warfare environments. Learning the rules of engagement
is important in order to understand the context and goals of the
mission; however, it is not enough information with which to
make a sound decision. In a complex environment, stakeholder
theory is a tool that can help service members analyze the situ-
ation and assess the best, most effective course of action. Addi-
tionally, a care approach, through which positive relationships are created among as many stakeholders as possible, including military allies, religious leaders, and the media, is necessary to alleviate the many moments of tension that troops will face. When military leaders are deployed on a mission such as the one Lieutenant Colonel Christmas experienced in Marjeh, they will not think only about the rules of engagement, but above all, about their overall responsibility. This responsibility requires an ability to analyze and build long-term relationships with all the stakeholders around them. The stakeholders analysis and care approach may be natural for many military leaders, but Marines and soldiers should learn to apply these theories early in their careers before deploying into asymmetric warfare situations.
As iron sharpens iron, so a man sharpens the countenance of his friend.

-Proverbs 27:16

Given today’s fast-paced and chaotic battlefield where the enemy is not easily identifiable and the leaders are young, the need for moral military members has never been greater. This statement does not imply that there was not a need for an ethical military in the past, but merely states the obvious fact that in today’s world, the U.S. military requires young leaders to exercise more autonomy than they’ve had in the past. For this reason, a young military member’s conduct may have moral ramifications that affect not only those around him; his conduct may also have ethical implications that could affect an entire nation.¹ As a result, the U.S. Marine Corps, as well as the other branches of the armed services,

¹ Within the context of this paper, the term “morals” is defined as practices and customs of a group or person, while “ethics” is the principles and rules that are explicitly stated and held by that group or person. Richard M. Fox and Joseph P. DeMarco, Moral Reasoning: A Philosophic Approach To Applied Ethics, 2nd ed. (Fort Worth, TX: Harcourt College Publishers, 2000). This text will use both “ethics” and “morals” interchangeably and trust that the reader is able to distinguish between the two based on the context. The text will refer to “character education” as a holistic educational approach where one’s moral conduct advances in sophistication and is brought in line with the praiseworthy ethical standard of the organization, in this case, the U.S. Marine Corps.
has instituted precommissioning ethics education for about half of its officers.\(^2\) By and large, this ethics education instills U.S. military values in its members.

This chapter investigates current ethics programs and evaluates which pedagogical method is best suited to influence the ethical conduct of the serviceperson. As such, the chapter will primarily examine the current pedagogical methods that affect the majority of new officers who receive precommissioning ethics education, briefly touching on enlisted ethics education, and will examine the institution’s role in facilitating moral conduct. Specifically, it will focus on some common barriers to the pedagogy of ethics (e.g., curriculum, use of ethical theories and case studies, conduct of the classroom, lack of horizontal integration) and will offer methods for minimizing barriers. Lastly, the chapter will examine what the junior officers in the operating forces can do to influence ethical conduct within their units.

**CURRENT PEDAGOGICAL METHODS**

Each branch of the U.S. military services has its own pedagogical method, and within each branch different methods are used for entry-level training and follow-on for professional development. To complicate matters, there are differences in pedagogical methods between enlisted and officer training and education. Because there is a wide variation in the moral sophistication of individuals, presumably, the appropriate method is used at the proper time to facilitate moral development. The variation of moral sophistication is seen at all levels within the military. For instance, two 18-year-old enlisted persons can be at different levels of moral reasoning, and the same can be said of 22-year-old newly
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commissioned officers and seasoned veterans. However, it can be generally stated that the older (i.e., more life experience) one is and the more education one has (i.e., critical thinking and reasoning skills), the more sophisticated his moral reasoning will be.\(^3\)

**Enlisted Character Education**

At the enlisted level the ethics education system is primarily a rules-based system of punishments and rewards; its intent is to instill habitual and immediate obedience to orders. While this method is a good initial start, one has to question whether 9 to 13 weeks can have an effect after 18 years of life experience. U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Williams’ study of moral reasoning indicated that, at least for a nine-week initial entry training program, moral reasoning is in fact not affected and in some cases actually decreases.\(^4\) After initial entry training and occupational specialty schools, there is no formal ethics training until the service member attends a noncommissioned officer’s course. In this respect, the military seems to take a pragmatic approach (i.e., caught, not taught) to teaching ethics to its enlisted members.

**Officer Character Education**

The pedagogical methods used for teaching ethics to officers is also varied, and more so than in enlisted ethics training. In part, this variation is due to the multiple programs through which officer candidates can receive a commission. Each service academy has its own highly developed ethics education programs. There are hundreds of Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) programs,
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all of which base their ethics education on their respective service academy’s model. However, the ROTC programs also rely on the liberal education that cadets or midshipmen receive from their prospective university. The final major commissioning sources are Officer Candidate and Training Schools (OCS/OTC) and the Direct Appointment (DA) process where the prospective officer’s precommissioning ethics education is fully dependent on the particular degree program within his respective university.

Much has been said about the pedagogical methods used at the academies with regard to ethics education and how to improve an already successful system. The academies arguably have an advantage in time, curriculum, and pedagogical methods over ROTC programs due to the lack of “undue” influences (e.g. fewer contact hours with the midshipman, fraternal organizations, and a general partying lifestyle that is prevalent on most college campuses) that the cadets and midshipmen are exposed to while at the academies. The academies are also able to take advantage of a multimodal pedagogical method, similar to the approach used in initial entry training for enlisted personnel. Typically, the methods used at these academies vary from the authoritative boot camp model to motivational speakers and role models to formal classes and case studies during the students’ junior and senior years. Formal classes in military ethics at the academies are taught mainly by civilian professors, most of whom have degrees in philosophy, some of whom have a military background. These classes are intended to provide a broad overview of several ethical theo-


6 An argument can be made that providing ROTC cadets and midshipmen with a liberal arts education exposes them to a broader spectrum of ethics that lends itself to experiences that are more practical.
ries in an environment that allows for an open dialogue on ethical issues. However, what occurs most often is a move from a dialectic to a didactic method in which the student seeks the approved solution to the problem at hand.

If this move occurs at the service academies, where educated philosophy professors teach formal classes, one has to wonder how ethics education is being conducted within the more prevalent ROTC programs, which 30 percent of new officers attend. To date, little research has been conducted on the effectiveness of these programs with regard to ethics training.

**ROTC Ethics Education**

Senior military leaders assume that a senior company grade or a field grade officer who passes the requirements to be assigned to an ROTC program is capable of teaching ethics. Certainly, the officers have the capacity to lead by example, but character education requires much more. While certain individuals are more than capable of teaching ethics, few are able to do so without formal education. Just as not every rifle expert makes a good marksman-ship coach, and not every engineer makes as a good engineering educator, not every good leader will be effective in teaching ethics. The military is accustomed to training, and many officers have been trainers prior to being assigned to an ROTC unit. However, rarely have officers been educators; this role requires a skill set that most officers do not acquire in the field or in training. Indeed, training does not equal education. J. Joseph Miller summarizes this dichotomy by contrasting “the technician’s method” (i.e., asking “how” questions) with the “philosopher’s method” (i.e., asking “why” questions) when teaching military ethics. The military sends excellent trainers who are well versed in the technician’s method to ROTC units. The technician’s method pays off,

to some degree, as the instructor trains young soon-to-be officers in the rules and how to use formulas for making ethical decisions within those rules. This method serves the novice well, as the method is easy to train and allows a young officer to arrive at an ethical decision with relative ease. However, most ethical issues are complex and cannot be neatly “plugged” into a technical formula. A few pitfalls, which often occur at ROTC programs, are classes in formal ethical theories, the tendency to apply an ethical theory to a particular “real world” problem, overreliance and improper use of case studies, overuse of the didactic method, and lack of horizontally integrating ethics education. I will now discuss each of these pitfalls in greater detail.

**Formal Classes**

The military sends generally well-meaning and morally upright individuals to be instructors at ROTC programs; however, few, if any, are educated in teaching ethics or ethical theory. A typical syllabus for a leadership and ethics ROTC course includes readings on act and rule utilitarianism ethics, Kantian ethics, virtue ethics, *jus ad bellum* and *jus in bello* and other ethical theories. Each of the theories requires more than a passing glance, and, often ROTC instructors are ill equipped to teach an in-depth study in ethical theory. As such, the theories presented are often misunderstood and misused.

It is important to note that ROTC courses are taken in addition to courses that are required for the midshipmen’s or cadet’s degree. This means that midshipmen and cadets are required to participate in physical training courses and leadership billets in addition to their course work, which generally results in an ROTC student carrying a heavy course load, typically 15 to 18 hours per semester. If the student is pursuing a technical major, this course load can easily exceed 18 hours per semester, and often is as high as 21 hours per semester.
Given the amount of reading, reflection, writing, and discussion required to properly understand ethical theories, it is easy to see that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to cover all the ethical theories in the text during one semester. ROTC programs require leadership and ethics courses; however, they are not typically required for a diploma. Therefore, given the emphasis on graduating and receiving one’s commission from ROTC leadership, cadets and midshipmen tend to prioritize their assignments in required courses, which are needed for students to receive their college diploma, over courses that are treated as supplementary. This system may suggest to students that high GPAs and graduation (i.e. meet ROTC accession goals) are more important than having men and women of exemplary character in the operating forces.

**Applying the Theory**

A natural result of the formal classes is a misuse of the various ethical theories. This often manifests itself in questions such as “what would Mill say about “gundecking” maintenance records?” These types of questions often result in a misapplication of theory, which typically seeks ways to morally justify why one should (or presumably should not) falsify or cheat on the maintenance record. This line of questioning usually digresses into a “battle” between Mill and Kant (or another ethical theorist), with each one defending a side, when, in reality, both would agree that gundecking is wrong.

**Case Studies**

Case studies are “easy”; in fact, case studies tend to be the default method used to teach ethics courses in the ROTC curriculum. While case studies are an effective method for teaching about ethical decisions, typically one of two things happens when using case studies. First, the student often uses the “applying the
theory” approach to the case, allowing the particular theorist to do the heavy lifting, resulting in a misplaced or shallow application of the particular theory. This approach often fails to tie “core values” with the particulars of the specific case. Second, when case studies are used in group discussions, the group usually arrives at an answer through consensus building. This particular method looks and sounds like moral reasoning is occurring; however, the answer often might depend on the dominant individual within a group and not on sound moral reasoning.

The Didactic Classroom

In most military situations, one often defers to authority, and the classroom is no exception. It takes special effort for both the student and the educator to overcome this phenomenon. As soon as the educator exerts his authority or indicates that he has the right answer, students quickly seek the approved answer over the reasoned answer. Worse yet, the educator “lectures” or “preaches” on the proper application of ethics, as if he were the gatekeeper of such knowledge.

Lack of Horizontal Integration

Teaching ethics can, and often does, occur outside the classroom, yet instructors rarely take advantage of these opportunities. When an ROTC student does something right or wrong, his/her conduct is rarely linked to the organization’s values and principles. A pat on the back for a job well done, without mention that their conduct exemplified the organization’s values, often results in a missed opportunity to reinforce right conduct. Likewise, punishment is rarely linked to the values that are the foundation of the rule that was broken, again missing an opportunity to reinforce right conduct.

The list in this section is by no means an all-inclusive list of potential pitfalls that occur during character education in ROTC
programs, but the list helps identify key areas in which the U.S. military can improve character education.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

**Formal Classes**

The military’s intent is to increase the practical moral reasoning skills and general character of its personnel. Perhaps a different curriculum for entry-level training, both officer and enlisted, would better serve this purpose. A curriculum that focuses on critical thinking skills and increasing moral sensitivity, moral empathy, and open mindedness, while linking the organizations’ values and principles to military rules and regulations, would better serve that purpose than a broad-brush class in metaethics and ethical theory. These skills are critical to moral reasoning and under the best of circumstances are difficult to master. To some, these skills may be viewed as “soft” and thought of as counter-productive to the military mission. However, without these “soft” skills, moral reasoning cannot occur. Leaders should welcome healthy debate over ethical issues, especially prior to the point of action.

Offering a process for evaluating a situation and determining its ethical implications can be problematic, as many individuals may treat the process as a formula, one of the very things I criticize about the current method for teaching ethics courses at ROTC programs. Yet a process-based method rather than a rules-based formula is often useful for both the novice educator and student.8 The intent of this process is to answer the “why” questions as opposed to the “how” questions. Most military personnel, even those in entry-level officer training and education, are familiar
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with U.S. Air Force Colonel John Boyd’s decision-making cycle, the Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (OODA) Loop. While Colonel Boyd’s OODA Loop was originally intended for fighter pilots, it has been adapted for other decision-making domains including business, medical professions, and ground combat. Using such a familiar decision-making tool will aid the individual through the difficulties of moral decision making.

The OODA Loop is easily adaptable to practical moral reasoning skills. During the observation phase, one must be able to identify situations that are morally relevant, i.e., one must have moral sensitivity. This requires military personnel to identify the relevant social values, moral values, and principles involved; the organization’s values and principles must also be considered. What is the role of the individuals and the organization as a whole? Is there an existing code of ethics or rule governing the situation? Orienting oneself to the morally relevant situation requires critical thinking skills, moral empathy, and an open mind. During the next phase of the OODA Loop, decide, one has to determine whether or not social values take precedence over moral values. The individual should assess whether the values and principles being expressed in the situation are in conflict or congruent with those of the organization. If a conflict exists, does it constitute an exception? The decision requires moral reasoning skills. If one has evaluated the situation honestly and critically, he has completed the moral reasoning process; however, in the end, the decision must be implemented—that is, one must act.

**The Ethical OODA Loop**

The following example of how to implement the OODA Loop in an ethical context is adapted from the conflicting loyalties scenario in *Ethics for the Marine Lieutenant.* This scenario was intention-
ally chosen to illustrate the application of the ethical OODA Loop to an all-too-common noncombat moral dilemma. This process is easily adaptable to any morally relevant situation, including combat situations.

After a successful field operation at Camp Lejeune, the Battalion commander authorizes a 72-hour liberty. One of the platoon commanders in Alpha Company did particularly well, receiving an “attaboy” from the company and battalion commanders. The lieutenants of Alpha Company decide to have an “O” call over in Greenville. Being a new dad and wanting to go home, you try to beg off, but succumb to the pleas of your fellow officers, who remind you of the importance of being a “team player,” and the need for “unit cohesion.”

After a few drinks, you switch to soda in preparation for your drive home; however, the company executive officer (XO) is not ready to leave. You offer him a ride home, but he says he is “feeling lucky and might hook up with an ECU gal and won’t have to drive back to camp swampy tonight.” Knowing the XO is a big boy, and senior to you, you decide to head home.

At 0200 the next morning, you receive a phone call from the XO and he certainly was not “lucky.” He was arrested for DWI and wants you to come and pick him up from the Greeneville police. Hesitantly, you head back to Greeneville to pick up the XO. After picking him up, you head back to Camp Lejeune, and, on the way back the distraught XO runs through his options: say nothing, i.e., cover it up; wait and see, plea-bargain down to reckless driving, and even then no one needs to know; or “come clean” and tell the company commander.

Before we delve into this issue, it is necessary to orient ourselves to the “core values” of the Marine Corps: honor, courage, and commitment.
Honor is comprised of integrity, responsibility, honesty, and tradition. Being a Marine of integrity, one consistently demonstrates the highest standards of right conduct, both legal and ethical. Responsibility is accepting the consequences, both good and bad, for one’s decisions and actions. Honesty is summed up in that Marines do not lie, cheat, or steal and they seek fairness in all actions. Tradition is also an important aspect in that Marines respect the customs, courtesies, and traditions that bind Marines together. It also means having a respect for the traditions and heritage of others.

Courage is the moral, mental, and physical strength to endure hardship, resist opposition, and face danger. Courage is comprised of self-discipline, patriotism, loyalty, and valor. Self-discipline is the ability to police one’s conduct, maintaining moral, mental, and physical fitness. Patriotism is having devotion to defend the Constitution of the United States and to America herself. Loyalty is the strong feeling of allegiance to the United States of America, the U.S. Marine Corps, one’s command and fellow Marines, and to one’s family and self. Valor is having determination to face danger, both in and out of battle, with boldness.

Commitment is completing one’s pledge or promise, and being committed to a goal requires one to self-identify with the goal and act in a manner that supports that goal. Commitment is comprised of competence, teamwork, selflessness, concern for people, and spiritual heritage. Competence is maintaining and improving one’s skill level in order to achieve one’s goals—the goal of being a Marine. Teamwork is the understanding that, while on rare occasions individual effort achieves the goal, it is more often the case that the individual’s effort supports his or her team members in achieving the goal. Selflessness is placing the welfare and needs of the nation, the Corps, and others before one’s personal welfare. Concern for people is an understanding that all people (even our
enemies) are of value, and as such, Marines treat all people with respect and dignity. Spiritual heritage is an understanding that our nation was founded on religious and spiritual principles, that all people are endowed by their Creator with inalienable rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Maintaining spiritual health enables Marines and their families to endure the hardship that is the life of a Marine.

Now that we have briefly examined the core values of the Marine Corps, let us turn our attention back to the situation at hand. The ethical nature of the XO’s actions can be evaluated using the OODA Loop. This process first requires a person to observe the scenario, highlighting that there are several morally relevant issues: first is the DWI itself, second is the possible cover-up that the XO is contemplating, third is coming clean, and fourth is the possible action the platoon commander may need to take if the XO does not come clean. Although interconnected, this analysis of the situation will deal with each issue separately. This requires us to determine what the XO values. One can assume that the XO values his oath of office and the core values of the Marine Corps. The XO also values camaraderie, drinking, and chasing women, which are not inherently bad nor do they necessarily constitute an ethical issue. However, when taken to excess and conflict with the core values of the Marine Corps, there are ethical problems. For instance, honor, and specifically integrity and responsibility, means demonstrating the highest standard of consistent adherence to right, legal, and ethical conduct. Responsibility means personally accepting the consequences for one’s conduct and coaching subordinates to make moral and ethical decisions that follow the organization’s code of conduct. (In this context one must exhibit responsibility in order to coach it.)

Clearly, there is a conflict between what the XO personally values (having a good time, drinking, and chasing women) and the
moral values of integrity and responsibility. Here the XO has at least two distinct roles: that of a leader of Marines and that of a driver. What effect will his conduct have in both roles? If the XO places precedence on his personal values (having a good time, drinking, and chasing women), which he did by turning down a ride and driving while intoxicated, he has violated the moral values of integrity and responsibility. By violating these values, the XO has also let down the Marines he leads and violated the core values of the Marine Corps.

It’s also necessary to consider his role as a driver. By driving drunk, the XO jeopardized the lives of the drivers who shared the road with him, thereby violating the common trust that one will not drive while drunk. By employing moral empathy, we can speculate as to how the XO would feel if he were the one being violated. Arguably, he would not wish to be on the receiving end of his conduct. In this situation his personal values (having a good time, drinking, and chasing women,) do not constitute an exception to his moral values, integrity, and responsibility. The decision and action in this case should have been made prior to the XO getting in his car and driving while intoxicated. Because it is easy to apply hindsight, it’s necessary to briefly consider a future action: a possible cover-up. The XO provides several courses of action, two of which appear to be different but in fact are the same, namely not coming clean with the hope his problem will go unnoticed and waiting to tell his CO in hopes of pleading down to a lesser charge. Both options are a deliberate cover-up and the latter adds equivocation to the first. As such, these decisions will be treated as equivalent moral issues.

Moving to the second step of the OODA Loop, orient requires an evaluator to apply critical thinking skills, moral empathy, and an open mind to determine which courses of action could be considered ethical. First, it is clear that the XO values his role in the
Marine Corps; if he did not value such a role, there would be no reason for him to be distraught. The XO also values loyalty, as seen by his organizing the “O” call and in his implicit and explicit communication to the platoon commander that “no one needs to know.” The XO’s self-preservation is not inherently immoral, nor is his valuing loyalty; however, when examining his actions, the XO’s priorities are called into question. The XO’s self-preservation is in conflict with the core value of commitment, namely selflessness, where selflessness is taking care of one’s subordinates and families before themselves. Loyalty is also in conflict. The XO’s view of loyalty—that the platoon commander should be loyal to him—is mistaken. The XO should know that loyalty is due to higher principles such as the Constitution of the United States and the Marine Corps, and not to an individual. The XO is also avoiding the consideration that loyalty (when not in conflict to one’s oath, the Constitution, and the Marine Corps) goes both ways. That is, the XO should show loyalty to the platoon commander as well.

There is a clear conflict with the XO’s values of selfishness and selflessness, as well as that of misplaced loyalty (i.e., loyalty to the XO before the organization). In this situation, this misplaced loyalty also brings up a conflict between loyalty and honesty. If the platoon commander is to remain loyal to the XO, the platoon commander will necessarily violate the core value of honesty, either directly by having to lie about the XO’s conduct if asked or by not reporting the XO’s conduct if not asked, both of which are dishonest. Using moral empathy, would the XO want to be put in the platoon commander’s position (i.e., forced to choose between competing loyalties or having to be dishonest about what he knows)? What would the XO do if he were the company commander? If the XO was consistent, this would not constitute an exception; he could not justify his “cover-up” as taking precedence over core values (i.e., his choosing lying and misplaced loyalty...
over the core values of proper loyalty and honesty). Nor could he justify an exception to loyalty to the organization (i.e., not putting the platoon commander in this ethical position).

After evaluating the XO’s predicament, it is easy to see that the morally right decision is to “come clean” and tell the company commander as soon as possible what happened over the weekend. This decision places moral values over personal values and having a good time (i.e., the selfless act over the selfish act and honesty over misplaced loyalty). It also takes into account the moral position of others who are affected by the forthcoming moral action.

Unfortunately, the OODA Loop process is rarely used; at best, moral decision making is linked to leadership (which indeed it is) with a matter-of-fact statement such as “this is poor leadership by example.” At worst, it is tritely summed up with the statement “if you drink and drive, you’ll get busted” (i.e., it is against the rules, and if you break the rules, you will be punished). The more important question of “why” is it poor leadership is rarely asked. In other words, the links to Marine Corps core values and why it is morally important to do the right thing does not receive enough attention.

**Applying the Theory**

Ethical theories are not necessarily essential in practical ethics. A basic understanding of the classic ethical theories would certainly be helpful, but it is not necessary and could be potentially misleading if not understood fully. Those who are teaching formal classes in practical military ethics should have a solid background in ethical theories. However, they should be cautious when teaching ethical theories to entry-level personnel. If they are not formally educated in ethics, instructors should focus more on the practical application of ethics rather than on theoretical application.
Case Studies

Case studies should emphasize basic moral reasoning skills, such as the ability to think critically, develop moral sensitivity, moral empathy, and open mindedness to alternative possible courses of action. The focus of case studies should be to determine the values, principles, and potential rules used in making unethical decisions and then to identify those elements that should have been used to make the ethical decision. Positive cases should also be studied to identify sound reasoning that resulted in proper conduct. These positive case studies are often given in the form of positive role model stories of military legends. Nevertheless, a concerted effort should be made not only to tell the stories of military lore but also to link proper conduct to core values and principles.

A proper focus on core values should eliminate the theoretical “battle royal.” A duty of the educator is to prevent groupthink from prevailing over sound moral reasoning. When a group easily agrees with one another and myopically seeks “how” to apply the rules to a particular case without asking the difficult “why” questions, the learning that occurs within the group is of little benefit. Therefore, the educator must guide the students, keeping them on task and focusing on the relevant issues, values, and principles.

The Dialectic Classroom

Classroom conduct is perhaps where the most gains can be made with regard to the development of moral reasoning, but it is also the most challenging aspect to change. The dialectic classroom can be problematic, remembering the tendency not to challenge authority in the military, especially at the entry level, when the very purpose of the class is to have the students challenge belief systems. Typically, the senior member of the ROTC unit teaches the ethics courses, and this can be a distracting factor if not prop-
erly managed. The teacher must make it clear that, barring extenuating circumstances, nothing within the dialogue will be used against the student. If students do not trust the educator, learning will not occur. Whether or not it is intentional—and I suspect most times it is not—the mere fact that the educator is a ranking officer can generate a barrier against open and honest dialogue. It is the educator’s responsibility to remove this barrier.

If possible, the educator could have the class meet in civilian attire. While this may seem trivial, the fact is that being at ease in the learning setting does make a difference from a student’s point of view and may facilitate dialogue. If the class is held in a military setting (e.g., a typical military classroom with a podium and desks neatly covered and aligned), the educator may wish to consider moving the site of the class to a nonmilitary setting. If the number of students permits, circular or semicircular seating should be used. This allows for everyone to be engaged in the dialogue and also helps to reduce the “sage on the stage” effect.

Silence in the dialectic classroom is not “dead time.” Questions, if framed properly, should create thought, and thought takes time. This again can be an impediment for the military educator because military officers often take movement and talking as making progress, i.e., all the students are conversing on the subject matter, therefore, learning must be occurring. Unless the movement and discussion are purposeful, it is wasted time and effort. Most officers, having been trained as technical experts, are expected to quickly master skills and provide answers in a timely manner (where “timely manner” typically means as fast as one can). Finding the patience to wait for an answer is a skill that most military educators will have to learn. The educator also needs to be open to different points of view; this does not mean

that the educator has to agree with those points of view, but he must respect the student. It is from this open-mindedness that the educator is able to provide meaningful feedback that facilitates dialogue and challenges the student to consider a different point of view. This feedback can be both verbal and nonverbal. In particular, educators should avoid closed-ended feedback and questions—that is, answering student questions with a simple yes or no, or asking yes or no question to students—as this does not facilitate dialogue. Educators should also be sensitive to the fact that nonverbal communication such as body language and eye contact speaks as loudly as verbal communication.

The educator should be aware that not all students will develop the same level of moral reasoning. Indeed, it is the educator’s job to identify a student’s level of personal moral reasoning skills, and then to ask questions that challenge the student at his level of moral reasoning. By asking a higher-level moral reasoning question to one who reasons at a lower level, the educator runs the risk of placing the student in distress. This moral distress is where the student perceives the dialogue as a threat and might resist further discussion. In order to be an effective educator and to properly assess a student’s level of moral reasoning, however, the educator must be familiar with the levels of moral reasoning.11

Lawrence Kohlberg developed three levels (each with two stages) of moral reasoning in 1981 in his seminal work Essays on Moral Development: Volume One: The Philosophy of Moral Development. Kohlberg’s six stages have been the signpost for the pedagogy of
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moral development. The following is a brief overview of Kohlberg’s levels and stages of moral development:

Level one is the preconventional level and consists of two stages: stage one, punishment and obedience, and two, individual instrumental purpose and exchange. In stage one of the preconventional level, a person defines moral correctness as a literal obedience to rules and authority. Thus, a person who has a stage one understanding of morality does not consider the interests of others, nor does he recognize that he is separable from others. When an individual enters stage two, he defines what is morally right as serving one’s own or others and understands the reciprocity of concrete exchange.

Level two is the conventional level and has two stages: stage three, mutual interpersonal expectations, relationships, and conformity; and stage four, social system and consciences maintenance. In stage three, being morally right requires playing a good role and maintaining loyalty and trust by being concerned about the feelings of others in the group. In stage four, morally correct actions are those that uphold social order and welfare of the society.

Level three is the postconventional and principled level and consists of stage five, prior rights and social contract or utility, and six, universal ethical principles. In stage five an individual upholds the basic values, rights, and legal contracts of society, even when they differ from actual rules and laws of society. Stage six is where one is guided by universal ethical principles that everyone should follow. Justice is Kohlberg’s universal ethical principle: respect of the equal dignity of individual human beings requires treating people as an end in themselves and not as a means to an end.12 Stage six is the pinnacle of moral reasoning; as such, it should be everyone’s goal. However, this does not mean that if one’s moral

12 Kohlberg’s stages, especially stage six, is a very Kantian notion. Kohlberg, The Philosophy Of Moral Development.
reasoning is at a lower stage, he or she is an immoral person. It only means the individual’s moral reasoning is less sophisticated. In 2000, James Rest, Darcia Narvaez, Stephen Thoma, and Muriel Bebeau revised Kohlberg’s stages. Such a revision allowed for a more flexible interpretation of an individual’s level of moral reasoning and consolidated the levels into three schemas thereby bringing the theory in line with modern cognitive science theory. Rest’s moral schema theory includes the personal interest schema (Kohlberg’s stages two and three), maintaining norms schema (Kohlberg’s stage four), and postconventional schema (Kohlberg’s stages five and six). People within the personal interest schema justify a morally right decision by appealing to the personal stake they have in the consequences of their action. People within the maintaining norms schema (stage four) perceive a need for social norms to govern the group. These norms apply to the entire group and should be plain, consistent, and definite; there should be reciprocity of the norms within the group. The group must be organized into some hierarchical chain of command and one must obey authorities within the chain of command out of respect for the group. Within this schema, social norms define morality. The last schema is the postconventional schema, where people reason first from a moral criterion.13 There is an appeal to a moral ideal (e.g., beneficence, honesty, responsibility, justice)—these ideals are shared within the community, and there is full reciprocity of the ideal within the community.

Understanding the levels or schemas of moral reasoning allows the educator to formulate the appropriate “why” question, be it 13 Rest’s moral schema theory allows for a more flexible moral criterion in which to form the foundations of one’s moral reasoning. Where the moral criterion for Kohlberg’s stage theory is justice, the criterion for Rest’s moral schema theory may be justice but it could also be care (beneficence), honesty, or responsibility. The moral criterion used is dependent on the individual and the situation; however, it is not to be confused with relativistic or situational ethics. Moral schema theory relies on a primary moral value such as justice, honesty, beneficence, or responsibility at the postconventional schema.
a question designed to bring the student from a personal interest schema to a maintaining norms schema or from the maintaining norms schema to the postconventional schema. Educators should avoid saying what the “approved” answer is, and they should also avoid providing their own personal answer to a particular problem. The goal is to ask the appropriate “why” question that draws a reasoned answer from the student. This requires patience on the part of the educator, especially an educator with a military background who is accustomed to a quick answer. Once the student has articulated his answer, the educator should ask follow-up questions that relate the student’s answer to the values and principles of the organization. The educator’s purpose is to ask questions that create dissonance.

In summary, the dialectic classroom and process is nothing new; it is the maieutic method, more commonly known as the Socratic Method. Knowing at what level or schema a student is reasoning helps frame the line of questions. The crux of this method is the follow-up question; the goal is to “stress” the current belief, without putting the student in “distress.” Self-reflection, writing one’s thoughts down, and follow-up discussion challenge or strengthen the validity of the newly reasoned conclusion. This process is thought to reinforce, create, or rewire neural pathways and schemas within the brain, thereby increasing reasoning skills.¹⁴

**Horizontal Integration**

The connection between personal conduct and the core values of the Marine Corps should be made evident. This approach allows for positive reinforcement of conduct as opposed to negative reinforcement. Positive reinforcement acknowledges someone for exhibiting right conduct rather than only instructing someone on
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what the rules are and telling them not to break them. In other words, it is important that the instructors value a service member’s honesty in a particular situation. Such an approach will reinforce the service member’s belief about honesty. Linking conduct to organizational values in this manner reinforces the importance of both the value and the individual’s right conduct.

**Intuitive Ethics**

Evidence suggests that the majority of daily judgments and behaviors (including moral ones) are intuitive; they appear in one’s consciousness without their origin being known. Benjamin Libet’s 1999 study developed theories of intuitive decision models of moral conduct. Libet found that increased brain activity occurred about 300 milliseconds before the subject became consciously aware of impending action, followed by 150 milliseconds of consciousness before the brain sent the signal to act, and another 50 milliseconds for that signal to get to the muscle to initiate movement.¹⁵

Jonathan Haidt, in his social intuitionist model of moral conduct, suggested that most moral reasoning is a post hoc rationalization of intuitive behavior after one receives feedback from his or her social group. Haidt offers four reasons why his model provides a strong explanation for moral conduct. First, there are dual processes that drive our conduct, both conscious and unconscious. Second, the agent acts more like a defense lawyer than a judge; we seek to morally defend our actions. Third, often we cannot explain why we do the things we do; we manufacture reasons post hoc when pressed for answers. Fourth, several studies indicate moral action may be linked with moral emotion to a greater extent than it is linked with moral reasoning.¹⁶ Indeed, moral conduct is often
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a result of an intuitive emotional reaction as opposed to a rational reasoned action. The following are a few studies in cognitive neuroscience that seem to support a social intuitive link to moral conduct.

Anthony Greenwald and colleagues, using their Implicit Association Test (IAT), also seem to support an intuitive process for moral conduct. Greenwald and Farnham compare reaction times between congruent and noncongruent concepts and attributes to determine if there is an implicit association between the two when compared to an explicit measure of the concept and attribute. The classic example uses the concepts of a flower and an insect with attributes of pleasant and unpleasant. A congruent task links the concept of a flower with a pleasant word and the concept of an insect with an unpleasant word, while an incongruent task links the concept of a flower with an unpleasant word and the concept of an insect with a pleasant word. Reaction times for identifying a pair as congruent or incongruent are measured, and typically incongruent pairs take longer to identify, thereby indicating an implicit association with the congruent pair. Concepts used with the IAT have been religion, gender, race, and ethnicity, all of which have moral implications. When comparing explicit measures of stereotyping within those concepts, there is little correlation between the two; in other words, one might not stereotype a concept such as ethnicity on an explicit measure, but when given the IAT, there are implicit associations with certain ethnicities. The results of Greenwald’s IAT indicate that there is both an explicit

and implicit mechanism at work when one makes judgments to include judgments with moral implications.

One might conclude that there is something more going on in the gap (Libet’s 150 milliseconds) that allows “dishonest” subjects to override their propensity to cheat. Clearly, the growing evidence that there might be something going on “under the hood” needs to be taken seriously. Our intuitions play a greater role in our moral conduct than we previously thought.

As a result of the increasing evidence that much of our moral conduct is based on our intuition, an effort should be made to integrate intuitive ethics into military training and education. Military personnel need to be put into as many “real world” morally ambiguous situations as possible and be required to make intuitive judgments, decisions, and actions in order to resolve the situation. These situations or vignettes could easily be integrated into existing training scenarios. However, in order for ethics education to increase good intuitive ethics, there needs to be a link between the implicit and explicit. One way to make the implicit known, and thereby reinforce right conduct and correct wrong conduct, is by continuing the dialogue into the after action review for those vignettes that can be evaluated in terms of morality. There should be a determined effort to question the morally relevant conduct and to link this conduct to the core values of the Marine Corps.

_Educating the Educators_

In addition to sound leadership and role modeling, educators need to be skilled in practical moral reasoning skills (e.g., critical thinking, moral empathy, open-mindedness, and the ability to link conduct with the values of the organization). Certainly, the educators who will be teaching entry-level ROTC classes need to be educated on how to conduct character education. Very little formal education on how to conduct character development is provided to ROTC instructors. Perhaps there should be a formal
education process for those who instruct at ROTC programs. The U.S. Marine Corps can remedy such a shortcoming at The Basic School (TBS); however, other services do not have this opportunity.

The military/DOD/USMC should also identify those responsible for character education in the operating force and educate them.

The captain, lieutenant, and staff noncommissioned officer are in the ideal positions to conduct character education in the operating forces. Yet as character education does not equal training, perhaps there should be a deliberate effort to equip these young service members to make the needed links between one’s conduct and the core values of the organization. If character development is important, and arguably it is as important as any technical skill such as firing a rifle, there should be a concerted effort to educate educators at TBS, Expeditionary Warfare School (EWS), and at the Staff Noncommissioned Officers Course (SNCOC) and other postcommissioning schools.

Regardless of the method of educating the educator, the Marine Corps should invest time in discussing ethical issues prior to the point of action. War-gaming tactical situations are an expected and common practice in the troop-leading steps, as is the Marine Corps Planning Process (MCP); incorporating ethical issues in this process will be beneficial to develop moral reasoning skills.

**CONCLUSION**

In order to achieve maximum effectiveness in character education, the Marine Corps should integrate both intuitive and maieutic methods in ethics education programs. More importantly, the Marine Corps should set the conditions for success within the classroom and integrate both reason and intuition outside the classroom. Unethical behavior should not necessarily be
punished in training; rather, Marines who display unethical conduct should be remediated by spending time discussing the connection between core values and moral conduct. Those who educate Marines about making morally correct decisions must take advantage of proven pedagogical methods in order to enrich the conversation and facilitate greater moral development throughout the Corps.
The new international environment, new forms of conflict, new expectations from public opinion, the powerful role played by the media, and the conflicting agendas of great nations have put service members and, particularly, military leadership in situations in which exercising leadership is extremely difficult. The changing nature of the missions that military leaders are asked to execute and the increasing demands of their responsibilities have placed a heavy burden on them. Often these new responsibilities are confused and blurred, and as a result military leadership is more complex. The “fog” of responsibilities is part of the framework in which service members are asked to operate.

Leaders deal with at least three levels of responsibility: toward the profession, the nation, and the international community. Assuming that through comradeship and esprit de corps, the profession of arms is comparable to a family, these three levels can be compared to Emile Durkheim’s “three loyalties” consisting of the loyalty toward “the family in which one is born, the nation or the political group, and humanity.”

Many thanks to Dr. Paolo Tripodi and Lieutenant Colonel Carroll Connelley (USMC) for the tremendous work they have done to carry this project to its end. I also acknowledge Ms. Stase Rodebaugh for her compelling and thoughtful comments which helped me make this paper clearer. I am grateful to Major James Gingras (USAF) and Heather Richards for the time they spent reading these lines and for their insightful feedback. All my thanks and love to my wife Christine and our son Thomas.

Military leaders are asked to assume the responsibilities related not only to their rank and position, but also to their profession. Assuming responsibility is the path for leaders to build their legitimacy. In this paper, legitimacy is defined as the combination of three elements: tradition, charisma, and rationality-legality.² Indeed, in the military, these three essential elements directly impact the trust leaders can expect from the profession and from their subordinates in particular.³ The responsibility military leaders have toward the nation is rather complex since it involves respect for both the people with their expectations, and the state with its agendas. Finally, international responsibility is the outcome of the rise of cosmopolitanism in international relations and foreign policy. Cosmopolitanism stresses that all human beings are citizens of the world, and as Kwame Anthony Appiah explained, cosmopolitanism is thus made of “two strands that intertwine.” In Appiah’s view, “one is the idea that we have obligations to others, obligations that stretch beyond those to whom we are related by the ties of kith and kin, or even the more formal ties of shared citizenship. The other is that we take seriously the value not just of human life but of particular human lives.”⁴ Thus, cosmopolitanism advocates a moral duty for every human being toward every other human being—not only toward fellow citizens, friends, family members, or a particular community.

The complexity of military leadership is determined by both the number of actors military leaders are responsible for and

the interaction among those actors. The conflict in Afghanistan, where French troops, as many others, have been deployed with the primary purpose of defending French interests, is a perfect example of this complexity and interaction. Although troops have been deployed to protect French interests, the argument used by the government to explain and justify France’s involvement in Afghanistan has been mainly humanitarian. French military leaders in Afghanistan are not always clear regarding the real objective of their mission. Are they supposed to promote French interests, or are they supposed to protect the Afghan people? Or is the intervention in Afghanistan a multipurpose mission?

Figure 2 illustrates the complexity of this situation and how different levels of responsibility interact: in the nation, military leaders are responsible toward fellow citizens; in the profession, they have a double responsibility toward their superiors and their subordinates; and in the world, military leaders are responsible
to all human beings. These responsibilities become particularly complex at the intersection of the three circles and particularly when military leaders are deployed in multinational military operations. In these operations responsibilities are blurred, and it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine clearly who is responsible for what.

Before exploring these three levels of responsibility, it is important to explain the meaning of “responsibility.”

**RESPONSIBILITY: A COMPLEX CONCEPT**

George Ambler, executive partner with Gartner Executive Programs, notes that “as leaders we can be given accountability and we can be given authority, but we cannot be given responsibility. We have to take responsibility. Leadership is a choice we make. The attitude of responsibility is a leadership mind-set. We do not become leaders because we have authority and are therefore accountable. We are leaders because of how we choose to respond. Leadership rests on our responsibility, not our authority.” In Ambler’s view, responsibility is the pillar of leadership. Thus, military leaders should be aware that leadership is deeply rooted in the exercise of responsibility. Michael Walzer provides more clarity on this point. According to Walzer, “Officers take on immense responsibilities . . . for they have in their control the means of death and destruction. The higher their rank, the greater the reach of their command, the larger their responsibilities.”

Indeed, responsibility is at the core of the profession of arms. As managers of violence, soldiers and their leaders bear the greatest responsibility. Therefore, they must be held accountable for

---

their actions. This accountability can be divided into two parts: on the one hand, they are responsible for following and applying the rules of law; on the other hand, they are responsible for doing what is morally right.

Currently there is a strong, but necessary, constraint on military actions, especially on the use of force, which is tightly disciplined by the law of armed conflict (LOAC) and the rules of engagement (ROE). Liability of military members can hardly be avoided when a violation of the LOAC has been committed.

Personal liability at all levels of the hierarchy has been the cornerstone of international criminal justice since the Nuremberg trials. As a defendant at Nuremberg, one of the most prominent Nazi leaders, Hermann Göring, argued that he could not be held accountable for complying with orders issued by his superior, Adolf Hitler. He tried to evade his personal liability for the crimes Nazi Germany committed during the Second World War by deflecting the responsibility toward his superiors.

Yet in 1945 the Charter of the International Military Tribunal of Nuremberg determined that “[t]he fact that the Defendant acted pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior shall not free him from responsibility.”7 In 1950, the so-called Nuremberg Principles postulated that “[t]he fact that a person acted pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior does not relieve him from responsibility under international law, provided a moral choice was in fact possible to him.”8

This point was later included in the Rome Statute that established the International Criminal Court. Article 33 states,

---

The fact that a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has been committed by a person pursuant to an order of a Government or of a superior, whether military or civilian, shall not relieve that person of criminal responsibility unless (a) The person was under a legal obligation to obey orders of the Government or the superior in question; (b) The person did not know that the order was unlawful; and (c) The order was not manifestly unlawful.9

Therefore, it is extremely difficult to evade one’s responsibilities toward international law. However, when dealing with national jurisdictions, things can be rather confusing. In France, for example, the penal code states that “a person is not criminally liable who performs an action commanded by a lawful authority, unless the action is manifestly unlawful.”10 This statement does not contradict international laws; however, it does not formally forbid the use of the “obedience to authority” argument. The main issue with this article and Article 33 of the Rome Statute is that they imply all military personnel must have a deep knowledge of what is lawful and what is not. However, this is something difficult to achieve. As a result military commanders on the battlefield normally rely on the advice of legal advisors (LEGAD) and on documents such as the rules of engagement. Yet, this is not enough and mistakes can be made. In some circumstances LEGAD might not be available. Often the ROE are complex and unclear. In some cases, there might be a perception that the interest at stake is so high that violating the rules might be a necessary and acceptable compromise. This point is at the center of the debate on torture. Abu Ghraib, al Habbaniyah, and several other detention centers were condemned by the International Commit-

---

tee of the Red Cross for the abuses that took place. Resorting to torture, even if clearly unlawful, can be wrongly perceived as a necessary means of last resort.

Liability for war crimes includes the perpetrators and also those who were in charge. As Stéphane Bourgon puts it, “[i]t is important, and it goes without saying, that commanders are vested with significant powers. It is necessary to allow them to fulfill the missions they are entrusted with. These powers are, notwithstanding, accompanied by heavy responsibilities based on commanders’ duty to control their subordinates and to ensure the respect of international humanitarian law.” Leaders’ responsibility is obviously not limited to legal considerations. The moral and social consequences caused by the violation of certain rules, such as the prohibition on torture, can weigh heavier than the legal ramifications.

Stanley Milgram, in his famous study on obedience, provided evidence that a significant number of individuals will obey an immoral order issued by an authority perceived as legitimate. It is easy to give up one’s responsibility, as had been done by Nazi leaders in Nuremberg or as shown by the Stanford Prison experiment in 1971 and more recently by the French TV program, Le Jeu de la Mort, broadcast in March 2010. In this program, which

12 In 1961 Stanley Milgram conducted an experiment aimed at measuring the willingness of individuals to obey orders given by an authority figure. A subject was ordered to ask questions to a “learner” and to deliver an electric shock to this “learner” each time he made a mistake. The shock was increased for each mistake to reach highly painful and, eventually, deadly levels. The so-called “learner” was an actor and shocks were not actually delivered.
13 Stanley Milgram, Obedience to Authority (New York: Perennial Classics, 2004).
15 Le jeu de la mort (Jusqu’où va la télé?), broadcast on the French TV channel “France 2,” 17 March 2010.
was based on Milgram’s experiment, 81 percent of the subjects pushed the lever to the ultimate 440-volt shock just because they were asked to.\(^\text{16}\) Leaders must be prepared to avoid the “Lucifer effect”\(^\text{17}\) and prevent their subordinates, or even their superiors, from perpetrating evil acts.

Lieutenant General Denis Mercier noted that “[n]o frame, whether legal or moral, will release the soldier—or all the more, the officer—from his responsibility when it comes to the use of force, whatever the complexity of the situation in which he operates.”\(^\text{18}\) Indeed, as explained by Anthony Hartle, “To be prepared for his responsibility, a commander must be proficient in a variety of areas. He must be a ‘tactician, strategist, warrior, ethicist, leader, manager, and technician.’”\(^\text{19}\) Often leaders are expected to be knowledgeable about everything and to make good decisions always. Obviously this kind of expectation can be unrealistic, and military leaders can often just choose the “lesser of two evils”; this course of action is the outcome of limited knowledge of the environment where they operate and the interests at stake.

**Responsibility Toward the Profession**

In his classic book, *The Soldier and the State*, Samuel Huntington wrote that military ethics “exalts obedience as the highest virtue of military men.”\(^\text{20}\) This point of view is widely shared among French field officers. Leaders have a duty to obey and to advise their superiors. Advising superiors, however, can be challenging, particularly when a disagreement might arise and the opinion

---

\(^{16}\) In the Milgram experiment conducted in 1961, 65 percent of the subjects delivered the final massive shock of 440 volts.

\(^{17}\) Zimbardo, *The Lucifer Effect*.

\(^{18}\) Lieutenant General Denis Mercier, préface in Goffi, *Les armées françaises face à la morale*.


offered could be perceived as adversarial. This is indeed an important responsibility for any leader, but even more so for military officers.

In the case of obedience, leaders consider themselves merely professionals who have been given a mission they must execute without questioning.\textsuperscript{21} This mind-set is germane to the military culture of obedience and also to the traditional subordination of the military to the political power. In 44 BC, Cicero wrote “\textit{Cedant arma togæ}” or “Let arms yield to the toga.”\textsuperscript{22} In this statement lies the idea that the military is always expected to submit to civilians’ rules. Yet this relation is not always easy. Decisions made by political leaders are sometimes difficult for military leaders to understand. The French-led military \textit{Opération Turquoise}\textsuperscript{23} is a good example of the difficulty faced by leaders in fulfilling a political mission with serious consequences in the field, for which “the political responsibility of the French government remains a substantive issue which deserves close scrutiny.”\textsuperscript{24} It might be easier to blame the military rather than blame the political institution responsible for ordering the use of force.

The conflict in Afghanistan is an interesting and important case. In France the real motivation of the intervention remains unclear to both French military leaders and their troops deployed there. Three factors are useful to explain such a situation. First, officials’

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Jean-Claude Barreau, Jean Dufourcq, and Frédéric Teulon, \textit{Paroles d’officiers} (Paris: Fayard, 2010), 172.
\item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{Opération Turquoise} was a mission in Rwanda proposed and led by France in 1994 under Resolution 929 of the UN aiming at “achieving the objectives of the United Nations in Rwanda through the establishment of a temporary operation under national command and control aimed at contributing, in an impartial way, to the security and protection of displaced persons, refugees, and civilians at risk in Rwanda.” France was highly criticized for its controversial role in the conflict. The French army was charged for “complicity of genocide and/or complicity of crimes against humanity.”
\item \textsuperscript{24} Barreau et al., \textit{Paroles d’officiers}, 179.
\end{itemize}
discourse, such as that from French political leaders, has stressed the humanitarian dimension of the intervention. Second, the political agendas of Coalition members differ significantly from one another. The reasons that have determined many countries’ decisions to intervene in Afghanistan have changed often along with the means used during the intervention. Third, these changes have made a significant impact on the overall environment on the ground and on the perception Afghan people and Coalition troops have of the intervention. As a result, military leaders have often struggled to understand and explain why they are fighting in Afghanistan. In France for instance, exploring why French troops are fighting in Afghanistan can lead to a wide range of explanations. The intervention is justified by humanitarian and strategic arguments, as well as an emphasis on the role France plays within NATO and its relationship with the United States.

It should be noted that making decisions to deploy troops into combat zones and risk their lives for unclear reasons is dangerous. Colonel Eric Maïni, deputy commander of the French Air Force Academy, stated during an informal discussion, “It is a major responsibility to put the name of a subordinate on the list of those who will be sent into combat.”

Audrone Petrauskaite, at the General Jonas Zemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania, found that 69.1 percent of Lithuanian cadets considered responsibility as the most important quality of a professional officer (responsibility ranked higher than duty–60 percent–and loyalty–50.9 percent). At the same time, 69.1 percent of the respondents agreed with the idea that “militaries should carry out all orders of their commander” and only 25 percent considered “that militaries should carry out only the order that is

25 Quoted with the kind agreement of Colonel Eric Maïni.
in agreement with their consciousness.” Cadets overall should be taught that leadership is intrinsically linked to the exercise of responsibility, and a proper exercise of responsibility requires autonomous thinking. This means that they should develop the moral courage required to refuse the execution of illegal and/or immoral orders. According to Hannah Arendt, it is this thinking, considered as free will, that will allow the individual to develop the ability to apply sound judgment and then take responsibility, and if necessary to say “no.” Thus, responsibility toward superiors’ orders rests in the ability to refuse the execution of those orders that are clearly unlawful and/or immoral. Due to the subjective nature of the perception of morality, the act of refusing the execution of “immoral” orders poses serious challenges to the individual.

On some occasions political and military agendas can collide. According to Robert McNamara, the question often is “how much evil must we do in order to do good? We have certain ideals, certain responsibilities. Recognize that at times you will have to engage in evil, but minimize it.” Thus, under what circumstances should military leaders oppose the execution of missions that would place the lives of their troops at risk? This question was raised in Afghanistan when a Dutch battalion refused to carry out a reconnaissance mission as they were not adequately equipped and troops’ lives could have been compromised. A similar case occurred in Iraq when U.S. soldiers refused to execute what they

called a “suicide mission” consisting of operating a fuel convoy in a dangerous area.\textsuperscript{30}

In combat commanders are placed under a great deal of pressure generated by the responsibility to execute the orders they have received, while trying to minimize the loss of troops’ lives. Leaders deal with multiple responsibilities as subordinates and advisors to civilian authority and toward their subordinates. They are morally and legally accountable for the consequences of the decisions they make. Yet what does accountability mean when responsibility and its sharing are blurred?

One French example provides a good illustration of this concern. In August 2008, 10 troops were killed in an ambush in the Uzbin Valley in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{31} This tragic event paved the way to a strong debate in France about whether France should continue its military commitment in Afghanistan. The most pressing issue was about identifying who was responsible for those deaths. The ambush was widely reported by the media. French public opinion blamed military leaders for the losses. In October 2009, the families of the soldiers killed in action decided to sue military leaders for “deliberately endangering the lives of others [i.e. soldiers].” The legal action was aimed against “individuals who . . . had not assumed their responsibility. . . “ Clearly, such a course of action generated a concern about whether military leaders will continue to accept their responsibility in future combat operations.

The French military found that the initiative taken by the families of those killed in action was unfair. The issue is whether military leaders on the battlefield are the only ones who should be held responsible for the casualties. French public opinion per-


ceives that French troops are not properly equipped to conduct counterinsurgency campaigns or humanitarian intervention in a highly hostile environment. Indeed, should this be the case, then identifying responsibilities is significantly more complex. Many among the French military stress that the intervention in Afghanistan has been launched without the French parliament’s approval as required by Article 35 of the constitution. Therefore, military leaders share no responsibility for such a political decision.

In a situation lacking clarity, military leaders feel a strong responsibility toward their subordinates. This opinion is widely shared within the French military. In addition, before dedication to the nation or fellow citizens, French soldiers’ main motivation in combat is to risk their lives for their comrades-in-arms.32

When the motivation to enter a conflict is not clear, and as a result, military leaders might find it difficult to explain why troops should kill or might be killed, the very sense of military commitment may shift from the defense of the nation to the defense of comrades. Nonetheless, the defense of the nation remains the traditional—and a strong—responsibility of military leaders.

**Responsibility toward the Nation**

In the first century BC, Horace wrote, “Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori,” or “It is sweet and fitting to die for one’s country.” Today, to serve France with the “ultimate sacrifice” is, as stressed by former French President Jacques Chirac, the “raison d’être” and the “honor of the professional officer.”33

---


relationship between military personnel and the nation clearly captured by General Georgelin as he notes that “[t]he serviceman is the one who, today as yesterday, thinks about the values which founded the nation, because it is on their behalf that he will, if necessary, use the force he has been entrusted with by his fellow countrymen.”

Emile Durkheim notes that there is always a tension between patriotism and cosmopolitanism at the moral level. However, he emphasizes the fact that “in contrast with the nation, mankind as source and object of morality suffers this deficiency: there is no constituted society.”

In addition, the French Defense Code states that “[t]he Armed Forces of the Republic are dedicated to the nation. The mission of the armed forces is to prepare and to insure by force of arms the defense of the homeland and the higher interests of the nation.”

The defense of the nation has long been the main, if not the only, reason worth dying for. Dying pro patria was, in the First and Second World Wars, a strong motivation for French soldiers.

This seems to be the most important responsibility of any military member. In his study on the U.S. military, Roger H. Nye writes,

The true American soldier has always cherished a vision of himself as a servant of the nation, an identity that runs counter to the idea of professional isolation from the great politic body. In this sense, soldiers feel deeply about patriotism, a patriotism that extols the American nation as man’s best hope for guarn-

---

35 Emile Durkheim, Moral Education, 76.
37 Ernst Kantorowicz, Mourir pour la patrie et autres textes (Paris: PUF, 1984), 105–41.
38 Guillaume Cuchet, “Mourir pour la patrie: le poilu entre gloire terrestre et gloire céleste” in Le sacrifice du soldat: Corps martyrisé, corps mythifié, Christian Benoît et al. (Paris: ECPAD/CNRS Editions, 2009), 74–78
teeing the freedom and peace necessary to man’s achieving his great potential. Defense of the nation becomes a great calling. With it comes the duty of protecting the people, their value system, and their material well-being.39

Military leaders have significant responsibilities toward the nation and fellow citizens. Thus, they are placed in a difficult position when the political decision to use force is not supported or when it is even opposed by the “nation.” If one accepts Clausewitz’s point of view that the military is a tool of politics, and that politics in a democracy is the expression of the nation’s will, then military leaders are accountable to their fellow citizens or at least to their representatives. In the case of the French intervention in Afghanistan, the French parliament was excluded from the political decision-making process. More recently the French parlia-

ment was also excluded from the decision to intervene in Libya. In these situations, military leaders deal with the Clausewitzian “remarkable trinity,”\(^{40}\) (see figure 3) trying to balance the people, the military, and the government, as well as the media.

In Clausewitz’s trinity, military leaders deal with conflicting and often confusing priorities. A balance should be found between the French government’s agenda to maintain, and indeed also strengthen, the number of troops in Afghanistan, and the French public opinion’s desire to withdraw. In such a blurred situation, military leaders are asked by the government to execute a mission that will risk the lives of their troops while French public opinion is opposed to such a mission. According to Hartle, “[i]n general, military forces and military leaders have always been an obedient arm of the state and strictly subordinate to civilian authority.”\(^ {41}\) Therefore, the mission decided by the government must be accomplished even when public opinion is opposed to it. However, such a division will have a major impact on military leaders.

Winning hearts and minds is not only about the people of the countries where troops are deployed, but it’s also about their respective public opinions. General Benoit Royal stresses that “today more than yesterday, a military force which does not benefit from the support of the public opinion loses its legitimacy.”\(^ {42}\) The people no longer feel responsible for political decisions, and political leaders do not feel responsible since they consider themselves acting on behalf of the people. In this confusing situation military leaders should be able to balance obedience to orders with expectations from their fellow citizens.


RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Since the early 1990s, the international community and its most important actors have decided to play a more robust role to create a safer global environment. Western states have looked at their national security through the prism of international stability. A shift has occurred from a nationalist to a cosmopolitan approach to security, indeed, from a nationalist to a “nationalist-through-cosmopolitan” approach. The French national strategy policy also stresses that “in virtue of its international responsibilities and on the basis of a collective vision of its own security interests, France may occasionally have to take part in an intervention even though its own direct interests are not at stake.” French moral altruism comes together with a more pragmatic consideration of France’s “indirect interests.”

Together with an increased use of force to deal with internal or international disputes in some parts of the world, such as in Africa, the need for justice has increased in a considerable way. This is true both at the national and international levels.

The idea of being responsible for the well-being and the security of other peoples has been largely used by the United Nations to promote and justify humanitarian and peacekeeping operations. As Kwame Anthony Appiah writes,

Accepting the nation-state means accepting that we have a special responsibility for the life and justice of our own; but we still have to play our part in ensuring that all states respect the rights and meet the needs of their citizens. If they cannot, then all of us—through our nations, if they will do it, and in spite of them, if they won’t—share the collective obligation to change them, and if the reason they fail their citizens is that they

---

lack resources, providing resources can be part of that collective obligation. That is an equally fundamental cosmopolitan commitment.44

Cosmopolitanism is now widely spread throughout the world in the name of a duty to aid others, or “the responsibility to protect.” According to Jeremy Bentham, “[e]very man is bound to assist those who have need of assistance, if he can do it without exposing himself to sensible inconvenience.”45 Therefore, military leaders’ responsibility has broadened beyond the profession and the nation to include also the international community. Are French soldiers and UN peacekeepers expected to risk their lives to protect other peoples? Should military leaders accept and risk their troops’ lives to protect foreign citizens when deployed in peace-support operations? The cosmopolitan answer to these questions is yes. However, it is not clear whether French public opinion would always support such a view. French public opinion might have a limited tolerance for casualties, and its resilience might decrease as French troops’ deployment drags on and there might be a perception of diminishing chances of success.46

In addition, it is reasonable to explore what cost French public opinion is ready to pay in support of these missions. Michael Gross argues that “[a] nation in a position to help must determine whether costs are reasonable and whether it is willing to sacrifice some of its members to rescue others.”47 It is important to determine what would be considered “reasonable.” According to Gross, “[o]nly national defense can obligate individuals to risk

44 Appiah, *Cosmopolitanism*, 163–64.
their lives.”48 Yet in Gross’ view, if the nation decides to engage troops in humanitarian interventions, it must provide the best conditions possible to succeed and thus minimize, as much as possible, risks for its service members.

French military leaders involved in the Uzbin ambush were charged as “individuals who . . . had not assumed their responsibilities . . . “ by “deliberately endangering the lives of others.”49 The fact that the intervention in Afghanistan was presented to the French public as a humanitarian mission led them to believe that French troops would face a negligible amount of hostility and violence. Humanitarian interventions are not “real wars,” and thus there is a mistaken perception that they will be missions without casualties. Political leaders’ responsibility and credibility are at stake. Very likely they use a moral argument to justify the use of military force. The humanitarian argument was used by former French President Nicolas Sarkozy to justify the intervention in Afghanistan. A translation of his speech following the Uzbin ambush reads,

Because fighting here, in the Uzbin Valley in Afghanistan, the French must know it, [we are] protecting our democracies from terrorism. You defend here human rights, and in particular women[’s] rights. Thanks to you, millions of Afghan children are attending school. Thanks to you, infant mortality has been reduced by a factor of three. . . . Even if the death toll is very heavy, be proud of what you are doing here.50

48 Ibid., 228.
This approach emphasizes the moral responsibility that French people are supposed to have toward other nations. The so-called responsibility to protect (R2P) was “first articulated by the independent International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) and refined and adopted at the 2005 World Summit.”\(^{51}\) R2P aims at preventing and stopping crimes such as genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.\(^{52}\) However, several commentators have noted that R2P can be used as an excuse for violating state sovereignty. Seuma Milne considered the intervention in Libya, launched to “protect civilians and civilian-populated areas under threat of attack in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,”\(^{53}\) as a strong evidence of R2P abuse.\(^{54}\)

Despite the fact that “Western armed forces have historically focused on and attempted to instill, nationalist sentiments—mainly the protection and self-defense of physical integrity and rights of family, friends, and fellow nationals—as ideological incentives to fight,”\(^{55}\) they must also be prepared to accept the shift to cosmopolitan interventions. Indeed, humanitarian operations are now part of European Union missions, as stated in the Petersberg Tasks.\(^{56}\) These missions will continue to play an important role.

---


52 Ibid.


role in foreign and security policy and will very likely grow in number. As a result, the risk that service members might die to protect foreigners will be high. Military leaders should be aware of these tasks and their consequences, so that they can explain them to their subordinates and be better prepared to advise their political leaders. The French white paper (the national strategy) stresses that,

Apart from the legality of military intervention, the question of its legitimacy has already been raised by the Secretary General of the United Nations and by the Security Council itself. This development concerns not only cases of “genocide, ethnic cleansing, or other grave violations of international humanitarian law,” where the “responsibility to protect” falls in the last resort on the international community. It also applies to “threats to international peace and security caused by terrorist acts.”

France, like the other countries, has a significant responsibility toward the international community. This is due to the fact that France is a permanent member of the UN Security Council and other important international organizations.

CONCLUSION

The role of leadership is multifaceted and complex particularly when responsibilities are confused and poorly defined. The new international environment, which leads to new expectations, modern conflicts, citizens’ lack of interest in politics, and the manipulation of moral arguments to justify the use of force, have made military leadership significantly more complex.

In addition, military leaders often take responsibilities that go beyond their traditional role of defending the nation and national

interests. The call for cosmopolitanism has generated confusion and doubts about the role the armed forces are supposed to play. Used to defending their nation’s interests, military leaders are now facing risks associated with the protection of people all over the world. Meanwhile, public opinion has expectations that lives will be saved, not only among their own country’s troops, but also among enemy troops and particularly among civilians.

Commanders and their troops are asked to fight ethically in wars that might be morally questionable. They are expected to save lives in violent conflicts presented as humanitarian, which erroneously implies a low level of violence, for the most part, to the population. In order to generate public opinion support, political leaders do not hesitate to resort to a rhetoric that might lead people to believe that casualties are just a minor occurrence in modern conflicts. Military leaders are thus supposed to wage and win wars without casualties.

The reality of war, however, is significantly different from this portrayal. Wars, even those conducted for humanitarian reasons, are uncertain and often costly for human life. Canadian Army Lieutenant Colonel Richard Walker notes that “within command responsibility resides the three-way command-harm dilemma: the mission vs. risk to our soldiers vs. risk to innocent civilians. The decision process may start with is it legal? And if legal, is it moral or ethical?”58

Military leaders are aware that in order to accomplish their missions they will often have to choose among risking their troops, the enemy troops, and in several cases innocent civilians. The choice they will face will rarely be an easy one. Then they will be held responsible, at least morally, for the casualties they might cause or suffer.

Indeed, the political/strategic decision to use military force must remain under the exclusive control of the nation through its representatives, yet the outcomes—and thus the responsibility of commanders’ decisions to use force at the tactical and operational level—must be shared between military and political leaders. In France, the parliament is the legitimate authority to decide when to use military force. Citizens must then be reminded that through their participation in political life, they play a decisive role in the nation’s policy making; as a result, they hold a collective responsibility for the use of military force decided by their representatives.

In addition, the objectives of military interventions must be clearly and honestly explained to citizens and to service members. This would reduce the moral gap between public opinion and the military and strengthen support for the troops that are often deployed in a hostile environment. Political leaders should be committed to properly informing people about the context, the stakes, and the risks associated with each intervention, especially when they are conducted for humanitarian purposes.

Political leaders will continue to defend their nation’s direct interests and their own population; however, this should not prevent them from assuming even greater responsibility. They might take a cosmopolitan approach to foreign policy. Yet cosmopolitanism should not be used to cover the pursuit of national interests. The real intent, when using force, should never be hidden behind moral arguments, such as humanitarian motives, as they blur the reason given to service members’ commitment and create strong and/or false expectations among the public.

Political leaders’ responsibility toward the world should be seen as the outcome of two factors: the defense of indirect national interests and the protection of foreign peoples. These two factors must meet two requirements. First, they should not add
an unnecessary and heavy burden on the country’s military, and second, the nation’s public opinion must be supportive of such a commitment.

Indeed, the nation and its people must be placed at the core of any decision that might consider military action and the use of force. In France, this key element of a functioning democracy has been neglected, and today the parliament has no weight in the decision to deploy troops, which is exclusively under the control of the executive branch.

In conclusion, responsibility is indeed a key element of military leadership. Military leaders must take responsibility toward the profession, the nation, and the world. However, their ability to do so might be seriously compromised if a significant distance exists between them, the country’s political leadership, and public opinion. Now, more than ever, it is necessary to move the three circles of the remarkable trinity closer to each other.
On 19 October 2008, a Canadian army captain working with the Afghan National Army fired two rounds into a gravely wounded Taliban fighter. Although shooting the man was a violation of the law of armed conflict, Canadian criminal law, and the Canadian military’s code of conduct, the captain’s misconduct was not reported by the three Canadian soldiers who were present that day and only became public when an Afghan interpreter reported the incident weeks later.¹ Like most modern militaries, the Canadian forces have regulations that require members to report unlawful behavior, but in this instance, the soldiers ignored these rules and kept quiet, perhaps to protect their captain, to protect themselves from reprisals, or for some other reason. This episode is similar to other incidents of military misconduct in which personnel witness transgressions but keep quiet. For example, a generation earlier, in 1992, soldiers of the Canadian airborne regiment set ablaze the personal vehicles of two unit leaders, a captain and a sergeant, and then formed a wall of silence when authorities tried to iden-

tify the culprits.² More recently in 2003 and 2004, plenty of U.S. soldiers knew of the mistreatment of detainees at Abu Ghraib, but only a few reported the abuse.³ Likewise, when soldiers of the U.S. Army’s 101st Airborne Division raped a 14-year-old Iraqi girl in 2006 and then executed her and her family, several months passed before other unit members reported those responsible for the atrocities.⁴

Incidents like these are examples of “military duty-personal loyalty dilemmas,” situations in which the demands of military duty collide with personal loyalty to unit mates. In such cases, military personnel witness the misconduct of their comrades or learn about it later and are then faced with the problem of deciding whether to report the incident as required by their military duty or to protect their comrades by keeping quiet. Such dilemmas happen more often than we realize. Some cases become well-known and can have vast implications, such as U.S. Army Specialist Joe Darby’s decision to report the abuse of Iraqi detainees at Abu Ghraib.⁵ Other cases are more banal, like a soldier who witnesses a comrade accidentally fire his weapon and then must decide whether to report the misconduct or not.

Given the significance the military places on good order and discipline, it is important that military men and women have the moral competence to intervene when wrongdoing is occurring or to report the misconduct if they are unable to intervene. When military personnel ignore the misdeeds of others, the abuses continue, cover-ups occur, and the military profession is diminished. Very little has been written on this issue, so the purpose of this chapter

² David Bercuson, Significant Incident: Canada’s Army, the Airborne, and the Murder in Somalia (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1996), 212, 224.
⁴ Jim Frederick, Black Hearts: One Platoon’s Descent into Madness in Iraq’s Triangle of Death (New York: Harmony Books, 2010), 323.
⁵ Seymour M. Hersh, “Torture at Abu Ghraib,” The New Yorker, 10 May 2004.
is to show how relevant elements of social science theory and research can help us understand why military personnel ignore the illegal, unprofessional, or immoral conduct of their unit mates. As much as possible, this analysis draws on published research to explain the forces involved in these duty-loyalty dilemmas. There is still much to be learned in this area, so suggestions for additional research are also included. The chapter has three objectives: (1) to highlight what is currently known about the factors involved in the decision to report (or not) the misconduct of military comrades; (2) to identify areas of further research so we can better understand the forces involved; and (3) to suggest actions that military forces can take to encourage more reporting of military misconduct.

**THE MILITARY DUTY-PERSONAL LOYALTY DILEMMA**

The duty-loyalty dilemma can occur in an instant or unfold slowly over time. In the rapid version of the dilemma, service members witness a comrade doing something illegal, unprofessional, or immoral, and then find themselves with a difficult decision to make: What do I do? Do I intervene to stop this behavior from happening or do I keep quiet? Because the event occurs in a matter of minutes, or even seconds, the observer has little time to think or act. If the observer has not been prepared for such challenges, he or she may succumb to the influences of the moment and act on impulse without much thought. In the more protracted version of the dilemma, the witnessing military member either saw the violation and did not take action at the time or learned of the misconduct afterwards. Even though the observer did not, for one reason or another, intervene at the time of the misconduct, he or she is still faced with a dilemma after the fact—to report the violation or to keep quiet.
When viewed from a professional or a moral perspective, the dilemma does not seem very complicated. It basically involves two obligations that are in conflict. First, military personnel have a duty to stop illegal actions from happening or to report them if they did not stop them earlier. Second, the same military personnel may feel obliged to help their comrades—or at least to avoid harming them—and to report an infraction would likely lead to harm of some sort, perhaps in the form of disciplinary action or a reprimand from a supervisor.

Some readers of this chapter might suggest that the question to report or not in such a situation does not qualify as a moral dilemma per se because a moral dilemma requires conflicting moral obligations; in this instance, there is only one moral obligation, the professional duty to report the unlawful activity. Strictly speaking, an individual has no moral obligation to protect a colleague who has committed a violation, so the military duty-personal loyalty dilemmas I have described here may not qualify as bona fide moral dilemmas. Instead, they may be closer to what Coleman calls “tests of integrity,” situations “where it is reasonably obvious, or even perfectly obvious, what the right thing to do is, but for whatever reason, it is difficult for the person involved to actually do the right thing.”

Coleman’s distinction between tests of ethics (i.e., moral dilemmas) and tests of integrity provides a degree of conceptual clarity that is useful at a theoretical level (and is also valuable in the ethics classroom), but this distinction may be less helpful to individuals who have to make these choices in the heat of the moment. Indeed, some service members may believe that supporting their comrades is the right thing to do in these instances. The emotional and social pressures involved in tests of integrity can be so
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overwhelming that an individual facing a duty-loyalty dilemma can easily misinterpret the situation as an ethical obligation, demanding that his or her unit mates be supported. Of course, this is speculation, but there is a vast body of research showing that individuals often think they are making sound decisions when they are actually making poor choices.7

Research shows that individuals employ two types of decision making to solve problems: (1) rapid, intuitive reasoning and (2) slower, more deliberate reasoning.8 Studies also show that the rapid approach is most often used in solving moral dilemmas because individuals typically respond to moral questions very quickly with the first idea that comes to their mind.9 Clearly, there is a role here for ethics training and education to ensure that an ethical response comes quickly to a service member’s mind. Ethics training that emphasizes professional obligations (so personnel will know what is expected of them) and decision-making procedures (so they will know how to reason through moral dilemmas) would be helpful not only with more deliberate decision-making tasks, but the same procedures can be trained to the point that they become almost instinctual in order for military personnel to respond quickly and correctly when unanticipated dilemmas occur.

THE POLICE CODE OF SILENCE

The military is not the only institution in which individuals must wrestle with conflicts between professional duty and loyalty to

comrades. Police officers have been known to look the other way, falsify police reports, and lie in court to cover the misconduct of other police officers.\textsuperscript{10} Of course, the military and police communities are not identical,\textsuperscript{11} but they are similar enough to warrant comparison: each has a clear chain of command, uniforms, rules for employing force, and members of each community operate in dangerous environments which, in turn, promote reliance on comrades and little mixing with outsiders. Therefore, research showing how and why police officers overlook collegial misconduct may provide some insights to the military.

The practice of police officers protecting other police is so common that there are terms for it: “The Code,” “The Code of Silence,” “The Blue Curtain”\textsuperscript{12} and the “Blue Wall of Silence.”\textsuperscript{13} The code is not a myth; it “is well documented in court opinions, scholarly literature, news reports, and police investigatory mission reports.”\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, it is a worldwide problem.\textsuperscript{15} Within the United States, several large-scale investigations have confirmed that the code is a significant part of police corruption.\textsuperscript{16} The prevalence of the code is well illustrated in two surveys of American police officers. In the first, 52 percent of the respondents agreed that “it is not unusual for a police officer to turn a blind eye to improper conduct by other officers” and 61 percent disagreed with the state-

\textsuperscript{13} Chin and Wells, “Blue Wall of Silence,” 233.
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid, 238–40.
ment “police officers always report serious criminal violations involving abuse of authority by fellow officers.” In another study of 1,116 full-time police officers in the United States, researchers found that 46 percent “had witnessed misconduct by another employee but took no action.”

The code persists because of police loyalty and fear of retaliation. Police officers submit to the code of silence for many practical reasons such as to avoid “being shunned, losing friends, having no one to work with, losing backup support, harassment, physical threats, permanent stigmatization, and exposure of one’s own misconduct.” The code of silence is also promoted by a subculture of loyalty and protecting colleagues, which in turn, is created by the inherent danger of the job, the closed nature of the police community, prying media, and unsympathetic outsiders. Police officers are first exposed to this subculture at the beginning of their careers, in the academy.

Not all police officers, however, live by the code all the time. Research shows that police officers are more likely to report the violations of other police if they are employed in supervisory roles or serve in larger organizations. These results may be due to the fact that senior personnel usually have more knowledge about what is required by the organization, more commitment to the or-

ganization, and more to lose if they don’t take correct action. Regardless, the research suggests that the issue of police silence may be more serious among less experienced officers in smaller units. Because smaller units may be more cohesive, they may also have stronger norms for not reporting the infractions of others. Moreover, smaller units provide fewer places for officers who might be contemplating reporting to find refuge from the retaliation of colleagues.

While police officers have a reputation for remaining silent about the misconduct of colleagues, they are not alone in this regard. A study of 197 police officers and 168 public employees working in the state of Georgia revealed that the civilian employees were less likely to report violations of misconduct than the police officers surveyed in the same study.23 Unsatisfactory colleagues are also tolerated in other occupations. For example, “doctors often overlook the deadly faults of the most marginal members of their profession . . . and just about any teacher knows colleagues who should not be in a classroom, but have been, for years, without a meaningful professional objection raised.”24

Given the parallels between the military and police communities, it seems logical to find some military members behaving like police officers by keeping silent about the misconduct of comrades. What is perhaps more surprising is that so little is known about military silence in this area when so much is known about the police code of silence. Clearly, the military code of silence is an issue that merits further research.

Whistle-Blowing in the Military

Individuals who report the misconduct of others are called whistle-blowers, but sometimes they are given more disparaging labels like “snitch,” “squealer,” or “rat,” terms that convey the contempt others can have for whistle-blowers. Unfortunately, while there is very little empirical research on whistle-blowing in the military, one study—the only published study of its kind—showed shocking results. Employing a variety of research methods (e.g., surveys, interviews, focus groups), the Mental Health Advisory Team IV (MHAT IV) studied the attitudes of U.S. soldiers and Marines serving in Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2006. Of primary interest is the reluctance of the soldiers and Marines in the study to report battlefield misconduct. Shown in figure 4, the results indicate that only 55 percent of the soldiers and 40 percent of the Marines would report a unit member for injuring or killing an innocent noncombatant. These results are startling when one considers that injuring and killing noncombatants are violations of the laws of war and contravene the moral codes of the U.S. armed forces.

When asked in the comfort and safety of the MHAT IV research setting, slightly less than half of the respondents said they would not report the wrongdoings of a unit comrade. But what would they actually do if faced with a situation in which a unit comrade had just injured a noncombatant or committed the other infractions listed in figure 4? Would they take the proper professional action of reporting the misconduct or would they keep silent? There is no way of knowing for certain, but one can expect, from

25 An internal whistle-blower is someone who reports a violation through existing (i.e., internal) organizational channels, while an external whistle-blower reports the wrongdoing to authorities outside the organization, like the media, government, or police.

research mentioned earlier, that many of the respondents would make the choice very quickly, based on intuition, gut feeling, or first impression. When viewed this way, the MHAT IV results may be helpful in predicting what the respondents would actually do, for the answer that came to the minds of almost 50 percent of the respondents was not to report the incident. If not reporting is the default decision for almost half the respondents in a research setting, it is unlikely that larger numbers would report the wrongdoings when presented with the choice in real life.

Another question that emerges from the MHAT IV study is whether these results are unique to U.S. military members. How would the military men and women of other countries respond to the same questions? Would British, French, or Canadian service members be more (or less) inclined than their American counterparts to report the misconduct of their comrades? Again, there is no way of knowing for certain without conducting the same study in these countries, but it is possible that the results would be similar. To the extent that military culture has common characteristics shared across different nations—conservatism, focus

27 Haidt, “The Emotional Dog.”
on order, discipline, and control come to mind—and to the extent that these factors influence the attitudes of military members, we could see similar results. However, there may be differences among the military cultures of nations as well, caused by factors such as the intensity of the operations the nation’s forces are currently involved in (i.e., military personnel who are fighting wars are likely to be more aggressive than those in peacekeeping operations), the leadership styles promoted within the nation’s forces, and the nation’s cultural tolerance for violence and diversity.

Perhaps the most important question posed by the results in figure 4 is why the respondents reported as they did. The ethical violations in figure 4 are listed in descending order of harm to others, and the rates of reporting are lower as we move down the list. This suggests that respondents were using some sort of internal scale for deciding whether an offence should be reported or not. If this is the case, where did this scale come from? Are the responses based on individuals’ own personal criteria or norms that are promoted within their section, platoon, or company? We see that the lowest rate of reporting, 43 percent of soldiers and 30 percent of Marines, was obtained for unnecessarily destroying property, the least harmful act on the list. Clearly, most of the respondents felt that violations of private property were not serious enough to report.

The MHAT IV research on attitudes about battlefield ethics is a novel and important study that reveals how little we understand about the perceptions and motivations of military personnel on the issue of reporting professional misconduct.

**What Happens to Whistle-Blowers?**

The obvious reluctance to report the violations listed in figure 4 might have less to do with the type of misconduct and more to
do with the personal consequences of reporting. A perusal of the research on civilian whistle-blowers shows that the personal cost of reporting the misdeeds of others can be high. One study of 394 civilian internal and external whistle-blowers found that approximately two-thirds of those surveyed “lost their job or were forced to retire (69 percent), received negative job performance evaluations (64 percent), had work more closely monitored by supervisors (68 percent), were criticized or avoided by coworkers (69 percent), [or] were blacklisted from getting another job in their field (64 percent).”²⁸ In addition to the retaliation they experienced on the job, many whistle-blowers in this study also suffered mental health problems like “severe depression or anxiety (84 percent), feelings of isolation and powerlessness (84 percent), distrust of others (78 percent), declining physical health (69 percent), severe financial decline (66 percent), and problems with family relations (53 percent).”²⁹ Although there are no equivalent studies in the military sector, one might expect that military whistle-blowers would suffer similar consequences.

Like the respondents in the police research described earlier, some military personnel may keep quiet about misconduct in their units because they are afraid of possible retaliation. This was the case with U.S. Army Specialist Adam Winfield, a soldier in the 5th Stryker Brigade, who was reluctant to go along with his comrades and squad leader in their scheme to kill innocent Afghan noncombatants. Adam’s sergeant and a few squad members had already killed several innocent Afghan men and then fabricated evidence to make it appear as though the shootings were lawful killings of insurgents. When word spread through the platoon that he was thinking about reporting the killings to authorities, Winfield was ostracized by his fellow soldiers and threatened by the

²⁹ Ibid., 121.
squad leader. The atmosphere in the platoon became so bad that “he was hoping he’d get blown up and just end this mess.” In a similar case, Private Justin Watt was worried about the possibility of retaliation when he was thinking about turning in his 101st Airborne Division mates for the rape and murder of a 14-year-old Iraqi girl and her family. He was convinced that the misconduct should be reported, but he “was terrified for his safety. . . . If these dudes would kill a kid, he thought, why wouldn’t they kill the soldier who snitched?”

**MILITARY CULTURE**

There are a number of influences within military culture that may make military personnel reluctant to report the misconduct of their comrades. Many of these influences flow from the military’s need for members to cooperate with one another, a key component of unit efficiency. Unfortunately, some of the social processes employed to strengthen unit effectiveness also weaken individual responsibility.

Unit cohesion is a central element of military culture. It is built upon peer bonding that is actively encouraged in the military. A military member learns early in his or her career that success or failure—indeed life or death—depend in large measure on the willingness of comrades to come to his or her aid when needed. As a result, the intense bonding that occurs in military units can lead service members to value peer relations over most other considerations. In fact, the lateral bonds holding peers together can be stronger than the vertical bonds between military personnel and their leaders. This, in turn, can lead to problems, as the path for passing “the professional ethic” to junior personnel is from leader to follower, not peer to peer.

---
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When comparing the responses in figure 4, there is an indication that social cohesion may have had some impact on the views of the respondents. It is impossible to know for certain why the U.S. Marines who completed the MHAT IV survey were less inclined than the soldiers to report violations committed by unit comrades, but it may have been due to the influence of unit cohesion. Members of cohesive units stick together more, both in their actions and attitudes, and the Marine Corps has a reputation as a particularly cohesive force.

The decision to report or not may also be influenced to some extent by careerism. Even though military culture emphasizes teamwork, it is individuals who are rewarded with promotions and medals, rarely teams, so a self-serving ethic is also fostered in the military. Most personnel want to advance in rank and they quickly learn that the way to progress is to do one’s work well, get along with everyone, and conform to unit norms. Few military personnel would view reporting on comrades, which might jeopardize their colleagues or their units, as the kind of behavior that leads to personal success.

Military life can have a transformative effect on the mind-set of the service member because of social processes like conformity, deindividuation, the bystander effect, and groupthink, which abound in the military environment. Service members who are susceptible to these group pressures are particularly vulnerable when presented with military duty-personal loyalty dilemmas because these processes can erode their personal agency to the point that they readily accept the norms and influences generated by their unit mates.

People are naturally inclined to conform to the actions of others when placed together in groups,32 and military socialization is

particularly effective at getting service members to conform to unit norms. The strength of unit cohesion is well illustrated in the following quote from a Canadian soldier:

You have a bond. You have a bond that is so thick that it is unbelievable! It’s the pull, it’s the team, the work as a team, the team spirit! I don’t think that ever leaves a guy. . . . And that’s the whole motivation, that when somebody says we want you to do something, then you’ll do it. You’ll do it because of the team, for the team and because the team has the same focus.

Through the process of deindividuation, some military members become so absorbed by their small unit that they cast aside their own sense of right and wrong for the norms embraced by the group. Some of the junior soldiers who participated in the abuses at Abu Ghraib, and were later prosecuted for their actions (e.g., Private Lynndie England), undoubtedly fall into this category.

The bystander effect, a concept that accounts for how people can observe harmful events without intervening, helps explain the reluctance of service members to take proper action, particularly in novel situations for which they feel unprepared. Many individuals are unwilling to take action that deviates from the group, and military personnel, like most people, will observe others for cues as to how to act in ambiguous situations. If no one is taking action, they won’t either. The bystander effect has been invoked to explain the misconduct of soldiers of the elite Canadian Airborne Regiment during operations in Somalia in 1993. Two paratroopers of the regiment were in a bunker torturing and beating a Somali teenager to death while other members of the regiment, within earshot of the abuse, continued on with their daily activities. It is

estimated that up to 17 members of the unit entered the bunker and saw what was happening, but no one tried to stop it.36

Finally, “groupthink” emerges when members of a group are more concerned about maintaining harmonious relations within the group than doing the right thing.37 Groupthink is typically associated with the failures of higher-level leadership teams like the decision makers behind the failed Bay of Pigs operation38 and the Challenger space shuttle disaster,39 but it can operate in military squads and platoons as well. Groupthink thrives when people keep their dissenting views to themselves and go along with the prevailing mood of the group. Therefore, any service member who observes his teammates engaged in misconduct and does not speak up is contributing to groupthink.

Taken together, the elements of military culture and social processes outlined above are potent forces that can induce military personnel to go along with their peers, for good or bad. What makes these influences even more powerful is their elusive nature, for many military personnel caught in their grasp are simply unaware that their attitudes and behavior are being shaped by these subtle forces.

**IS MILITARY LOYALTY MISPLACED?**

One way to view service members’ choices to protect comrades over fulfilling their military duty is to characterize these choices

as misplaced loyalty. But according to an insightful article by Peter Olsthoorn, this type of choice should be expected because it is consistent with the model of loyalty practiced within the military. Olsthoorn argues that military personnel tend to value loyalty to comrades and their military unit over allegiance to the professional ideals espoused in military manuals. Of course, this is an assertion that stands to be empirically validated, but those who have observed military affairs up close would likely endorse Olsthoorn’s hypothesis. It certainly explains behavior we see in some theaters of operation, such as the tendency of Western military personnel to place greater emphasis on the safety of their comrades (i.e., force protection) than the safety of indigenous noncombatants, even though the military profession espouses legal and ethical protections for noncombatants. This view of the military model of loyalty is apparent in an article by Thomas Smith showing how a unit of American soldiers interpreted their rules of engagement during checkpoint operations in order to maximize force protection at the expense of noncombatant immunity.

It should come as no surprise that service members have more regard for their comrades than for outsiders. Both in the general population and in social science circles, it is well known that our self-esteem and sense of well-being are related to the quality of relationships we have with others we value. People naturally strive to get along with others and fear of social rejection motivates us to cooperate with our colleagues, friends, and other people who are important to us. This behavior has evolutionary origins, for it served our ancestors well in the past when the group’s survival depended on the collective effort of comrades. Because humans
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tend to favor the members of their own group over nonmembers, it is an easy transition for military recruits to cooperate with unit mates, and military personnel soon learn to value the lives of their comrades over the lives of others, even though (as pointed out by Olsthoorn) ethicists like Michael Walzer maintain that all people have equal worth.43 The result is that unit loyalty often trumps professional ideals in military matters.

Group work has been hardwired into us over the millennia because of its social utility, but it now undermines our desire to be ethical toward outsiders. How do we then overcome our natural inclination to treat insiders better than outsiders? A possible remedy is to expand our notion of group identity to a broader, more inclusive group—call it humanity—but this is difficult to do, particularly when members of the out-group are shooting at us or supporting those who are shooting. We will return to this topic later.

RESEARCH

So far we have seen that (1) there are some cases of military personnel not reporting the misconduct of their comrades; (2) the issue is a major problem in police culture; (3) civilians who report the misdeeds of their coworkers usually suffer harmful consequences; and (4) some aspects of military culture likely contribute to nonreporting. That said, the analysis in this chapter has been speculative, based on my personal impressions—formed over 33 years of military service—one empirical study in the military, and findings from police research whose results may not apply entirely to the military environment. While there are indications that military personnel turn a blind eye to the misconduct of comrades on occasion, it is not clear how widespread this is, so we need to investigate further to see if there is indeed a problem before seeking potential solutions. Any actions the military institution takes on this issue should be based on evidence, not opinion, so I

suggest a program of empirical research that focuses on two levels of analysis: military members (e.g., attributes and perceptions) and the characteristics of the environments in which they work.

At the individual level, the research should investigate the extent to which nonreporting occurs in order to determine the extent of the problem, and, if there is a problem, to determine whether the issue is one of understanding (not knowing what should be reported or how to report) or will (lacking the motivation to report misconduct). This line of inquiry should be conducted with military personnel of different ranks from both the enlisted and officer corps. The research could employ surveys, interviews, focus groups, or experiments, but the results would be more conclusive if several of these methods were used. Here are some questions that could guide this research:

- Have military personnel observed violations (of the law and military codes of conduct) in the past? Have they reported these violations? Why or why not? What were the consequences for those who reported? Do those who have reported (and those who did not) have any regrets about their decision?

- How do reporters of wrongdoing differ from nonreporters? What are the personal characteristics of those who report and those who do not (i.e., age, rank, education, training, etc.)?

- Do military personnel know which misconduct should be reported? For example, should x, y, z violations of your nation’s military code be reported up the chain of command? What types of misconduct do they think should be reported? Which misdeeds should not be reported? Why do some types of misconduct warrant reporting and others do not?

- How likely are military personnel to report misconduct?
• Do military personnel know how to report (i.e., who to report to, when, and how)?

• Why would military personnel want (or not want) to report misconduct? What are the factors and influences that might lead them to report? Are there circumstances that might alter what or when they report? Are military personnel not reporting the violations of others because of fear of retaliation? Are other motivations involved?

• How do military personnel think their unit mates would view someone who reported misconduct? What actions might other military personnel take against someone who reported misconduct?

• Are military personnel more vulnerable to the bystander effect and groupthink than others?

• To what extent do unit characteristics like cohesion, climate, leadership, and such play a role? For example, (A) are military personnel in cohesive units more or less inclined to report misconduct?; (B) how does the ethical climate of a military unit affect whether its members will report misconduct?; (C) how do the impressions of military personnel about their unit leaders affect whether unit members are disposed to report misconduct?; and (D) how do other unit characteristics (unit type, size, mission, etc.) relate to a member’s likelihood to report misconduct?

• Is the code of silence encouraged by some aspects of military culture? What characteristics of military culture support nonreporting? What characteristics of military culture encourage reporting?

This list of research questions is not exhaustive. Other questions will surface as researchers think more about the issues and still others will emerge when researchers begin discussing the subject.
with military members (e.g., in focus groups and/or interview sessions).

At the environmental level, research should explore the impact that military units, training schools, and mission-specific factors have on the inclination of personnel to report misconduct. Studies should be conducted in different types of units (combat, support, administrative) to see what effect, if any, unit type has as well. Given the research evidence showing that the seeds of the police code of silence are planted in the academy, studies should also be conducted with candidates on recruit and occupation training courses to determine if attitudes about reporting (or not) are formed early in one’s exposure to military culture. It is also possible that attitudes about reporting may vary according to the type of operations service members are engaged in, therefore the effect of mission-specific factors (e.g., combat intensity, stressors, etc.) should be explored as well.

**INTERVENTIONS**

A research program based on questions like those listed above will show if there is actually a problem within the military of personnel not reporting the misconduct of comrades. If a problem is identified at the individual level, the results will show if it is due to lack of knowledge (what to do and how to do it) or insufficient motivation (commitment to taking proper action). This information will help in the development of potential interventions. For example, gaps in knowledge can be addressed with further training on regulations and procedures, as well as training on how to analyze a duty-loyalty dilemma to select the correct course of action. Gaps in motivation can be treated with more emphasis on professional identity and obligations, as well as training on the social and situational influences that can prevent people from taking proper action. Similarly, if a problem is identified at the
Environmental level, special training and policies can be designed for those types of units that need it. While the research outlined above is critical for determining what needs to be done, we can be confident that instruction in three areas—professionalism, psychosocial influences, and military loyalty—will be helpful.

**Professionalism**

Police research found that senior officers in supervisory roles were more likely to report misconduct, probably because it was part of their role and therefore expected of them. Enhancing the professional identity of junior military personnel could have a similar effect. Impressing on service members that they have a responsibility to intervene when their colleagues misbehave could make them less inclined to protect any transgressing comrades. While this responsibility departs from the traditional view of junior personnel, which has them attending more to following orders than making what are essentially leadership decisions, many of us now subscribe to General Krulak’s view of the “strategic corporal,” which recognizes that junior personnel have a broader role than that of passive follower. In order to become strategic corporals however, service members need training that emphasizes their professional obligations, and, as military manuals insist, the training must be realistic so as to prepare them for challenges they will actually face on the job. The training should convey what it means to be a professional military member in the nation’s forces, stress national values, and highlight international law that is relevant to the unit’s current mission. The utility of such training is illustrated in a recent evaluation of ethics training conducted


within a U.S. Army brigade in the aftermath of the MHAT IV research mentioned earlier. Built around realistic battlefield scenarios and conducted by unit leaders, the training began with senior commanders leading their mid-level commanders in ethics discussions, who then did the same with their junior commanders, who in turn, guided their soldiers in discussions of the scenarios. Based on the responses of brigade members to pre- and posttraining surveys, the authors of the study noted that the training led to lower rates of unethical conduct and increased willingness on the part of soldiers to report the misconduct of fellow soldiers. This is an important study that illustrates how effective ethics training can be when it is conducted by a unit’s chain of command. In fact, training of this sort that highlights a unit’s ethical standards is an excellent opportunity for leaders to establish their professional and moral authority.

**Psychosocial Influences**

We saw in the research presented earlier that police officers are often reluctant to report the misconduct of colleagues because of cultural norms and peer pressure. These influences are difficult to resist, but unit leaders can help their personnel muster the moral motivation to report comrade misconduct through a mix of stiff penalties for not reporting, increased emphasis on the responsibility to report, and instruction on how social influences can pressure individuals to make unprofessional choices. Behavior that is illegal, unprofessional, or immoral does not happen by chance. It usually follows from earlier actions that weaken the individual’s resolve to withstand harmful influences. Accordingly, leaders must be constantly reminded that they can shape the climates of the units their subordinates work in. Leaders can be taught about
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the kinds of situational forces that encourage misconduct and can learn how to mitigate these corrosive influences.

**Military Loyalty**

One of the reasons for not reporting misconduct might be that the military places more value on group cohesion and unit loyalty than commitment to professional values. To the extent that this is an accurate assessment (another research question), Nicholas Rescher’s model of military obligations can provide some guidance on how the military community could expand its understanding of professional loyalty. The model consists of five broad targets of military loyalty: the chain of command, the service, the nation, civilization, and humanity at large. Most military personnel already grasp the concepts of loyalty to chain of command, service, and nation, as they are well established in the military model of institutional loyalty. However, the obligations to civilization and humanity might be novel ideas for some and would therefore require quality training to ensure that these concepts are accepted by junior personnel. Training on military loyalty could be incorporated into the professionalism training mentioned above, and, like professionalism, would be most effective if delivered by credible leaders from within the unit.

**CONCLUSION**

Although the dilemma of choosing between protecting a comrade who has committed professional misconduct and reporting the violation as required by one’s military duty is not a moral dilemma, it is a very difficult decision, and one that some military personnel are not able to make correctly. As we saw with the
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MHAT IV study, many military personnel are reluctant to report the violations of their unit mates. Research also shows that the problem of not reporting collegial misconduct is widespread in the police community. It endures at the individual level because police officers are afraid of reprisals and at the institutional level because police culture encourages the code of silence. Similar influences may operate in the military environment, but we will not definitively know unless studies like those conducted in the police community are replicated in military units. This is an important line of research that will tell the military institution if it needs to act and how.
The Nazi extermination of European Jews is the most extreme instance of abhorrent immoral acts carried out by thousands of people in the name of obedience. Yet in lesser degree this type of thing is constantly recurring: ordinary citizens are ordered to destroy other people, and they do so because they consider it their duty to obey orders. Thus obedience to authority, long praised as a virtue, takes on a new aspect when it serves a malevolent cause; far from appearing as a virtue, it is transformed into a heinous sin. Or is it?

-Stanley Milgram

The victims were shot by the firing squad with carbines, mostly by shots in the back of the head, from a distance of one metre on my command. . . . Meanwhile Rottenführer Abraham shot the children with a pistol. . . . The way Abraham killed the children was brutal. He got hold of some of the children by the hair, lifted them up from the ground, shot them through the back of their heads and then threw them in the grave. After a while I just could not watch this any more and I told him to stop. What I meant was he should not lift the children up by the hair, he should kill them in a more decent way.

-SS-Mann Ernst Göbel

---

1 Stanley Milgram, Obedience to Authority: An Experimental View (New York: Perennial Classics, 2004), 2.
2 SS-Mann Ernst Göbel quoted in Ernst Klee, Willi Dressen, Volker Riess, eds., The Good Old Days (Old Saybrook, CT: Konecky & Konecky, 1991), 197.
There is a strong and distinctive sickening reaction generated by the description of such atrocities and by the many photos\(^3\) of the slaughters perpetrated during the days of the Holocaust. The piles of extremely malnourished bodies and the ashes of human beings who were gassed and incinerated by the thousands make us wonder how this could have happened.

There were many photos taken before these slaughters took place; these photos often depicted women getting undressed in front of a crowd of German SS or army officers and soldiers, just seconds before being killed. On the way to their deaths, in the final moments of their lives, they had to suffer the humiliation of being stripped of their clothes and dignity. In some photos, there are children who are very likely five or six years old, their hands up walking toward the execution place. In the background, a few Germans in uniform watched to make sure that even these young children would be part of the “final solution.”

Another set of photographs gives us the same intense sickening feeling, yet the presence of individuals in uniform, the perpetrators or the bystanders, generate a different set of questions: Why did they do it? How could they do what they did? We struggle to make sense of how people who look like us managed to lose their sense of humanity and kill their next door neighbor’s children, wife, mother, and then the neighbor himself. According to Michael Geyer,

> These soldiers are people quite unlike anything movies, television, and quite a few books would like to make us believe. They look in uniform much like what they would become in postwar life—your average Fritz, Franz, or Otto. They look perfectly normal but committed extraordinary atrocities. We would

---

\(^3\) These photos can be seen on permanent exhibition at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) in Washington, DC. They can also be viewed on the USHMM website at http://www.ushmm.org/museum/exhibit/exhibit/.
not recognize them for what they did—were it not for the photographs that depict what they did, but did not see for themselves, until years later.⁴

How could these individuals simply “obey” and pull the trigger many times? At what point did they develop a mental callus that allowed them to view what they did as nothing more than a necessary “job”?

The list of questions that are generated by reflecting upon the Holocaust is endless. In this chapter, I will address two: first, should those German officers, NCOs, and soldiers have disobeyed the orders they were given? Clearly, yes. The second question, however, is significantly more complicated and deserves much attention: could they have disobeyed? In this paper, I will deal with this difficult question and try to provide some tentative answers.

THE INDIVIDUAL’S INABILITY TO COMPLY WITH INHUMANE ORDERS: SUBJECTIVE DISOBEDIENCE

The killing of defenseless people began in the days that followed the German invasion of Poland. Hundreds of Polish POWs, Jewish people, and civilians were killed in the beginning of September 1939. In the following months and years, the German approach on the Eastern Front was ruthless. Jürgen Förster noted that “the brutalization of the soldiers began in Poland; the barbarization of warfare itself would begin in Soviet territory.”⁵ German soldiers did not hesitate to crush resistance or any form of opposition. The search and elimination of Jewish civilians was well organized and, regrettfully, very effective.

By the time the Wehrmacht crossed the line of departure to invade the Soviet Union in June 1941, the army had become highly ideological. German soldiers no longer saw themselves as warriors, but rather as the executors of an ideological mission whose end was the elimination of Germany’s most deadly enemies. They believed that they were fighting a war for the supremacy and survival of German civilization in which annihilation of the enemy, both combatants and civilians, was a vital and necessary task.6

It is difficult, if not impossible, to differentiate with a strong degree of reliability the number of individuals who “happily” executed the orders of killing innocent civilians from those who executed the orders going against their inner nature and soul, and those who actually asked to be exempted from killing. Edward Westermann in Hitler’s Police Battalions noted that “the range of behavior exhibited by gendarmes in the East extended from direct opposition to the conduct of atrocity, to dutiful obedience, and into the realm of enthusiastic, if not sadistic, support for the most brutal treatment of the local population.”7

Oswald Rufeisen, a Jew who became an interpreter with a German police unit in Mir, Poland, which today is Belarus, had the unwelcome “opportunity” to get to know the members of the unit quite well. Rufeisen remembers that the second in command, Karl Schultz, seemed “a beast in the form of a man.” Nechama Tec, a biographer of Oswald Rufeisen wrote, “Schultz, a brutal man, a sadist, took great pleasure in torturing people in general, and Jews in particular. . . . [W]hen faced with two prospective victims, a mother and child, he would kill the child in front of the mother and only after a day or two execute the mother.”8

6 For an insightful portrayal of the German soldiers’ perception of the war in the East see Stephen Fritz, Frontsoldaten (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 1995).
Yet not all Germans “enjoyed” such a gruesome task. In *Ordinary Men*, Christopher Browning offered an enlightening portrayal of how the policemen of Reserve Battalion 101 dealt with the killing of hundreds of people in a small Polish city. Several of these men’s stories provide an opportunity to reflect about the terrible nature of what they were ordered to do. Many among them, however, tried to execute the orders even if they did not know whether they would be able to deal with the killing of harmless civilians in cold blood. The following are a few cases of policemen who struggled to perform such a task.

Georg Kageler realized what he was participating in after he assisted with the first round of killing. He then learned that many of the victims were from Kassel, Germany, the same place he was from. He labeled what was happening as “repugnant” and asked his platoon leader to be released, after which he was assigned to guard the marketplace.9 August Zorn’s first victim was an old man who could not keep pace with the rest of the group headed to the execution site. Zorn and the old man arrived when everybody else had been killed already. The scene must have been devastating for both men, but surely for the old man who threw himself on the ground and refused to move. Zorn shot him on the spot “because I was already very upset from the cruel treatment of the Jews during the clearing of the town . . . I shot too high.” For Zorn the view of the damage caused by the bullet on the body of the old man was awful and he asked to be relieved of such a “duty.”10

Franz Kastenbaum hesitated and then missed the fourth man he was supposed to kill. It was so repugnant to him that it became impossible to shoot accurately. He then ran into the woods, vomited, and sat for a while against a tree.11 Even the battalion commander, Major Wilhelm Trapp, a member of the Nazi party since 1932, was

---

10 Ibid., 66–67.
11 Ibid., 67–68.
appalled by the terrible orders he and his battalion were asked to execute. Yet, with tears in his eyes, he just did what he was told to do.

In “Military Violence and the National Socialist Consensus: The Wehrmacht in Greece, 1941–44,” Mark Mazower provides an interesting insight on how some of the men of the 98th Regiment of the First Mountain Division (Gebirgs Division) reacted when they had to execute large numbers of civilians in the Greek village of Komino. In the middle of August 1943, soldiers from the 98th Regiment surrounded and assaulted the small village of Komino. In the attack against the defenseless population, they killed more than 300 people, about 50 percent of the entire village population. In executing the carnage, they made no distinction of age or sex. The division’s reputation was that of a unit that would engage in any operation that would help them defeat the enemy, even if this meant killing civilians and enemy POWs. Even so, several soldiers among those who participated in the punishing operation against the Greek civilians resented what they were asked to do.

Mark Mazower provides the reaction from a few soldiers. Karl D. recalls that the soldiers of 12th Company had much discussion about what they had done. According to Karl D., “few thought it [was] right.” He was so sickened by the massacre that it took him “weeks to recover my [his] peace of mind.” August S. remembers that after the shooting was over, several soldiers were “very depressed.” Otto G. was disgusted and determined to do something about it, yet “in the end we lacked the courage to desert. Not a single man deserted.” Mazower’s research provides strong ev-

13 Ibid.,147.
14 Ibid.,148.
idence of a difficult situation for many of the soldiers in the division. The official report filed by the division chaplain stated, “The mass killing of women and children during operations against the bands is producing a difficult inner burden on the conscience of many men.”

Both Browning and Mazower provide evidence that, in the execution of cold and calculated massacres, there were individuals who found it dreadful to murder another human being. Such inhumane behavior made a serious emotional and psychological impact on several of those policemen and soldiers. Yet, despite this inner resistance, they did as they were ordered. Several were able to step back from the very beginning and were assigned to different duties, while others could not continue and were allowed to stop. Yet another group executed the horrible task.

Indeed, although those who objected to the execution of killing tasks technically disobeyed, they did so on the ground that the task was something they found difficult to perform. They provided several reasons for their refusal. Some did not want to kill women and children, as they had families back home; others felt very close to those civilians who came from the same place they came from; still others simply could not stand the gruesome consequences of killing at a close range, the stain of their victims’ blood mixed with grey brain matter on their uniforms, the screams of women and children, the implorations, the begging for mercy. They did not disobey on the ground that killing harmless civilians or enemy POWs was morally wrong and therefore unacceptable.

In order to understand individual soldiers’ resistance to such terrible orders, it’s necessary to explain two forms of disobedience. The first form of disobedience, subjective, takes place when an individual is unable to perform or execute the orders. The second form, objective, occurs when an individual is in irreconcilable
disagreement with the order. In the first case, had the individual been able to execute the order, he would probably have done so; in the second case, the individual’s decision is firm and probably unchangeable.

The two forms of disobedience can occasionally happen simultaneously; however, it should be noted that there is a significant difference between disobeying in the former case and in the latter. Indeed, it is questionable whether the action of those who objected to the orders of killing in the first case is real disobedience. They knew that the worst consequence they might have suffered was to be ridiculed by their colleagues; identified by their officers as wimps; or in the worst case, they might have compromised their careers. The testimony of an SS sergeant is helpful to illustrate this point. He said, “The reason I did not say to Leideritz [probably the sergeant’s immediate superior] that I could not take part in these things was that I was afraid that Leideritz and others would think that I was a coward. I was worried that I would be affected adversely in some way in the future.” He did not want to give the impression of being too weak, thus he explained, “I carried out the orders not because I was afraid I would be punished by death if I didn’t. I knew of no case and still know of no case today where one of us was sentenced to death because he did not want to take part in the execution of Jews. . . . I thought that I ought not to say anything to Leideritz because I did not want to be seen in a bad light, and I thought that if I asked him to release me from having to take part in the executions, it would be over for me as far as he was concerned and my chances of promotion would be spoilt or I would not be promoted at all.”

Indeed, Oswald Rufeisen stressed the fact that there was a significant difference within the German small police unit regarding participation in actions against the Jews and the partisans:

16 SS-Scharführer Leideritz, quoted in Klee, The Good Old Days, 78.
A select few Germans, three out of thirteen, consistently abstained from becoming a part of all anti-Jewish expeditions. Conspicuously absent from such anti-Jewish expeditions was Meister Hein [the commander of the unit]. Neither he nor the other two were reprimanded for it. No one seemed to bother them. No one talked about their absence. It was as if they had a right to abstain.17

Helmut Langerbein in *Hitler’s Death Squads* provided an insightful account of how some of the executors dealt with the experience of killing and how some resisted or objected to the task of killing women and children. Harm Willms Harms, a police first lieutenant, is an interesting case. The police lieutenant had obeyed some execution orders and resisted carrying out others. Langerbein noted that “his case is important because it shows that his refusal to kill Jews had no negative repercussions. Harms was not an SS member, but he had already participated in the early massacres of Einsatzkommando Tilsit without hesitation.” When he was ordered to supervise the execution of women and children, however, Harms told his commander that he could not do it. Despite a short-lived negative reaction from his direct superior, he was allowed not to take part in the execution. Although Helmut Langerbein used Harms’s case to show that a refusal to obey orders to execute Jews had no consequences, he did not provide the right context and consideration. Harms did not refuse to kill Jews, indeed, he had already participated in the execution of Jews, but he could not bring himself to kill women and children. His was not an act of real disobedience; he did not have the “ability” to perform such a terrible task. His commander, after threatening him, told him, “That’s all right then. . . . You do not have to do that. You have a wife and children.”18

17 Tec, *In the Lion’s Den*, 102.
The case of another police officer, Captain Hans Karl Schumacher, provides even better insight into what motivated certain individuals to obey terrible orders rather than overtly defy them. Captain Schumacher was a policeman who did not disguise his dislike for the Nazis’ policies. He was so determined in his objection to the Nazi regime that he had refused to join the Gestapo. In 1941, however, Schumacher was sent to Kiev to join Einsatzgruppe C. His immediate task in Ukraine was to organize a local detective force. However, in a few months, the German forces began a tough antipartisan campaign, which was clearly a pretext to exterminate the local Jewish community. Captain Schumacher, after an initial resistance to the methods used to kill, just accepted what “needed to be done.” He overcame his initial resistance and, although he continued to express his disagreement and repugnance for the implementation of the Nazi extermination policy, he participated in eight and maybe ten massacres. Langerbein explained that Captain Schumacher was a firm believer of the German officer’s honor code “to obey one’s superiors and to set an example for one’s men.” Therefore, to set an example to his men, he personally killed some of the victims.19

It is realistic to consider that those who could not “stomach” killing women and children in cold blood did not really disobey, as long as they knew that such an option was available to them. In a few cases, the most they had to do was to assess how much their refusal might have affected their professional future and the relations with their comrades. True disobedience is the act of challenging the ordering authority on the ground that what was asked was objectively wrong and morally unacceptable rather than subjectively difficult to perform. Clearly this course of action carried consequences much harsher than being assigned to different duties or compromising a possible promotion. Indeed, these acts of true disobedience were met in a rather different way.

19 Ibid., 172.
Some reflections offered by Stanley Milgram following his famous obedience experiment are important to this argument. Milgram provided evidence that a significant number of individuals are ready to inflict harm on another individual if they are ordered to do so by someone in a position of authority. In his experiment Milgram explored many key areas, an important one for the objective of this chapter being moral responsibility. He noted that when someone in a position of authority issues an order, he might relieve those who will execute the order of their moral responsibility. Soldiers who have been asked to perform a certain action might see themselves as instruments of a commander’s will. From their point of view, they share no moral responsibility for the action.

Thus, special attention should be placed on understanding moral confusion and its impact on soldiers. When a commander issues an order, soldiers’ initial moral concern might be about how well they perform that action and live up to the commander’s expectation. The confusion occurs when the order they have been asked to execute is illegal and/or immoral. Wolfram Wette noted that “in wartime conditions that imposed both physical and psychological burdens on soldiers, the military’s demand of absolute, unquestioning obedience—even to criminal orders—caused many of them to lose most of their sense of individual responsibility and personal guilt. Soldiers’ sense of humanity and justice became dramatically deformed.”

This sense of “unquestioning obedience” becomes even stronger when the execution of immoral, criminal orders is perceived as a necessary part of the mission that must be accomplished both at the tactical and strategic level. A strong element of the military profession is to accomplish the assigned mission. Officers and

20 See section in this essay titled “Could They Have Disobeyed?” for an explanation of Milgram’s experiment.
their soldiers might be inclined to accept some bending of their sense of morality in order to accomplish their mission. They will be even more determined if they perceive that what they have been asked to do, although immoral, is in line with the country’s overall mission. Troops might develop a common sense of what is “right,” which in the case of the German military was completely immoral.

**APPLIED ETHICS: OBJECTIVE DISOBEDIENCE.**

The form of disobedience that is probably more powerful is objective disobedience. Rather than stressing their inability to perform a terrible task, a few individuals made a point about how wrong it was to execute such inhumane and immoral orders. They actually challenged the authorities in charge and responsible for issuing the orders. For those individuals, it was not only subjectively impossible to kill another human being in cold blood, but also ethically unacceptable that the institution they belonged to was engaged in such an immoral project. Their refusal to execute the orders had a greater impact as their standing could potentially become an obstacle to the implementation of the Nazi policy. It appears that the number of individuals who took this course of action was even smaller than those who overall opposed, for personal reasons, the killing of defenseless individuals. In addition, I differ from other scholars in this field as I believe that those who objectively refused to execute the orders on legal and/or moral grounds indeed paid, or would have paid, a much higher price for their decision, much different from the first group, as happened in the cases of Feldwebell Schmid and Lieutenant Battell. Their motivations and beliefs—rather than a nauseating reaction to blood, the fragment of skull or human brain, or the sight of executed or about to be executed children—gave them enough strength to defy the orders.
It is important to recognize such a difference because it allows us to understand how distorted military training and discipline can compromise an individual’s moral autonomy and thus create the conditions for soldiers to execute inhumane orders. The motivations of those who did not comply because of their inability to execute the task were not at odds with what was happening. They understood these actions as elements of an overall vision in an ideological war against a deadly enemy. Those soldiers and officers had lost the ability to morally assess, in an autonomous way, right from wrong. Under normal conditions, a good number of them might have argued that killing women and children was wrong. However, when immersed in a strong military system, run by “corrupt” leadership with strong discipline, those same individuals probably pulled the trigger many times. Indeed, several individuals among them found a perverted pleasure in killing defenseless people. Yet, here, the purpose of this paper is to understand the motivation of those who might have defied such an order, rather than the motivation of those who received a sick satisfaction by committing these evil deeds. For those who had the potential to defy the orders and did not, it is important to understand moral autonomy and how it works in military institutions.

The coming pages will focus on individuals who defied the orders and decided to disobey in an objective way. This analysis explores their motivations and the consequences of their actions.

**Sergeant Anton Schmid**

Anton Schmid was drafted in the Wehrmacht, although he was an Austrian who was born in 1900 in Vienna. In 1941, Schmid’s unit was stationed in Vilna (today the capital of Lithuania), supporting the frontline troops. Vilna was also the place that hosted one of the oldest Jewish communities in the region. Sergeant Schmid had many chances to interact with members of the Jewish community, as several among them worked in the same military
camp. The Austrian sergeant not only became aware of the terrible conditions Jewish people were subjected to in Vilna, he also learned of mass killings and was severely shocked. He learned of the systematic killing of thousands of civilians in the beginning of 1941 in Ponar, just a few miles from Vilna. For Schmid, it was unacceptable to remain a passive bystander, and he took action to protect the lives of innocent and defenseless people. He secretly hosted several of them inside the building he was responsible for, hid many in military vehicles and took them out of Vilna, and distributed “yellow” permits that identified specialized workers deemed essential to the Wehrmacht. From October 1941 to February 1942, when he was arrested for his activity, he probably saved more than 300 people. It took the war court just a few days of trial to decide that Sergeant Schmid should receive the toughest punishment.

In April 1942, Schmid was executed. In one of the last letters to his wife, he wrote of the terrible atrocities he had learned about—the killing of thousands of people and the brutalization of women and children. He simply and powerfully wrote, “I acted as a human being.” Wolfram Wette noted that Schmid “was able to preserve the humane orientation he had acquired before his induction into the Wehrmacht and act on it.”

**Lieutenant Albert Battel**

German army Lieutenant Albert Battel, a veteran of the First World War, was a mature man in his fifties and an old-time member of the Nazi party; he had joined the party as early as 1933. Yet the more he learned about the anti-Jewish Nazi policy and the killing of Jews, the more he became committed to protect as many as possible. In 1942, he successfully convinced his commander, Major Liedtke, to instruct the local commanders to protect all the Jews working for the German army in their areas of responsibility. He

---

clearly took an attitude that seriously defied the SS in the region. He went so far as to stop the SS from rounding up the Jews in the Przemysl ghetto in July 1942. The unusual confrontation between the SS and the army units stopped just short of escalating to a firefight. In the words of Modecai Paldiel, “It was an event unheard of [sic] in the annals of the Third Reich. A German military officer had dared to raise his weapon against the SS to prevent them from carrying out a fateful deportation action against Jews.”23 Yet, after the SS leaders complained to the army headquarters about the behavior of the two officers, the SS were able to force both Battel and Liedtke to give up the Jews they were protecting.

In the Gestapo report redacted after the incident, Lieutenant Battel was identified as the instigator of the army action against the SS in Przemysl. In October, the commander in chief of the SS, Heinrich Himmler, wrote to Martin Bormann, Hitler’s chief adjutant, that he intended to arrest Battel after the end of the war. In the meantime, Battel was reprimanded and sent to a unit on the Eastern Front. To be sent to a frontline unit in Russia at the end of 1942 meant a significant increase in the possibility of being killed compared to serving in the military administrative task Battel had behind the front. David Kitterman wrote that Battel, despite his action, “suffered no serious consequences.”24 Arguably, this only happened because he was lucky enough not to be killed on the Russian Front and because the end of the war did not allow Himmler to arrest Battel. Had Battel been arrested, Himmler likely would have done everything he could to have executed the lieutenant.

**Lieutenant Klaus Hornig**

Klaus Hornig began his career as a police officer in the early 1930s. It was only because of a series of events over which he had

no control that he received command of a police company deployed in the Eastern Front. In the portrayal of Horning provided by David Kitterman, the German officer came across as a determined man, committed to the values he inherited from his family and critical of several initiatives adopted by the Nazi regime years before the beginning of the conflict. Hornig was an officer who clearly distinguished right from wrong and, as a lawyer, had a good knowledge of the German Military Code of Justice, specifically of Paragraph 47, which clearly established that a subordinate had the “right to refuse an order which he recognized as illegal.”

In the weeks after Lieutenant Hornig took command of his company, he was ordered by the battalion commander to eliminate 780 Russian POWs who had been labeled as “commissars.”25 The lieutenant made clear to his commander that he had no intention of executing an order he considered illegal and immoral. He then proceeded to instruct his troops about the German Military Code of Justice and the provisions of Paragraph 47.

None of Hornig’s troops participated in the execution. Yet for the Lieutenant it was the beginning of a series of major problems. He had overtly challenged an order and instructed his men on how to avoid executing such orders; it was a case of insubordination. In addition, over the course of the following days he overtly criticized what the SS were doing; his criticisms were categorized as insults. Hornig’s life soon became a nightmare. He was put on trial a number of times and jailed in different penitentiaries until he was sent to the infamous concentration camp of Buchenwald where he spent nearly ten months as a “political” prisoner. It was clear that the most senior SS leaders wanted Hornig sentenced to death. It was only the lack of witnesses and evidence that stopped

25 Several weeks before the beginning of Operation Barbarossa, orders and directives were issued to provide the German military with guidelines for the behavior of troops in occupied territories. Among them was the “Guidelines for the Treatment of Political Commissars,” better known as the Commissar Order. Troops were instructed to execute immediately any identified Soviet political commissar that might have been captured during military operations.
SS prosecutor Paulmann from sentencing Hornig to capital punishment. Hornig was indeed extremely lucky to survive the hardship of internment, months in a concentration camp, a few deadly marches during which thousands of his fellow inmates were killed, and the SS determination to execute him to set an example.

Captain Paul Grueninger

Perhaps the most significant case of objective disobedience based solely on moral grounds is that of Swiss Border Police Captain Paul Grueninger. In the late 1930s, the flux of Jews leaving Germany and Austria grew dramatically in response to the Nazis’ anti-Jewish policies and activities. Switzerland had become a destination for many German and Austrian Jews. Yet by August 1938 the Swiss government decided to close the borders; only individuals with a valid visa were allowed in country. All border police officers were ordered to comply with the new policy. Clearly, this meant denying access to large numbers of Jews and abandoning them to a terrible fate. All police stations applied the new policy with the exception of the one in St. Gallen. For months, Captain Grueninger helped Jews in St. Gallen find shelter, either somewhere in Switzerland or in a hosting country through the Swiss Association of Jewish Refugees. Grueninger was then ordered to stop his activity and to ignore the cry for help coming from the refugees. The implementation of such a policy was in clear conflict with Grueninger’s beliefs. He told his family, “I [would] rather break the rules than send these poor, miserable people back to Germany.” The Swiss captain not only defied the order, but he also falsified the date of the entry visas on a number of passports.

In April 1939, Grueninger’s commitment to save the lives of defenseless people was exposed. The Swiss government took a tough approach: Grueninger was suspended, lost his salary and pension rights, and had to wait for a couple of years to be processed. The sentence he received was only monetary—he had to pay the cost of the investigation and an additional fine of 300 Swiss francs.

The following years and decades became extremely difficult for Grueninger. Without salary, he took whatever job was offered to him. Despite the hardship he had to face for the rest of his life, Grueninger never felt that he was a victim. Rochat and Modigliani stressed that he wished the Swiss authorities would acknowledge what he had done and give him “credit for having upheld one of his country’s finest traditions. What is striking about Grueninger’s deeds is that he never altered his values to suit the government. The refugees whose lives were in danger took priority over the legitimate orders of the administration.”

Indeed, it is difficult to believe that even after the end of the war, the Swiss government refused to rehabilitate Grueninger when it became clear that individuals like him had acted out of humanitarian concerns and deserved great respect. Although his actions were morally sound, Grueninger had committed the sin of disobedience at a time when the government became morally blind to the cry for help. It was in November 1993 when Grueninger was finally rehabilitated by the Swiss government—21 years after he died. The message from the Swiss government was that clear obedience is significantly more important than morality.

**COULD THEY HAVE DISOBEYED?**

Milgram’s obedience experiment is best known in its main

---


29 Wagner, The Righteous of Switzerland, 32–56.
variant, the one in which the 40 subjects—“the teachers”—were placed in a situation in which they were “ordered” to punish a “learner” who they could not see. They could hear that the learner was suffering because of the electric shock they inflicted on him. In this situation, two-thirds (65 percent) of the teachers inflicted what they believed was a harsh punishment that caused significant harm and possible death to another individual, the learner. Among the other variants of the experiment, Milgram tested how the teacher would behave if the learner was extremely close to him and thus the teacher would be able to hear, but also and more importantly, to experience directly, the consequences of the punishment he inflicted. The outcome of this variant was significantly different. In what Milgram called the “touch-proximity” variation, the outcome was reversed, 70 percent of the teachers defied the order to punish the learner.30 Through this experiment, Milgram demonstrated that a significant number of individuals are willing to inflict significant pain to another individual, basically because they are ordered to do so. However, many among these individuals would resist if they had visual contact with the victim.

Milgram’s findings are extremely interesting; we should bear in mind, however, that in the Yale University laboratory where the initial experiment took place, the conditions under which the teachers were observed did not even come close to the conditions an average German soldier was placed in. It should also be noted that out of 40 individuals assembled from different social backgrounds, living in a free country without any specific training or indoctrination, a disturbing percentage of them decided to comply with what was clearly an immoral order. They were free to do as they wanted—just stand up and walk away—and a few did, but not the majority. Clearly in Milgram’s experiment there was not a fear of punishment, as there was not a fear of punishment among those who selectively decided not to kill women and children but went ahead and participated in other types of execu-

30 Milgram, Obedience to Authority. 36.
tions. Therefore, fear of punishment does not help to explain why thousands of individuals lost their sense of humanity and killed large numbers of defenseless civilians.

Military organizations emphasize the importance of virtues. They need brave, dedicated soldiers who are ready to face the most difficult challenges: kill and being killed. Samuel Huntington in *The Soldier and the State* wrote that “loyalty and obedience are the highest military virtues.”31 Clearly, if these are the highest virtues, disloyalty and disobedience are the greatest vices or sins. Yet it is quite clear that in the case of the use of the military to achieve an evil objective, such as the extermination of a race, disobedience is the highest virtue. The issue for soldiers is the difficulty of defying orders, and this is not because they might fear punishment, since this would be a rather easy but reductive explanation.

Soldiers are placed in a system that compresses, or to use Peter Kilner’s definition, “by-passes” moral autonomy.32 I am not suggesting here that soldiers become automatons. What I am stressing is that the military system, with its training programs and values, tends to stress compliance rather than defiance. In a military operation, soldiers become part of an effort in which their behavior becomes nearly mechanical. Their ability to react to the orders they receive in a quick and efficient manner is fundamental to succeed. However, one wishes that when asked to do something as horrible as the German Armed Forces did during the Holocaust, they would seriously question the orders and actually defy them. That disobedience should not only be subjective, but more importantly, it should be objective. We would expect that soldiers asked to kill women and children would defy the order, not because they do not have the “callus” to execute it but because they disagree with the execution of the order.

Yet the complexity of such a course of action, as rightly noted by Christopher Penny, is that although soldiers have a responsibility to disobey illegal orders, “. . . the lower a soldier’s position in a military hierarchy, the less ability he or she will have to effectively question orders.” In addition, even if faced with manifest illegitimacy, soldiers will place great trust in their leaders regarding the legality and morality of what they have been asked to do. U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel Michael L. Smidt provided an excellent explanation of the relationship between leaders and soldiers and the important role leaders play in influencing soldiers’ behavior. Smidt stated that

It is through effective military leadership that a soldier can be influenced to perform acts that transcend the norms of human nature. Only a successful and skilled motivator of troops can inspire a combatant to charge a machine gun position, contrary to the most powerful of human instincts, that of self-preservation, in order to acquire a small and seemingly insignificant piece of turf. Powerful and persuasive leaders are required to build and maintain the degree of commitment necessary to successfully execute an armed conflict.

Even more important for the objective of this paper is what Smidt stressed in relation to leadership and atrocities:

Just as dynamic military commanders can induce their subordinates to accomplish heroic acts beyond the pale of traditional human limitations, they also, unfortunately, possess the power and means of ordering, encouraging, or acquiescing to acts that are inhumane in the extreme. Through an abuse of legitimate military leadership and authority, a commander may condone or even direct conduct that goes far beyond even the relaxed standard of acceptable violence associated with warfare. Under

the direction of persuasive leadership, soldiers have committed acts so atrocious as to exceed any possible rational application of military force. . . . It is to the leader that a young soldier looks for guidance in terms of distinguishing appropriate and inappropriate uses of force during military operations.34

The German Armed Forces officers do indeed bear the greatest burden and responsibility for giving up the obligation of dissenting from accomplishing an evil and clearly immoral project. While soldiers’ ability to disobey in an objective way was greatly limited, military commanders, and particularly senior leaders, would have been in a much stronger position to oppose Hitler’s evil project and the conduct of a war that broke all fundamental rules of decency. Jürgen Förster noted that “the military leaders did not simply comply with Hitler’s dogmatic views, they were not mere victims of an all-exonerating principle of obedience. The military leaders, too, believed that the threats of Russia and Bolshevism should be completely eliminated.”35

Indeed, it is difficult and rare to find cases of senior military leaders who opposed or resisted the execution of Hitler’s immoral orders. Michael Walzer in Just and Unjust Wars uses General Erwin Rommel’s actions as an example of good leadership in war. Believing it was unacceptable to kill POWs, General Erwin Rommel decided to burn Hitler’s 1942 commando order, which required German soldiers to kill enemy soldiers found behind German lines, even after these soldiers had surrendered.36 General Siegfried Westphal, an operations officer in General Rommel’s staff, said that they destroyed such orders “as we did not want anything to do with such methods.”37 Other distinguished and charismatic leaders such as

35 Förster, “Complicity or Entanglement?,” 273.
37 Siegfried Westphal quoted in Gerald Fleming, Hitler and the Final Solution (Berkley: University of California Press, 1984), 38.
Heinz Guderian and Erich von Manstein tried, after the war, to present themselves as reputable leaders who had opposed Hitler’s brutal and criminal conduct of the war. The evidence proved that they were also accomplices in allowing the troops under their command to perpetrate the killing of civilians and POWs. Probably the most notable exception was General Johannes Blaskowitz. According to Richard Giziowski, Blaskowitz’s biographer, the German army general deeply despised the atrocities conducted by the SS and some army units since the invasion of Poland in 1939.38

Yet none of the senior leaders directly defied Hitler’s criminal orders, even if this meant compromising the value and reputation of Germany. They gave up the responsibility to disobey in an objective way and to make clear to Hitler and senior Nazi leaders that Germany’s values could not be compromised by such an evil project. They would likely have faced a punishment much different from the one Anton Schmid faced.

What should be noted is that those individuals who decided to defy the authorities who ordered the execution of such an evil project had a clear understanding that the values they stood for were much greater than their own lives. They felt they had a moral responsibility, indeed an obligation, to stand for those values, even when everybody else headed in a different direction. These were individuals of strong character who did not allow the situation to overwhelm them. Schimd made a clear case for humanity, while Hornig, a religious man, made a compelling case not only for legality, but also for morality, and more importantly, for Germany itself. Grueninger felt that closing the border to the refugees was a betrayal of what Switzerland stood for, and he did not care if the authorities had taken a different approach. Indeed, he

felt that they were taking the country in a direction that negated Swiss history and tradition. Rochat and Modigliani wrote that

Grueninger believed that the refugees’ lives ought to be placed above federal decrees regarding who should or should not be allowed into Switzerland. . . . Grueninger fully believed in Switzerland’s long-standing humanitarian tradition—a tradition that called for taking care of people whose lives were in danger . . . . He seemed convinced that the Swiss people felt bad for the refugees—that they felt a sense of responsibility toward them, as they had previously when other persecuted peoples had needed assistance.39

In all these cases, these courageous individuals had an extremely clear understanding of what their real duty was and acted accordingly. The case of Grueninger, however, has one additional factor that differs from all others, making it an important case for both practitioners and ethicists. While Schmid, Battel, and Horning defied illegal and immoral orders, Grueninger’s orders were absolutely lawful, yet the consequences were immoral. He judged that, under the circumstances, the execution of lawful orders was unacceptable. It is still today an open discussion whether disobedience in a case similar to Grueninger would be praised or punished. A focus on subjective and objective disobedience, rather than on the strict parameters of legality and the abstract boundaries of morality, would pave the way to a more constructive discussion on dissent.

I envisioned large, sweeping formations; coordinating and synchronizing the battlefield functions to create that “point of penetration,” and rapidly exploiting the initiative of that penetration to achieve a decisive maneuver against the armies that threatened the sovereignty of my country. . . . We witnessed in Baghdad that it was no longer adequate as a military force to accept classic military modes of thought.

-Major General Peter W. Chiarelli, U.S. Army

[A] few successful individual leaders in charge aren’t enough. They must build a culture of leadership that becomes the identity of the organization rather than just that of top leaders.

-General Anthony C. Zinni, U.S. Marine Corps

The topic of this article is derived from a presentation to the NATO Senior Officer Policy Course at NATO School made by Mr. Tom Randall, Legal Advisor to the NATO Supreme Allied Commander Operations. Thanks also to Mr. Sherrod Lewis Bumgardner for his generous contributions to this article.

“Enaction” is the new paradigm emerging in cognitive science about how the mind works. In the past, “cognition” was defined simply as the processing of information about the world “out there” as if it already existed. In contrast, “enaction” means that the way the human species thinks and behaves is actually cocreating the world in which we live. This chapter introduces this emerging, dynamic, multidisciplinary paradigm.

In living biological and organizational systems, leadership emerges from many levels at the same time: the individual level that includes cells, organs, and organisms; the organizational level that includes teams, military units, and groups; and even at the community, society, and supranational/global levels. Leadership’s complexity changes the global and local environment day-by-day, moment-by-moment for each living self. While the term “global” means geographical to some, in the context of enaction, it pertains to a biologically adaptive, living process through which parts connect to create a meaningful whole. Global is a unifying principle of self-organizing minds, a comprehensive concept that explains the self-organizing process between global and local mind based on top-down and bottom-up dynamic coemergence or reciprocal causality. For the military, this process may be thought of as command and control where the commander (global/top down) provides commands and intent while subordinates (local/bottom up) provide control and specificity in the form of action and feedback. Global mindfulness is a comprehensive concept—a means for imagining how transformation actually works in collective human experience—a primal way of thinking about enacting a culture of ethical leadership and creating a globally unified mind.


The authors’ military service includes operations in Vietnam and the Middle East, and in both enlisted (bottom-up specifics) and field grade officer (top-down constraint) service. Drawing upon our enlisted experience, we quickly agreed that blind obedience from the bottom up is seldom ideal. Further, we now contend that a less mindful acceptance of the classic strategic mind, which focuses on simply attaining goals with little thought to the global impact, often generates complexities and emerging problems heretofore unimaginable. Focusing simply on ends without a global, unifying approach creates extremely complex problems, i.e., the My Lai massacre during the Vietnam War, Abu Ghraib during Operation Iraqi Freedom, and countless other instances of civilian atrocities.5

This chapter is firmly grounded on two vital documents that serve as the philosophical foundation of the Marine Corps: Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication (MCDP) 1, *Warfighting*, and 6, *Command and Control*. Within MCDP 1, the concept of viewing the adversary as a “complex system of individual parts” is balanced with the recognition that individual human will is a central component in war.6 MCDP 6 “sees command as the exercise of authority and control as feedback about the effects of the action taken” based on “an interactive process involving all the parts of the system and working in all directions.”7 The goals of this chapter are threefold: arm the reader with a new vocabulary; create an expanded understanding of the ethical nature of leadership complexity, sense making, and exercise of authority; and ground tactical, operational, and strategic thinking all within the biological, natural principles of living systems.

Our premise is that to succeed in future complex engagements, the U.S. military must create a culture of ethical leadership that enacts creative and ethical thinking at all organizational levels, both inside and outside the bonds of social or organizational culture. A culture of ethical leadership can be the major source of energy for a unifying mind. Moreover, ethical leadership by and in an organization sees people in other countries as legitimate parts of civilization, not as separate entities. Recognizing another’s legitimacy—even the enemy’s—is vital because of what can be learned from the other since any “other” can provide information, knowledge, or experience that can help create increased understanding of a complex problem and inform decision-making processes.

Recognizing “the other” as legitimate is not a new idea. General Alfred M. Gray, former Marine Corps Commandant, often said that Marines are not too proud to learn anything from anybody, since every person can be a source of legitimate information or a learning resource. Much can be learned from the civilian populace during combat, in complex political and social situations, and in rugged foreign terrain, particularly in order to generate peace after conflict. A unifying culture of ethical leadership must pervade every level of leadership, beginning with strategic guidance appropriate for complex engagements in both war and peace and including ethical conduct and moral autonomy for every member in the organization. The purpose of this chapter then is not only to describe “what” a culture of ethical leadership’s key values are, but also to explain “how” and “why” a culture of ethical leadership is created and required.

**Principles of Adaptation: Mindfulness, Ethics, and Emotions**

Nobel physicist Max Planck said when we change the way we look at things, the things we look at change. Fitness of mind is
vital to success and effectiveness, as is fitness of body and spirit, and innovative behavior and action are closely related to creative living and the practice of mindfulness.8 “An innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption.”9 Mindfulness can be simply seen as (1) creation of new categories; (2) openness to new information; and (3) awareness of more than one perspective.10

Enaction is “movement into context,”11 where the movements of mind and body are simultaneously prereflective, nonverbal reflective, or verbal reflective.12 The embodied mind operates prereflectively as mindfulness, and when developed and practiced can be, as anthropologist Gregory Bateson said,13 the difference that makes the difference.

Our new science of mind, ideas of ethics, and affective neuroscience are radically reconceptualizing leadership’s complexity and revealing why many conventional leadership strategies often fail. That is precisely why research on the practice of mindfulness in the military and Mindfulness-Based Mind Fitness Training (MMFT) is contributing to creating a culture of ethical leadership.14

Fitness of mind is just as vital to success as fitness of body, and it is increasingly evident in Iraq and Afghanistan that conventional twentieth-century models, linear leadership theories, and stra-

tactic minds often constrain effectiveness. Conventional strategy can become the cause of “wicked” problems in foreign cultures, ever-changing climates, and the rugged mental landscapes and terrains of twenty-first-century military action.

Natural principles can guide, cultivate, and nourish an attitude of wisdom and creative living.\(^{15}\) Essentially, bio-adaptive principles generate organizational improvisation, innovation, and creativity,\(^{16}\) not unlike Meyers and Davis’ “improvisation-ready” Marines.\(^{17}\) Life-conserving principles provide a species ethic guided by global maxims and are the source of inter-enactive emergence,\(^{18}\) or enacting a culture of ethical leadership.\(^{19}\) Principles of ethical leadership include

- Ethics is “a reflection on the legitimacy of the presence of others.”\(^{20}\)
- Value is the expression of relationship between self and other (other may be a person, thing, innovative idea, organization, etc.).\(^{21}\) In living systems, value is seen as whatever an organism chooses [consciously or subconsciously] to be attracted by or self-propelled toward.\(^{22}\)

---

• The process of structuring has two aspects: components (individuals) and organization (relationships).23

• Mindfulness is “the awareness that comes from systematically paying attention on purpose in the present moment, and non judgmentally, to what is closest to home in your experience: namely this very moment in which you are alive, however it is for you—pleasant, difficult, or not even on the radar screen—and to the body sensations, thoughts, and feelings that you may be experiencing in any moment.”24

• Learning is the transformation of behavior through experience.25

• Communication is the coordination of behavior,26 and communication (implicit or explicit) has no meaning except in the context of the receiving apparatus.

• We human beings are both constitutive of and constituted by our world. Constitution is the process of providing an ever-clearer meaning.27

• Enaction is movement into context (whether physical, verbal, mindful, intentional, or not).28 Any movement affects others and consequently evokes an affective response in others in the environment.

24 Jon Kabat-Zinn, Guided Mindfulness Meditation, 1.
26 Maturana and Varela, The Tree of Knowledge, 193.
• Emotions are “dynamic processes in the brain and body that prepare the body for future actions and enable it to carry them out,”29 which means “emotion is the energy of transformation.”30 It is not trivial that the source of time is the valence and constitutional dynamics of affect.31

• Violence is the imposition of a point of view with little or no understanding of the other’s point of view.32

INNOVATIVE MINDS AND LANGUAGE

The mindful insights found in the opening quotes by Major General Chiarelli and General Zinni illuminate and confirm changes and shifts in both the global and local landscapes. General Chiarelli, who had just arrived in Baghdad as the commanding general of the U.S. Army 1st Armored Cavalry Division, realized something new was emerging simultaneously across all levels—strategic, operational, and tactical. We propose a new mental model (see figure 5) for enacting a culture of ethical leadership that comprehensively accounts for the complexity of global problems, local situations, sense making, living adaptation, and the diffusion of command (exercise of authority) and control (dynamic feedback from numerous sources).

A new mental model is vital to replace outmoded thinking, otherwise one remains imprisoned by the “iron cage of memory,” with little to no creativity or possibility of change. By changing the language one uses, or the meaning of the language, one can change the way one thinks. However, innovative, adaptive thinking and solutions to complex problems often meet resistance, so brief descriptions of key components will provide subtle insights as we move through the process, flow, and meaning of the model.

The starting point for creating a culture of ethical leadership is the recognition that individuals and organizations now and in the future face inherently complex problems (see figure 6). Complex problems are generated by the interaction between cultural, societal, paradoxically global (shared), yet locally specified realities. When the interactive nature of complex problems or interactive complexity requires political judgment rather than scientific reason or preconceived strategy alone to resolve, they are consid-

---

33 Croswell and Holliday, “Generating Organizational Awareness,” 1.
General Chiarelli quickly realized that the situation in Baghdad was wicked, complex, and composed of enemy, friendly, and neutral cultures, each with unique goals, objectives, and desires. Further, he also realized he needed to change the mind-set and modus operandi of his own organization.

To better understand how humans experience a phenomenon like complexity or wicked problems, two key terms require explanation:

- **Phenomenon**: Something perceived or experienced, especially an object as it is apprehended by the human senses as opposed to an object as it intrinsically is in itself. A phenomenon can be other selves, happenings, experiences, and ideas as they are perceived by human beings through the use of their senses and imagination.

- **Phenomenology**: The study of human experiences; understanding that the meaning of an object transcends the nature

of the object. When human beings experience a phenomenon, we immediately ascribe meaning, specific to self. When one person says to another “think about a dog,” the speaker might imagine one type of “dog” (poodle), while the listener might likely imagine a different “dog” (dachshund). Both images share common characteristics, but the specific meaning of each person’s image may be completely different. The implication is that when human beings gather and organize, a comprehensive unifying mind emerges as culture as images gain shared meaning. Consequently, culture is “an intersubjective system of meaningful experiences, institutions, activities, symbolic expressions of the ritual and art, together with their products, which are shared by the members of a given society” (i.e., local people inter-enacting cocreate their society, community, or culture).

36 David Bidney, “Phenomenological Method,” 133.

FIGURE 7. Sense Making.
While experiencing a phenomenon, an individual autonomously begins the process of sense making in order to respond or determine appropriate actions (see figure 7). Making sense of situational (local) problems occurs at both an individual and organizational unit level, taking into account previous experience, plans, training, and education as well as cultural, societal, and personal biases. Yet sense making is far more than mere retrospection. “Mindfulness,” “participatory sense making,” and “global” are three concepts vital for effective sense making:

- **Mindfulness**: “The awareness that comes from systematically paying attention on purpose in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally, to what is closest to home in your experience; namely, this very moment in which you are alive, however it is for you—pleasant, difficult, or not even on the radar screen—and to the body sensations, thoughts, and feelings that you may be experiencing in any moment.”

- **Participatory Sense Making**: A biologically self-grounded natural response to stimulus in the environment whose purpose is to conserve and sustain the life of a living organism (an adapting, autonomous agent). In this sense, self is more than a psychological or social/cultural construct; self is primarily a living, self-creating, self-conserving, self-organizing unity that adapts to preserve its autonomy/self. Sense making is the autonomous agency and intentionality of a living system, whether individual, team, organization, community, society, or planet/globe. The self operates with biological autonomy to conserve its own life; biologists call this process *autopoiesis*, meaning self-creating or self-organizing.

---

39 James Miller, *Living Systems*, 239.
40 Maturana and Varela, *Autopoiesis and Cognition*, 82.
• **Global**: The unifying principles of living, self-organizing systems; not global in the geographical sense, but the comprehensive mind that identifies and unifies the place and mental space of all persons, cultures, and ideas. Global is a species ethic\(^41\) or unified field of mind. Local is exclusively a simple unity point of view (bottom up); global is inclusively the composite unity view (top down). Thus, global mind creatively imagines\(^42\) relationships and potential connections that already exist between components or all peoples. In nature, these two points of view operate with complementarity and dynamic coemergence, not as polar opposites.

The next process in the model, biological adaptation, emerges when individuals and organizations attempt to create solutions to wicked problems after having made sense of both perceptible and cognitive phenomena (see figure 8). After achieving a shared sense, one moves into action (or context) based upon that sense.

---


Key to this process is the idea that prior to and during the process of adapting, individuals and organizations are affected and therefore are experiencing the energy of transformation. Accordingly, affect is vital to understanding biological adaptation.

- **Affect**: A transitive verb essentially meaning “to move somebody emotionally” or to act upon something. Affect is a primordially adaptive impulse or natural form of energy that arises in living beings. The emergence of affective science, affective neuroscience, and neurobiology are revealing that cognition and emotion (mind and body) are inseparable and operate with complementarity, not as polarized opposites that can be excluded one from the other. They operate as parallel aspects of the embodied mind. Affect is manifested as six major phenomena in human experience: emotion, feelings, mood, attitude, affective style, and temperament. In this context, affect or emotion can be seen as the energy of transformation. Finally, affect has energetic valence—positive (productive), negative (destructive), or neutral (ambivalent/ambi-valent)—as it emerges.

The final process in enacting a culture of ethical leadership is diffusion and whether an idea (innovation) is either adopted or rejected by an individual or organization (see figure 9). Diffusion essentially means that the individuals within an organization have rejected or accepted a proposed innovation. Rejection or acceptance of the innovation includes specific feedback from the individual (local) level to the organizational (global) level about what will or will not work and what is or is not acceptable. In wicked problems, diffusion and implementation of an

---

43 *Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary*, 1979, s.v. “affect.”
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innovation create the next condition set that must be resolved. The vital term for understanding diffusion is “enaction” or the “enactive approach.”

- **Enaction**: The emerging paradigm of cognition that breaks with modern cognitive theory and the myths of mere information processing, computationalism, and representationalism. The enactive approach to cognition is more comprehensive than classic single-disciplined psychological or social approaches to cognitive science known as first generation Computational Theory of Mind (CTM). Conventional cognitive theory conceptually reduces and represents the things, people, and events observed in a stable external world by seemingly independent consciousness. Enacted meanings are constituted both globally and locally within the embodied mind by an interpretation of the experience and physical history of a culture, organism, unit, organization, person, etc. In enaction, “knowledge depends on being in a world that is inseparable from our bodies,

---

our language, and our social history—in short, from our embodiment.”

In the new paradigm, enaction is based on dynamic coemergence of self and other and the inseparability of a living organism from its environment. Enaction is “movement into context” by a living organism that is both verbal and nonverbal, prereflective and reflective. When the body of an individual speaks or moves, that enaction or embodied life and mind is a stimulus to which the environment reflexively responds, including the responses of other human beings, organizations, or nation states. What we say or do partly specifies the world we live in; we are our world. At the same time, how the global mind or world we live in responds to our movement often constrains our self or who we are. Thus, a living organism actually specifies or enacts the world it lives in, and with synchronicity, the world constrains or enacts its components or parts. The enactive approach constitutes both maturity and wisdom.

The proposed mental model is designed to assist individuals and organizations in the process of becoming aware. Several operational narratives are debunked by both enaction and leading-edge neuroscience, as technological innovations like brain and positron emission tomography (PET) scans, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRIs), consciousness studies, and the emerging science of mind and life unmask these outdated myths. Still, innovative

48 Ibid., 149.
53 Weick, Making Sense of the Organization, 361.
conclusions and ideas from science meet resistance in the mind and body; and, as we all have learned through experience, resistance to change often creates wicked problems. To begin unifying mind for enacting a culture of ethical leadership, we first must understand the natural complexity of “wicked problems.”

WICKED PROBLEMS

Success in complex problems, particularly wicked global problems, requires a combination of mindfulness, creativity, and wisdom, along with a culture of ethical leadership. Heretofore, military training and doctrine were highly focused on penetrating an enemy system and taking decisive action to terminate a local threat. General Chiarelli realized that classic modes of strategy alone and action directed toward linear threat termination are often obsolete. Military actions require a more global mindfulness, innovation, and organizational learning, not less mindfulness or mere routine performance. Mindfulness is particularly relevant since recent history shows that the military is the branch of the United States government normally called upon to lead and coordinate efforts to respond in the global environment.

When contextualized by the two quotes at the beginning of this chapter, it becomes apparent that a new, more dynamic model of ethical leadership and mindfulness of the complexity of moment-by-moment adaptation is vital. In complex adaptive systems,

leadership emerges at all levels (local and global, individual and collective). As individuals take local action on behalf of the United States, they do so through immediate sense making of the situation, and then take the corresponding present moment behavior in response to the situation. This behavior then creates the conditions that specify the future action required to deal with a new, emerging situation.

The perfect example of this is what took place at Abu Ghraib. In making sense of their situation and role as prison guards, the soldiers acted in a way they thought was appropriate for the situation. The consequence was a new strategic reality felt throughout the world, particularly in Muslim and Middle Eastern societies. The practice of mindfulness\(^{58}\) precisely cultivates wise creativity and creative wisdom\(^{59}\) because an autonomous agent “creates products through creative processes aimed to optimize its own life chances in surroundings of continuous livability.”\(^{60}\) Thus, solving locally emerging problems requires more than global, conventional military strategy, operations, and tactics. Effective problem solving requires a culture of ethical leadership.

Twenty-first-century conflicts and the complexity of wicked problems defy clear, simple, linear solutions, and they are often contextualized by societal norms embedded in cultural phenomena that require resolutions based solely on political judgment. Moreover, political stability is often fleeting in a rapidly evolving world, and these emerging wicked problems are open-ended and affected by factors often well beyond any one leader’s or individual’s understanding and span of influence. Problems are wicked when the


\(^{60}\) Ibid., 126.
mission/situation is ambiguous and not likely to become apparent as to whether or not a problem has been resolved. For these reasons and in order to “create, connect, and evolve”—to adapt and overcome—Marine Corps doctrinal publications dispensed with conventional command and control and redefined the organization’s command structure. Marine Corps doctrine states that command and control is really “a system that provides the means to adapt to changing conditions . . . we can thus look at command and control as a process of continuous adaptation.” Whether manifested in the form of command and control or some other process, adaptation occurs primarily in self-organizing, living systems as the agency and intentionality of biological autonomy—not solely psychological, political, economic, societal, nor cultural constraints alone. This vital aphorism reveals the profound complexity of human systems and organizations and is a definitive point explained throughout the chapter.

The profound complexity of wicked problems has 10 distinguishing features. Six of the proposed 10 features quickly rise to the level of greatest value to this chapter. The term “wicked” does not connote evil or cruel; Rittel and Weber used the term to mean extraordinarily complex, murky, and an overt challenge to reason. Thus, when facing a truly wicked problem, any leader must realize that first, the problem itself is a symptom of another problem and second, every actor is a potential leader precisely because every stakeholder enters the situation with a distinct and personal history and a unique causal narrative, affirming the value of the “enactive” approach to cognition.

Leadership is being reconceptualized and its ethical meaning is rapidly being reconstituted. Scholars, practitioners, nonprofit or-
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ganizations, governments, businesses, and military units alike are finally beginning to realize that leadership is something generated dynamically and with complementarity. Generated leadership emerges at all levels of an organization from the top down and bottom up, globally and locally by the actions, participation, agency, and behaviors of traditionally conceived leaders and followers/informal leaders alike. Thus, leadership is a complex, collective phenomenon, not created solely by one person at the top of an organization in a single role or position of authority.

Effective leadership emerges (or not) in the immediate space and time where tactics meet commander’s intent. In Meyers and Davis’ provocative text, *It’s Alive*, Lieutenant General Paul K. Van Riper argues effectively that “the power comes from the bottom up, not from the top down. Those involved have some awareness of both what’s happening around them [locally] and what’s happening on a larger scale [globally], and they will self-organize [locally] to achieve the commander’s intent.”

Lieutenant General Van Riper’s use of the word “power” is not trivial in this case, as power is an analogue for force, energy, affect, and emotion as explained above, most literally, physical movement. Both power and emotion have valence that can produce, destroy, or become neutral.

Since a wicked problem is symptomatic of another problem, leaders must face the third distinguishing feature of a wicked problem, which is that each wicked problem is truly unique. The problem may have varying levels of similarity to other problems, yet the problem itself cannot always be solved by doing exactly what worked for a previous problem or the last time a similar problem was encountered. Albert Einstein clarified this feature of wicked problems when he stated that “the significant problems

we face cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we created them.”

Consequently, the uniqueness and causality of any problem leads to the fourth distinguishing feature that any proposed solution is a “one-shot operation.” Thus, dealing with wicked problems requires mindfulness and wisdom of organizational sense making. In a social/political situation, a single operation or action/tactic may now serve as another causal factor in the next uniquely problematic situation. As a result of the experimental, unpredictable, one-shot nature of a proposed solution, a wicked problem will not present an obvious end to an open-ended causal chain. Likewise, the fifth distinguishing feature, based on the nonlinearity and individual narrative associated with the problem, is that a proposed solution cannot be seen as either true or false, but rather as good or bad for each of the actors involved.

Finally, the sixth and most significant feature of wicked problems for any leader, given the complexity and emerging, adaptive nature of self-organizing and the potential damage a bad solution can create, is that a leader “has no right to be wrong.” With all of these characteristics at work, any single leader facing a wicked problems cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we created them.”

Consequently, the uniqueness and causality of any problem leads to the fourth distinguishing feature that any proposed solution is a “one-shot operation.” Thus, dealing with wicked problems requires mindfulness and wisdom of organizational sense making. In a social/political situation, a single operation or action/tactic may now serve as another causal factor in the next uniquely problematic situation. As a result of the experimental, unpredictable, one-shot nature of a proposed solution, a wicked problem will not present an obvious end to an open-ended causal chain. Likewise, the fifth distinguishing feature, based on the nonlinearity and individual narrative associated with the problem, is that a proposed solution cannot be seen as either true or false, but rather as good or bad for each of the actors involved.

Finally, the sixth and most significant feature of wicked problems for any leader, given the complexity and emerging, adaptive nature of self-organizing and the potential damage a bad solution can create, is that a leader “has no right to be wrong.” With all of these characteristics at work, any single leader facing a wicked problems cannot be solved at the same level of thinking we were at when we created them.”

Consequently, the uniqueness and causality of any problem leads to the fourth distinguishing feature that any proposed solution is a “one-shot operation.” Thus, dealing with wicked problems requires mindfulness and wisdom of organizational sense making. In a social/political situation, a single operation or action/tactic may now serve as another causal factor in the next uniquely problematic situation. As a result of the experimental, unpredictable, one-shot nature of a proposed solution, a wicked problem will not present an obvious end to an open-ended causal chain. Likewise, the fifth distinguishing feature, based on the nonlinearity and individual narrative associated with the problem, is that a proposed solution cannot be seen as either true or false, but rather as good or bad for each of the actors involved.
problem has a very low probability of consistent success. Even when a proposed solution is acceptable and effective, there will be a voice of dissonance stating the solution was not good enough. That is why understanding leadership as the self-organizing process of dynamic coemergence is a more accurate conceptualization than are the previous simple, linear leadership theories.

Complex, wicked problems are all too often the exact types of problems military personnel are called on to solve. The proposed mental model begins with the wicked problem primarily because predeployment or preengagement training attempts to help individuals and units within a larger organization create the rules of engagement, command climate, and commander’s intent to help individuals understand what they are seeing, react properly, and report accordingly. These actions within the context of the wicked problem are all directed toward individual and organizational sense making. Participatory sense making is an important second step toward understanding command and control.

**PARTICIPATORY SENSE MAKING AND THE ENACTIVE APPROACH**

Seven properties that have informed organizational decision making for over four decades have conceptually described sense making in organizations.\(^\text{72}\) Weick’s early publications describing sense making in organizations revealed seven characteristic properties. Sense making is (1) grounded in identity construction; (2) retrospective; (3) enactive of sensible environments; (4) social; (5) ongoing; (6) focused on and by extracted cues; and (7) driven by plausibility rather than accuracy.\(^\text{73}\) What has become clear over the past half-century is that organizations are far less stable than assumed; in fact, they are impermanent and structured in ways

---


and relationships that are not always evident. Everything is connected and many organizational relationships change continuously, both internally and externally, which is not always evident to autonomous agents.

Most recently, however, the classic approach to sense making is being expanded. Emerging sense-making research, along with calls for understanding the true nature of participatory sense making, has ushered in this expansion. Understanding participatory sense making may provide insights into why current strategic plans often do not create the intended results; why emerging operations often generate unanticipated responses, unintended consequences, and unintended outcomes; and why conventional military tactics often fail to achieve goals and objectives.

Recent literature from sense-making and affective neuroscience research is reconceptualizing the conventional notion of sense making. Both illuminate the adaptive nature of sense making that has not yet been explained. Weick, Sutcliffe, and Obstfeld, in dealing with high-reliability organizations (HROs) including those found in the military, have recently concluded that sense making occurs more in the present moment and is more future-directed than was originally proposed. More importantly, they indicate that sense making is more behaviorally defined, emotion-driven, and action-oriented than previously thought. This means that sense making often operates without one’s awareness; it is an experience or sense that actually occurs biologically and psychologically within an individual—an “embodied phenomenon.” Furthermore, leading scholars of the sense-making concept recognize the important role of emotions and are calling for accounts and research of emotions during the act of sense making.

Concurrently, affective neuroscience and research from the National Institute of Health (NIH), the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), and other institutions around the world reveal that cognition and emotion are aspects of mind that operate interdependently with dynamic coemergence as inseparable processes. From twenty-first-century science of mind, the affective domain is vital for organizational learning, mindfulness, and critical thinking, as this new science reveals insights about how the mind transforms the brain and how mindfulness emerges as participatory sense making. This new understanding of the mind’s adaptive nature has significant implications for leadership, ethics, and self-organizing global systems.

These insights manifest themselves particularly in violent settings (i.e., war/combat), and sense making as adaptation is generated spontaneously in the form of affect or primary emotional systems. These autonomic responses take the form of forceful emotions like seeking, fear, lust, care, panic, play, and in particular, rage. In *Achilles in Vietnam*, Shay’s empirical portrayal of the traumatic effects of combat explain more long-lasting affective and behavioral forms in the mind and body than purely momentary rage. The root cause of such extreme reactions is the betrayal of “what’s right,” leading to the undoing of character. This betrayal creates a loss of social trust emanating from perceptions of injustice therefore producing effects far greater and longer lasting than a single act of situational rage. Stress-induced phenomena in the climate of a combat environment are a primary source of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), and a unified culture of ethical leadership may help reduce perceived betrayal and the wicked problems it creates.
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Adopting the enactive approach when making sense of wicked problems may lead to a better understanding of how participatory sense making emerges as the process of continuous adaptation. Essentially, within the dynamic relationship between subjective perception (specifically of the bodily senses) and objective conception (of socially constructed and culturally constrained realities) lies the space and source of timely meaning emergence. Finally, sense making’s emotional and affective natures are now understood as having affective valence—positive (productive), negative (destructive), or neutral (ambivalent).\footnote{Varela and Depraz, “At the Source of Time,” 159.}\footnote{Croswell and Gajjar, “Mindfulness, Laying Minds Open, and Leadership Development,” 25.} Earlier insights revealed that emotion/affect is the energy of transformation.\footnote{Lesley Fellows, “The Cognitive Neuroscience of Human Decision-Making: A Review and Conceptual Framework,” Behavioral and Cognitive Neuroscience Reviews 3 (2004): 159–72.}\footnote{Colombetti and Torrance, “Emotion and Ethics: an Inter-(en)active Approach,” 505–26.} Combined with research that reveals cognition does not occur without emotion, and vice versa, the myth that all emotions are always destructive and should always be avoided is debunked, and the oft-perceived negative emotion of fear may in reality produce life-saving behavior.

Affect and emotions are \textit{natural adaptation}, natural selection that often results in life-saving, life-producing, vital processes. For effective leaders, this means sense making is grounded in the understanding that emotions can no longer be ignored or excluded from sense making and decision making.\footnote{Colombetti and Torrance, “Emotion and Ethics: an Inter-(en)active Approach,” 505–26.} Therefore, affect and emotions are vital to adaptation and ethics.\footnote{Colombetti and Torrance, “Emotion and Ethics: an Inter-(en)active Approach,” 505–26.} Given this scenario and recent research across various disciplines and fields, particularly affective neuroscience, the unifying mind of ethical leaders and followers takes into account the affective nature and complexity of relationships between self and other. In the intersubjectivity and reciprocity of communications, the whole body (mutual incorporo-
RATION) IS THE SOURCE OF MIND, NOT THE HEAD OR ONE BRAIN ALONE—THE MIND IS EMBODIED, AND EMOTIONS ARE “DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN THE BRAIN AND BODY THAT PREPARE THE BODY FOR FUTURE ACTIONS AND ENABLE IT TO CARRY THEM OUT.”86 THE TOP DOWN/BOTTOM UP RECIPROCITY OF COMMUNICATIONS AND THE PROMINENT ROLE OF EMOTION IN SENSE MAKING ECHO THE CONCEPT OF “IMPLICIT COMMUNICATIONS” FOUND IN MCDP 6, WHEN DESCRIBING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS CONTROLLING LOCAL EXECUTION AND THE COMMANDER WHO IS OVERALL IN CHARGE OF THE MISSION.87 Thus mindfulness during sense making generates leadership as the outcome and complementarity of both local and global agents and actors (components) inter-acting in relationship.

Dynamic coemergence then is equivalent to command and control in the military. A global and local approach is vital for overcoming the shortfalls, failures, and myopia of strategy, operational crises, and tactical misperceptions of the situation at hand. The bottom-up approach is analogous to Colonel John Boyd’s famous OODA Loop88—observe, orient, decide, act—which is why virtually every organizational member is a leader. Similarly, in the quantum realm, followers cannot be constrained to action as mere observers; we are all participating observers. This means that every individual component participates in enacting ethical leadership. Each is far more than a mere observer (follower) awaiting orders or instructions from the top down. Truly effective mindfulness and sense making are both participatory and adaptive, and this type of command and control (moment-by-moment reciprocal influence or relating) is clearly specified in MCDP 6.89 The classic

86 Walter Freeman, How Brains Make Up Their Minds, 91–92.
87 U.S Marine Corps, Command and Control, 79.
88 Ibid., 63.
89 Ibid.
top-down-only approach to command and control was formally abandoned by the Marine Corps over 15 years ago.

Although participatory sense making is necessary in creating knowledge, understanding the situation, and creating a proper response, knowledge and understanding alone are not enough to create viable solutions to complex problems. Wisdom and creativity are vital. Knowledge and understanding (of the commander’s intent and the situation studied during operational planning) must be expanded by adding specific meaning to data and information (local control or feedback from subordinate or outside sources). Without feedback and meaning, learning as the transformation of behavior through immediate experience can be severely limited and adaptation curtailed. Learning is far more than mere recall, memory alone, or knowledge acquisition; learning requires a change in behavior. Under these conditions and in the complexity of wicked problems in particular, mere routine memory or classic trained performance can often fail.

Ethical leadership means that *global constraints (command) and local specifics (control) are both vital components for unifying mind.* Failure by an organization to heed both components from the strategic to the tactical level will continue placing U.S. servicemen and women, allies, and U.S. and foreign civilian populations in unimaginably dangerous situations. A lack of this understanding can equate to a perceived betrayal of “what’s right,” often leading to a breakdown in social and cultural trust. This breakdown in trust further erodes or creates the undoing of moral character and may result in or at least contribute to long-term pathologies like chronic anger and PTSD in veterans and civilians alike.90

The enactive approach to participatory sense making and “implicit communications” are grounded in the embodied mind.91
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91 Varela, Thompson, and Rosch, *The Embodied Mind*, 72–77.
This means adaptation in living systems occurs naturally as self-
creation or autopoiesis;\(^2\) and as a living system, the human body’s
primordial nature is reflexively, subconsciously, and biologi-
cally structured for adaptivity, purposeful self-conservation, and
agency.\(^3\) Participatory sense making is a naturally creative, gen-
erative process that occurs in the present moment, not from ret-
rospective past experience alone, and with a different, innovative
future in mind. So, paradoxically, sense making is both temporal
and atemporal in nature. Sense making has double intentionality-
in that it is both immediate, as in the current situation, and
longitudinal, as in oriented toward future goal achievement. As
such, effective sense making is based on past, present, and future
moments, not retrospective memory alone. Therefore, when seen
as the transformation of intentional behavior through experience,
learning includes cognition, is more behaviorally defined, and
is infused with the transforming energy (+, −, 0) of emotion. The
immediate and longitudinal “time” dimensions of sense making,
seen as urgency and participation respectively, are correlated to
dialogic leadership and organizational learning.\(^4\)

In sum, as participatory sense making occurs, we act on that
sense. Our own enacted sense in turn effects or evokes a response
from or enacts the environment, even though the environmental
response cannot be predicted or assumed. So, in essence, enaction
really is movement into context.\(^5\) Complex adaptive systems (i.e.,
humans in organizational relationships) experience participatory
sense making, affectivity, mindfulness (more or less), and rational-
ized contexts (less than more) in ways unique to each individual.
As one process for dealing with wicked problems and imagining
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\(^2\) Maturana and Varela, *The Tree of Knowledge*, 48.
innovative solutions, sense making’s outcome is carried (embodied) into context mentally, physically, and spiritually. This movement into context enacts a response from the environment, and because the diffusion of innovations in the context of crises and change is often naturally resisted, the actual process of diffusion of innovation requires further exploration.

THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATION

\[I\]t was no longer adequate as a military force to accept classic military modes of thought.

-Major General Peter Chiarelli\(^{96}\)

Major General Chiarelli’s recognition that the traditional way of thinking about problems was no longer acceptable demonstrates a mindfulness that ultimately allowed his organization to innovate. The general’s openness helped him recognize that a change was required for his unit to be successful and brought with it opportunities for innovation. According to the change model proposed by Everett Rogers in *Diffusion of Innovation*,\(^ {97}\) an innovation occurs at and between the local/individual levels. Specifically, in order for a new idea to reach acceptance—or be valued by others—there are four key elements that must be in play: the innovation itself, communication, a social system, and time.\(^ {98}\)

First, the innovation itself must be recognized by the individual as new, and it is not all that important if the idea is objectively new or not.\(^ {99}\) Second, communication refers to the method through which the innovation is spread. The specific method of communication or medium is not always essential, as long as some form of

\(^{96}\) Chiarelli and Michaelis, 4.
\(^{98}\) Ibid., 12.
\(^{99}\) Ibid.
Effective communication occurs.\textsuperscript{100} Thus, communication does not happen in a vacuum; rather, it occurs in a social system defined as “a population of individuals who are functionally differentiated and engaged in collective problem-solving behavior.”\textsuperscript{101}

Yet in living systems, communication is far more than the simple linear transfer or passing of information or knowledge. Instead, communication in complex adaptive systems is “the coordination of behavior”\textsuperscript{102} and value is defined as the expression of relationship between self and other (i.e., idea, person, thing, organization, etc.).\textsuperscript{103} The affective valuation, cognitive evaluation, and transformation of information into goal-referenced knowledge are vital processes of leadership in organizational learning.\textsuperscript{104}

Third, a social system is composed of an entire population, yet the source of control arises within an individual because an innovation can only be considered truly diffused once individual members value and accept the idea. Rogers identified a continuum of adoption/action within his third element. Some innovations can be accepted (valued) quickly by an individual and then acted on, while other innovations may be accepted (valued) by the individual, but not translated into action until a large enough group of adopters has been formed. Conversely, some innovations require only a few but powerful adopter/decision makers before a change may be made.\textsuperscript{105}

Finally, the fourth element—time—is vital to organizational learning. While time is not fixed, it does include the process that takes an individual from the point of exposure to the idea to full adoption. For the sake of clarity then, adoption of an idea is far

\textsuperscript{100} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{101} Ibid., 13.
\textsuperscript{102} Behavior and autopoiesis as explored in Maturana and Varela’s two previously cited works, “Autopoiesis and Cognition” and Tree of Knowledge.
\textsuperscript{103} Tsunesaburo Makiguchi, Education for Creative Living, (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1989), 70–75.
\textsuperscript{104} Schwandt and Marquardt, Organizational Learning, 43.
\textsuperscript{105} Rogers, Diffusion of Innovation, 1st ed., 15–17.
more than a cognitive psychological process related to rational goal achievement and is clearly not the same thing as adaptation. Adaptation involves the reflexivity of affective valuation (e.g., an emotional value or response) and often prereflective behavioral intention as well (e.g., a feeling that something is either right or wrong).

A decision to adopt an innovation has societal influences, yet decisions are ultimately most effective when the local/individual level adopts the innovation and decides to implement it both internally and externally. A decision cycle to adopt or accept an innovation often excludes the plausibility of sense making to determine the feasibility and “how to” of implementing or applying the innovation. To that end, Rogers 5th edition of Diffusion of Innovations offers a model that describes the five-step process an individual utilizes to adopt or reject a particular innovation: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation. Rogers is clear that his model frames, or contextualizes, the process of innovating as a rational-empirical cognitive model only and intentionally leaves out the affect of emotion and other nonrational elements. Rogers’ assumption of rational-empiricism ignores and possibly conceals affective valuation and adaptive behavioral intention otherwise denied by social and cultural taboos, false assumptions, beliefs, and attitudes. However, this chapter obviously expands on and complements his diffusion of innovation model rather than undermines the strength of his argument. Figure 10 graphically represents Roger’s five-step process:

Although the process appears causally linear, it does not always result in adoption or acceptance of a proposed innovation due to the nature of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). CAS have a mind of their own and cannot be controlled. Rejection or resistance or
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107 Davidson, Scherer, and Goldsmith, Handbook of Affective Sciences, xiii.
even ambivalence may emerge at any point in the process, and even an initial adopter may eventually reject the change. Thus, five significant criteria make any innovation persuasive: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and observability. Understandably, opinion leaders who demonstrate adoption of the innovation are vital for the organization (relationships) even within a formal and strict social structure like the military. Particularly in the case of the military, leadership is diffused and tasks are often executed with high levels of individual autonomy. Thus if the individual leader/actor/agent finds that the innovation does not provide an advantage over another solution, or is not compatible with an assigned mission and the individual’s mind-set, simple to understand, or proven to work, the individual will quickly revert to habits of preinnovation behavior when left unsupervised.

The elements of diffusion/adoption are an important first step to understanding the evaluation of an innovation, yet alone they don’t provide direct insight into how organizational change is finally made. To gain this insight, it is vital to understand Rogers’ five adopter categories and how each individually and collectively effect (enact) adoption: innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority, and laggards. The innovator is generally described as someone who is venturesome. He or she does not have to be a formally recognized leader with official authority, position, or role. Generally, an innovator usually has a peer group of other innovators who encourage risk taking and help protect each other when a new idea falls short of expectations or completely fails. The real change agents in the adoption process are the early adopters. Early adopters are usually highly respected by their peers within the social system and quickly become “the embodiment of successful and discrete use of new ideas.” (italics added.)

Once an innovation has passed through the innovators and early adopters, it is diffused to the majority, which has two categories, early (classified as deliberators) and late (classified as skeptics), each with its own critical opinion leaders. Members of the early majority are rarely in leadership positions and deliberate before adopting the innovation, whereas members of the late majority, with their skeptical approach, hold out until the overwhelming opinion is that the innovation is necessary and the “right way to go.” Finally, laggards are the traditionalists with few opinion leaders and a general fear of innovation. Laggards’ values derive from what has been done in the past, and, if they do eventually adopt an innovation, it has most likely been superseded by the next innovation. One negative side of adoption is that if an innovation is adopted and then fails, it may be perceived as a betrayal of “what’s right.” This betrayal, as previously mentioned, could result in the undoing of character in combat, which is one antecedent of PTSD.  

108 Ibid., 168–71.
109 Ibid., 169.
110 Ibid., 169–70.
111 Ibid., 170–71.
112 Ibid., 171.
113 Shay, Achilles in Vietnam, 3.
Rogers’ studies identified patterns of adoption within a normal population, demonstrated by figure 11 below:

![Diffusion of Innovation](image)

**FIGURE 11. The Diffusion of Innovation.**

In addition to rational-empiricism, there are several other false assumptions concealed by the Rogers model. These false assumptions do not negate the value of the model, but they do create possible variance when military personnel and units adopt innovations. The dynamics of combat action and fog of war are anything but general, nor are combatants the “normal” population. Diffusion of innovations in any crisis and emerging change to routines are often impeded by fear of the unknown; no one can fully predict future outcomes, particularly in twenty-first century military actions.

Yet innovators as complex adaptive living systems are continuously learning in order to transform their behavior through immediate experience. The adaptive capacity of self-organizing systems often appears in the form of resistance to change and even adaptive resistance to stability. In nature, change and stability operate with complementarity and ambivalence rather than as opposing polarizations.114

Classic military strategy, theory, and models, innovative as they may be, are often cumbersome and met with resistance, even rendered obsolete by globalization and technology. In fact, many
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strategies, operations, tactics, theories, and linear models actually cause wicked problems, albeit unintentionally. The human mind and experience naturally resist control, change, and innovations during the process of participatory sense making. Phenomenology, science of mind, and the biology of the enactive approach provide an alternative, more comprehensive, natural means for understanding and adapting to instability, complex changing conditions, and wicked problems often generated by flawed decision models or simple linear thinking.

**ENACTING A GLOBAL CULTURE OF ETHICAL LEADERSHIP**

Evaluation and synthesis of the previous sections reveal two insights. First, any military unit, or individual, is a living, complex adaptive system composed of components and an organization (relationships between the components). In living systems, there are things, people, and ideas/ideals that are both creative and destructive. Value is expressed and created by relationships generated together with others and with self, both cognitively (conceptions) and affectively (perceptions). These values are created, reinforced, and realized by behaviors and actions in organizations through the learning that takes place in the daily interaction of the components/individuals. Without constant reflection, revitalization, evaluation, creativity, and mindfulness, the less mindful habits of blind routine performance can quickly imprison the minds of individuals and organizations in the “iron cage of memory” alone.115

Second, every member of an organization is naturally a leader able to coordinate and modify his/her own behavior in the organization moment-by-moment by practicing mindfulness of our own verbal and nonverbal communication.116 A leader embod-

115 Croswell and Holliday, “Generating Organizational Awareness,” 2.
ies mindfulness, enacts policies, and generates emerging ethical know-how for a specific culture—both from bottom-up control and top-down command—by respecting the legitimate presence of all organizational members and other members in external organizations with whom he/she interacts. Each unit member models ethical behavior (or not) for those around them and even for those individuals outside the unit or immediate organization.

The value of ethical leadership is that during times of crisis and change, each member of the unit is able to productively focus the energy of self-regulating emotion in order to cocreatively transform unit potential and its subsequent relationships with other components in the environment. Wholesome transformation is accomplished when each person mindfully discerns a more comprehensive (global) meaning, heeds one’s local perceptions and human experience, and includes the insightful sense of one’s own embodied mind (self) with the sense of others. Healthy transformation then is learning how to live together.

Mindfulness is self-organizing, or the space and time between perception and conception, where real meaningful living is re-
spected, created, and cultivated in the voice, energy, value, and ethics of learning to live together. When we practice mindfulness, local tactics emerge to meet, inform, and specify the commander’s global intent, thereby enacting a global culture of ethical leadership. Command and control is then a process of healthy living, unifying mind, and living to conserve the life of self and others. Every person, component, and relationship has leadership potential. Each leader, wherever in the organization, can act mindfully [more or less] with ethical awareness of others, not from the delusion of “I know and have all the answers.”

CONCLUSION

The Nobel poet T. S. Eliot reminds us in *The Four Quartets* that every end is a beginning, every beginning an end.117 This chapter intended to move the reader’s mind beyond the confines of memory, linearity, and mere objectivity into the space, time, and complexity of command and control, enaction, and mindfulness. We also introduced an innovative approach for enacting a culture of ethical leadership. The bioadaptive principles were explained and expanded the traditional self-limiting conceptualization of leadership. We saw that enaction, the new paradigm of cognitive science,118 emerges naturally from the embodied mind,119 and the enactive approach to participatory sense making can be seen as vital for creative living, diffusing innovations, and realizing the infinite potential and value of human transformation during crisis and change.

Reframing command and control as a dynamic, vital, life-giving process is the ultimate goal of this chapter. Command and control is not a top-down phenomenon only, it operates from the bottom up with complementarity and synchronicity. As members of the
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military, we can change the way we think by practicing mindfulness and by changing the language, or at least the meaning of the language, we use to think. We can transform the way individuals and organizations make sense of wicked problems, how we adapt to emerging situations in a timely manner, and subsequently create and diffuse human value. We cocreate and enact potential resolutions to wicked problems. There is no single road map to follow or guide to cultural transformation; rather, we believe we have provided a solid foundation for enacting a culture of ethical leadership.
Part II

Law
Counterinsurgency is war, and war is inherently violent. Killing the enemy is, and always will be, a key part of guerrilla warfare. . . . But successful counterinsurgents discriminate with extreme precision between . . . combatants and noncombatants.

-David Kilcullen, Counterinsurgency

The application of the Army’s Counterinsurgency Doctrine and the rules of engagement (ROE) in modern irregular warfare has become a controversial issue, given Marines’, soldiers’, military officers’, and lawmakers’ expressed frustration with the doctrine’s application in Afghanistan. In particular, one commander stated his unit felt “they [had] their hands tied behind their backs.”

2 Department of Army, FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency (Washington, DC: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2006)
3 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, Standing Rules of Engagement/Standing Rules for the Use of Force for U.S. Forces, 13 June 2005.
because they complied with the rules of engagement. Furthermore, Congressman Walter Jones (R-NC) avowed that the rules of engagement “have proved too often to be fatal” to Marines and soldiers and “defies our [the American people’s] fundamental belief in the right of self-defense . . . ” Unfortunately, General Stanley A. McChrystal, USA, a former commander of the Joint Special Operations Command who ran all special operations in Iraq and then became the top commander of American forces in Afghanistan, ignited this frustration and criticism when he issued a tactical directive in July 2009.

Although General McChrystal’s directive sought to minimize civilian casualties, many military and political officials saw the directive as a limitation on the right of self-defense. In fact, General McChrystal acknowledged the limitation’s potential risks within the directive when he wrote, “I recognize that the carefully controlled and disciplined employment of force entails risks to our troops . . . [b]ut excessive use of force resulting in an alienated population will produce far greater risks.” Some soldiers and Marines, however, believe that these rules “give the advantage to the Taliban.”

9 Memorandum from General Stanley McChrystal.
Nonetheless, General McChrystal’s guidance has high-level supporters, including General David H. Petraeus (former U.S. Central Command [CENTCOM] and International Security Assistance Forces [ISAF] commander). Specifically, General Petreaus disagrees with the proposition that the current rules of engagement give the advantage to the Taliban. In fact, Petreaus’s guidance to ISAF states that “if we kill civilians or damage their property . . . we will create more enemies than our operations eliminate. That’s exactly what the Taliban want.”

Similarly, civilian casualties in Afghanistan have strained the relationship between ISAF and Afghan President Hamid Karzai, who demanded that ISAF “decrease the civilian casualties as long as they remain [in Afghanistan].” Thus, the challenge in this counterinsurgency, as with other counterinsurgency conflicts, is balancing between the inherent right of self-defense and winning the support of the local populace.

Though the objective of counterinsurgency is to garner the support of the local populace, the standing rules of engagement state that “[u]nit commanders always retain the inherent right and obligation to exercise unit self-defense in response to a hostile act or hostile intent.” The counterinsurgency objectives and the right of self-defense may force a commander to choose between protecting his soldiers or protecting the population. Thus, the crucial ethical issue is if units can garner populace support but not undermine their right of self-defense.

11 Memorandum from General David Petraeus, COMISAF's Counterinsurgency Guidance, Afghanistan, ISAF Headquarters, 1 August 2010.
13 Ibid.
14 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, para. 1-159.
15 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, app. A.
Achieving the counterinsurgency objectives while effectively exercising the right of self-defense requires persistent and deliberate training in the rules of engagement. This primer will show that the current ROE training methods do not sufficiently prepare leaders for the complexities of counterinsurgency. Adequate ROE training for the counterinsurgency fight can educate and prepare leaders of Marines and soldiers for the current operational environment, and leaders should tailor ROE training to meet the overall goal of winning the support of the local populace. Thus, to ease the friction between population-centric objectives and the right of self-defense, commanders, with the assistance of their judge advocates, must tailor ROE training to meet the mission requirements of the counterinsurgency fight.

To support this proposition, this chapter is divided into three parts. Part I will provide a brief overview of the counterinsurgency doctrine and the challenges associated with applying the current rules of engagement to counterinsurgency. Part II will provide proposed guidelines for ROE training directed at preparing units for the counterinsurgency fight. Finally, Part III will summarize the importance of ROE training to winning the support of the local populace.

**OVERVIEW OF COUNTERINSURGENCY DOCTRINE AND THE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT**

Counterinsurgency doctrine and the rules of engagement are inseparable at the tactical level. Troops at this level face an indistinguishable enemy who attacks them from buildings or other areas populated with noncombatant civilians to provoke the use
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of force in self-defense. Major General Robert B. Neller wrote, “[t]hough the inherent right of self-defense will always remain paramount in a COIN environment, the default reaction must always be to ‘not shoot.’” General Neller’s proposition is a harsh reality for Marines and soldiers at the tactical level. Surprisingly, the publication of Field Manual (FM) 3-24, Counterinsurgency, did not draw as much criticism as the application of this doctrine along with comparable rules of engagement in Afghanistan. Thus, the source of the friction is the application at the tactical level with seemingly incongruous rules of engagement. The first step to understanding the friction is to understand the foundation of the FM 3-24.

**Counterinsurgency Doctrine**

> COIN is an extremely complex form of warfare. At its core, COIN is a struggle for the population’s support.

-FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency

The Army published FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, in December 2006 “to fill a doctrinal gap.” Field Manual 3-24 defines counterinsurgency as “military, paramilitary, political, economic, psychological, and civic actions taken by a government to defeat insurgency.” This definition highlights the military as one of six components of counterinsurgency and shows that there is more to counterinsurgency than combat operations. David Galula was one of the first scholars to recognize the military and nonmilitary aspects of counterinsurgency, and FM 3-24 includes many of Galula’s theories.
Galula wrote extensively on counterinsurgency doctrine, drawing from his experiences in Algeria, Indochina, and China.24 The crux of his theory was that gaining the support of the population is the objective of a counterinsurgency.25 The insurgents seek the active or passive support of the local populace against the established government; the counterinsurgents need the active support of the local populace to maintain order and rule of law. Galula describes this conflict between insurgents and counterinsurgents as a “fight between a fly and a lion, the fly cannot deliver a knockout blow and the lion cannot fly.”26 The population’s support is vital for the insurgent’s success.27 Thus, Galula’s population-centric approach is the logical method for defeating the insurgency—separating the insurgent from the support of the population.

The modern insurgency still thrives on the support of the population, which makes winning the population’s support fundamental to overall mission success.28 Although the objective is clear, the application of the counterinsurgency doctrine is not an easy task because the implementation of this doctrine is “counterintuitive to the traditional U.S. view of war.”29 In a traditional war, each side tries to defeat the other through attrition—killing the enemy through overwhelming force and firepower. This is not the case for counterinsurgency. For this reason, Field Manual 3-24 iden-

25 Ibid., 52. Galula’s “First Law” states that “the support of the population is as necessary for the counterinsurgent as for the insurgent.”
26 Ibid., xii. Galula focuses on the strengths and weaknesses of the insurgent by showing that the insurgent cannot defeat the counterinsurgent in a conventional fight and the counterinsurgent cannot win the unconventional fight with its superior military might. See also Memorandum from General Stanley McChrystal, 6 July 2010.
27 Ibid., 9.
28 Memorandum from General David Petraeus, 1 August 2010. General Petraeus stated, “The decisive terrain is the human terrain. The people are the center of gravity. Only by providing them security and earning their trust and confidence can the Afghan government and ISAF prevail.”
tifies a number of paradoxes that are worth highlighting. One paradox is “[s]ometimes, the more force is used, the less effective it is.” Another paradox is “[s]ometimes doing nothing is the best reaction.” Also, “[s]ome of the best weapons for counterinsurgents do not shoot.” Generals McChrystal and Petraeus incorporated many of these paradoxes in their directives in Afghanistan. In addition, based on United Nations Assistance Mission-Afghanistan (UNAMA) data, the civilian deaths attributable to ISAF have decreased by 30 percent since the issuance of General McChrystal’s tactical directive. Thus, understanding and applying these contradictions may in fact contribute to decreasing civilian casualties.

These paradoxes show that counterinsurgency is different from conventional warfare. Counterinsurgency requires the minds of leaders and troops to be adaptive, which impacts not only battle drills and standard operating procedures but also the rules of engagement. Specifically, in counterinsurgency, commanders are required to simultaneously minimize civilian casualties and not limit the inherent right of self-defense. The standing rules of engagement (SROE) for U.S. forces define the inherent right of self-defense. Although there are multiple theater-specific ROE that are more relevant to the current counterinsurgency fight, the SROE are the proper starting point for analyzing the application of the ROE.

30 Ibid.
31 Ibid., para. 1-150.
32 Ibid., para. 1-152.
33 Ibid., para. 1-153.
34 Memorandum from General David Petraeus, 1 August 2010.
36 Colonel Richard C. Gross (Staff Judge Advocate, U.S. Central Command), telephone interview, 13 January 2011. Colonel Gross was the Staff Judge Advocate for ISAF during the implementation of General McChrystal’s tactical directive.
37 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, 2.
The Application of the Rules of Engagement in a Counterinsurgency

A soldier fired upon in conventional war who does not fire back with every available weapon would be guilty of a dereliction of his duty; the reverse would be the case in counterinsurgency warfare, where the rule is to apply the minimum of fire.

-David Galula, Counterinsurgency Warfare Theory and Practice

The current SROE for U.S. forces “establish fundamental policies and procedures governing the actions to be taken by U.S. commanders and their forces during all military operations.” These rules set the foundation for the development of theater-specific ROE in the form of mission-specific ROE or supplemental measures. In fact, because the SROE are fundamentally permissive, all commanders must notify the secretary of defense of any further restrictions placed on the SROE. The SROE provide definitions and procedures for the use of force in self-defense and encompass proportionality. These concepts of self-defense and proportionality are at the heart of the friction between counterinsurgency doctrine and the rules of engagement.

The SROE have included the inherent right of self-defense since the first draft over 10 years ago. The SROE describe the inherent right of defense by stating that

Unit commanders always retain the inherent right and obligation to exercise unit self-defense in response to a hostile act or demonstrated hostile intent. Unless otherwise directed by a unit

38 Galula, Counterinsurgency Warfare Theory and Practice, 66.
39 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, 1.
40 Ibid., 2.
41 Ibid., I-1. “SROE are fundamentally permissive in that a commander may use any lawful weapon or tactic available for mission accomplishment, unless specifically restricted by approved supplemental measures . . .”
42 Ibid., A-2, A-3.
43 Ibid., A-2; see also Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instr. 3121.01A, Standing Rules of Engagement/Standing Rules for the Use of Force for U.S. Forces, 13 January 2000.
commander as detailed below, military members may exercise individual self-defense in response to a hostile act or demonstrated hostile intent. When individuals are assigned and acting as part of a unit, individual self-defense should be considered a subset of unit self-defense. As such, unit commanders may limit individual self-defense by members of their unit.44

Under the current SROE, individual self-defense is not without limits and the unit commander regulates this individual right, which differs from the 2000 SROE. The previous definition separated unit self-defense from individual self-defense and defined individual self-defense as

The inherent right to use all necessary means available and to take all appropriate actions to defend oneself and U.S. forces in one’s vicinity from a hostile act or demonstrated hostile intent is a unit of self-defense. Commanders have the obligation to ensure that individuals within their respective units understand and are trained on when and how to use force in self-defense.45

The difference between these definitions is important to the counterinsurgency fight for two reasons. First, this change allows the unit commander to control the use of force in self-defense situations. The commander has the discretion to respond, or not respond, to a hostile act by an insurgent that is designed to create civilian casualties. For example, a common tactic of insurgents in Afghanistan is to commit a hostile act “with the primary purpose of enticing counterinsurgents to overreact, or at least to react in a way that insurgents can exploit.”46 On one occasion, the Taliban “held a wedding party hostage” while engaging soldiers to provoke a violent response, which would create civilian casualties.47 Contrary to the Taliban’s intent, the on-scene commander in this instance had the discretion to limit the indi-

44 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01A, A-4.
46 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, para. 1-152.
individual right of self-defense to avoid civilian casualties, which is consistent with General Petraeus’ guidance and the SROE.\textsuperscript{48} The second difference is the persistent, dated belief that the right of individual self-defense is absolute.\textsuperscript{49} Thus, the 2005 SROE clarify the role and limits of individual self-defense as a subset of unit self-defense. Any use of force in self-defense, however, whether individual or unit self-defense, must comply with the principle of proportionality.\textsuperscript{50}

The principle of proportionality is an indispensible part of the use of force in self-defense situations. The SROE’s definition of proportionality, however, is often confused with the law of war principle of proportionality, which mandates that the “loss of life and damage to property must not be out of proportion to the military advantage to be gained.”\textsuperscript{51} The practical application of this principle in counterinsurgency is a paradox in and of itself.\textsuperscript{52} While the law of war’s principle of proportionality universally applies in any targeting decision,\textsuperscript{53} the SROE’s principle of proportionality only applies in self-defense.\textsuperscript{54} The SROE stipulates that

The use of force in self-defense should be sufficient to respond decisively to hostile acts or demonstrations of hostile intent. Such use of force may exceed the means and intensity of the

\textsuperscript{48} Memorandum from General David Petraeus, 1 August 2010; Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, A2.


\textsuperscript{50} Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, A-3.


\textsuperscript{54} Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, A-3.
hostile act or hostile intent, but the nature, duration, and scope of force used should not exceed what is required.\textsuperscript{55} Although unit commanders have control over the proportional response in self-defense situations,\textsuperscript{56} higher-level commanders have directed de-escalation in areas where civilians may be present.\textsuperscript{57}

One key component of the strategy in Afghanistan to reduce civilian casualties is the focus on an element of de-escalation, withdrawal,\textsuperscript{58} prior to employing airstrikes or other uses of force in residential compounds.\textsuperscript{59} Consequently, under this strategy, troops are required to consider other courses of action short of the use of force, including withdrawal, in response to a hostile act or demonstration of hostile intent. This type of de-escalation is consistent with General Petraeus’s statement that “[e]very Afghan civilian death diminishes our cause. If we use excessive force or operate contrary to our counterinsurgency principles, tactical victories may prove to be strategic setbacks.”\textsuperscript{60} Although this strategy has achieved some success in controlling the use of force to reduce civilian casualties, some legal scholars have debated the effectiveness of the current ROE and the law of war in a counter-insurgency.\textsuperscript{61} Hence, applying the rules of engagement in a popu-

\textsuperscript{55} Ibid., 2
\textsuperscript{56} Ibid., A-2.
\textsuperscript{57} Chandrasekaran, “Petraeus Reviews Directive.”
\textsuperscript{58} The term “withdrawal” under the SROE’s principal of de-escalation allows the enemy, “when time and circumstance permit,” the “opportunity to withdraw or cease threatening actions.” Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 3121.01B, A-3. For the purposes of this section, the term is used consistent with the directives in Afghanistan, which require ISAF to consider withdrawing to de-escalate rather than escalate force in residential areas.
lation-centric operating environment is not an easy task. In order to prepare leaders, Marines, and soldiers for the challenging tasks associated with counterinsurgency, commanders have to use the existing rules of engagement concepts and develop training that complies with not only the rules of engagement but also the counterinsurgency doctrine.

COUNTERINSURGENCY RULES OF ENGAGEMENT TRAINING

Soldiers execute in the manner they train; they will carry out their tasks in compliance with the ROE when trained to do so.

-FM 1-04, Legal Support to the Operational Army

The unique challenges of counterinsurgency require leaders to train soldiers and Marines for a decentralized fight in a complex environment. The general trends in Afghanistan “indicate the need for decentralized positions, distributed operations, effective small unit leaders, and well-trained small units that must bear the brunt of close combat.” Furthermore, the relative adaptability of the enemy compounds the challenges these small unit leaders face. With these challenges in mind, leaders and judge advocates should focus counterinsurgency ROE training toward empowering small unit leaders to make critical decisions on the application of force. In order to achieve this goal, the training must be rooted in principles and reinforced regularly.

---

62 Department of the Army, FM 1-04, Legal Support to the Operational Army (Washington, DC: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2009), A-44.
64 Ibid., 74.
65 Ibid., 73.
66 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, para. 1-155.
Training ROE Principles for the Decentralized Counterinsurgency Fight

You must train the squad leaders to act intelligently and independently without orders.

-David Kilcullen, Counterinsurgency

In counterinsurgency, as in most conflicts, leaders, Marines, and soldiers face situations where principle-based decisions are more effective than adherence to hard and fast rules. When these “principles conform both to tactical wisdom and to the relevant legal constraints on the use of force, then the larger system of ROE governing the ground component in a particular deployment will best serve military objectives and national interest.” The two relevant principles to the military objective in counterinsurgency are self-defense and proportionality. Judge advocates must develop training for small unit leaders to educate their troops on these two principles. To be effective, judge advocates should leverage Situational Training Exercise (STX) lanes as the primary forum for company commanders and senior noncommissioned officers to train their troops.

The Situational Training for Self-Defense and Proportionality

The best method for teaching the application of self-defense and proportionality to counterinsurgency is through situational training. This type of training “focuses on one or a small group of tasks—within a particular mission scenario—and requires that soldiers practice until they perform the task to standard.” Decentralized ROE training requires commanders and judge advo-

---

69 Kilcullen, Counterinsurgency, 34.
71 Ibid., 6.
72 FM 1-04, Legal Support to the Operational Army, para. A-45.
73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.
cates to establish a “uniform standard.” Thus, judge advocates should work with the commanders to develop standards for ROE training far in advance of a deployment to a counterinsurgency fight. After establishing these standards, the judge advocate develops realistic ROE vignettes based on lessons learned in theater.

The most effective ROE vignettes are from the relevant theater of operation. Realistic ROE vignette training provides “a window into how [a] soldier thinks” and gives the leader an “opportunity to train the soldier and teach him a different way of looking at the situation.” Hence, ROE vignette training provides the proper forum for judge advocates to assist leaders with training soldiers on the application of self-defense and proportionality in a counterinsurgency. At the completion of vignette development, the judge advocate should identify the proper trainers at the company and platoon levels.

**Empowering Small Unit Leaders for Counterinsurgency**

**ROE Training**

Training a brigade combat team on the ROE is a difficult task for judge advocates because of limited legal assets at the brigade and battalion level. A recent after action report (AAR) comment from Afghanistan shows that “[i]t is very hard for a brigade legal team to train and educate a 6,000-person BCT on . . . the rules of engagement on a regular basis.” To alleviate this burden, judge advocates should conduct ROE training that empowers senior noncommissioned officers and company commanders to train

---
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their subordinates on the ROE. Thus, the judge advocate is the primary trainer for the company commanders and the senior non-commissioned officers. These company-level leaders will be the primary trainers for their troops. The efficacy of this approach depends on timing; therefore, the training should start well in advance of a deployment.

Many judge advocates in the field have insufficient time to conduct adequate ROE training for small unit leaders in advance of their deployment. Due to competing requirements, these judge advocates are unable to conduct STX lanes with the unit on the ROE prior to the combat training center rotation. Furthermore, at the combat training centers, ROE training by the units is typically limited to a vignette-driven briefing that is not integrated into STX lanes. These current ROE training trends show that units are not incorporating the ROE into their collective training events during their predeployment timeline.

A unit’s timeline for deployment flows from its force generation cycle, which typically includes three distinct phases of training: individual, collective, and mission readiness training. The critical phases for ROE training are the first two phases where the
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82 Captain Matthew Lund (senior observer/controller, Joint Readiness Training Center, Charlottesville, VA), interview, 4 March 2011; Major William Johnson, e-mail message, 24 February 2011 (on file with author). Both of these officers conduct mission readiness exercises for units deploying to Afghanistan. International Operational Law Department, The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School, JA 422, Operational Law Handbook (2010).
83 Captain Matthew Lund, interview.
84 Major William Johnson, e-mail message. All brigade combat teams deploying to Afghanistan execute a mission readiness exercise at one of the three combat training centers.
86 FM 7-0, Training for Full Spectrum Operations, para. 4-1.
units conduct individual and collective training. Judge advocates should endeavor to conduct all the ROE individual training during the first two phases. The audience for the initial individual and collective training should be the company commanders and senior noncommissioned officers.

Early execution of the situational training for company commanders and senior noncommissioned officers will allow them to incorporate ROE vignettes into the squad-level collective training. The judge advocate plays a supervisory role in the latter phases of this process by getting feedback from the collective training and after action reviews during the combat training center rotation. The benefit of this approach to ROE training is that it produces more trainers at the company level and below, which enables frequent rules of engagement training. More ROE trainers in the small units are invaluable to providing the necessary feedback for the unit to conduct ROE refresher training in theater.

**Periodic ROE Reinforcement Training in Theater**

> Training counterinsurgents in ROE should be reinforced regularly.

-FM 3-24, *Counterinsurgency*

The complex counterinsurgency environment often requires units to update and/or change their initial plans to meet the demands of the dynamic operational environment. Furthermore, this environment entails a “cycle of adaptation . . . between insurgents and counterinsurgents; both sides continually adapt to neutralize
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87 Ibid., para. 4-3–4-4.
88 Ibid., para 4-20–4-23.
89 Hoege, “ROE . . . Also a Matter of Doctrine,” 5.
90 FM 7-0, *Training for Full Spectrum Operations*, para. 4-188.
91 Hoege, “ROE . . . also a Matter of Doctrine,” 5.
93 Ibid., para. 5-114.
existing adversary advantages and develop new (usually short-lived) advantages of their own. Victory is gained through a tempo or rhythm of adaptation that is beyond the other side’s ability to achieve or sustain.”94 In order to keep pace with this cycle of adaptation, ROE training should be continuous throughout the deployment.95 Judge advocates should leverage the unit’s update briefs and the small unit leadership to adjust ROE training to enemy tactics and distribute training resources to the lowest level. The small unit leaders, who understand ROE, will not only disseminate these training resources but also provide input on their relevance and effectiveness.

Most units in theater have some form of update brief on a daily or weekly basis, which provides the staff and the commanders with situational awareness.96 These update briefs will provide the requisite situational awareness97 to develop new ROE vignettes. The shift change briefing is a briefing conducted by the staff, which includes significant enemy activity over a 24-hour period.98 During this briefing, the intelligence section briefs “significant enemy actions” and “changes in the most likely enemy courses of action.”99 This portion of the brief gives the legal team a snapshot of enemy activity,100 which will enable the team to identify trends and update the vignettes for periodic ROE training. While judge advocates use these briefs to gain situational awareness,

94 Ibid.
96 Department of the Army, FM-Interim 5-0.1, The Operations Process (Washington, DC: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2006), para. 2-76 (change 1, 14 March 2008). Situational awareness is “knowledge of the immediate present environment including the knowledge of METT-TC.” (METT-TC is an acronym for Mission, Enemy, Terrain, Troops, Time, and Civil Considerations.) Ibid.
97 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, para. 4-22.
98 FM-Interim 5-0.1, The Operations Process, para. 2-76.
99 Ibid., para. 2-77.
100 Ibid.
they should also seek feedback from the results of mandatory investigations101 related to the ROE and their primary trainers—company commanders and senior noncommissioned officers. These investigations often highlight deficiencies in a unit’s understanding or application of the ROE.

Since the company leaders “bear the brunt” of the combat operations in counterinsurgency, these leaders are the subject matter experts on enemy tactics and trends. The company commanders rely on their company intelligence support teams to provide them with the updated enemy situation, analysis, and trends.102 Consequently, prior to developing ROE refresher training in theater, judge advocates should seek input from company commanders and senior noncommissioned officers. The input from these leaders will enhance the relevance and effectiveness of the training. After gathering all the input from the shift change briefs, the investigations, and the company leaders, the judge advocate develops and disseminates updated ROE vignettes for refresher training.103

Small unit leaders have multiple methods of conducting refresher training and reinforcing the ROE at their level outside of the standard classroom briefing. These leaders can incorporate the

103 One method of disseminating the updated ROE vignettes is by fragmentary order (FRAGO). A FRAGO is an “abbreviated form of an operation order issued as needed after an operation order to change or modify that order . . . ” Department of the Army, FM 5-0, The Operations Process (Washington, DC: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2010), para. I-9.
updated ROE vignettes in the unit’s rehearsals. For the battalion-level operations, company commanders can include the updated ROE vignettes in the unit’s combined arms rehearsal. For company-level operations and below, squad leaders can update their battle drills and standard operating procedures in accordance with the latest vignettes. The integration of the ROE into these rehearsals provides the leaders with the necessary knowledge to adapt and continue to achieve the counterinsurgency objectives while not undermining the right of self-defense.

CONCLUSION

What is dubbed the war on terror is, in grim reality, a prolonged, worldwide irregular campaign—a struggle between the forces of violent extremism and those of moderation. Direct military force will continue to play a role in the long-term effort against terrorists and other extremists.

- Robert M. Gates

The counterinsurgency fight will likely persist for the near future, especially in Afghanistan with the uncompromising Taliban. As long as this type of warfare continues, leaders at

104 Department of the Army, FM 3-24.2, Tactics in Counterinsurgency (Washington, DC: Headquarters, Department of the Army, 2010), para. 4-132. There are five types of rehearsals: “confirmation brief, the back brief, the combined arms rehearsal, the support rehearsal, and the battle drill or SOP rehearsal.”
105 FM 5-0, The Operations Process, para. E-3. This type of rehearsal is a synchronization tool for subordinate units and occurs after these units receive an operation order.
107 Ibid.
all levels will struggle with the challenges of “winning the hearts and minds” of the local populace\(^\text{109}\) and exercising the right of unit self-defense. Unit predeployment ROE training and theater refresher training can assist leaders with clearing some of the “fog of war”\(^\text{110}\) related to applying the ROE in the counterinsurgency fight. Incorporating and co-opting leaders and noncommissioned officers into ROE training are vital to soldiers’ and Marines’ understanding of the application of the ROE in the counterinsurgency fight. These leaders will continually train their troops in theater to adapt to the changing enemy situation and garner the support of the local populace.

---


We can’t win without fighting, but we also cannot kill or capture our way to victory. Moreover, if we kill civilians or damage their property in the course of our operations, we will create more enemies than our operations eliminate. That’s exactly what the Taliban want. Don’t fall into their trap. We must continue our efforts to reduce civilian casualties to an absolute minimum.

-General David Petraeus, U.S. Army

You can’t fight a war like this.

-Anonymous U.S. Marine officer

Events of the past several years reinforce that United States and Coalition operations in Afghanistan are a constant testing ground for counterinsurgency doctrine. Less frequently discussed, however, until the past year, is the fact that conflict in Afghani-
stan is also a critical test for, and demonstration of, the role that rules of engagement (ROE) play during military operations and conflict. The quotes above—one from General Petraeus’ August 2010 COMISAF (Commander of International Security Assistance Force) Guidance and the other from a junior officer on the ground in Afghanistan—highlight the essential role that leadership must play in the dissemination, training, and communication of ROE.

ROE distill law, strategy, and policy into tactical instructions for Marines, soldiers, airmen, and sailors regarding when and against whom they can use force. The law of armed conflict governs conduct during wartime and provides the overarching parameters for the conduct of hostilities and the protection of persons and objects. Strategic policy determines the goals of the overall operation and of specific missions. ROE are then the most specific and direct manifestation of both law and policy on the ground. In effect, ROE tell Marines and soldiers how they can accomplish their mission—who they can kill and what they can destroy in the process of mission fulfillment.

In June 2009, General Stanley A. McChrystal, then-commander of the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), issued a tactical directive setting forth guidelines and rules for the use of force in Afghanistan, as well as the basic principles behind those rules. The tactical directive established guidelines for using air power and other munitions against enemy targets and for providing support to multinational forces engaged with the enemy on the ground. In the strategic and tactical environment of a counterinsurgency—mixed with counterterrorism operations as well—these guidelines focus on the key overarching goal of minimizing civilian casualties, a critical component of counterinsurgency success.

This chapter will focus on Marines and soldiers, the primary military forces engaged in operations in Afghanistan.
In the past year, however, some have framed the tactical directive and the ROE for U.S. and other multinational soldiers in Afghanistan as handcuffs that restrict the ability of troops to fight the enemy effectively and endanger service members by ostensibly denying the use of air power to protect troops engaged with the enemy. The mainstream media has frequently highlighted this portrayal, as have blogs and other communications from the frontlines.

However, these critiques show, above all else, a failure to understand the purpose and use of ROE. The current debate also—and more importantly—misses the mark. Readers of the news and the complaints believe that there is a fundamental debate about whether the ROE are correct and are left with the impression that perhaps the rules formulated at the top are problematic or even faulty. An examination of the key goals and principles of counterinsurgency strategy show that this is not the case, as will be discussed briefly below.

This chapter will examine and refocus the debate about ROE to analyze the critical intersection of law, strategy, and leadership that ROE represent during armed conflict. When strategic counterinsurgency goals of minimizing civilian casualties are mistaken for legal rules that do not allow for civilian deaths in wartime, we need to delineate the differences between law and policy, between legal parameters governing the use of force and the targeting of persons and tactical considerations driven by strategic policy. Senior commanders see the value of the ROE in their everyday operations and relationships with local military and government officials, but some enlisted soldiers and Marines, as well as officers, complain about what they view as unreasonable restrictions on their ability to use force. As a result, we need to examine the role that leadership plays in communicating the direct relationship between the overall mission, the law of armed conflict, and
the tactical needs on the ground. Articulating the mission and the ROE in a manner that is tactically, operationally, and strategically logical is always central to effective mission success. In the complex counterinsurgency environment of Afghanistan and other contemporary conflicts, doing so requires leaders to take an abstract concept—the broader strategic goal of protecting civilians and “winning hearts and minds”—and translate it into an operational concept.

ROE are a key leadership tool and a key leadership opportunity. ROE are also a critical component of military operations, one in which commanders must be proficient, just as they are proficient in weapons systems, tactics, and other aspects of military operations. And yet ROE are rarely, if ever, discussed as a component of leadership. Rather, ROE are generally referenced as instructions, as the manifestation of the legal framework and the mission at hand—which is, of course, wholly accurate. But it also unfortunately ignores the critical function ROE play as a facet of leadership in military operations, both at the level of the commander’s capabilities and expertise and the level of how the mission and the means to accomplish that mission are communicated from top to bottom.

This chapter will first provide foundational background about the law of armed conflict, strategic policy—namely counterinsurgency strategy—and ROE to set the stage for the discussion of leadership as a component of ROE and of ROE as a component of leadership. The second section will focus on ROE and leadership, examining the current debate about the ROE in Afghanistan and how leadership is a critical aspect of communicating the mission in Afghanistan to troops on the ground and the U.S. public. ROE form a critical component of everything the military does, and as such, it is essential to ensure that military leaders all along the chain of command understand, craft, and communicate the ROE properly to multiple audiences.
ROE, STRATEGY, AND THE LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT

ROE are “directives issued by competent military authority that delineate the circumstances and limitations under which U.S. [naval, ground, and air] forces will initiate and/or continue combat engagement with other forces encountered.” These circumstances and limitations stem from the three components that contribute to the ROE: law, strategy, and policy.

U.S. rules of engagement are . . . based upon three pillars: national policy, operational requirements, and law. To be truly effective, the rules of engagement that govern the military forces of the United States must be fully consistent with the political objectives of our national policy, the dictates of the law, and the safety and survival of our forces during the prompt and effective accomplishment of their mission.

As a result, a preliminary examination and understanding of the law governing military operations (the law of armed conflict) and military strategy (primarily counterinsurgency strategy) is useful and relevant as background to any discussion of ROE.

Law of Armed Conflict

The law of armed conflict (LOAC)—otherwise known as the law of war or international humanitarian law—governs the conduct of both states and individuals during armed conflict and seeks to minimize suffering in war by protecting persons not partici-

5 Richard J. Grunawalt, “The JCS Standing Rules of Engagement: A Judge Advocate’s Primer,” Air Force Law Review 245 (1997): 246-47. See also International Institute of Humanitarian Law, Sanremo Handbook on Rules of Engagement (Sanremo, Italy: International Institute of Humanitarian Law, 2009), 1, 6 (“In addition to self-defence, ROE will therefore generally reflect multiple components, including political guidance from higher authorities, the tactical considerations of the specific mission, and LOAC.”).
LOAC applies during all situations of armed conflict, with the full panoply of the Geneva Conventions and customary law applicable in international armed conflict and a more limited body of conventional and customary law applicable during non-international armed conflict. It is U.S. policy, however, to apply the full body of the law of war whenever the U.S. military is deployed and in any military operations. In all circumstances, therefore, LOAC provides the basic framework for all actions, obligations and privileges; it is, in essence, the outer parameters for all military conduct.

The law of armed conflict has multiple purposes that all stem from or contribute to the regulation of the conduct of hostilities and the protection of persons and objects affected by conflict. The most obvious, perhaps, is the humanitarian purpose, the focus on protecting persons who are caught up in the horrors of war. Equally important, however, is the regulation of the means and methods of warfare for the direct purpose of protecting those who are fighting—soldiers and others—from unnecessary suffering during conflict. Finally, it is crucial to recognize that the law of war does not exist to inhibit military operations or prevent war; rather, the goal of this body of law is to enable effective, moral, and lawful military operations within the parameters of the aforementioned two protective purposes. Each of these purposes plays a critical role in the development of both standing ROE and mission-specific ROE.

7 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Instr. 5810.01D, Implementation of the DOD Law of War Program, 30 April 2010: “Members of the DOD components comply with the law of war during all armed conflicts, however such conflicts are characterized, and in all other military operations.”
Four fundamental principles lie at the heart of the law of armed conflict: distinction, proportionality, military necessity, and humanity. Each of these principles helps to carry out the law’s goals of protecting civilians and regulating the conduct of hostilities, and together they create a framework that can guide examination of the obligations and actions of parties to conflicts and the rights and privileges of individuals in the conflict zone. When viewed as a whole, these four principles clearly underline the delicate balance the law strikes between military necessity and humanity.

The principle of distinction requires that any party to a conflict distinguish between those who are fighting and those who are not, and direct attacks solely at the former. Similarly, parties must distinguish between civilian objects and military objects and target only the latter. Article 48 of Additional Protocol I sets forth the basic rule:

\[\ldots\text{[i]n order to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population and civilian objects, the Parties to the conflict shall at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall direct their operations only against military objectives.}\]

Distinction thus lies at the core of LOAC’s seminal goal of protecting innocent civilians and persons who are hors de combat.

The principle of proportionality requires that parties refrain from attacks in which the expected civilian casualties will be excessive in relation to the anticipated military advantage gained. This

---


9 AP I, art 51(5)(b) (prohibiting any “attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated”).
principle balances military necessity and humanity and is based on the confluence of two key ideas. First, the means and methods of attacking the enemy are not unlimited. Rather, the only legitimate objective of war is to weaken the military forces of the enemy. Second, the legal proscription on targeting civilians does not extend to a complete prohibition on all civilian deaths. The law has always tolerated “the incidence of some civilian casualties . . . as a consequence of military action,” although “even a legitimate target may not be attacked if the collateral civilian casualties would be disproportionate to the specific military gain from the attack.” That is, the law requires that military commanders and decision makers assess the advantage to be gained from an attack and assess it in light of the likely civilian casualties. Proportionality is not a mathematical concept, but rather a guideline to help ensure that military commanders weigh the consequences of a particular attack and refrain from launching attacks that will cause excessive civilian deaths. The principle of proportionality is well accepted as an element of customary international law applicable in all armed conflicts.

The principle of military necessity recognizes that a military has the right to use any measures not forbidden by the laws of war “that are indispensable for securing the complete submission of the enemy as soon as possible.” Critically, military necessity does not justify departures from the law of armed conflict. A doctrine popular among German theorists at the turn of the twentieth century, called kriegsraison, suggested that military necessity should override the law and that one could abandon the laws of

10 Judith Gardham, “Necessity and Proportionality in Jus ad Bellum and Jus in Bello,” in International Law, the International Court of Justice, and Nuclear Weapons, ed. Laurence Boisson De Chazournes and Philippe Sands (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 283–84.
war in situations of extreme danger. Never accepted, this doctrine remains simply in the archives of legal history. Most important, military necessity is inherent in existing LOAC norms and incorporated into numerous provisions. It does not exist as a norm separate from existing black letter law that can be presented as an alternative approach. Indeed, in this way, military necessity exists in a delicate balance with the fourth and final core principle of LOAC, the principle of humanity.

The principle of humanity—also referred to as the principle of unnecessary suffering—aims to minimize suffering in armed conflict. To that end, the infliction of suffering or destruction that is not necessary for legitimate military purposes is forbidden. Once a military purpose has been achieved, the infliction of further suffering is unnecessary. For example, if an enemy soldier is “out of the fight” by dint of being wounded or captured, continuing to attack him serves no military purpose. Another facet of this core principle is that weapons causing unnecessary suffering, such as dum-dum bullets or asphyxiating gases, are outlawed. Similarly, direct attacks on civilians serve no military purpose; the principle of humanity affirms the immunity of civilians from attack. Originally set forth in the Martens clause, humanity provides a means to fill in potential gaps in LOAC stemming from an erroneous belief that anything not prohibited is permitted in conflict. It is thus “much more than a pious declaration. It is a general clause, making the usages established among civilized nations, the laws of humanity, and the dictates of public conscience into the legal yardstick to be applied if and when the specific provisions of the Convention and the Regulations annexed to it do not cover spe-

13 Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land, preamble, July 29, 1899, 32 Stat. 1803, 26 Martens Nouveau Recueil (ser. 2), 949. (“Until a more complete code of the laws of war has been issued, the High Contracting Parties deem it expedient to declare that, in cases not included in the Regulations adopted by them, the inhabitants and the belligerents remain under the protection and rule of the principles of the law of nations, as they result from the usages established among civilized peoples, from the laws of humanity, and the dictates of public conscience.”)
pecific cases occurring in warfare, or concomitant to warfare.” The Martens clause also serves as a constant reminder that the principle of humanity remains relevant and retains its primacy even as new developments—whether in the types of conflicts, technology, or weapons—outpace codification. As the International Court of Justice stated in the Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, “the Martens Clause . . . has proved to be an effective means of addressing the rapid evolution of military technology.”

These four principles and the related concepts underlie LOAC as found in international conventions, such as the Geneva Conventions and the Additional Protocols, and, equally important, in U.S. codification of the law, particularly in the Law of Land Warfare and other U.S. law of war policy and manuals. They therefore form the backbone of the law informing ROE and the foundation of the specific legal principles that set the outer parameters for conduct during armed conflict and other military operations.

**Counterinsurgency Strategy**

Counterinsurgency (COIN) fits within the broader category of irregular warfare and includes “military, paramilitary, political, economic, psychological, and civic actions taken by a government to defeat insurgency.” Thousands of pages have been written about counterinsurgency and the appropriate strategy, tactics, and policy for battling insurgents. This chapter will not attempt to reinvent the wheel or even delve beneath the surface in discussing COIN strategy. Rather, this brief discussion of COIN strategy and mission goals will simply lay the foundation for understanding how they contribute to the development, implementation, and communication of ROE during irregular warfare and COIN, such as in Afghanistan.

---

15 *Legality of the Threat and Use of Nuclear Weapons*, para 78.
16 *Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land*.
COIN focuses primarily on enabling a legitimate government to create effective governance and therefore, “[t]he cornerstone of any COIN effort is establishing security for the civilian populace. Without a secure environment, no permanent reforms can be implemented and disorder spreads.”18 Indeed, “[b]ecause insurgents gain strength from the acquiescence of the population, the focus of counterinsurgency is building the population’s trust, confidence, and cooperation with the government.”19 Just like any other central tenet of any military strategy, this fundamental goal drives the implementation of COIN strategy in the form of the ROE. In particular, unlike conventional warfare, in COIN, winning the trust of the civilian population and building the legitimate government’s capacity is equal—perhaps even greater—in importance than killing enemy fighters.

Like politics, all COIN operations are local, and the people are the prize—. . . not terrain, not a body count, not the number of patrols run or civil affairs projects completed. The security and well-being of the people are the only metrics that determine your success.20

The application of force becomes measurably more complicated in such operations. As the U.S. Army and Marine Counterinsurgency Manual states, therefore, “[i]n a COIN environment, it is vital for commanders to adopt appropriate and measured levels of force and apply that force precisely so that it accomplishes the mission without causing unnecessary loss of life or suffering.”21

In the current conflict in Afghanistan, U.S. and allied forces face a challenging task of battling Taliban militants, al Qaeda, and as-

18 Ibid, 1-23.
21 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, 1-25. See also David Kilcullen, Counterinsurgency (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 4, who notes that while killing the enemy is an essential part of guerilla warfare, “successful counterinsurgents discriminate with extreme precision between . . . combatants and noncombatants.”
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sociated terrorist groups while building a secure environment for the government to develop its capacity, rule of law, and security operations. Minimizing civilian casualties has become a key feature of U.S. strategy in Afghanistan in its effort to win “the hearts and minds” of the local population. As General Stanley McChrystal, former ISAF Commander in Afghanistan, stated in testimony before Congress,

I would emphasize that how we conduct operations is vital to success. . . . This is a struggle for the support of the Afghan people. Our willingness to operate in ways that minimize casualties or damage, even when doing so makes our task more difficult, is essential to our credibility.22

Recent analysis of operations in Afghanistan, the incidence of civilian casualties, and the growth or decrease in insurgent operations in particular areas have confirmed the emphasis on minimizing civilian casualties as a key aspect of U.S. strategy. Thus, civilian casualties serve in many ways as the best recruitment tool the insurgents could have: “The data are consistent with the claim that civilian casualties are affecting future violence through increased recruitment into insurgent groups after a civilian casualty incident.”23

Rules of Engagement

As stated above, ROE are directives to military forces regarding the parameters of the use of force during military operations. One of the most famous examples of ROE is from the Battle of

22 Hearing to Consider the Nominations of Admiral James G. Stavridis, USN for Reappointment to the Grade of Admiral and to be Commander, U.S. European Command and Supreme Allied Commander, Europe; Lieutenant General Douglas M. Fraser, USAF to be General and Commander, U.S. Southern Command; and Lieutenant General Stanley A. McChrystal, USA to be General and Commander, International Security Assistance Force and Commander, U.S. Forces, Afghanistan Before S. Comm. on Armed Services, 111th Cong. 11 (2009) (statement of LtGen Stanley A. McChrystal).
Bunker Hill in the Revolutionary War, when an American officer ordered, “Don’t one of you fire until you see the whites of their eyes.” ROE are based on three key components: law, strategy, and policy—the legal framework of the law of armed conflict, the military needs of strategy and operational goals, and the national command policy of the United States. Equally important, both the standing ROE (SROE) and mission-specific ROE provide for the right of all troops to use force in self-defense. In all military operations, therefore,

... rules of engagement are designed to provide for the safety and survival of U.S. military forces that come into harm’s way and to ensure successful accomplishment of any mission that those forces may be tasked to undertake. Our rules of engagement are also the principal mechanism of ensuring that U.S. military forces are at all times in full compliance with our obligations under domestic as well as international law.

The three purposes of ROE provide a useful foundation for exploring the interrelationship between ROE and leadership. As a political purpose, ROE imbue the actions of commanders with the goals and objectives of national policy. “For example, in reflecting national political and diplomatic purposes, ROE may restrict the engagement of certain targets, or the use of particular weapons systems, out of a desire to tilt world opinion in a particular direction, place a positive limit on the escalation of hostilities, or not antagonize the enemy.”

---


25 Grunawalt, “The JCS Standing Rules of Engagement,” 246-7. See also International Institute of Humanitarian Law, Sanremo Handbook on Rules of Engagement, 1. (“ROE appear in a variety of forms in national military doctrines, including execute orders, deployment orders, operational plans, or standing directives. Whatever their form, they provide authorisation for and/or limits on, among other things, the use of force, the positioning and posturing of forces, and the employment of certain specific capabilities.”).

can be seen in Executive Order 11850, which prohibits first use of herbicides and riot control agents without prior approval.\textsuperscript{27} Military purpose-based ROE give the commander parameters within which he or she should operate to fulfill the designated mission, such as “granting or withholding the authority to use particular weapons systems or tactics.”\textsuperscript{28} Finally, in fulfilling legal purposes, ROE ensure that commanders and troops act within the framework of the law of armed conflict and other applicable laws. An example of law-based ROE would be the mandate that “hospitals, churches, shrines, schools, museums, and any other historical or cultural sites will not be engaged except in self-defense.”\textsuperscript{29} In some circumstances, ROE provide greater restrictions than those the law requires, depending on the needs and objectives of the overall mission.

The SROE apply to all military operations and contingencies outside U.S. territory and to air and maritime defense missions within U.S. territory. “They provide implementation guidance on the inherent right of self-defense and the application of force for mission accomplishment [and] are designed to provide a common template for development and implementation of ROE for the full range of operations, from peace to war.”\textsuperscript{30} The SROE define individual and unit self-defense, distinguish between the use of force in self-defense and in furtherance of the mission, and provide guidance for understanding the concepts of hostile force, hostile act, and hostile intent. Each Combatant Command has specific ROE as well and every military operation, such as Operation Iraqi

\textsuperscript{27} Martins, “Rules of Engagement for Land Forces,” 25.
\textsuperscript{28} Operational Law Handbook, 74.
\textsuperscript{29} Headquarters, Joint Task Force South, Operations Order 90-2, ROE Card (Key West, FL: December 1990), para. I (summarizing ROE stated in annex R of the Corps-level operations order for Operation Just Cause in Panama) (on file with CLAMO). This rule fulfills multiple United States LOAC treaty obligations to protect religious and cultural objects, historic monuments, and hospitals, as long as they are not being used at the time for military purposes.
\textsuperscript{30} Operational Law Handbook, 74.
Freedom or Operation Enduring Freedom, has specific ROE tailored to meet the legal, policy, and military parameters and objectives of the particular operations. Furthermore, multinational operations have multinational and combined ROE. These ROE can often present multilayered challenges, as the U.S. Army JAG School’s *Operational Law Handbook* explains:

Each nation’s understanding of what triggers the right to self-defense is often different, and will be applied differently across the multinational force. Each nation will have different perspectives on the LOW [law of war], and will be party to different LOW obligations that will affect its ROE. And ultimately, each nation is bound by its own domestic law and policy that will significantly impact its use of force and ROE.31

In essence, therefore, ROE represent the intersection of law, policy, operational strategy, and even diplomacy or multinational coordination, the center of four interlocking frameworks.

**THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP**

According to one Marine Corps definition, leadership “is the sum of those qualities of intellect, human understanding, and moral character that enables a person to inspire and to control a group of people successfully.”32 The Army’s definition of leadership is similar: “Leadership is the process of influencing people by providing purpose, direction, and motivation while operating to accomplish the mission and improving the organization.”33 The Army’s leadership framework highlights three levels: direct leadership, organizational leadership, and strategic leadership. All three are relevant to the instant discussion of ROE and leadership.

---

31 Ibid, 77.
Direct leadership is “face-to-face or first-line leadership”34 and is about direct, in-person communication. Organizational leaders “influence, operate, and improve their outfits through programs, policies, and systems. They must concern themselves with the higher organization’s needs, as well as those of their subordinate units and leaders.”35 Strategic leaders are “responsible for large organizations and influence several thousand to hundreds of thousands of people. They establish force structure, allocate resources, communicate strategic vision, and prepare their commands and the Army as a whole for their future roles.”36

As one of the primary tools for communicating strategy, the legal framework, and other key considerations relevant to a particular mission or broader military operation, ROE are, in a fundamental way, about leadership. This leadership function has multiple audiences, however, which can be divided into two primary categories. The first, of course, is the military, with numerous audiences, from senior commanders to junior commanders to the Marines and soldiers on the ground. While ROE in the most immediate sense provide Marines and soldiers on the ground with the parameters for the use of force, making them in some sense the most direct audience, ROE are equally important at the higher levels of the military. The second category is policy makers and the general public. In today’s globally interconnected world of 24-hour news cycles and the Internet, the Marine or soldier on the ground in a faraway conflict has a much louder voice than in the past. The government also does not exercise the same measure of control over information about a conflict as it might have a century, or even several decades, ago. ROE thus play a role—whether intended or not from the beginning—in communicating the mission to

34 Ibid., 3-7.
36 FM 6-22, Army Leadership, 3-7.
the general public and policy makers. The manner in which military leaders convey the ROE and mission parameters to these audiences, and the effectiveness of that communication, is therefore another component of the way ROE and leadership interact in a critical manner. Finally, communicating with both sets of audiences in a consistent manner is thus at the heart of the essential interrelationship between ROE and leadership.

The nature of counterinsurgency in particular brings several important aspects of military leadership to the fore. The Marines, for example, highlight the leadership concept of “decentralization.” This concept emphasizes that subordinate commanders should make decisions based on their understanding of the commander’s intent using their own initiative, rather than passing questions up the chain of command and waiting for an answer. To do so, junior commanders must have a thorough understanding not just of the senior leadership’s intent and objectives, but also of how to apply that understanding to the facts on the ground and developments as they arise. As the Marine field manual, Leading Marines, states, “In order to generate the tempo of operations we desire and to best cope with the uncertainty, disorder, and fluidity of combat, command and control must be decentralized.”

Such decentralized operations inherently produce a greater need for increased understanding of ROE and shared vision. In the same way, the permissive structure of the SROE goes hand in hand with leadership considerations based on trusting those at the lowest level to use the tools and training they have received correctly in the heat of combat. The COIN manual highlights the need to “empower the lowest levels”:

37 A device designed to help subordinates understand the larger context of their actions. U.S. Marine Corps, MCDP 1, Warfighting (Washington, DC: Department of the Navy, June 1997), 88.
Mission command is the conduct of military operations through decentralized execution based upon mission orders for effective mission accomplishment. Successful mission command results from subordinate leaders at all echelons exercising disciplined initiative within the commander’s intent to accomplish missions. . . . It is the Army’s and Marine Corps’ preferred method for commanding and controlling forces during all types of operations. Under mission command, commanders provide subordinates with a mission, their commander’s intent, a concept of operations, and resources adequate to accomplish the mission. Higher commanders empower subordinates to make decisions within the commander’s intent. They leave details of execution to their subordinates and expect them to use initiative and judgment to accomplish the mission.39

ROE are at the center of this system of decentralized command and individual initiative—the parameters and guidance that ROE provide to senior and junior commanders enable them to internalize the intent of the senior leadership and implement it on the ground. In counterinsurgency, these imperatives and challenges are magnified severalfold, both for operational and ethical reasons.

The dynamic and ambiguous environment of modern counterinsurgency places a premium on leadership at every level, from sergeant to general. Combat in counterinsurgency is frequently a small-unit leader’s fight; however, commanders’ actions at brigade and division levels can be more significant. Senior leaders set the conditions and the tone for all actions by subordinates.40

39 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, 1-145.
40 Ibid., 7-1. The COIN manual further emphasizes that “effective COIN operations are decentralized, and higher commanders owe it to their subordinates to push as many capabilities as possible down to their level.” Ibid., 1-146.
As this statement from the *U.S. Army Counterinsurgency Manual* explains, the current conflict in Afghanistan, a complex counter-insurgency operation, offers an excellent opportunity to explore how ROE and leadership interact and reinforce each other, in effect. To do so, this section will therefore explore the current debate over the ROE in Afghanistan and the interaction between ROE and LOAC in these situations. Using this discussion as the foundation, this section will then highlight how understanding leadership and its role in military operations and counterinsurgency in particular is essential to addressing this debate and the role of ROE.

**THE DEBATE OVER ROE IN AFGHANISTAN**

Over the past few years, media coverage of the conflict in Afghanistan has exposed what appears to be a growing debate over the parameters of the ROE for U.S. and NATO forces in Afghanistan. U.S. operations against the Taliban, conducted in and among the civilian Afghan population, often led to unintended civilian casualties. As these incidents grew and the political and diplomatic ramifications increased in the face of anti-U.S. sentiment, the United States began to reconfigure the parameters on its use of force. In June 2009, then-ISAF Commanding General Stanley A. McChrystal issued a tactical directive setting out restrictions on the use of air power in order to hold civilian casualties to a minimum. The directive explained the new parameters as follows:

We must fight the insurgents, and will use the tools at our disposal to both defeat the enemy and protect our forces. But we will not win based on the number of Taliban we kill, but instead on our ability to separate the insurgents from the center of gravity—the people. That means we must respect and protect the population from coercion and violence—and operate in a manner which will win their support.
This is different from conventional combat, and how we operate will determine the outcome more than traditional measures, like capture of terrain or attrition of enemy forces. We must avoid the trap of winning tactical victories—but suffering strategic defeats—by causing civilian casualties or excessive damage and thus alienating the people.

While this is a legal and a moral issue, it is an overarching operational issue—clear-eyed recognition that loss of popular support will be decisive to either side in this struggle. The Taliban cannot militarily defeat us—but we can defeat ourselves.41

The directive thus highlights the policy and operational imperatives driving the restrictions on the use of force and illustrates the components of ROE: legal, operational, and policy.

Over the next year, reports spread about “soldiers frustrated about the increasingly restrictive rules of engagement under which they have to operate [and] troops explain[ing] that they are hamstrung, unable to protect themselves and use their superior firepower to fight the enemy.”42 According to media reports in the United States and other allied countries, there was great discontent among enlisted men and junior officers about the supposed inability to “fight back” in response to Taliban attacks. For example, one British noncommissioned officer was quoted saying, “I agree with [the restrictions] to the extent that previous-

ly too many civilians were killed but we have got people shooting us and we are not allowed to shoot back.” 43 Soldiers complained about feeling prevented from responding to threats unless they were directly fired upon, and there were numerous allegations that the tight restrictions on air support meant that units had to fight back without this key weapon in the U.S. and allied arsenal against the Taliban. In other situations, some soldiers and Marines have said that they have heard—or been given—two or more conflicting interpretations of the ROE and the tactical directive. In situations where clarity of purpose and clear parameters are critical to efficient and effective military operations, such reports and complaints raise concern. Indeed, uncertainty and misinterpretations of the ROE and the basic parameters of the mission and the use of force seemed to grow amid claims that junior and senior commanders, unsure how to apply the rules, were tightening the restrictions further to avoid the risk of overstepping the bounds set in the tactical directive.

These developments offer a useful example of the dangers in viewing ROE as a restriction, leaving commanders looking for clearance from above or giving too much direction to their subordinates. Doing so can take away critical judgment from the trigger-puller and therefore create either unnecessary dangers (putting Marines or soldiers in harm’s way) or automatons blindly following instructions. At times, the result can be cascading problems of getting permission or seeking cover for decisions, particularly when this perception is created at the top and magnified as it goes down the chain of command. Ultimately, this pattern runs directly counter to the fundamental concept of ROE.

Although the concerns within the military remained contained, the media coverage fostered a much greater dissatisfaction with

43 Thomas Harding, “Curbs on Firing at Taliban are Putting Us at Risk, Troops Warn,” Daily Telegraph, 7 July 2010, 14.
the ROE among the general public—the second audience men-
tioned above. The American public, and even top civilian leaders
and politicians, seemed to believe that U.S. troops in Afghanistan
were unable to defend themselves and were forced to withstand
attacks by the Taliban without the authority to shoot back.44 The
parents of one U.S. service member killed in Afghanistan charged
that “our soldiers are forced to fight with one hand tied behind
their backs. They’re not allowed to take care of business.”45 In a
modification of the actual ROE and the objectives of the tactical
directive, such reports presented the parameters for the use of
force as requiring U.S. troops to actually take enemy fire before
engaging with kinetic force. Nonetheless, in the past few years
there has been a growing perception that the United States is
struggling in Afghanistan because of the rules we impose on our-
selves, because we define the mission in a way that requires limits
on the use of force and on the situations in which force is appro-
priate. This perception itself can be problematic, even if it is based
on an inaccurate or partial understanding of the actual situation
on the ground. In effect, “[a]s soldiers feel more restricted in using
force and as friendly deaths mount, public support for a foreign
deployment may fade quickly in a nation that abhors American
casualties.”46 Even if tactical victories continue, this erosion of
support can spell strategic victory for the opposing side, demon-
strating the importance of the general public and the civilian lead-
ership as an audience for the communication of the ROE.

At the same time that these concerns were spreading in the U.S.
media and—at least as reported—among U.S. troops in Afghani-
stan, General David H. Petraeus took over command of ISAF

44 One congressman has declared that the ROE “have proved too often to be fa-
tal” and “def[y] our fundamental belief in the right of self-defense.” Dan Lamothe,
also Chandrasekaran, “This is Not How You Fight a War.”
45 David Zucchino, “Military Families Fault Rules of War; Some Call Limits on
Troops a Key Reason for the Growing U.S. Toll in Afghanistan,” Los Angeles Times,
2 September 2010.
forces in Afghanistan. In his confirmation hearing, General Petraeus promised to engage in a comprehensive and serious review of the ROE in Afghanistan in direct response to such reports. As the media reported widely at the time in the summer of 2010,

The controversy pits the desire of top military officers to limit civilian casualties, something they regard as an essential part of the overall counterinsurgency campaign, against a widespread feeling among rank-and-file troops that restrictions on air and mortar strikes are placing them at unnecessary risk and allowing Taliban fighters to operate with impunity.47

Statistics gathered and analyzed throughout the past few years have demonstrated that the U.S. focus on limiting air power, indirect fires, and minimizing civilian casualties has accomplished just that goal: civilian casualties caused by U.S. and other ISAF forces have decreased significantly.48 The question thus was not whether the U.S. strategy and ROE effectively achieved the stated goal of reducing casualties among the Afghan civilian population, but whether the parameters set forth to achieve that goal were appropriate for enabling the United States to achieve its overall mission in Afghanistan.

After his review, General Petraeus issued a tactical directive in August 2010 that renewed the focus on limiting the use of force to protect civilians and reduce civilian casualties. Amid a broader discussion of strategic and operational goals in Afghanistan, the COMISAF Counterinsurgency Guidance maintains continuity in the area of use of force:

**Fight hard and fight hard with discipline.** Hunt the enemy aggressively, but use only the firepower needed to win a fight. We can’t win without fighting, but we also cannot kill or capture

47 Chandrasekaran, “This is Not How You Fight a War.”
our way to victory. Moreover, if we kill civilians or damage their property in the course of our operations, we will create more enemies than our operations eliminate. That’s exactly what the Taliban want. Don’t fall into their trap. We must continue our efforts to reduce civilian casualties to an absolute minimum.49

This framework maintains the dual strategic imperatives of defeating the Taliban and reducing civilian casualties, and reinforces that the United States and ISAF cannot win and accomplish the mission simply by killing every Taliban militant they find. General Petraeus also issued clear instructions that prohibited junior and mid-level commanders from making the guidance any stricter without his approval, in an effort to address directly concerns about inconsistent application of the ROE and the tactical directive.50 This additional component to the August 2010 tactical directive highlights the key theme addressed here in this chapter: the role of leadership in the development, implementation, and communication of the ROE.

UNDERSTANDING THE INTERPLAY BETWEEN LOAC AND ROE

As the previous section explains, LOAC forms the basic parameters for the conduct of hostilities and the treatment of persons and objects during armed conflict. ROE operate within that framework to set the rules for the use of force in the circumstances of the particular military mission at hand, the operational imperatives, and national command policy. The inherent population-focused nature of counterinsurgency is an ideal venue to explore the interplay and distinction between LOAC and ROE.

At the most basic level, counterinsurgency is a strategy employed during armed conflict against one or more insurgent groups. Like other armed conflicts, counterinsurgency operates within the legal

49 COMISAF’s Counterinsurgency Guidance, 1 Aug 2010.
50 Motlagh, “Petraeus’ Rules of Engagement: Tougher Than McChrystal’s.”
framework of LOAC, which applies in all situations of armed conflict. One of the fundamental incidents of armed conflict is the authority to use force against enemy persons and property as a first resort. LOAC thus contemplates—and accepts—that parties will seek to destroy enemy personnel and capabilities and seek the complete submission of the enemy, in accordance with distinction, proportionality, and other key obligations under LOAC. In both international and noninternational armed conflict, enemy personnel can be—and are—targeted on the basis of their status as the enemy, as hostile forces. Although LOAC certainly allows status-based targeting in counterinsurgency, just like any other conflict, as long as parties adhere to the rules of LOAC, strategic and policy imperatives often lead to a narrower approach to fighting insurgents. It is here that we see the distinction between LOAC and ROE in counterinsurgency in particular. The law allows for the killing of enemy personnel, and accepts the incidental civilian casualties that occur as a result of such lawful attacks, but those casualties may well undermine the military’s ability to accomplish its broader mission. For this reason, “[s]ome military options, available under both international and national law, may not come within national policy intent, either generally or with respect to a specific operation.”

Thus, when NATO soldiers are doing their best to avoid civilian casualties, tribal elders are more likely to work with them. Intelligence flows over cups of green tea. When the environment is soured by civilian death, however, these elders retreat behind mud walls—brooding and aloof. Likewise, villagers become more likely to respond to insurgent requests to bed down with


52 International Institute of Humanitarian Law, Sanremo Handbook on Rules of Engagement, 2.
new gun posts. A vicious cycle of killing ensues. This, in turn, creates a lockdown of development resources, which undermines the planned-for American exit.\footnote{Philip Smucker, “Don’t Take the Taliban’s Bait; It Would Be Tempting—and a Mistake—to Alter the U.S. Rules of Engagement in Afghanistan. Here’s Why,” \textit{USA Today}, 18 August 2010.}

Or, as one U.S. soldier stated succinctly, “If we could exercise a great deal more violence of action, I think we would be more successful at killing. I don’t know how much more successful we’d be at winning the war.”\footnote{C.M. Sennott, “Petraeus to Review ‘Rules of Engagement’; Video: In Afghanistan, US Soldiers Say Lives Are Put in Danger by Rules Intended to Save Civilians.” \textit{GlobalPost}, 8 July 2010, http://www.globalpost.com/dispatch/afghanistan/100707/petraeus-review-rules-engagement.}
The specific limitation on the violence of action here is not LOAC but the ROE, is not the legal framework governing the conduct of hostilities but the policy and strategic objective of protecting the civilian population in order to facilitate the safe and secure environment for the legitimate government to grow and consolidate authority.

In today’s conflicts, where one often hears complaints that LOAC-compliant militaries are at a grave disadvantage when fighting enemies who do not abide by the laws of war, and in fact exploit them for tactical and strategic gain, this distinction between LOAC and ROE is often blurred. There is no doubt that fighting an enemy that deliberately intermingles with the civilian population, uses innocent civilians as human shields, and launches attacks from civilian and protected buildings is an extraordinarily difficult and dangerous task. Claims that LOAC is obsolete and cannot work in such conflicts are unfounded, however, and manifest a misunderstanding of the purposes of LOAC and the operational capabilities of the U.S. and other advanced militaries.\footnote{See e.g., Laurie R. Blank and Amos N. Guiora, “Teaching an Old Dog New Tricks: Operationalizing the Law of Armed Conflict in New Warfare,” \textit{Harvard National Security Journal} 1 (2010), 45–85; Laurie R. Blank, “New Wars, New Rules? Not So Fast,” \textit{JURIST}, 12 January 2010.}
These claims also rest on a fundamentally incorrect interpretation of the LOAC principle of proportionality and strategic goals to limit civilian casualties and the relationship between the two. As explained above, proportionality requires that commanders refrain from launching attacks in which the expected civilian casualties will be excessive in relation to the military advantage gained. A disproportionate attack, therefore, is one in which civilian casualties are excessive, not one in which civilians are killed. LOAC thus accepts that there will be civilian casualties, even while requiring efforts to minimize—but not completely eliminate—such casualties. Strategic policy and mission imperatives, in contrast, may well seek to eliminate civilian casualties as much as possible, particularly in counterinsurgency. Although such ROE have a critical mission purpose, they do not mean that civilian deaths necessarily constitute violations of LOAC. And yet the debate surrounding the ROE in Afghanistan, both within the military and in the broader U.S. public, suggests that some military personnel and a large proportion of the general public believe exactly that. These beliefs, like recent claims that because of the ROE in Afghanistan, U.S. soldiers and Marines are handcuffed in fighting an enemy that does not adhere to the law, show a misunderstanding of the purpose of the ROE and how the ROE relate to LOAC. COIN and ROE are ultimately inseparable, and the relationship between ROE and LOAC is a major component of education regarding COIN.

COMMUNICATING THE ROE AND THE MISSION

The above discussion points out the components of the ROE and the misunderstandings and contradictions inherent in the current debate about the ROE in Afghanistan. Above all else, however, all of these factors point to leadership: to the fact that ROE are a key leadership tool—and opportunity—that enables an effective
commander to communicate the relationship between mission accomplishment, the law of armed conflict, and the tactical needs on the ground. For example, no member of the military would hesitate or complain about a highly risky mission to assault a hill if it accomplished a larger mission, even knowing the likelihood of survival would be low. And yet, when the tactical directives and the ROE create risks and dangers for an outcome that is harder to measure (“hearts and minds”), the connection between the two becomes attenuated. Acceptance of risk for mission accomplishment is a core military function; since counterinsurgency requires the assumption of short-term risk for longer-term benefit, that benefit must be articulated and operationalized more effectively.

The senior civilian and military leadership understand the value of ROE in their everyday operations, and how these rules improve relationships with local military and government officials. However, the fact that many complain about the rules as unreasonable restrictions on the ability to use force is clear evidence that the message is not being communicated effectively down the chain of command or out to the general public. In the current conflicts, when strategic counterinsurgency goals of minimizing civilian casualties are mistaken for legal rules that do not allow for civilian deaths in wartime, the differences between law and policy are not understood by either a significant portion of the military or the U.S. civilian population at large.

In the face of the apparent confusion and misinterpretations detailed above, viewing ROE as a leadership tool, as a critical component of military leadership at all levels, is a fundamental aspect of today’s military operations. It is established doctrine that “while ROE should never drive the mission, the political, military, and legal forces that may impact the mission and inhibit the use of force must be considered and planned for throughout the
planning process.”56 This concept carries directly through to the communication, training, and implementation of ROE as well, especially in COIN, where the nature of individual Marines’ or soldiers’ interactions with the local population is significant. Although it is axiomatic that ROE must be clear and succinct to be effective, translating the above concepts from the planning process to the dissemination and implementation process becomes a key facet of effective leadership in COIN operations.

A Commander When the Commander’s Not There

ROE are “commanders’ rules.”57 Judge advocates and others play an important role in the planning, development, drafting, and training of ROE, but commanders must retain control over and authority for ROE throughout the process and, critically, during training and military operations. From the senior leadership to the soldier or Marine on the ground, ROE do more than give guidance for specific uses of force and other actions during military operations. They provide the link to communicate the commander’s intent, a critical component of any effective mission and the key to effective operations in COIN. According to warfighting doctrine, commander’s intent is “a device designed to help subordinates understand the larger context of their actions. The purpose of providing intent is to allow subordinates to exercise judgment and initiative—to depart from the original plan when the unforeseen occurs—in a way that is consistent with higher commanders’ aims.”58 As the Marine Warfighting Manual explains,

There are two parts to any mission: the task to be accomplished and the reason or intent behind it. The intent is thus a part of

57 Ibid., 1-2. See also Joint Pub 1-02, Operational Law Handbook, 73 (“ROE ultimately are the commander’s rules that must be implemented by the Soldier, Sailor, Airman, or Marine who executes the mission.”).
58 MCDP 1, Warfighting, 88.
every mission. The task describes the action to be taken while the intent describes the purpose of the action. The task denotes what is to be done, and sometimes when and where; the intent explains why. Of the two, the intent is predominant. While a situation may change, making the task obsolete, the intent is more lasting and continues to guide our actions. Understanding the intent of our commander allows us to exercise initiative in harmony with the commander’s desires.59

In COIN, the intent—or the why—is not limited to the reason for taking a particular hill or capturing a particular strategic objective. Rather, the purpose of specific missions will be linked directly to the broader purpose of the U.S. mission. Put another way, the nature of COIN means that individual events on the ground can have a significant impact on the broader mission—in effect, the strategic corporal writ large. ROE are thus overall a strategic issue.

In all missions, context is an important piece of ROE development and, in particular, ROE training and dissemination. Context includes understanding who the enemy is, whether there even is an enemy, the nature of the civilian population, and its relationship with hostile forces—all considerations that enable soldiers to take a set of rules and apply them in a given situation. Past analysis of ROE in both training exercises and actual operations has shown that “often the source of confusion in an eighteen-year-old private lies not in the rules of engagement themselves, but in a lack of understanding of the situation.”60 Although this statement is directed at ROE and the soldier or Marine on the ground, it is equally relevant along the chain of command, especially in COIN. If a company commander is not getting the necessary context and message from higher-ups along the chain of command, then we cannot expect that he or she will be able to provide that context

59 Ibid., 88–89.
60 Center for Law and Military Operations, ROE Handbook for Judge Advocates, 3-22.
to subordinates. As one Marine general explained, understanding how to apply the ROE is not sufficient.

More importantly, Marines must understand why the ROE exist. Marines need to be “educated” in the application of these rules and the consequences of their application, as well as the potentially disastrous consequences of improper application. . . . [Not] educat[ing] as to the reasoning and applicability of those rules may cause the force to inappropriately act.61

This is a two-part leadership issue: first, at the micro level, each level of leadership has an important role to play and contribution to make to ensure that the ROE are communicated effectively; and second, at the macro level, officers of every rank need to be trained in the culture of ROE and in the notion of ROE as critical component of every aspect of military operations, just like a weapons system.

On the micro, or mission-specific, level, the challenges in Afghanistan suggest a lack of sufficient internal communication and a failure to blend the broader mission imperatives with the specific ROE in disseminating the ROE. Like any other battle task, “ROE application is as important to a soldier’s success in today’s complex environment as the ability to fire and maintain a weapon.”62 All too often, unfortunately, commanders face multiple mission imperatives and delegate ROE training to the judge advocate, which undermines the ability to communicate the commander’s intent and to reinforce the essential contextual aspects from the commander’s perspective. Indeed, communicating ROE unrelated to self-defense has traditionally been difficult, both from the complexity of the issues and the lack of consistent approach from unit to unit and mission to mission.63 So how does com-

mander’s intent get communicated? The first step is to identify the intent at the highest level—that found in the tactical directive and other guidance. The natural tendency is to focus on the need for better ROE instruction and training at the unit level, which is important, but doing so fatally ignores the key prerequisite: the communication of the senior leadership’s intent to the battalion commander, junior commander, and senior enlisted soldiers and Marines. Here lies the first component in the notion of the ROE as the commander when the commander is not there.64 COIN demands seamless integration of mission and ROE, and depends on the ability of the junior commander to effectuate the intent of the top leaders and the overall strategic imperatives during daily interaction with the enemy and the local population.

That’s where it’s going to be won—corporal, sergeants, lieutenants. That’s where you have to focus on because that’s who is going to be way out there on the edge of the empire, the pointy end of the spear, like we say. Those are the Marines that are going to make those tough calls and if they’re not trained to deal with that type of decision making, if they don’t have the requisite excellence and their weapons handling and their small unit tactics, they’re not going to be able to do that job.65

Leadership in the ROE context cannot start at the junior commander level, therefore, but must come from the top. In order for subordinates to understand the intent of those at the top, i.e., those more than one level directly above them, the senior leadership needs to communicate intent clearly while still facilitating

---

64 See e.g., “The Art of Battalion Command,” Counterinsurgency Leadership in Iraq, Afghanistan and Beyond, Marine Corps University Symposium, 23 July 2009, 5 (“And you try to operationalize it because you want them to understand it so that when they’re in that point where they have to make a decision and no one’s around and it’s corporal so and so, he can do it. He knows what Furness would want him to do and that’s probably the only thing—if that’s the only thing he can remember, it’s something he can fall back on and hopefully it gets him through that difficult decision.”)

65 Ibid., 4.
the use of initiative at the individual level. “Combat in counterinsurgency is frequently a small-unit leader’s fight[,] but] commanders’ actions at brigade and division levels can be more significant [because] senior leaders set the conditions and the tone for all actions by subordinates.”

This includes not only communicating the mission and disseminating the ROE, but—and this is the critical step—clearly conveying and demonstrating how the mission, LOAC, and the ROE coalesce into a coherent whole rather than remain three separate imperatives with unclear coordination.

The senior military leadership has a second audience for communication about the ROE: the civilian leadership and the general public. Communicating consistently with both the military chain of command and the general public is a challenge, but in today’s interconnected world, it is essential. Further, although the general public is not traditionally a relevant audience regarding ROE, the 24/7 interconnected Internet culture has made it so. Current efforts to convey the imperatives of COIN and how they are carried out through and preserved in the ROE and the tactical directive have fallen short, as evidenced by the debates and misunderstandings over the parameters of the U.S. and ISAF mission in Afghanistan. Diminished public support for the war effort—for whatever reason—among both the general public and the civilian leadership is highly problematic. The fact that the ROE themselves are directly tied to COIN and based on LOAC demonstrates that the source of the debate over the ROE is not the foundations but the message, not the components but the com-

66 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, 7-1. In some cases, the commander’s rejection of or disdain for the strategy can create the opposite climate, one of disrespect for the ROE and the mission and even one that enables criminal behavior, such as in the case of Colonel Harry Tunnell, commander of the Army’s 5th Stryker Combat Brigade in Afghanistan. Five soldiers from the brigade have been charged with war crimes, accused of killing unarmed Afghan civilians for sport. Many attribute the crimes in part to the culture of aggression and disregard for counterinsurgency strategy that Colonel Tunnell fostered. Craig Whitlock, “Brigade’s Strategy: ‘Strike and Destroy’,” Washington Post, 14 October 2010.
munication. That message and communication are the essence of leadership.

At the level of junior commanders and Marines and soldiers on the ground, ROE also play the role of the commander when the commander is not there. Because ROE provide the soldier or Marine with parameters for action, that individual will be operating in a vacuum without an effective understanding of the commander’s intent and the way the ROE operationalize the mission and the broader strategy. Simply knowing the rule that indirect fires are prohibited without direct observation is not sufficient. Understanding why and how this rule advances the overall mission and the unit’s local efforts creates the key link between the ROE and the soldier’s actions to carry them out, between knowing the rule and internalizing it.67 Eliminating unobserved indirect fires surely helps fulfill LOAC’s goal of minimizing civilian casualties and obligation to refrain from attacks that will result in excessive civilian deaths, but is not required to adhere to the law. The rule thus marries LOAC obligations with the COIN goals of putting the local population first and, even more important, plays a role in protecting our own troops. Studies have shown that when U.S. and ISAF attacks cause civilian casualties, insurgent groups gain members and attacks against U.S. and allied forces increase.68 All of these pieces come together and must be woven together into a complete message for troops on the ground. Those who question or complain about the ROE in Afghanistan argue that these parameters place the safety of Afghan civilians above the safety

67 See e.g., FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, 2-14-15 (“2-72: Knowledge of the ROE itself is not sufficient to help Soldiers make informed decisions regarding the appropriate application of force. . . . Effective communication is equally essential. Leaders must ensure that every Soldier completely understands the mission and commander’s intent, and has comprehensive situational understanding at all times. The appropriate level of situational understanding, realistic training, and disciplined adherence to basic troop leading procedures equips Soldiers with the tools necessary to make informed decisions regarding the decision to use or refrain from the use of force.”).

of U.S. troops. These claims show both a fundamental misunderstanding of the role of the ROE, COIN, and LOAC, as explained above, but also an absence of effective leadership in communicating the role of the ROE. Still more, these claims demonstrate how ROE themselves can be an effective leadership tool to communicate the broader mission; the safety of Afghan civilians and the safety of U.S. troops often go hand in hand, as studies on the linkage between civilian casualties and insurgent attacks show. ROE make this case and as such, should not only be the subject of leadership efforts but also the venue for leadership, communication, and dissemination.

Leadership and ROE at the Macro Level

Marrying ROE and leadership effectively at the micro level also requires comprehensive thinking and efforts at the macro level. In order to create a truly effective system in which ROE are seamlessly integrated with mission objectives and LOAC, ROE must take on a more central role in military education and training. Officers and NCOs must be trained in the culture of ROE itself, not just the planning, drafting, and dissemination process. In this way, teaching officers about the role of ROE in the broader system—particularly in today’s conflicts where COIN and ROE are nearly inseparable in many ways—is leadership at the macro level. Just as officers and NCOs must completely master a weapons system or other component of military operations, so must they fully master ROE as a critical component of everything the military does. One step is to explore the curriculum at the war colleges to see how ROE are currently taught and how to integrate the concept of ROE, and the interplay with COIN and LOAC, more deeply into the curriculum. Military exercises offer another rich opportunity for broader ROE training, beyond the training and instruction in the specific ROE for the exercise. It is often too easy for commanders and planners to turn ROE over to the judge advocates, both
for drafting and training, but doing so can take ROE right out of the leadership equation. Exercises, which can be a key tool for learning beyond the training specific to the exercise, thus provide a venue for inculcating ownership over the ROE process from the earliest planning through the constant and repetitive instruction, training, and conversations that make ROE an effective tool in the hands of a commander.

**CONCLUSION**

Training, dissemination, and implementation of ROE implicate leadership at every level, particularly in a counterinsurgency environment like the current conflict in Afghanistan. The nature of the mission in Afghanistan and the debate over the ROE offer an ideal venue to examine the role that ROE can play as a leadership tool, as well as the opportunity ROE provide to enhance leadership across the spectrum of command, from the top strategic levels to the small unit level. Indeed, the leadership challenges are greater still in multinational operations, where the command structure and organizational resources are more diffuse and dispersed. In such situations, the top commanders must exert significant powers of persuasion and the ability to convince others in the coalition to focus on the same mission objectives and implement that mission in the same manner.

Recognizing the contribution that ROE make to leadership efforts as the critical intersection between law, strategy, and policy during armed conflict—and that leadership makes to the effective implementation of ROE—is an essential step. In keeping with the focus on decentralized leadership and the need to communicate the commander’s intent, ROE serve as a commander when the commander is not there, providing the link to the commander’s intent and enabling soldiers and Marines to exercise judgment and initiative in accordance with strategic mission imperatives.
For these reasons, it is essential to highlight that ROE is a key aspect of leadership at both the micro and macro levels. First, ROE training, dissemination, and implementation must include clear and concrete explanations and demonstrations of how the commander’s intent, the ROE, and LOAC are thoroughly integrated. Second, on the macro level, officers must be trained, educated, and proficient in the culture of ROE as a central component of all military operations. Although the debates over the ROE in Afghanistan may not get it right on the relationship between LOAC, ROE, and COIN, they do reinforce the essential connection and interrelationship between ROE and leadership, one that demands further emphasis.
Even war has its limits. In situations where the parties pitted against each other have resorted to armed force, there are restrictions to the extent and the type of violence that can and should be used, against whom, and what can be targeted. The exercise of humanity in armed conflicts is a thread which, as this chapter explores, needs to run through all aspects of planning and battlefield conduct, with military commanders having to make important and difficult decisions, and crucially, lead by example.¹

At the outbreak of armed conflicts, international humanitarian law (IHL), also known as “the laws of war,” becomes the regulating legal framework for the parties to the conflict.² This body of law, termed *jus in bello*, includes the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Additional Protocols of 1977 and 2005, the Law of The Hague, and customary international law.³ It recognizes that in

---

¹ The terms “commander” and “superior” are used interchangeably in this paper. The paper focuses on military commanders, not civilian commanders, of all ranks who have members of armed forces under their command.

² The terms “international humanitarian law” and “laws of war” are used interchangeably in this paper.

³ The United States has not signed either of the Additional Protocols. However, a large portion of Additional Protocol I—including those provisions and principles highlighted in this chapter—are considered to be customary international law by both the U.S. and other countries around the world. See Gary D. Solis, *The Law of Armed Conflict* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 138: “Having once accepted that 65 percent of the Protocol is customary international law, and necessarily forced to comply with the remaining portion . . . U.S. rejection of Additional Protocol I nears irrelevance.”
armed conflicts there will be loss of life and damage to property—incidents that have no place in times of peace. Yet it attempts to limit the suffering caused by conflict and hostilities by inserting certain basics of humanity and minimum standards of behavior, while allowing the parties to the conflict to achieve their military objectives. IHL is about compromise between humanitarian principles and military necessity.4

In many regards, the military commander is left to decide how aggressively to engage the enemy. The law will, of course, set the outer framework and determine what actions are deemed lawful even if they result in widespread killing. Yet in exercising that right of action in hostilities, commanders and, by extension, their subordinates, are also to be guided by their own morals and personal standards to act with restraint. In the same way as the medieval Codes of Chivalry and the 19th-century Lieber Code, modern day IHL calls for combatants to behave in a civilized manner, not to cause unnecessary suffering and wanton destruction. In sum, one should act as an “officer and a gentleman,” affording humane treatment to all.5

In conflict, if the enemy is dehumanized and demonized, it becomes easier for combatants to justify acts of untoward vio-

5 Codes of Chivalry, at their peak in the 12th and 13th centuries, were in essence codes of conduct for knights, and indirectly provided some protection to civilians. See http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/721819/law-of-war/52915/Roots-of-the-international-law-of-war; Instructions for the Government of Armies of the United States in the Field (Lieber Code), 24 April 1863. The “Lieber Instructions” were prepared during the American Civil War by Francis Lieber, then a professor of Columbia College in New York, revised by a board of officers and promulgated by President Lincoln. They reflected in large part the then-prevailing laws and customs of war. See D. Schindler and J. Toman, The Laws of Armed Conflicts (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff, 1988), 3–23.
lence against the adversary. With research showing that moral disengagement of combatants is a gradual process, the threshold of acceptable levels will be constantly pushed. The challenge for commanders is to lead by example and prevent their troops from committing acts of heedless destruction, unnecessary violence, and acts of barbarity.

This chapter recalls that military superiors at all levels have a clear legal obligation to respect and to ensure the respect of the tenets of IHL by their subordinates. Where they fail to do so, they leave themselves open to possible criminal liability. Today’s commanders also have to assume a particular role in contemporary irregular-driven conflicts; not only must they ensure compliance with the laws of war, but in addition to their traditional military role, they often must also act as diplomats and politicians in complex, culturally diverse environments to increase chances of achieving the overall mission objective of winning hearts and minds. In so doing, they work toward sustainable peace, which is best served by conducting a “clean war,” namely one within the boundaries of IHL.

**DISCRETION OF THE COMMANDER IN APPLYING IHL**

Conflict is a fickle beast, wreaking havoc, causing suffering, death, and destruction, yet allowing for acts of survival, courage, and humanity. International humanitarian law is its leash, seeking to place restraints on how this beast behaves, limiting the manner in which those engaged in the fighting conduct themselves vis-à-vis the enemy and seeking to ensure a minimum of protection will be afforded to specific categories of persons and property. Commanders are expected to hold the leash and to decide how tightly it needs to be gripped, all the time balancing military necessity and humanity.
The 1949 Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols of 1977 and 2005 provide the baselines that must be respected at all times. With over 600 provisions, the Conventions and their Protocols are detailed in many ways and specific to many issues. The Third Geneva Convention, which explains meticulously how prisoners of war are to be handled when they have fallen into the hands of the adversary, exemplifies how detailed IHL can be. Likewise, the Fourth Geneva Convention is extensive in its description of the treatment of civilians, with particular focus on more vulnerable groups, such as children and women. Read alongside the commentaries to the Conventions, military manuals, and doctrine, there seems little left to discretion. The parties to the conflict will struggle to argue against the common sense understanding of many of these provisions.

Yet, despite the best efforts of the drafters of the Conventions to provide clear and measurable rules, more significant areas of IHL, especially in the conduct of hostilities, continue to require a balancing act between, on the one hand, military necessity and operational requirements, and the other, the spirit of the law and humanitarian considerations. Some of the more important IHL concepts, seemingly obvious at face value, such as distinction, precaution, proportionality, and humane treatment, are also subject to this balancing act and the inevitable exercise of discretion by commanders.

The Principles

As noted in the Pictet Commentaries to the Additional Protocols of 1977, there were many differences of opinion during the drafting of these provisions “due to the heavy burden of responsibility imposed . . . on military commanders, particularly as the various provisions are relatively imprecise and open to a fairly broad margin of judgment.”6 The commanders, being at the forefront of

---

military operations, therefore translate the law into practice. They have to determine in the fog of war who, what, and how to target during military engagements, always evaluating myriad factors to ensure that their actions are compliant with IHL. A brief review of some of these concepts helps to illustrate this.

The principle of distinction is at the core of IHL, with the parties to a conflict having to direct their attacks only against military objectives and combatants, and not against civilians and civilian objects. Therefore, a party has to assess, before launching an attack, whether a potential target is a military objective, defined as “objects which, by their nature, location, purpose, or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage.” Any decision about whether an object is protected against attack depends on the information available to the commander and the circumstances at the time.

Once it has been determined that a potential target is a military objective, the party considering launching the attack must make a proportionality assessment, as well as review the pattern of life, so as to limit any collateral damage. Thus, if an attack is expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated, it is to be cancelled or suspended. Some have argued that proportionality is often “inexact in application” requiring

7 Additional Protocol I, to the Geneva Conventions, Art. 52(2).
8 Referred to as the Rendulic rule by the U.S. JAG, “the circumstances justifying destruction of objects are those of military necessity, based upon information reasonably available to the commander at the time of his decision.” International and Operational Law Department, U.S. Operational Law Handbook (Charlottesville, VA: The Judge Advocate General’s Legal Center and School, 2010), www.loc.gov/rr/frd/...Law/pdf/operational-law-handbook_2010.pdf
9 Additional Protocol I, to the Geneva Conventions, Art. 51(5)(b) and Art. 57(2)(b).
combatants to make “estimates” of likely harm.\textsuperscript{10} Put another way, “it must be difficult for people who have not served in the military themselves to judge what is, or is not, ‘reasonable’ in confused and dangerous conditions.”\textsuperscript{11}

Throughout the planning and execution phase of operations, the parties are required to exercise the appropriate level of precaution. Care shall be taken in warfare to protect the natural environment against widespread, long-term, and severe damage;\textsuperscript{12} to spare civilians and civilian objects;\textsuperscript{13} and the parties are to exercise all “feasible precautions” in the choice of means or methods of attack in order to avoid and minimize collateral damage.\textsuperscript{14} As with the proportionality assessment, such exercises of “care” and “precaution” are left to commanders to appreciate.

Civilians shall enjoy protection unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.\textsuperscript{15} Determining at what point a civilian is said to be taking a direct part in hostilities is a difficult task, especially when one is in a “troops in contact” situation. As the International Committee of the Red Cross’s (ICRC) guidance on direct participation and related articles published in response to it have shown, consensus was difficult to reach on a number of key issues. Practitioners, military operators, and academics, for instance, expressed differing views on which acts are “preparatory,” when participation ends, if the person “regains” civilian status and the related protection after having participated in hostilities. Deciding on acceptable criteria as to who is a member of an organized group and of a declared hostile group was likewise a chal-

\textsuperscript{12} Additional Protocol I, to the Geneva Conventions, Art. 55(1).
\textsuperscript{13} Ibid., Art. 57(1).
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid., Art. 57(2)(b), and also Art. 58, generally.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid., Art. 51(3).
lenging exercise for the experts. Whereas experts might disagree on the legal aspects, the hard decisions on whether or not a particular individual has lost his protection are left to the commanders and their troops in theater. Most cases are clear-cut, yet there are times when a line cannot easily be drawn, and an inkling of doubt subsists. For the superior, the choice may be between jeopardizing the success of a particular mission and other goals, such as winning hearts and minds, to benefit the overall campaign.

All persons who do not or who no longer take part in hostilities are to be treated humanely in all circumstances. Likewise, individuals who have been deprived of liberty are to be afforded humane treatment. Although a commander responsible for detainee operations will be guided by his society’s standards as to what constitutes “humane,” these may nonetheless contradict cultural and religious dictates of the detainee, as was amply demonstrated over the last decade. Again, apart from obvious acts of ill treatment or torture, the commander will have to assess a multitude of factors, including behavior and attitude of guards vis-à-vis the detainees, appropriate disciplinary measures, and force protection constraints and will have to take into account religious, cultural, and dietary considerations of detainees in ensuring that any detention regimen as laid out in the relevant operating procedures is humane.

The Commander’s Choice

The commander’s exercise of discretion in applying these principles not only impacts how operations are conducted but can also have a bearing on how the war is viewed, on swaying public

17 Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions, Art. 4(1) and Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions.
18 Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions.
opinion at home, on keeping troops’ morale high, and on gaining the support of the local population. The U.S. Army is very much of the view that compliance with the laws of war not only enhances public support of military missions but can also end conflict more quickly. Similarly, the Pictet Commentaries to the Additional Protocols have argued that the faithful application of IHL, by limiting the effects of hostilities, can contribute to reestablishing peace.

The amount of force and methods of warfare that are used on the adversary and the perception of the local population are central to counterinsurgency and can have major repercussions in winning hearts and minds. As the British army field manual underscores, “A society’s view of acceptable levels of coercion and force are often closely linked to its cultural norms. How a society or groups within it regard the use of coercion and force are likely to have a bearing on how military operations are perceived. It is therefore an important factor to take into account when planning and conducting operations and when reacting to events.” In addition to its obvious negativity, perception of an excessive use of force can markedly increase the risk of individuals deciding to retaliate by joining or actively supporting the insurgency, whether by becoming directly engaged or through provision of safe houses, information gathering, and hiding places for weapons caches:

Force may solve a tactical problem—a firing point neutralized, a fleeting target engaged, or a strongpoint destroyed—but if the use of force is perceived as excessive or ill targeted, the neutral segment of the population may be antagonized or alienated and it may leave a lasting feeling of resentment and bitterness. Worse still, active support for the insurgents by those suffering or observing the effects of force may be engendered. This is

particularly so in those tribal cultures where codes of personal and family honor, justice, and vengeance are strong. Here the killing or perceived ill treatment of a family member (especially females) could result in other members of the family joining the insurgency.\textsuperscript{21}

Thus, how a commander conducts operations and exercises his discretion under IHL can either stoke or diminish an insurgency. As Whetham warns, “Allowing the gloves to be taken off anywhere in the chain of command is not only bad strategy, but it can also undermine the reasons for which you went to war in the first place.”\textsuperscript{22} In counterinsurgency situations, commanders are expected to show greater restraint than ever in how much force is used.

Commanders’ individual leadership styles and operational decisions may benefit the winning of hearts and minds in an operation, and for the most part troop morale and discipline may be positively enthused. Yet the reverse effect is also true, to the extent that soldiers may feel disempowered as to how force is used and lose confidence in their military might. The negative reactions of some military personnel to the concept of “courageous constraint” that NATO and U.S. commanders introduced in Afghanistan in 2010 reflects the tightrope that commanders must walk in finding the right level of force that needs to be used to achieve the objective of winning the war, especially in counterinsurgency situations. In revising the escalation of force standard operating procedures, the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) hoped to reduce collateral damage and civilian casualties. However, military personnel were reported to have been very

\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 3-28.
critical of the new policy of courageous restraint, suggesting it was forcing them to fight with one hand tied behind their backs and that it was eroding troop confidence.\textsuperscript{23} One article quoted a junior officer saying, “It’s a major bugbear for the British army, it affects us massively. Thank God we have the ANA (Afghan National Army) here because they have different rules of engagement to us and can smash the enemy.”\textsuperscript{24}

This illustrates that the evolving nature of the hostilities in irregular warfare regularly tests the application of IHL standards and principles in theater. Also, with counterinsurgency blending military, political, economic, and social objectives, the mission’s strategy and rules of engagement will be regularly modified to best meet these. As David Kennedy wrote, “In today’s asymmetric postcolonial wars, the terrain beneath a soldier’s interpretations of what is and is not appropriate is constantly shifting.”\textsuperscript{25} The British Army field manual explains, “Today’s hybrid threats—any adversaries that simultaneously and adaptively employ a fused mix of conventional weapons, irregular tactics, terrorism, and criminal behavior in the same battle space to obtain their political objectives—are constantly seeking to exploit what they perceive to be the vulnerabilities of regular forces.”\textsuperscript{26} How to best tackle these adversaries and win hearts and minds is complex and requires the military to be able to continually adapt and adjust its “line of attack.”

For commanders, the nature of threats is always evolving as non-state actor insurgents modify their tactics and the means they use
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to overcome the more powerful—in terms of capacity—regular armed forces. Left with a certain amount of discretion in applying IHL, the commander has an essential role to play in ensuring the norms of IHL are respected despite the shifting sands of counter-insurgency and irregular warfare.

**TO PREVENT, PUNISH, OR BE PUNISHED**

As witnessed over the centuries, participation in armed conflicts can bring out the best as well as the worst in individuals as they seek to defeat their respective adversary. Those who do not comply with IHL can and must be held accountable. Commanders can be held personally responsible for having ordered the commission of violations of the laws of war. They can also be held liable for having failed to either prevent or punish their subordinates (omission liability).

As discussed above, a large part of the commander’s responsibility is assumed through preventive action, with leadership style and exercise of authority central to creating an environment conducive to the constant respect of IHL. However, there may be situations where, despite all the best endeavors on the part of a commander to instill the appropriate behavior and discipline among the troops, combatants under their authority and control may transgress the laws of war. In these cases, the laws of war require superiors to punish the perpetrators accordingly. As General Sir Mike Jackson explains, “We do our best to screen out such individuals, but inevitably, some slip through the net. So abuses will occasionally happen—but they can never be tolerated.”

---

27 Jackson, *Soldier: The Autobiography*, 421. General Sir Michael David “Mike” Jackson, GCB, CBE, DSO, DL served with the British military from 1963 to 2006. In 1997, he was commander of NATO’s Allied Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC) in the Balkans; from 2000 to 2003, he was commander in chief, Land Command of the British Army; and was the chief of the General Staff (CGS), the professional head of the British Army, from 2003 to 2006. He retired from the army after serving for over 40 years.
Punishment can occur through either disciplinary or penal action, though the latter is to be preferred where serious violations of IHL are at issue.\(^{28}\) An argument could be made that it is unfair to hold commanders responsible by way of omission liability for the actions of their subordinates; a stronger counterposition is that to allow a culture of acquiescence or impunity for acts of unnecessary violence by subordinates potentially encourages more violations and can undermine the overall mission: “How can we expect to win the support of the Iraqi people if they believe that we are abusing their compatriots?”\(^{29}\) The responsibility of commanders to control subordinates and to ensure that they respect IHL is now engrained in case law.

Even before the adoption of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the U.S. Supreme Court in the *Yamashita* case strongly stated that commanders could be held accountable for failing to discharge their duties to control the operations of persons under their command who had violated the laws of war.\(^{30}\) This 1946 case concerned General Tomuyuki Yamashita, the commander of the Japanese forces in the Philippines in 1944–45. The majority judgment, delivered by Chief Justice Stone, enounced the principle that the laws of war impose upon an army commander a duty to take

---

\(^{28}\) See *Prosecutor v. Hadzïhasanovic*, IT-01-47-A, Appeal Judgement, 22 April 2008, para. 33. “It cannot be excluded that, in the circumstances of a case, the use of disciplinary measures will be sufficient to discharge a superior of his duty to punish crimes under article 7(3) of the Statute. In other words, whether measures taken were solely of a disciplinary nature, criminal, or a combination of both, cannot in itself be determinative of whether a superior discharged his duty to prevent or punish under article 7(3) of the Statute.”


\(^{30}\) In *Re Yamashita* No. 61, Misc. Supreme Court of the United States 327 US 1; 66 S. Ct. 340; 90 L. Ed. 499; 1946 U.S. LEXIS 3090. The relevant charge held against General Yamashita was that “the law of war imposes on an army commander a duty to take such appropriate measures as are within his power to control the troops under his command for the prevention of acts which are violations of the law of war and which are likely to attend the occupation of hostile territory by an uncontrolled soldiery; and he may be charged with personal responsibility for his failure to take such measures when violations result.”
such appropriate measures as are within his power to control the
troops under his command and prevent them from committing
violations of the laws of war. In the view of the court, the absence
of such an affirmative duty for commanders to prevent violations
of the laws of war would defeat the very purpose of those laws:

It is evident that the conduct of military operations by troops
whose excesses are unrestrained by the orders or efforts of their
commander would almost certainly result in violations which
it is the purpose of the law of war to prevent. Its purpose to
protect civilian populations and prisoners of war from brutality
would largely be defeated if the commander of an invading
army could with impunity neglect to take reasonable measures
for their protection. Hence the law of war presupposes that its
violation is to be avoided through the control of the operations
of war by commanders who are to some extent responsible for
their subordinates.31

Similarly in the case of the United States v. Wilhelm von Leeb et al.
(High Command Case), it was underscored that “under basic
principles of command authority and responsibility, an officer
who merely stands by while his subordinates execute a crimинаl
order of his superiors, which he knows is criminal, violates
a moral obligation under international law. By doing nothing
he cannot wash his hands of international responsibility.”32 The
concept of command or superior responsibility is now firmly in-
grained in the prosecution of war crimes and has been extended
to other grave international crimes, notably genocide and crimes
against humanity.

International criminal tribunals prioritize the prosecution of com-
manders over that of subordinates, and a perusal of relevant judg-

31 Ibid.
32 United States v. Wilhelm von Leeb et al., Trials of War Criminals before the
Nuremberg Military Tribunals under Control Council Law No. 10, Vol. XI
ments highlights that these courts are inclined to sanction commanders more harshly than the foot soldier who wielded the fatal blow. The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) has underscored that with rank comes responsibility, which can aggravate the sentence to be handed down. The tribunal emphasized that commanders, by virtue of their positions, set the example for their troops and that failure to act appropriately could have a negative effect on the how their subordinates behave.

As the ICTY explained in *Obrenovic*, “When commanders, through their own actions or inactions, fail in the duty, which stems from their position, training, and leadership skills, to set an example for their troops that would promote the principles underlying the laws and customs of war and thereby—either tacitly or implicitly—promote or encourage the commission of crimes, this may be seen as an aggravating circumstance.”33 This reasoning has been followed by other international and hybrid tribunals in sentencing superiors, civilian or military.

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda stipulated that “as a general principle, this Appeals Chamber agrees with the jurisprudence of ICTY that the most senior members of a command structure, that is, the leaders and planners of a particular conflict, should bear heavier criminal responsibility than those lower down the scale, such as the foot soldiers carrying out the orders.”34 The Special Court for Sierra Leone has followed suit “where the accused has actively abused his position of command or participated in the crimes of his subordinates, however, such conduct can be considered to be aggravating.”35

---

In terms of responsibility, the principle has been set in stone that commanders, because of their hierarchical positions, are to be held to higher standards than those of lower rank. This trend is very much influenced by the belief—in part based on common sense—that leaders set the example for the actions of their subordinates and are specifically tasked under the laws of war to assume this responsibility. It is not strict liability as such, but as the courts argue, there is a strong presumption that commanders at all times should know or have known of the actions of their subordinates.

Of course, much of the case law has evolved in the context of conventional warfare, where clear lines of responsibility could be determined. With the development of such warfighting concepts such as “distributed operations,” the challenge will arguably be even greater on commanders at all levels to exercise and to be seen to exercise the required level of supervision over their subordinates.

**A BETTER PEACE BY WAGING A CLEANER WAR**

In today’s complex asymmetrical situations involving one or a number of nonstate actor groups engaged against regular armed groups, insurgents may aim to overthrow their governments through violent means. Such groups can use a mélange of political, religious, and criminal methods and tools, seeking to weaken a government’s power as well as increase their own control over territory and the local population. Commanders have had to adapt to these new realities and the expectations of counterinsurgency warfare.

Fighting these belligerents and overcoming their adversity is no longer just a question of inflicting the greatest amount of death upon the enemy in the least possible time, as General Patton would argue, but is also significantly about winning hearts and minds, thus depriving the groups of potential support of the local
Conflict is more than the use of lethal force on the adversary, and more a blending of military, political, and economic means to achieve long-lasting peace. As General Sir Rupert Smith explained,

In our new paradigm, which I call “war amongst the people,” you seek to change the intentions or capture the will of your opponent and the people amongst which you operate, to win the clash of wills and thereby win the trial of strength. The essential difference is that military force is no longer used to decide the political dispute but rather to create a condition in which a strategic result is achieved. . . . In large measure, the strategic objective is to win the hearts and minds of the people. In other words, this isn’t a supporting activity of your tactical battle. It is the purpose of what you are doing. So arriving afterwards to paint a school or deliver toothpaste isn’t helping if you’ve blown the school away in the first place.37

Modern-day thinking on counterinsurgency reflects this shift in attitude and strategy in dealing with new threats in multifaceted noninternational armed conflicts.38 Defeating the enemy is also gaining the support of the local population, and this cannot be achieved by the use of force alone. “Counterinsurgency is warfare; it is distinctly political, not primarily military; and it involves the people, the government, and the military. The strength of the relationship between these three groups generally determines the outcome of the campaign.”39 Commanders in the field are expected to juggle among “security,” “development,” and “sustainability” and to “always execute good judgment, tactical patience, and innovation to defeat an insurgency.”40 They must navigate

36 See for instance General Patton’s speech to the Third Army, given in 1944.
38 British Army Field Manual, Volume 1 Part 10, 1.1.
39 Ibid.
through various domestic political structures, sometimes based on complex tribal customs and allegiances. In such contexts, commanders often have to interact and cooperate with a plethora of different actors, including international, intergovernmental, and nongovernmental organizations; community representatives; coalition partners; traditional leaders; religious leaders; and the media.

Besides the capacity building and structural support that parties to a conflict can bring to affected communities, the success or failure of a counterinsurgency depends substantially on the ability to win the confidence of the local population in order to undermine the support for the insurgency. In counterinsurgency, ultimately, whoever gains the support of the local population has the better chance of defeating the enemy.

To achieve such an objective, it is important that all appropriate steps are taken to ensure that the laws of war are fully respected. With the 24/7 media coverage of hostilities, the reputation of armed forces can be made or broken by a single image of an act of humiliation, of ill treatment, or of wanton disregard for life. These images may sway public opinion, can be used to undermine public support, and more dangerously can generate greater animosity toward a country and its armed forces. Locally, military commanders are not only expected to understand the local communication system, as it “influences local, regional, national, and international audiences,”41 but must also be aware that the insurgents can use media and propaganda to gain credibility and undermine the adversary. According to the U.S. COIN field manual, insurgents “will use all available means, including the media, nongovernmental organizations, and religious and civic leaders, to get their information out to all audiences. Successful insurgents strive to seize the moral high ground on any counterin-

41 Ibid., 1-38.
surgent mistakes, both real and perceived. This includes political, military, economic, social, religious, cultural, or legal errors.” For any commander, finding the right mechanisms and tools, besides the use of force, to counter these means is crucial to ensure success of the mission.

Even though force used in an operation may be lawful and meet proportionality requirements, it may still be perceived as unacceptably violent in a given community, leading to a negative perception by the affected population. In counterinsurgencies, using restraint and culturally appropriate and accepted forms of violence can help more effectively combat and overcome the insurgency and achieve sustainable peace. At the same time though, not using the right amount of force can undermine the credibility of the campaign in the eyes of the local population and also encourage the insurgency to continue to act unchecked.

Counterinsurgencies evolve and change with peaks and troughs of violence. Certain situations, such as riots, may call for law enforcement action in support of local police, whereas others may require a more traditional resort to force in the military sense, where there is obvious hostile insurgent action. Ultimately, as recognized by the GB-COIN, the decision as to the level of force required is at the discretion of commanders, who have to weigh the prevailing circumstances at the time and associated risks within the overall objectives of the counterinsurgency operation. Deciding on the course of action is only part of the equation; ensur-

42 Ibid., 1-26.
43 British Army Field Manual, Volume 1, Part 10, 3-15, 3-28 “Force may solve a tactical problem—a firing point neutralised, a fleeting target engaged, or a strong-point destroyed—but if the use of force is perceived as excessive or ill targeted, the neutral segment of the population may be antagonised or alienated and it may leave a lasting feeling of resentment and bitterness. Worse still, active support for the insurgents by those suffering or observing the effects of force may be engendered. This is particularly so in those tribal cultures where codes of personal and family honour, justice and vengeance are strong.”
44 Ibid., 3-29.
ing that the troops under their command act within the limits is another, especially when they are called to exercise substantial restraint in the use of force. The *Aitken Report* highlights this, noting that commanders, through Mission Command, will communicate their overall intent—what and why—but that it will be left to the subordinates to determine how to accomplish this:

Those subordinates are not, of course, given completely free rein—the commander’s orders are to be obeyed, but he will stipulate the constraints under which his subordinates are to be bound, and he should personally supervise the execution of those tasks in an appropriate fashion, in order to satisfy himself that they are being carried out correctly. And whilst tasks can be delegated, responsibility for them can never be delegated; that responsibility remains with the commander.45

In very much the same way as the commanders, their subordinates should have a good understanding of the contexts in which they operate, possess situational awareness, and be cognizant of the “four corners” of their rules of engagement and of the consequences—including possibly criminal liability—of operating outside these. How much force each commander decides to use very much depends on the nature of the threat faced, and threats vary and evolve. Yet any engagement, even if spontaneous, needs to respect IHL, which again calls upon the superiors to exercise a certain amount of discretion in the conduct of hostilities, effectively control their subordinates, and call on them to use restraint where appropriate.

**THE COMMANDER’S INFLUENCE**

History is littered with examples of atrocities committed by armed

---

individuals in conflict. In many contexts, the example set by commanders makes the difference between maintaining discipline and committing crimes. It has been documented that without the buy-in of the higher command, junior officers struggle to enforce discipline among their troops.

In the context of the Soviet military advance into the East in 1945, mass rape was committed against German women. The failure by the hierarchy in Moscow to denounce these atrocities allowed for the offenders to continue in their offences and go unpunished. The combination of alcohol and lack of discipline made it virtually impossible for lower-ranked officers to put an end to the rapes. Once the leash has been removed, it can be very difficult, and at times virtually impossible, to bring offenders back in line:

The more intelligent junior officers were deeply disturbed, and they knew that they were virtually powerless to stop it. . . . Marshal Rokossovsky issued order No. 006 in an attempt to direct “the feelings of hatred at fighting the enemy on the battlefield.” It appears to have had little effect. There were also a few arbitrary attempts to exert authority. The commander of one rifle division is said to have “personally shot a lieutenant who was lining up a group of his men before a German woman spread-eagled on the ground.” But either officers were involved themselves, or the lack of discipline made it too dangerous to restore order over drunken soldiers armed with submachine guns.46

Reacting to many of the horrors seen during the Second World War, more efforts were undertaken to have states better assume their responsibilities to respect IHL and ensure its respect.47 States

47 Article 1 Common to the Four Geneva Conventions and Article 1(1) of Additional Protocol I.
are to disseminate the text of the Geneva Conventions in times of peace and war as widely as possible, particularly in military programs, and to adopt necessary legislation to effectively suppress violations of IHL. Additional Protocol I also requires states to ensure that legal advisers are available when necessary to advise military commanders at the appropriate level on the application of the Geneva Conventions and Protocol and on the appropriate instruction to give to the armed forces.

The adoption of these articles was aimed at finding the appropriate mechanism to enable the states’ undertakings to be effectively enforced at the field level before and during actual military operations. As commanders were deemed to have the means at their disposal to ensure the respect of IHL, Article 87 of Additional Protocol I requires states and parties to the armed conflict to require military commanders to prevent as well as suppress breaches of IHL by members of the armed forces under their command and other persons under their control. It was recognized that in military environments, subordinates will be influenced by the actions or inactions of their commanders and that for a superior to allow a culture of acquiescence or impunity for acts of unnecessary violence has damaging consequences.

Placing this responsibility on superiors reflects the fact that “everything depends on commanders, and without their conscientious supervision, general legal requirements are unlikely to be effective.” Commanders are on “the spot and able to exercise control over the troops and the weapons which they use.” The commander is not expected in complex battlefield environments to be able to exercise control over his troops all of the time. Disci-

48 Articles 47 GCI, 48 GCII, 127 GCIII, 144 GCIV, and 83 API.
49 Articles 49 GCI, 50 GCII, 129 GCIII, 146 GCIV and 85 API.
50 Article 82 API.
51 ICRC, Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, 1018.
52 Ibid.
pline, though, must be imposed to a sufficient degree, to enable the enforcement of the Conventions and their Protocols “even when he may momentarily lose sight of his troops.” Commanders by virtue of their hierarchical responsibility over their subordinates “have the authority, and more than anyone else they can prevent breaches by creating the appropriate frame of mind, ensuring the rational use of the means of combat and by maintaining discipline.” The crucial role of commanders in creating the right environment has been underscored by the UK chief of General Staff, who wrote,

When I took up my previous appointment as commander in chief of Land Command in April 2005, I reminded and required all commanders to set the example to their subordinates and, within the context of Mission Command, provide the leadership and supervision that will ensure the delivery of required outcomes as well as professional behavior. I underline again the responsibility of all leaders from chief of the General Staff down to the most junior lance corporal to both delegate, as necessary, but also to supervise, where appropriate, the execution of tasks. That is the responsibility of command.

Conclusions in the Aitken Report make for similar reading, underscoring the importance of the army’s core values, which should not be seen as mere empty symbolism:

The Army’s core values—selfless commitment, courage, discipline, integrity, loyalty, and respect for others—articulate the code of conduct within which the Army conducts its unique business. They reflect the moral virtues and ethical principles which underpin any decent society but which are particularly important for members of an institution with the responsibility

---

53 Ibid., 1018.
54 Ibid., 1022.
55 UK chief of the General Staff, writing to the army in April 2007, as cited in the Aitken Report, 27.
of conducting military operations—including the use of lethal force—on behalf of the nation. The Army requires that all its people understand these values and live up to their associated standards. It does this in part by mandating annual training for all ranks but also by requiring its leaders to set a personal example to their subordinates.56

Coupled with creating an environment conducive to respecting IHL, Article 87(2) of Additional Protocol I requires states to ensure that commanders, commensurate with their level of responsibility, ensure that members of their armed forces under their command are aware of their obligations under the Geneva Conventions and Protocols.57 Article 87(3) goes on to stipulate that commanders have the duty to prevent and suppress violations by their subordinates as well as to initiate disciplinary or penal action as may be necessary.58

In a study entitled “The Roots of Behaviour in War: Understanding and Preventing IHL Violations,” the ICRC sought to identify those factors that condition the behavior of combatants in armed conflicts.59 In the same vein as Article 87 of Additional Protocol I, the conclusions of the study serve to reinforce the relevance and importance of the role of the commander as outlined in ensuring the respect of IHL.

As a premise, the study suggested that in war there will be excesses, blunders, and acts of violence. Despite the privilege that combatants have to use lethal force in armed conflicts, the study noted that in general they are reluctant to kill another human being. To overcome this normal human response, soldiers have

57 Article 87 (2) API.
58 Article 87 (1) and (3) API.
to be trained, prepared, and conditioned before in-contact situations when engaging the adversary. It is this training and preparation that can make the difference between acting within the law or outside it.

The challenge then is to be able to engrain the “right way” to act among the troops, limiting behavior that deviates from acceptable norms, while at the same time allowing combatants sufficient flexibility and aggression to fulfill their missions. In irregular warfare, finding this balance is an intricate challenge.

As the study explains, there may be individuals who will always pose a behavioral risk. Yet, in general, the conduct of most troops will be molded by the group ethos, the actions of their peers, and the example set by their superiors. Calling for the destruction of the adversary through his dehumanization must be balanced with the need to place limits on the means and methods used, and not causing unnecessary suffering. Failure to instil a sense of professional and personal responsibility and morality early on in the basic training and predeployment cycles could have serious negative implications for the conduct of hostilities in theater. The challenge of creating the appropriate mind-set among the combatants has taken on greater amplitude in the context of contemporary irregular warfare, which can blend peace operations, counterterrorism, and law enforcement.

One of the main conclusions of the ICRC study concerns the impact of authority and the obedience to orders in ensuring the respect of IHL. Basing itself on some of the results of Stanley Milgram’s experiments reported in Obedience to Authority, the study submitted that in a military setting, individuals will be less inclined to disobey orders than an ordinary citizen and will not allow external influences to come in the way of the relationship he has with his superiors.60

Interestingly, the study concluded that combatants have a tendency to shift responsibility for their actions to their superior chains of command. They would adapt their conduct to that which would be expected of them, even when contrary to their moral obligations. Through training and collective training, the sense of the individual is subordinated to the concern of showing one’s self as being worthy of expectations of the command. Thus, the foot soldier accepts the commander’s view of the situations and will conform willingly to what is expected of him.

The study found that violations of IHL were not for the most part committed as a result of direct orders but rather because of a lack of specific orders not to violate the law, or because of an implicit authorization to behave reprehensibly. The study added tentatively that prevention of IHL violations requires an explicit order not to violate the laws of war. The U.S. Army Operational Law Handbook makes a similar statement about clarity of orders: “Clear, unambiguous orders are the responsibility of good leadership. Soldiers who receive ambiguous orders or who receive orders that clearly violate [laws of war] must understand how to react to such orders. . . . Troops who receive unclear orders must insist on clarification.”

Through dissemination, training, the presence of legal advisers, and underscoring responsibility on commanders, the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols have thus placed understanding of the law at the center of IHL. In so doing, the drafters of the Geneva Conventions aimed to generate the reflex among properly trained soldiers to fully respect IHL at all times in the conduct of hostilities. Training and good leadership are essential as junior soldiers are the ones on the frontline who will have to find the courage to uphold the law under extreme pressure.

61 Ibid., 85.
appropriate mind-set is as much a matter of prevention before any hostile action as it is in combat where the decisions and actions taken by the commanders will have a bearing on the comportment of their subordinates.

Not only must the commander be the standard-bearer, but he will also need to be in a position to effectively influence his subordinates, even if they are out of sight. Finding the right mechanism, whether through training or the taking of disciplinary measures, for encouraging his troops to remain well-ordered even in the more testing and hostile of environments can be a challenge, but it is one that must be met. As has been shown in many contexts, losing moral influence and control of one’s subordinates can have unwanted and arguably, at times, serious repercussions.64

**CONCLUSION**

With the universal ratification of the Geneva Conventions, states have sent out the strong message that they intend to abide by their IHL obligations as they engage in hostilities. With today’s irregular warfare blending military power with political and economic development in complex counterinsurgency operations, winning hearts and minds is essential not only to emerge victorious but also to bring stability over the longer term. When winning the war and hearts and minds intertwine, respecting IHL is not only a legal obligation and a moral imperative, but it also becomes an operational requirement. Disobedience of the laws of war brings dishonor, and rather than weakening the enemy’s will to fight, it can often strengthen it.

64 “If every time you go down to see your soldiers, you tell them that they’re fucked up, then guess what. They don’t want to see you anymore. And they will do just enough to not get your attention. But they aren’t going to trust in you as a commander, and as a leader you have no influence. And when the formal chain of command breaks down, the informal command steps up, and then you are entering dangerous territory, because nobody has any idea where the informal leaders will take the group.” Jim Frederick, *Black Hearts*, 199.
As British Army Lieutenant General John P. Kiszely noted, it has been recognized that “in the eyes of the warrior, counterinsurgency calls for some undecidedly unwarrior-like qualities, such as emotional intelligence, empathy, subtlety, sophistication, nuance, and political adroitness.”65 These are all traits that today’s commander must bring to the table and to the battlefield. Compliance with the law is one important element to ensure success and much will be left to commanders to lead their troops to success by example.

Leaders prepare to indirectly inflict suffering on their soldiers and Marines by sending them into harm’s way to accomplish the mission. At the same time, leaders attempt to avoid, at great length, injury and death to innocents. This requirement gets to the very essence of what some describe as “the burden of command.” . . . Ultimate success in [Counterinsurgency Operations] is gained by protecting the populace, not the [military] force . . . [yet] combatants are not required to take so much risk that they fail in their mission or forfeit their lives.

- Field Manual 3-24, Counterinsurgency

In 2010, nine years into Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, casualties among both Afghan civilians and members of the U.S. military were at their highest levels to date. Taliban insurgents employing suicide and improvised explosive devices directly caused the vast majority of those casualties. Yet attitudes

1 Department of the Army, FM 3-24 Counterinsurgency (Washington, DC: Department of the Army, 2006) 7-14, 1-149, 7-23.
2 By the middle of 2010, Leon Panetta, then-head of the Central Intelligence Agency, estimated that there were only 50 to 100 al-Qaeda militants operating in Afghanistan while the Taliban were “engaged in greater violence,” including improvised explosive devices and “going after our troops. There’s no question about it.” “Fewer Than 100 Al Qaeda in Afghanistan: CIA Chief,” ABCNews.net, 28 June 2010, http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2010/06/28/2938358.htm.
and perceptions among both the Afghan population and the U.S. military reflect differing conceptions of blame and responsibility. Afghans blame the mere presence of the United States as the underlying cause for Taliban attacks and resulting civilian casualties, while members of the U.S. military question whether self-imposed limitations on employing force has led to increasing numbers of American service members wounded and killed.

One of the origins of this angst is the degree and manner by which risk is borne by the two groups, Afghan civilian and U.S. military, as a result of the ongoing counterinsurgency operations. At the strategic level, military doctrine, including the language above from the U.S. military’s 2006 counterinsurgency manual, provides fundamental principles that govern the conduct of military operations and, in so doing, shapes the parameters of this risk. Moving from the strategic level through the chain of command to the tactical level—the soldier and Marine on the ground—the contours of risk are operationalized through the war-fighting command promulgating rules of engagement and, in Afghanistan, the tactical directive.

The tactical directive “provides guidance and intent for the use of force by” U.S. and Coalition military forces operating in Afghanistan. Beginning in 2008, three successive commanders of the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan have made portions of the directive—previously classified to protect the force and still classified in parts—public.

The 2008 tactical directive stressed minimizing death or injury of innocent civilians and reinforced the idea of proportionality, “requisite restraint, and the utmost discrimination in our application of firepower.” This iteration, however, didn’t place any specific

---

limitations on certain types of force, relying instead on “[g]ood tactical judgment” to minimize civilian casualties. In contrast, the 2009 directive dictated that “use of air-ground munitions and indirect fires against residential compounds is only authorized under very limited and prescribed conditions.”

The 2009 tactical directive “de-emphasized airstrikes, artillery, and mortars. This transferred some of the risk in skirmishes from Afghan civilians to Western combatants. In the past, American patrols in contact often quickly called for and received fire support. Not anymore. Many firefights . . . are strictly rifle and machine gun fights.” In accordance with this perspective, in not providing the fire support that otherwise may be available, the tactical directive increased engagement times with the enemy, which in turn heightened the risk to troops on the ground. The resulting concern of some U.S. service members wasn’t so much that the tactical directive transferred risks away from the civilians to the U.S. military, but that it transferred risk away from the enemy. Yet a 2010 review of the tactical directive “found no evidence that the rules restricted the use of lifesaving firepower” or even “a single situation where a soldier has lost his life because he was not allowed to protect himself.”

At first glance, the current iteration of the tactical directive, which General David H. Petraeus issued in 2010, differs only slightly from the 2009 version. And those differences seem little more than an alternatively worded means to the same conceptual end—the

5 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
importance of protecting the Afghan population. But the 2010 tactical directive seemingly alters the risk relationship and balance between Afghan civilians and the U.S. military. The 2009 directive expressly acknowledged that “the carefully controlled and disciplined use of force entails risk to our troops,” recognizing that protecting the force must, on some level and at some times, be subordinate to protecting the civilian population. In partial yet profound contrast, the 2010 tactical directive lists protecting Afghan civilians and the men and women in uniform as coequal moral imperatives.

Utilizing both the tactical directive and doctrinal concepts from the counterinsurgency manual, this chapter will explore the allocation of risk between the military force and Afghan civilian population. The chapter first reviews civilian and military casualty figures and then uses those numbers as a touchstone against which to consider each group’s perception of the risk it faces.

To set the conditions for that comparison, the chapter discusses the allocation of risk outlined in recent counterinsurgency doctrine and how that allocation translates from the conceptual or strategic level to the operational reality of soldiers and Marines in harm’s way at the tactical level. This chapter examines whether that translation is conceptually consistent and tactically viable.

While the concept of the U.S. military accepting increased risk in order to protect the civilian population is codified as doctrine, how well is the military translating, and training, that doctrine? As one commentator stated, “[n]o one wants to advocate loosening rules that might see more civilians killed. But no one wants to explain whether the restrictions are increasing the number of coffins arriving at Dover Air Force Base and seeding disillusionment among those sent to fight.”

This chapter seeks not to provide that explanation but to prompt a discussion on whether

---

there is consistency in risk tolerance between U.S. military counterinsurgency doctrine and the execution of that doctrine at the tactical level in Afghanistan.

CIVILIAN AND MILITARY CASUALTIES AND THEIR CAUSES

Civilian Casualties

According the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), 2,777 civilians were killed in 2010 as a result of the ongoing conflict in Afghanistan, a 15 percent increase from 2009. This follows a four-year trend during which each year more civilians were killed in Afghanistan than the year prior. In terms of wounded civilians, UNAMA documented 4,343 conflict-related injuries in 2010, a 22 percent increase from 2009.

While the total number of civilian casualties has been increasing, in both 2009 and 2010 the percentage of civilian casualties caused by progovernment forces (including the Afghan, U.S., and Coalition militaries) decreased. In 2010, UNAMA claimed that progovernment forces were responsible for 440 civilian deaths or 16 percent of the total, a 26 percent decrease from 2009. Progovernment forces were also purportedly responsible for 400 civilian

13 Ibid, according to UNAMA, between 2007–10, 8,832 civilians have been killed in Afghanistan.
14 Ibid., ii.
15 Ibid., i.
16 Ibid.
injuries or 9 percent of the total, a 13 percent decrease from 2009.\textsuperscript{17} In terms of the manner by which Afghans were wounded or killed by Coalition forces, UNAMA stated that “[a]erial attacks claimed the largest percentage of civilian deaths caused by progovernment forces in 2010, causing 171 deaths (39 percent of the total number of civilian deaths attributed to progovernment forces).”\textsuperscript{18}

However, that figure represents a 52 percent decrease in Afghan civilian fatalities stemming from Coalition air strikes from 2009.\textsuperscript{19}

Conversely, antigovernment elements, such as the Taliban, were responsible for 2,080 deaths in 2010 or 75 percent of the total civilian deaths, a 28 percent increase from 2009.\textsuperscript{20} This continues, and widens, the trend recognized by UNAMA in 2009, that “more civilians are being killed by AGEs [antigovernment elements] than by PGF [progovernment forces].”\textsuperscript{21} Antigovernment elements injured some 3,366 civilians or 78 percent of the total, a 21 percent increase from 2009. Antigovernment element suicide and improvised explosive device attacks caused the greatest overall number of killed and wounded Afghan civilians.\textsuperscript{22}

\textbf{U.S. Military Casualties}

Not until 2008 did U.S. troop levels in Afghanistan exceed

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., ii.
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid., i.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{21} UNAMA, Human Rights Unit, Afghanistan Mid Year Bulletin on Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, 4 July 2009, http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/UNAMA/human%20rights/09july31-UNAMA-HUMAN-RIGHTS-CIVILIAN-CASUALTIES-Mid-Year-2009-Bulletin.pdf. According to UNAMA, “[i]n the first six months of 2009, 59 percent of civilians were killed by AGEs and 30.5 percent by PGF. The UN characterized this as “a significant shift from 2007 when PGF were responsible for 41 percent and AGEs for 46 percent of civilian deaths.” (AGE: antigovernment elements; PGF: progovernment forces.)
\textsuperscript{22} UNAMA, \textit{Afghanistan Annual Report 2010}, i. UNAMA claimed that the most alarming trend in 2010 was “the huge number of civilians assassinated” by AGEs. The 462 civilians AGE forces assassinated represent “an increase of more than 105 percent from 2009.” The majority of the assassinations occurred in southern Afghanistan, with Helmand Province experiencing a 588 percent increase and Kandahar Province, a 248 percent increase compared to 2009.
\end{flushleft}
But by November 2009, there were 68,000 troops in Afghanistan and roughly 100,000 by mid-2010. Such variance either skews quantitative comparison, or at a minimum, renders statistical analysis of U.S. casualty rates over time beyond the scope of this chapter. Accordingly, this section will refer to U.S. casualty data only from 2010 to provide a frame of reference and comparison and not as the basis for empirical analysis.

In 2010, 499 U.S. troops were killed in Afghanistan. Improvised explosive devices were responsible for 268 of those fatalities, or roughly 54 percent.25 In terms of injuries, 5,173 U.S. service members were wounded in Afghanistan in 2010.26

![2010 Afghanistan Casualty Comparison](image)

**FIGURE 13. Casualty Comparisons and Causes of Death and Wounds.**
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Using 2010 for comparison purposes, and speaking only in total numbers and ratios, more U.S. forces were wounded (5,173) than the total number of Afghan civilians wounded (4,343). Within that total number, the UN claims that U.S. and Coalition forces were responsible for wounding 400 Afghan civilians. Thus, U.S. forces were wounded almost eleven times for every one instance when they wounded an Afghan civilian.
Compared to the numbers of wounded, the fatalities discussion is almost flipped. In 2010, 2,412 Afghan civilians were killed compared to 499 U.S. service members.27 Within that total number, the UN claims that U.S. and Coalition forces were responsible for the deaths of 440 Afghan civilians. Thus, U.S. forces were killed at roughly the same ratio by which they killed Afghan civilians.28

That comparison provides a reference point for a normative discussion on how the two sides, Afghan civilian and U.S. military, perceive the risk that the casualty rates depict, the extent to which those perceptions are consistent with the numerical indicia of risk, and ultimately how that impacts the overall counterinsurgency effort. From the perspective of the U.S. military, examining U.S. service member perceptions of risk requires first briefly reviewing the modern doctrine by which the U.S. purports to conduct counterinsurgency campaigns, filtered through the ISAF and actualized through the tactical directive.

**U.S. Military Counterinsurgency Doctrine**

In 2006, the U.S. Army and Marine Corps filled a doctrinal gap that spanned two decades or more by issuing a publication exclusively devoted to counterinsurgency operations, the type of armed conflict soldiers and Marines were—and are—fighting in
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27 Indeed, the number of Afghan civilians killed in 2010 considerably exceeds the sum total of all U.S. fatalities in Afghanistan to date:1476. iCasualty.org.
28 These figures seem incongruent with historical trends. In a story on the 60th anniversary of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the British Broadcasting Corporation claimed that “in World War I, the ratio of soldiers to civilians killed was ten to one. In World War II it became 50–50, and today the figures are almost reversed—up to ten civilians for every one soldier.” Imogen Foulkes, “Geneva Conventions’ Struggle For Respect,” *BBC News*, 8 August 2009, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8196166.stm. In Vietnam, the last major counterinsurgency operation the U.S. military conducted, the ratio of monthly combat fatalities per 100,000 U.S. service members was 667, or more than 15 times higher than the casualty rate in Afghanistan. Marcus Baram, “Overall, Afghanistan More Lethal for U.S. Soldiers Than Iraq (Chart),” Huffington Post.com, 18 March 2010, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/10/15/overall-afghanistan-more_n_319194.html.
Iraq and Afghanistan. The publication provides principles and guidelines for counterinsurgency operations, including lessons learned thus far in Iraq and Afghanistan and those learned and to some extent forgotten, or at least neglected, from Vietnam.

The doctrine details a variety of guidance on the risk relationship between military forces and the civilian population, including the following:

- “The military forces’ primary function in COIN is protecting the populace.”
- “The importance of protecting the populace, gaining people’s support by assisting them, and using measured force when fighting insurgents should be reinforced and understood.”
- “In conventional conflicts, balancing competing responsibilities of mission accomplishment with protection of non-combatants is difficult enough. Complex COIN operations place the toughest of ethical demands on soldiers, Marines, and their leaders.”
- “Limiting the misery caused by war requires combatants to consider certain rules, principles, and consequences that restrain the amount of force they may apply. At the same time, combatants are not required to take so much risk that they fail in their mission or forfeit their lives. As long as their use of force is proportional to the gain to be achieved

29 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, para 7-14, 1-149. The U.S. military defines an insurgency as “the organized use of subversion and violence by a group or movement that seeks to overthrow or force change of a governing authority” and counterinsurgency as “comprehensive civilian and military efforts taken to defeat an insurgency and to address any core grievances.” U.S. Department of Defense, Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, 15 February 2012, 161, 77, http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/dod_dictioary/.
30 FM 3-24, Counterinsurgency, para 2-4.
31 Ibid., para 5-65.
32 Ibid., para 7-21.
and discriminates in distinguishing between combatants and noncombatants, soldiers and Marines may take actions where they knowingly risk, but do not intend, harm to noncombatants.”

The doctrine also identifies paradoxes of counterinsurgency operations, including:

- “Sometimes, the more you protect your force, the less secure you may be.”
- “Sometimes, the more force is used, the less effective it is.”
- “The more successful the counterinsurgency is, the less force can be used and the more risk must be accepted.”
- “Sometimes doing nothing is the best reaction.”

Suffice to say that doctrinal guidance on the use of force in a counterinsurgency is markedly different than in conventional armed conflicts where the focus is to “concentrate the effects of combat power at the decisive place and time.”

The counterinsurgency doctrinal guidance is then filtered through the International Security Assistance Force mission:

[i]n support of the government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, ISAF conducts operations in Afghanistan to reduce the capability and will of the insurgency, support the growth in capacity of the Afghan National Security Forces, and facilitate improvements in governance and socioeconomic development
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33 Ibid., para 7-23.
34 Ibid., para 1-149.
35 Ibid., para 1-150.
36 Ibid., para 1-151.
37 Ibid., para 1-152.
38 Department of the Army, FM 3-0 Operations, w/change 1 (Washington, DC: Department of the Army, 2011), para A-6. This manual describes the principle of war of “mass” and how “[c]ommanders mass the effects of combat power in time and space to achieve both destructive and constructive results . . . ” in order to overwhelm an opponent or dominate a situation.
in order to provide a secure environment for sustainable stability that is observable to the population.\textsuperscript{39}

The question then becomes how the United States should reduce the capability and will of the insurgency. The answer is both through offensive or kinetic operations as well as through denying the insurgency the ability to operate by improving governance and socioeconomic development. Protecting the civilian population is inextricably linked to both. The tactical directive provides the means, or parameters on force as a means, to accomplishing the mission, shaped by the counterinsurgency doctrine.

**TACTICAL DIRECTIVE**

After revising the tactical directive in the summer of 2009, General Stanley A. McChrystal made portions public “to ensure a broader awareness of the intent and scope” of his guidance to the force.\textsuperscript{40} While there had always been limitations on the use of force by U.S. military forces in Afghanistan and at least one prior version of the tactical directive released to the media, General McChrystal’s modifications sparked discussion and controversy, much of which has continued and remained not just unresolved but unaddressed by the U.S. military.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{40} Tactical Directive, 2 July 2009, 7.
As discussed in the introduction, contrary to his predecessor, General McChrystal allowed the use of air-to-ground munitions and indirect fires under “very limited and prescribed conditions.” In his iteration of the directive, General McChrystal acknowledged the implicit trade-off inherent in limiting the use of force at the tactical level in support of the broader strategic goal of Afghan civilian support.

We must fight the insurgents and will use the tools at our disposal to both defeat the enemy and protect our forces. But we will not win based on the number of Taliban we kill, but instead on our ability to separate insurgents from the center of gravity—the people. That means we must respect and protect the population from coercion and violence—and operate in a manner which will win their support.

This is different from conventional combat, and how we operate will determine the outcome more than traditional measures, like capture of terrain or attrition of enemy forces. We must avoid the trap of winning tactical victories—but suffering strategic defeats—by causing civilian casualties or excessive damage and thus alienating the people.

While this is also a legal and a moral issue, it is an overarching operational issue—clear-eyed recognition that loss of popular support will be decisive to either side in this struggle. The Taliban cannot military defeat us—but we can defeat ourselves.

I recognize that the carefully controlled and disciplined employment of force entails risk to our troops [emphasis added]—and we must work to mitigate that risk wherever possible. But excessive use of force resulting in an alienated population will produce far greater risks. We must understand this reality at every level in our force.42

Some U.S. service members were critical of the 2009 tactical directive. As a junior U.S. Army officer in Afghanistan queried,

[minimizing civilian casualties is a fine goal, but should it be the be-all and end-all of the policy? If we allow soldiers to die in Afghanistan at the hands of a leader who says, “We’re going to protect civilians rather than soldiers,” what’s going to happen on the ground? The soldiers are not going to execute the mission to the best of their ability. They won’t put their hearts into the mission. That’s the kind of atmosphere we’re building.]43

One noncommissioned officer sent an e-mail to a member of the U.S. Congress complaining that the rules of engagement (ROE) that flowed from the tactical directive were “too prohibitive for Coalition forces to achieve sustained tactical success.”44 Another noncommissioned officer commented to a reporter that he “wish[ed] we had generals who remembered what it was like when they were down in a platoon. . . . Either they have never been in real fighting, or they forgot what it’s like.”45 One news story quoted U.S. service members in Afghanistan as complaining that the tactical directive “handcuffed” them.

The directive’s limitations on the employment of indirect fire and close air support received much of the front-line criticism. One Marine infantry officer said he had stopped requesting air support during ground engagements as the approval process was too time consuming and tethered him to a radio. Moreover, the officer claimed that air support didn’t arrive, was late when it did arrive, or that pilots were hesitant to conduct the requested air strike of ground targets. Alternatively, some units describe “decisions by patrol leaders to have fellow soldiers move briefly out into the open to draw fire once aircraft arrive, so the pilots might

43 Chandrasekaran, “Frustration Over War Rules of Engagement.”
45 Chivers, “What Marja Tells Us of Battles Yet to Come.”
be cleared to participate in the fight.”46 While those are perhaps anecdotal and isolated examples, they occurred within a timeframe in which both U.S. military and Afghan civilian casualty rates increased. And while at the same time the percentage of Afghan casualties caused by the U.S. military significantly decreased, there doesn’t appear to have been a corresponding increase in Afghan civilian perceptions of safety, security, and the legitimacy and utility of the U.S. military presence in their country. From the Afghan civilian perspective, that the casualty-producing entity is predominantly the Taliban is little comfort and doesn’t constitute protection. From the U.S. service member perspective, if the Afghan civilians refuse to place blame for civilian casualties on the entity actually causing them, and the only real beneficiary of U.S. restraint is the enemy, then why should those service members accept more risk?

The criticism of the tactical directive seemed to reach its zenith in the spring and summer of 2010. In the spring came word of an ISAF proposal to award a medal to U.S. service members for “courageous restraint for holding fire to save civilian lives.”47 According to an ISAF statement: “[w]e routinely and systematically recognize valor, courage, and effectiveness during kinetic combat operations. . . . In a COIN campaign, however, it is critical to also recognize that sometimes the most effective bullet is the bullet not fired.”48 As one story noted, “[a] combat medal to recognize a conscious effort to avoid a combat action would be unique.”49 The courageous restraint effort, which would seemingly recognize the tactical application of some of the counterinsurgency doctrinal points listed above, was short lived.

46 Ibid.
49 McMichael, “Hold Fire, Earn a Medal.”
By the summer, one U.S. Army colonel claimed the troops “hated” the tactical directive and that “right now we’re losing the tactical-level fight in the chase for a strategic victory.”\textsuperscript{50} At this point and unrelated to the tactical directive, General McChrystal resigned as the ISAF commander.\textsuperscript{51} But the tactical directive loomed large in the interim while General Petraeus was awaiting confirmation to succeed General McChrystal. At his confirmation hearing, General Petraeus submitted an opening statement acknowledging that some U.S. service members were concerned over the tactical directive:

Our efforts in Afghanistan have appropriately focused on protecting the population. This is, needless to say, of considerable importance, for in counterinsurgency operations, the human terrain is the decisive terrain. The results in recent months have been notable. Indeed, over the last 12 weeks, the number of innocent civilians killed in the course of military operations has been substantially lower than it was during the same period last year. And I will continue the emphasis on reducing the loss of innocent civilian life to an absolute minimum in the course of military operations.

Focusing on securing the people does not, however, mean that we don’t go after the enemy; in fact, protecting the population

\textsuperscript{50} Chivers, “What Marja Tells Us of Battles Yet to Come.”
\textsuperscript{51} General McChrystal resigned following the release of a \textit{Rolling Stone} story. Seemingly lost in the controversy over remarks made by members of his staff in the story which prompted the resignation, much of the article dealt with the tactical directive. See Michael Hastings, “The Runaway General,” \textit{Rolling Stone}, 22 June 2010, http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/the-runaway-general-20100622. The article quoted one U.S. Special Forces operator as claiming, “I would love to kick McChrystal in the nuts. His rules of engagement put soldiers’ lives in even greater danger. Every real soldier will tell you the same thing.” While the article quotes General McChrystal as acknowledging that “[w]inning hearts and minds in COIN is a coldblooded thing” the general also explains how ISAF can’t kill its way out of Afghanistan, that “[t]he Russians killed one million Afghans, and that didn’t work.”
inevitably requires killing, capturing, or turning the insurgents. Our forces have been doing that, and we will continue to do that. In fact, our troopers and our Afghan partners have been very much taking the fight to the enemy. Since the beginning of April alone, more than 130 middle- and upper-level Taliban and other extremist element leaders have been killed or captured, and thousands of their rank and file have been taken off the battlefield. Together with our Afghan counterparts, we will continue to pursue relentlessly the enemies of the new Afghanistan in the months and years ahead.

On a related note, I want to assure the mothers and fathers of those fighting in Afghanistan that I see it as a moral imperative to bring all assets to bear to protect our men and women in uniform and the Afghan security forces with whom ISAF troopers are fighting shoulder-to-shoulder. Those on the ground must have all the support they need when they are in a tough situation. This is so important that I have discussed it with President Karzai, Afghan Defense Minister Wardak, and Afghan Interior Minister Bismullah Kahn since my nomination to be COMISAF, and they are in full agreement with me on it. I mention this because I am keenly aware of concerns by some of our troopers on the ground about the application of our rules of engagement and the tactical directive. They should know that I will look very hard at this issue.52

In early August 2010, General Petraeus issued an updated tactical directive. In the first paragraph of the revised directive, General Petraeus cautioned that “[s]ubordinate commanders are not authorized to further restrict this guidance without my approval.”53 This requirement sought to address concerns that

53 Tactical Directive, 1 August 2010.
the issue with the tactical directive under General McChrystal was not so much the limitations he imposed, but that those limitations were a floor, not a ceiling, and that several layers of command between ISAF and a U.S. Army or Marine Corps unit in contact were adding additional restrictions or requirements.

But contrary to General McChrystal’s express acknowledgement of the limitations on the use of force equating to increased risk for U.S. service members, General Petraeus’ version placed protecting Afghan civilians and the force on the same level.

We must balance our pursuit of the enemy with our efforts to minimize loss of innocent civilian life, and with our obligation to protect our troops. Our forces have been striving to do that, and we will continue to do so.

In so doing, however, we must remember that it is a moral imperative both to protect Afghan civilians and to bring all assets to bear to protect our men and women in uniform and the Afghan security forces [emphasis added] with whom we are fighting shoulder-to-shoulder when they are in a tough spot.54

This language seems if not inconsistent with counterinsurgency doctrine, an avoidance or obfuscation of the subordinate relationship between protecting the force and the civilian population which the doctrine emphasizes and the harsh consequences that flow from that subordination during use-of-force situations.

Yet the current tactical directive is not receiving as much open criticism as its predecessor, at least from U.S. service members. Its impact on the “hearts and minds” of the population is unclear though. Despite the report that in the third quarter of calendar year 2010, antigovernment elements caused 90 percent of Afghan civilian deaths and injuries, in the minds of many Afghans, the true cause of the casualties was ISAF’s presence in Afghanistan.55

54 Tactical Directive, 1 August 2010.
So to the extent, notwithstanding the changed wording, that the tactical directive is still implemented in a way to emphasize protecting civilians, those civilians don’t seem to agree. This seems due in part to continuing challenges ISAF faces in strategic communications—a 2010 poll revealed that 40 percent of those interviewed believed ISAF was in Afghanistan “to destroy Islam or to occupy or destroy the country.” Additionally, “only 8 percent of interviewees in the south knew the story of the 9/11 attacks and as a result had no understanding of the justification for the conflict with the Taliban and al-Qaeda.”

Further supporting an argument that Afghan perceptions of their safety and future in Afghanistan are not positive, beginning in 2008 and continuing through 2010, more Afghans are seeking asylum in foreign countries than at any point since the 2001 U.S. invasion. As one commentator aptly noted, “[a]n American counterinsurgency campaign seeks support from at least two publics—the Afghan and the American. Efforts to satisfy one can undermine support in the other.”

Overt, or at least publicized, U.S. military criticism of the current directive seems to have abated. But is that indicative of greater acceptance of the implicit risk trade-offs the directive represents? A lesser dislike of the current directives requirements than those in prior versions? Or is the absence of overt comment simply masking continued divergence between doctrinal counterinsurgency guidance and tactical realities on
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56 Norine MacDonald, “The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly in Afghanistan,” Foreign Policy, 16 December 2010, http://afpak.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/12/16/the_good_the_bad_and_the_ugly_in_afghanistan. Further supporting an argument that Afghan perceptions of their future in Afghanistan are not positive, beginning in 2008 and continuing through 2010, more Afghans are seeking asylum in foreign countries than at any point since the 2001 U.S. invasion. David Nakamura, “More Afghans Pursue Asylum Disillusioned by War and Instability, Many Have Become Economic Migrants,” Washington Post, 28 November 2011. From 2004 through 2007, fewer than 10,000 Afghans a year sought asylum, while from 2008 through 2010, the numbers are closer to, if not in excess of, 20,000. Nonetheless, even this recent spike of asylum applicants is significantly less than the 30,000 plus from 2000, the last full year of Taliban rule.

57 Chivers, “What Marja Tells Us of Battles Yet to Come.”
the ground? General McCRystal subordinated the military to the civilian population in terms of risk allocation. General Petraeus seemed to consider them coequal. What then of the U.S. Army platoon leader who, prior to leading his soldiers on patrol in Afghanistan, told them “[w]e are going to go up there and take care of each other. That is going to be our number one priority.”58 Thus at the same point in time, the operational commander considered protecting the military and civilian population equally important, a tactical leader on the ground considered protecting the military more important, and the doctrine stating that protecting the civilian population was paramount. The first needed step is to recognize this cognitive dissonance. From there, the task becomes reassessing how the U.S. military operationalizes counterinsurgency doctrine.

**TRANSLATING AND TRAINING DOCTRINE**

The counterinsurgency doctrine lays out competing interests: protection of the force and the civilian population. On the one hand, the doctrine claims that “ultimate success in [counterinsurgency operations] is gained by protecting the populace, not the [military] force”59 while “[a]t the same time, combatants are not required to take so much risk that they fail in their mission or forfeit their lives.”60

The U.S. military acknowledges that “[e]thically speaking, COIN environments can be much more complex than conventional ones” and that “[t]he fortitude to see soldiers and Marines closing with the enemy and sustaining casualties day in and day out requires resolve and mental toughness in commanders and units.

59 FM 3-24, *Counterinsurgency*, para 1-149.
60 Ibid., para 7-23.
Leaders must develop these characteristics in peacetime through study and hard training. They must maintain them in combat.”61

There have now been three iterations of how doctrinal concepts of risk allocation in counterinsurgency are implemented through the tactical directive and a wide range of service member responses. There are a few lingering questions regarding the evolution of this doctrine, primarily: Are the implications of this tactical directive conceptually consistent with doctrine and has the military discussed the ethics of risk allocation necessary to conduct counterinsurgency operations?

The service member complaints about the tactical directive and the short-lived nature of the courageous restraint medal, suggests a disconnect between doctrine and practice. What kind of discussions is the military fostering through its professional military education and other training? The U.S. Army’s Center for the Army Profession and Ethic (CAPE) provides one example.62 One of the CAPE training vignettes involves a new platoon leader who overhears one of his noncommissioned officers telling the soldiers in the platoon that protecting each other, that ensuring every member of the platoon returns home uninjured, is their mission. While the vignette sets the conditions for the very discussions this chapter suggests, CAPE training is relatively new, is not widespread and, more importantly, not required.

That U.S. service members are in harm’s way in Afghanistan and are trying to protect the civilian population is implicitly understood. But is there an explicit training component in place that will ensure all service members in the U.S. military have a shared understanding when doctrine espouses the dichotomy that “[u]ltimate success in [counterinsurgency operations] is gained by

61 Ibid., para 7-24, 7-149.
62 The U.S. Army chief of staff established the CAPE at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, New York, to reinforce the Army profession and its ethic. See http://cape.army.mil/.
protecting the populace, not the [military] force . . . [yet] combatants are not required to take so much risk that they fail in their mission or forfeit their lives.”

The U.S. military inculcates its service members with the concepts of selfless service and duty, among other values. The military ethos at its core focuses on service members looking out for the safety and welfare of their fellow service member—the proverbial, but in combat, literal—soldier or Marine on your left and right. While that focus is understandable and even commendable, without frank and candid discussions on where and how risk is apportioned and accepted in counterinsurgency operations, is the military unintentionally sowing the seeds of that dissonance?

63 Counterinsurgency, para 7-14, 1-149, 7-23.
64 See Army Values, http://www.army.mil/values/.
Discipline is the soul of an Army. It makes small numbers formidable, procures success to the weak, and esteem to all.

-George Washington

The subject of command responsibility strikes familiar tones for commanders and legal advisors in their national military frameworks. However, for better or worse, the armed conflicts and other military operations that the United States currently engages in seldom happen solely within the context of a single nation’s force. Far more common today is the joint and multinational coalition force. For example, this may take the form of a NATO-led coalition force like the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan.

2 U.S. commitments in Afghanistan (both ISAF and Operation Enduring Freedom), Kosovo, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Iraq, off the coast of Somalia, and elsewhere are either under a multinational joint command as with the NATO operations, part of some other coalition or collaborative effort, or sometimes a mixture of both national and multinational commands.
This chapter will look at the general principles that apply in cases of national command, followed by some of the challenges inherent in multinational environments. Next, these paradigms and current developments in international law will be compared.\(^4\) The international community is justifiably interested in minimizing the effects of war, especially in the case of civilians.\(^5\) The use of criminal prosecutions serves both to hold violators accountable and to deter future misconduct.\(^6\) However, there are indications that this desire to protect may lead to an expansion of the scope of liability for commanders that has only rarely been seen before.

This nature and scope of command responsibility has significant effects not just on the individuals involved, but also on the organization of military operations and the degree and nature of communications and information flow up and down the chain of command. Expanding the scope of command responsibility has the potential to reduce criminal misconduct, but it could also substantially alter the nature of commands and the idea of leadership within the military.

In the context of multinational operations, expanding the criminal liability of commanders brings into sharp focus the differences between national and multinational command structures and the limitations of the control and authority of the multinational commanders over the members of their force. If the multinational

\(^4\) The focus is primarily concerned with the law of armed conflict, also known as the law of war or international humanitarian law; however, these international law developments cannot be fully considered without at least some discussion of international law outside of armed conflict and international human rights law (IHRL).

\(^5\) The international community includes nations, acting individually and collectively through organizations like the United Nations, organizations including the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), as well as educational and religious institutions, commentators, etc. The expressions of this concern include the development of international and domestic law, the investigations and reports of various organizations and the efforts of the international community as described above in areas of conflict to minimize the effects of armed conflict.

Commander is to be criminally liable for the actions of subordinates from partner nations in the same manner as for those from the commander’s own national forces, a fundamental change should also take place in the way coalitions are established to give the commander the ability to enforce compliance and demand accountability of subordinates to a degree that can be fairly described as exercising “effective control” over those subordinates. 7

As significant as the possibility of individual criminal liability is, however, other developing trends, from new technologies like live video feeds, Blue Force Tracker, and YouTube, in the development of international human rights law may also result in dramatic changes in the nature of command and the way leaders command in future military operations.

COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY, DEFINED

Before going further, one needs to understand the idea of command responsibility and what it means. In the legal context, command responsibility is the potential criminal liability commanders have for serious crimes committed by their subordinates resulting from their failure to prevent the crimes or to deal with the subordinates after the crimes have been committed. While commanders are responsible for other actions as well, including actions that are not crimes, the focus will be on this unique form of criminal liability for most of the discussion.

Criminal Responsibility, Generally

When we speak about commission of crimes, in most cases the crime involves two concepts: the actus reus (“guilty act”) and mens

7 “Effective control” has been required by courts in order to hold commanders accountable for crimes committed by their subordinates. See, e.g., Celebici Appeal Decision, Case No.: IT-96-21-A, 20 February 2001, Paragraph 196. This term “effective authority and control” is used in Article 28 of the Rome Statute, the treaty creating the International Criminal Court (ICC). See Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 17 July 1998, Art. 28, U.N.T.S., vol. 2187, No. 38544.
rea (“guilty mind”). Actus reus is the criminal act itself. In the case of a murder, the actus reus is the killing of a person by the accused. Mens rea is the mental state of the accused during the relevant time period, which is often at the time the actus reus takes place. For most criminal offenses, the completion of an act in and of itself does not constitute the commission of a crime.

The crime of murder is an appropriate example to use when looking at criminal acts in the context of the military and armed conflict. Killing the enemy is one of the things that service members are specifically trained to do from the earliest days of basic training. If all that was required to commit a crime was the act of killing a person, any life taken during an armed conflict or other military operation would be a crime. However, this is not the case since troops who kill the enemy in an armed conflict—provided they comply with the law of armed conflict—are protected by combatant immunity. So, we know that in certain cases the killing of a person is not a crime. The other component to the act of killing a person that makes killing a crime is the mental state of the actor, the actor’s mens rea.

For most crimes, there must be either a specific intent to commit the crime or knowledge that an action will lead to the commission of the crime. In some cases, a person’s recklessness or extreme disregard for the consequences of their actions will establish the necessary mental state. Also, the potential punishment for crimes is often more or less severe depending on the level of mens rea on the part of the actor committing the crime.

Murder is only one of several crimes that can be committed when someone kills another person. Murder generally requires a specific intention to kill. If the intent to kill was formed in advance
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10 Ibid., Sections 918, 919.
of the killing, the murder might be considered premeditated, making the crime even more serious. If the actor did not specifically intend to kill, but knew that death was the likely result of his action, the killing would still be a crime, but not as egregious as a premeditated murder. Killing another person through recklessness can also be a crime. This is sometimes called negligent homicide, but requires recklessness, also called criminal negligence, rather than mere negligence. However, in each of these cases, the actor has acted in some way with a “guilty mind.”

**Criminal Responsibility Applied to Commanders**

Commanders intuitively understand that they are responsible for the consequences of the orders they give, just as they would be for the actions they take themselves. For example, a commander who orders a subordinate to shoot a group of unarmed civilians is as responsible for the multiple murders that result as the troop that pulled the trigger. This is the most basic level of responsibility for commanders, although this is not “command responsibility” as it is defined in international law. There is no real question about the commander’s intention; the evidence of mens rea is at its clearest. When a commander gives an order to attack an objective during an armed conflict, the commander can potentially be held accountable for the resulting damage. To avoid potential legal liability, the commander must have taken appropriate steps to ensure that the target met the requirements imposed by the law of armed conflict.

“Command responsibility” as described in international law generally does not stem from actions taken by a commander but rather by omissions on the part of the commander. These omis-
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11 Ibid., Section 919.
sions can involve failures by a commander to prevent crimes committed by subordinates or failures to properly investigate and punish crimes committed by subordinates. The commander either knows that the criminal acts of the subordinates are about to be committed or that they have been committed. We return to the case of a soldier or Marine murdering a group of unarmed civilians using his machine gun. In this case, however, there was no order from the commander to take this action. The commander has not taken any action that would have prompted the killing, which would indicate that the commander does not have the *mens rea* to kill. Now, suppose that the commander is informed that this is about to take place; for instance, by hearing the troop explaining his intentions on the radio. The commander at that moment has a responsibility to take action to stop the act and prevent the murder of the civilians. Failure to act not only violates the commander’s responsibility to exercise control over subordinates, it may also create the impression of tacit approval. The commander may be liable for the killings.\textsuperscript{14}

Suppose the commander did not hear about the killings before they took place over the radio. Instead, the commander received an after action report and learned about the killings after the fact. The commander did not order the action and was unaware that it took place. At this point there is no *mens rea* to kill the civilians on the part of the commander. However, the commander still has a responsibility to exercise control and supervision over subordinates, so the commander is faced with a choice: to take action or to take no action. In this example, the action to be taken may be initiating an investigation potentially leading to a court-martial, along with the possibility of other additional remedial measures (which may include conducting training, issuing orders, or taking other actions to prevent further violations). Taking no action,

\textsuperscript{14} Mettraux, *The Law of Command Responsibility*. 
or taking action that would attempt to hide the misconduct or fail to address it adequately, would put the commander in legal jeopardy. It should not come as a surprise to a commander that there would be legal consequences for failure to investigate, prosecute, or otherwise address violations of the law of armed conflict because the commander has taken an affirmative step, by commission or by omission, to thwart the administration of justice. There is a “guilty mind,” a mens rea, in this case just as when the commander orders the illegal act directly.

Finally, imagine if the commander neither ordered the killings nor was even aware that the civilians were killed. Can the commander be held liable in this situation? If so, where is the mens rea on the part of the commander here? Although it may sound strange, the answer may be that commanders can be prosecuted for atrocities committed by subordinates even though they had no knowledge of the wrongdoing. To explore this idea, we will begin by going back to World War II.

**Development of Command Responsibility Doctrine since World War II**

During the Second World War, atrocities were perpetrated upon civilians and soldiers on a large scale in both Europe and Asia. In the aftermath of the war, the victorious Allied powers prosecuted many alleged war criminals in both the European and Pacific theatres. We begin with one group of atrocities, which was committed during the final months of the war in the Pacific by Japanese

---

15 Ibid.
17 Estimates of casualties in WWII range from 20 to 60 million, an extremely large percentage of whom were civilians (37,215,153), WWII Multimedia Database, http://www.worldwar2database.com/html/frame5.html.
soldiers, largely against Filipino civilians. The soldiers were from units under the command of General Tomoyuki Yamashita.

*The Yamashita Precedent*

In September 1944, General Yamashita was transferred from Manchuria to command the Japanese 14th Army, which was responsible for the Japanese defense of the Philippines, including the island of Luzon where the Philippine capital was located.18 Yamashita arrived at his new command at a particularly inopportune time: the Allied forces were 11 days away from beginning the campaign to retake the Philippines.19 Yamashita hastily developed plans for repelling the Allied forces even before he could assemble his general staff.

The Allied advance was extremely successful, beginning with the retaking of the island of Leyte, which moved the battle to the island of Luzon. Yamashita’s troops were under the command of subordinate generals in the southern, central, and northern sections of the island. In the center of Luzon sat Manila, the capital. Approximately 20,000 Japanese military personnel, mostly sailors under the command of Admiral Soemu Toyoda, were located in Manila. In spite of Yamashita’s order to withdraw and abandon Manila, Admiral Toyoda chose to remain. The capital and the Japanese military located there were cut off from the remaining Japanese units, including General Yamashita. During the days and weeks that followed, the Japanese forces in Manila committed atrocities on a large scale, including thousands of rapes, indiscriminate property destruction, and the murder of an estimated 25,000 civilians. Atrocities also took place in other parts of Luzon in smaller numbers. The Allies succeeded in their campaign to retake the Philippines and General Yamashita surrendered to the Allied forces on 2 September 1945.


19 Ibid.
A U.S. military commission was presented with the allegation that General Yamashita “unlawfully disregarded and failed to discharge his duty as commander to control the operations of the members of his command, permitting them to commit brutal atrocities and other high crimes against people of the United States and of its allies and dependencies, particularly the Philippines.” Although Yamashita faced only a single charge, his prosecutors provided a list of 123 alleged war crimes perpetrated by Yamashita’s subordinates. The trial took place before the military commission and concluded on 5 December 1945. On 7 December, Yamashita was found guilty and sentenced to death by hanging. Yamashita filed a petition following his conviction for a writ of habeas corpus, requesting his release and contesting the propriety of the military commission proceeding. The U.S. Supreme Court ultimately decided the matter in one of many controversial decisions of the period involving the war and national security. The Supreme Court found that the commanders were required under the law of war to exercise control over their subordinates to prevent the commission of war crimes. Although the Court deferred almost completely to the military commission in its procedures and the determinations made concerning whether the evidence actually established Yamashita’s guilt, the decision has been widely cited for the proposition that commanders can be criminally liable for the crimes of subordinates even without actual knowledge of their wrongdoing. Some commentators call the Yamashita decision “absolute liability” for commanders, but

21 Ibid.
22 Black and Nolan, Black’s Law Dictionary, 6th ed., s.v. habeas corpus (literally, “you have the body”). Also known as the Great Writ, the ability to have one’s confinement questioned is one of the cornerstones ensuring our liberty. The right to habeas corpus is the only individual right found in the original Constitution before adoption of the Bill of Rights.
23 In Re Yamashita, 327 U.S. 1 (1946).
at the very least, it established one precedent for the imposition of liability when the commander “should have known” of the subordinate’s actions and taken steps to prevent them.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{Nuremberg}

The trial of General Yamashita was merely one of the scores of prosecutions that took place following World War II. Many were conducted, as Yamashita’s was, by U.S. military tribunal; many also took place in international tribunals composed of judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel from multiple nations. The most famous war crimes trials of this period took place in Nuremburg, Germany. International tribunals conducted some of the Nuremburg trials, while others were conducted by the United States as military commissions under the provisions of the Control Council Law No. 10. While the Nuremberg trials are well-known for rejecting the defense of “just following orders,” command responsibility was also featured in the Nuremberg trials. Especially significant for this discussion is a case often referred to as the \textit{High Command} trial.\textsuperscript{27}

\textit{High Command} involved the trial of 14 senior general officers who held positions at the highest levels of the German armed forces during the Second World War. These senior officers included commanders of the German army, air force, and navy who were accused of a range of crimes, including war crimes, crimes against the peace, and crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{28}

The tribunal in \textit{High Command} described the concept of command responsibility, what it was and was not, and provided an alternative to the \textit{Yamashita} decision that offered a much less controversial view of the doctrine, one that more closely reflected traditional notions of criminal justice:

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{27} United Nations War Crimes Commission, \textit{Law Reports of Trials of War Criminals}, vol xii (London: His Majesty's Stationery Office, 1948), 1, 76
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid. (All accused were acquitted of crimes against peace.)
\end{flushleft}
Criminality does not attach to every individual in this chain of command from that fact alone. There must be a personal dereliction. That can occur only where the act is directly traceable to him or where his failure to properly supervise his subordinates constitutes criminal negligence on his part. In the latter case it must be a personal neglect amounting to a wanton, immoral disregard of the action of his subordinates amounting to acquiescence. Any other interpretation of international law would go far beyond the basic principles of criminal law as known to civilized nations.29

This is a significantly more restrictive view on command responsibility than *Yamashita*, especially as viewed by the decision’s detractors.30 There is a clear focus on the connection between the criminal acts of the subordinate and the omission on the part of the commander. Further, the level of culpability is much higher than mere negligence, rising instead to a wanton disregard more consistent with recklessness.

The *High Command* tribunal also made other significant findings concerning command responsibility. The tribunal determined that staff officers generally were not subject to conviction for the actions of subordinates since it was generally the commander that actually had the authority to take action and the commander was the individual who made decisions and issued orders.

In the case of areas under occupation by the German forces, the tribunal convicted commanders with responsibility for occupied territory for not only the actions of the crimes committed by troops in their own units, but also for the crimes committed by troops under other commands but operating within their areas of responsibility because of the enhanced obligations of forces in occupation.31

---

29 Ibid.
30 Ibid. The *High Command* decision made specific reference to *Yamashita*, stating that while the decision is entitled to deference, the latter situation was factually distinct from the cases against the German accused.
31 Ibid., 77.
The “Ad Hoc” Tribunals: Tribunals Created by United Nations Security Council Resolutions

In the decades following World War II, the number and prominence of war crimes tribunals diminished until the 1990s. More recently, over the last 20 years, the United Nations Security Council created a series of special tribunals to investigate criminal allegations in the former Yugoslavia, Sierra Leone, Rwanda, Congo, and elsewhere. The first and longest running of these special tribunals is the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, generally referred to as the ICTY. Yugoslavia disintegrated with the fall of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe, torn apart by war and ethnic divisions. The conflicts were bitter and many atrocities were committed, but there was significant doubt within the international community that anyone would be prosecuted for war crimes and other crimes against humanity, including genocide. The United Nations Security Council, acting pursuant to its responsibility to maintain or restore international peace and security under Article 24 of the UN Charter, established the ICTY to investigate and prosecute these types of crimes in the former Yugoslavia.

The governing document for the ICTY, called the ICTY Statute, directly addressed the question of command responsibility. The ICTY Statute provides that commanders may be responsible for acts committed by subordinates if the commander “knew or had reason to know that the subordinate was about to commit such acts or had done so and the superior failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.”

32 The tribunals created for the former Yugoslavia and for Rwanda are the most important for this article, as most of these courts’ decisions involved armed conflicts.
34 (ICTY Statute, Article 7, paragraph 3: “The fact that any of the acts referred to in articles 2 to 5 of the present Statute was committed by a subordinate does not relieve his superior of criminal responsibility if he knew or had reason to know that the subordinate was about to commit such acts or had done so and the superior failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.”
acts or had done so and the superior failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures to prevent such acts or to punish the perpetrators thereof.”

There are three elements to this formulation. First, a superior-subordinate relationship must be present. This is not simply a question of whether there is a relationship on paper, but rather requires “effective control” of the subordinate by the superior. Second, the commander must have known, or had reason to know, that the subordinate was about to commit or had committed the crimes in question. The ICTY and other ad hoc tribunals have interpreted this to mean that the commander was in possession of information that would put a reasonable commander on notice that crimes were about to be committed or had been committed. This is a more rigorous requirement for the prosecution than in the *Yamashita* case. The third and final requirement is the failure by the commander to take reasonable and necessary actions to either prevent the crimes from being committed or the failure to punish the perpetrators.

These failures are of a nature of a dereliction of duty, as described in the *High Command* case; however, command responsibility is not the same as dereliction of duty. While the omissions on the part of the commander are essentially derelictions of duty, the commander is actually held responsible for the acts committed by the subordinate, e.g., murder. Which actions would be reason-

---
35 The other authorities that should be mentioned at this point are the 1977 Additional Protocols to the 1949 Geneva Conventions. These treaties also addressed the idea of command responsibility. The United States has signed but not ratified these treaties; however, commentators contend that the provisions dealing with command responsibility are customary international law. See Article 86, paragraph 2, of Additional Protocol I:
“[t]he fact that a breach of the Conventions or of this Protocol was committed by a subordinate does not absolve his superiors from penal disciplinary responsibility, as the case may be, if they knew, or had information which should have enabled them to conclude in the circumstances at the time, that he was committing or was going to commit such a breach and if they did not take all feasible measures within their power to prevent or repress the breach.”
able and necessary are, of course, situation dependent. Consider, for instance, what might be reasonable steps to punish subordinates for their crimes; in some cases the commander will have the authority to initiate criminal prosecutions, but in others the referral of the alleged crime to appropriate authorities could be adequate if that is the action reasonable and necessary under the circumstances.

Another significant aspect of the ICTY Statute is the way the ICTY related to national courts. Concerned that justice might not be served if national courts were responsible for prosecutions, the Security Council determined that the ICTY would have primacy over national courts.37

In the case of the conflict in Rwanda, a tribunal (known as the ICTR) was likewise formed to deal with the crimes involved in that situation. In Rwanda, an armed conflict erupted between the two major ethnic groups in the country, the Hutus and the Tutsis, for economic and political control over one of the poorest and most overcrowded nations within the African continent. Millions died in Rwanda during the armed conflict and a number of individuals in positions of leadership were prosecuted in the ICTR. One such person was Jean Paul Akayesu, who held some of the greatest power over the people in his prefecture. Akayesu was accused of a range of crimes, including superior responsibility for rape, murder, mutilation, and other atrocities. This was in significant part because of his status as the bourgmestre (similar to a mayor) of the villagers, as well as the unofficial authority he was able to exercise. Akayesu was determined to have been in control over his village and the persons who lived there, including the persons who killed, raped, tortured, and assaulted members of the village during Akayesu’s tenure. It did not matter that Akayesu was not the military commander of these persons under his authority.

The statute for this criminal court did not require that the person accused of crimes be the commander of the persons conducting the activities. The statute for the special criminal tribunal in Rwanda determined that civilian as well as military leaders could be held accountable under the doctrine of command responsibility.\(^{38}\) This determination may have some significance as we look at the degree of authority exercised by multinational commanders. The idea of both military commanders and civilian leaders having liability under the rubric of command responsibility—also called superior responsibility to include those not acting as military commanders—was adopted by the treaty that created the International Criminal Court.

**International Criminal Court**

Unlike the ICTY and subsequent special tribunals, a UN Security Council resolution did not create the International Criminal Court, also known as the ICC. A treaty, called the Rome Statute, created this entity.\(^{39}\) The ICC was created to establish a standing tribunal for investigation and prosecution of war crimes and crimes against humanity.\(^{40}\) The jurisprudence of these international tribunals have added to the body of interpretive guidance in the area of international criminal law and the law of armed conflict and suggest potential trends in these areas that merit consideration. The section of the Rome Statute dealing with command responsibility is found in Article 28.\(^{41}\)

---

39 The United States invested considerable effort in the negotiation of the Rome Statute. While the United States was unable to obtain all of the modifications it desired, it did sign the treaty. The treaty was not ratified by the Senate, and was subsequently “unsigned” by President George W. Bush. Following this denunciation, the United States entered into bilateral agreements with many of its allies and partner nations that provided that American personnel within their territories would not be turned over to the ICC. These agreements are known as Article 98 agreements. To view the document itself, see http://untreaty.un.org/cod/icc/statute/romefra.htm.
40 The Rome Statute undertakes to create offenses through the use of convention (treaty) law instead of customary international law.
41 Article 28, Responsibility of Commanders and Other Superiors.
different standards of liability. One standard, set out in subsection (a) of Article 28, applies to military commanders and those acting like a military commander. The second standard, set out in subsection (b), applies to those superiors that still exercise “effective control” over the subordinate but do not fit within the category of commanders or those acting like commanders. In both cases, the requirement of “effective control” is made explicit. The two standards differ in the degree of awareness on the part of the commander of the actions of subordinates and on the nature of the authority exercised by the superior. In the case of commanders or effective commanders, the Rome Statute returns to the objective “should have known” standard, whereas for the other category of superior, the much less rigorous and more difficult to prove, standard of actual knowledge or conscious disregard, also described as “willful blindness,” is put into place.

The Rome Statute formulation also departs from the ad hoc tribunals in that it modifies the idea of “punishing perpetrators” to specifically also include “submitting the matter to competent authorities for investigation and prosecution.” These changes create a significant possibility that the International Criminal Court will interpret cases involving command responsibility differently than the ICTY and other ad hoc tribunals.

At this point, there has only been one decision by any of the chambers of the ICC dealing with command responsibility. In the case of Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, the Pre-Trial Chamber of the ICC issued a detailed opinion approving his case to go to trial, which included a significant discussion of command responsibility as defined in Article 28 of the Rome Statute.\(^\text{42}\) In its assessment of

\(^{42}\) Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, ICC-01/05 -01/08, Pre-Trial Chamber, 15 Jun 2009, http://www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/doc/doc699541.pdf. (Mr. Bemba is allegedly responsible, as military commander, of two counts of crimes against humanity: murder (article 7(1)(a) of the Statute) and rape (article 7(1)(g) of the Statute); and three counts of war crime: murder (article 8(2)(c)(i) of the Statute); rape (article 8(2)(e)(vi) of the Statute); and pillaging (article 8(2)(e)(v) of the Statute).
Article 28 of the Rome Statute, the Pre-Trial Chamber found that five elements were required to establish the responsibility of commanders for acts of their subordinates:

(1) The suspect must be either a military commander or a person effectively acting as such;

(2) The suspect must have effective command and control or effective authority and control over the forces (subordinates) who committed one or more of the crimes set out in Articles 6 to 8 of the Statute;

(3) The crimes committed by the forces (subordinates) resulted from the suspect’s failure to exercise control properly over them;

(4) The suspect either knew or, owing to the circumstances at the time, should have known that the forces (subordinates) were committing or about to commit one or more of the crimes set out in Articles 6 to 8 of the Statute; and

(5) The suspect failed to take the necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power to prevent or repress the commission of such crime(s) or failed to submit the matter to the competent authorities for investigation and prosecution.43

This decision, assuming that the trial and appeals chambers of the ICC adopt its conclusions, would provide a great deal of clarity in a number of areas that were unclear in the decisions of the ad hoc tribunals.44 Regarding the issue of who can be held responsible, the court determined that superiors must both be commanders (or acting as a commander, for example, in the case of irregular or militia groups that lack a legal command relationship) and the superior must exercise “effective control” over the subordinates.

43 Ibid 141–42.
44 Ibid., 148–51. These areas of clarity include the requirement that “effective control” existed prior to the commission of the crimes of the subordinates and the unequivocal establishment of a causal connection between the failure on the part of the commander and the crimes committed by subordinates.
In considering what establishes “effective control,” the court described a fact-specific, case-by-case analysis that considered whether the following indicia of control were present:

- Official position
- Power to issue or give orders
- Capacity to ensure compliance with orders issued
- Position within the military structure and actual tasks carried out
- Capacity to order forces to engage in hostilities
- Capacity to resubordinate units or make changes to command structure
- Power to promote, replace, remove, or discipline any member of the forces
- Authority to send forces where hostilities take place and withdraw them at any given moment

As one will see, the command responsibility framework established by the Rome Statute may have significant impacts in the multinational environment.

**APPLICATION OF COMMAND RESPONSIBILITY TO MULTINATIONAL COMMANDS**

*Case Study: NATO International Security Assistance Force, Afghanistan*

As complex as the legal issues may be for national commands and their military commanders, for the multinational commander, the complexities are much greater. This is an important issue to consider since many recent military operations were and are organized as multinational commands. This is especially true in NATO operations. NATO’s military command structure is by
nature multinational. Operational commands in NATO are routinely multinational as well. NATO’s largest current operational commitment is the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan. We will take a look at this command to illustrate some of these additional complexities.

The ISAF commander is an American four star general, and the vast majority of the military personnel supporting ISAF are from the United States. The day-to-day conduct of military operations is the responsibility of the ISAF Joint Command, commanded by an American three star general. However, as mentioned above, 49 nations provide troops to ISAF. The area of operations includes the entirety of Afghanistan, divided into six Regional Commands, three of which are commanded by non-U.S. commanders. Many of the contributing nations have assigned senior commanders as part of their contributions. Some nations’ contingents are organized so that they fall under the command of one of their own commanders, but many nations have their personnel interspersed within multinational units.

**INTERNATIONAL SECURITY ASSISTANCE FORCE, AFGHANISTAN: KEY FACTS AND FIGURES**

A variety of other teams also operate within Afghanistan as part of ISAF. Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) are arrayed across Afghanistan to provide assistance with reconstruction, security, governance, and rule of law activities, operating with a significant level of autonomy. Operational Mentor and Liaison

---


46 Ibid.


Teams (OMLTs) are located with Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) units to provide assistance and training. Police Operational Mentor and Liaison Teams (POMLTs) fulfill a similar role in developing the Afghan National Police (ANP).

Regardless of the lower-level organizational structures, all personnel from all 48 nations fall under the command of the ISAF commander.\(^4\) The ISAF commander has all the apparent attributes of a national commander. He has the title and the associated command structure. He develops policies and procedures and issues orders and other guidance. He also receives direction from and reports to higher-level commanders in the NATO military command structure. But does he have “effective control” over his subordinates? In our national context, the commander issues orders and if the orders are violated, then the commander has the clear authority to take immediate action to deal with the violation. This authority may include prosecution and confinement or other disciplinary and administrative sanctions. This authority exists because the nation has enacted laws to create the authority and has given it to commanders.

NATO does not have the ability to enact laws. Like most international organizations, NATO is created by a treaty, in this case the North Atlantic Treaty of 1949 (also referred to as the Washington Treaty).\(^5\) The nations that are members of NATO each have a representative in Brussels at NATO headquarters and make up the North Atlantic Council (NAC). Although it serves as the decision-

\(^4\) Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), the effort that involved the initial Coalition campaign against the Taliban and al-Qaeda following the attacks of 11 September 2001, also continues in Afghanistan, but is not a NATO operation. The same U.S. general in command of ISAF is also in command of the personnel supporting OEF. Many of the rules and procedures are the same for both ISAF and OEF. However, there are differences, some of them significant.

making body for NATO, the NAC does not operate as a congress or parliament. The NAC does not have the authority to make laws as nations do. NATO also lacks a judicial apparatus—there are no judges, no prosecutors, and no ability to punish misconduct in the same way that a nation can.

Therefore, the NATO commander in many ways lacks the ability to arrest, initiate prosecutions, and enforce discipline that a U.S. commander has. What tools does the NATO commander have? The NATO commander has the ability to prevent a soldier from participating in operations and has the ability to notify the soldier’s national authorities. The NATO commander cannot require that a soldier be disciplined or prosecuted—that is left to the discretion of the sending nation.

One might suggest that regardless of the particular authorities the multinational commander has, he or she still has the ability to issue orders that all must follow. But is that accurate? It is undeniably true that the members of the U.S. military have an obligation to follow lawful orders. Failure to follow a lawful order is a crime. Even without an express order, it is still a crime for a U.S. service member to fail to fulfill his or her military duties. American commanders have the force of law and the threat of potential prosecution to back up their orders. However, even with this authority, members of the military still violate orders and fail to comply with their duties. Only a small percentage of the force falls into this category; nevertheless, it shows that even where commanders have the force of law backing up their orders, it is not always enough to ensure compliance.

How are orders perceived when issued by a NATO commander? The answer may vary. For the personnel from that commander’s nation, for example, the order will likely be ethically and legally

---

51 10 U.S.C., Sections 890, 892.
52 Ibid., Section 892.
binding. But this is not always the case. Unlike in the national context, multinational commanders must cope with the influenc-
es and direction from the nations that provide their forces to the operation. As mentioned above, only national authorities have
the ability to discipline and punish, even though authority over the forces is transferred to the multinational commander. This is
not unique to NATO, but rather is part of the nature of multina-
tional military operations.

Nations provide forces voluntarily and may attach conditions or restrictions to the employment of the forces they contribute. In
some cases, these conditions, commonly referred to as “caveats,” may result from international or domestic legal requirements. For
example, many NATO members and partners are parties to the treaties prohibiting the use of cluster munitions and antiperson-
nel land mines. They may stipulate that their forces will not be required to use these munitions, since to do so would violate their
international legal obligations. Sometimes these caveats are based on policy or political concerns. Regardless, nations continue to
exercise control over their forces in multinational operations. Considering this, and considering that the essentially all-national
authorities have coercive tools at their disposal, the multinational commander appears to be in a position of authority. However, it
is certainly arguable that the commander lacks the means to ex-
ercise “effective control” over the forces ostensibly subject to the commander’s orders.

One sees this in the way that investigations are carried out as well. In the U.S. military, commanders generally have the ability
as part of their command authority to order investigations of any matter that takes place within their command. In a multinational
command, the commander can still conduct investigations, but the nature of the multinational command requires additional
considerations. The multinational commander does not have the
ability to compel forces to cooperate with investigators because of the lack of disciplinary authority discussed above. In a similar vein, because national authorities must handle any potential prosecution for a violation of law, any investigation must be handled very carefully.

Aspects of an investigation like the gathering of evidence and the questioning of potential suspects can be ruinous to a prosecution if handled incorrectly. Because the rules and procedures will vary depending on the nationality of the individual concerned, the multinational commander risks the possibility that an investigation undertaken by the command will taint evidence and may result in a crime going unpunished. In the case of ISAF, these concerns have resulted in a command policy that acknowledges the dangers of tainting evidence and jeopardizing prosecutions. Investigations conducted by ISAF are designed to identify problems in the organization, training, and direction of ISAF personnel and units but are not intended to serve as criminal investigations. In fact, ISAF policy states that if evidence suggests a crime may have been committed, the investigation is to cease and the national authorities of the individuals involved are to be notified. The intention is that national authorities will then conduct any criminal investigations in accordance with their own legal requirements.

**Assessing the NATO Approach**

Let us take a look at how the scenarios discussed above might play out in a multinational command like ISAF. If a U.S. commander orders the summary execution of civilians, regardless of the nationality of the subordinate that actually carried out the order, the commander would be subject to discipline, since the commander is still subject to U.S. jurisdiction under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). If a U.S. commander engaged in any misconduct, American authorities would be able to investigate
and take any necessary actions. If a potential crime was uncovered concerning a commander of any other nation, the national authorities for that commander would be notified and that nation would take any actions it deemed appropriate for the situation.

Suppose that an ISAF commander heard over the radio that a subordinate from another nation was about to kill a group of unarmed civilians in his custody. If that commander does nothing, that inaction is a tacit approval of the killings, subjecting the commander to possible jeopardy even though the subordinate is from a different nation. But what if the commander objects immediately and orders the subordinate to stop? The commander lacks the means to arrest, prosecute, or punish the “subordinate” of another nationality. Does the commander exercise “effective control”? Based on the decisions of the ad hoc tribunals and the Bemba Pre-Trial Chamber decision, which makes the ability to punish only one of a series of factors to consider, the answer may be yes.\(^54\) If the commander does exercise “effective control,” has the commander taken “all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her power” to prevent the misconduct? Since the subordinate is from another nation, is the commander required to contact a superior of the subordinate’s nationality to ensure that the subordinate received the order to stop from an officer that has legal authority to do so?

In the event that the commander did not know the killings were taking place until afterward (and did not have reason to know under the circumstances at the time), what actions are required? Is notifying the subordinate’s national authorities sufficient to meet the commander’s legal responsibilities? Perhaps.\(^55\)

\(^54\) As part of the legal courses conducted at the NATO School, the author has had several opportunities to present this type of scenario before groups of legal advisors from more than 20 nations. This unscientific anecdotal evidence reveals a general level of agreement with the proposition that in some cases, the relationship may be sufficient to rise to the level of “effective control” even in a multinational command.

Now consider a scenario where the multinational commander is completely unaware of the killings. The person who killed the civilians was from a subordinate command and of a different nationality than the commander. At what point does the commander “have reason to know” of the subordinate’s actions? This is one of the key points of contention in *Yamashita* and in subsequent cases. In the Philippines, more than 20,000 innocent lives were taken and the military commission concluded that the atrocities were so widespread that Yamashita must have known that they were occurring. The defense argued that Yamashita was unaware of the actions of his subordinates due chiefly to the success of the Allied forces in cutting off Yamashita’s command, control, and communications capabilities.

The multinational commander, like the ISAF commander, has the traditional impediments to complete information: distance, limited communications, and the time pressure of operational commitments. In addition, the multinational commander has significantly diminished legal authority. Reliance on persuasion and cooperation is required, while in a traditional military hierarchy, the commander’s authority alone is generally sufficient to ensure compliance. The ISAF commander has issued policies and procedures for the reporting and investigation of potential violations of the law of armed conflict. In fact, ISAF procedures are in place requiring investigations of civilian casualties generally, regardless of how they are caused. Even though an investigation is initiated, the ISAF commander or commanders at lower echelons cannot conduct an investigation in the same fashion that a U.S. commander would for an incident involving subordinate U.S. persons. As described above, the multinational commander lacks authority to place witnesses under oath or to punish criminally witnesses that make false statements or attempt to conceal evidence.
As important to this discussion as the question of knowledge is the notion of what actions can reasonably be taken to prevent the commission of a criminal act. It is unrealistic to expect that a commander with significantly less authority than a commander in a national command will have the same menu of options as that of a national commander. In the context of ISAF, policies and procedures have been developed to ensure compliance with the law and rules governing the use of force. Some commentators have expressed discontent with these policies on the basis that they unnecessarily restrict the ability of subordinates to use force.56

The international precedents dealing with the idea of criminal liability for commanders range from the harshest interpretation of Yamashita as an imposition of “strict liability” for commanders, to simple negligence, to criminal negligence or recklessness, to something just short of actual knowledge or “willful blindness.” The jurisprudence of the ICC, which most of the NATO members are subject to, will likely continue to develop this concept. However, there are significant differences between a national command and a multinational command that deserve careful consideration should this concept, developed with a national command structure in mind, be applied to a multinational command structure, especially one as complex as ISAF.

**OTHER TRENDS IMPACTING COMMANDERS AND HOW THEY LEAD**

*Technological Developments*

One of the considerations in modern warfare, and modern military operations generally, for the United States concerns the dra-

matic technological advances that have taken place in recent years. During WWII, commanders used short-range radios and runners to communicate. The nature of land warfare was such that maneuver units could be out of contact for hours or days at a time. This required subordinate commanders to exercise significant authority and initiative. In the case of air warfare, senior commanders would often have to wait for the return of their fighters and bombers to be able to conduct a debriefing and determine what took place during the day’s missions. Today, communications technologies have ushered in the age of the satellite phone, e-mail, internet chats, and other tools to ensure that commanders have constant communication with their subordinate commanders on a real-time or near real-time basis.

In the case of the modern Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC), the commander can, in many cases, obtain live video feeds from piloted or remotely piloted aircraft to inform decisions concerning whether or not to attack a potential target. This can allow the commander to make personal decisions and take responsibility directly for targeting. In a situation like modern-day Afghanistan, where the number of combat sorties is small, this level of engagement by a senior commander may be feasible. However, we must remember that sooner or later another major theater war or potentially another world war may take place. In that environment, where the number of daily combat sorties will climb to the hundreds or thousands, execution of daily missions will be the responsibility of lower-level commanders.

This applies to the land and maritime components, as well. Advances in communications and other technologies, like the Blue Force Tracker system that allows real-time awareness of the location of friendly forces, make it possible for commanders to have greater visibility over the area of operations than ever before. In a situation like ISAF, where only a limited number of engagements
with the enemy take place on a daily basis, there may be a tendency for higher-level commanders to have a heightened degree of knowledge. Just as with the air component, the outbreak of a new large-scale armed conflict would require a much greater delegation of the operational details of combat activities.

The law of armed conflict must be flexible enough to deal with the range of potential conflicts. It is tempting to view armed conflict narrowly through the lens of our recent experience, but that temptation should be resisted.

**Legal Developments in International Human Rights Law**

Another developing area of the law is international human rights law. Soon after the negotiation of the UN Charter, the UN General Assembly approved a statement of principles called the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Treaties of various types followed; some were centered on a particular aspect of human rights, and some were more all-encompassing. Regional human rights treaties were negotiated that contained mechanisms for enforcement. For example, the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) created a court that has the ability to hear complaints directly from individuals throughout Europe and can require the state parties to the Convention to pay damages if the ECHR determines that the human rights enshrined in the Charter were violated.

In the past, these human rights treaties were considered to have little impact on military operations because of the nature of the law of armed conflict (LOAC) as a special law, a *lex specialis*, which operated as a self-contained legal system that came into effect only during armed conflict and that displaced human rights law during this period.


This understanding has been subjected to criticism over the decades, and there are now other conceptions of the relationship between LOAC and international human rights law.\textsuperscript{59} In some regions, the current favored formulation is that international human rights law applies at all times, including during armed conflict. If this perspective is taken to its logical conclusion, for instance, concerning the right to life under the ECHR, the ability of armies to use deadly force would essentially be eliminated and replaced with a law enforcement model. The other perspective is to view LOAC and international human rights law as complementary. Under this view, where there is a specific provision in LOAC, it will apply during armed conflict. On the other hand, where there is no specific rule under LOAC, human rights law will be applied to fill in this gap. This may seem like an academic discussion; however, this has become a significant issue in Afghanistan in the context of detainee operations. Some nations, based on decisions by the European Court of Human Rights, have concluded that the ECHR applies to detainee operations in Afghanistan and that the possibility of ill-treatment of detainees by Afghan authorities prohibits the release of detainees to Afghan police. In addition to the practical concerns to ongoing operations, the expanding influence of international human rights law during armed conflict could also impact the doctrine of command responsibility.\textsuperscript{60}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

As illustrated, the principle of command responsibility is well-established in the law, but the contours of this principle are still a


work in progress. The development of international criminal law from the ad hoc tribunals and the International Criminal Court as well as developments in human rights law have the potential to dramatically expand the exposure that commanders face. In the multinational context, commanders could be obligated to exercise ever-greater oversight, with ever-increasing accountability, but without an increase in authority over their subordinates. Based on current legal rules, it is unlikely that the multinational commander in an organization like ISAF is able to exercise “effective control” over his or her subordinates, which makes the imposition of command responsibility impossible. Other than the course correction following the controversial Yamashita decision, the trend since has been in the direction of expanding the scope of command responsibility. Considering the development of the doctrine of command responsibility and other current trends like technological advances and the development of international human rights law, the potential exists for criminal liability for commanders to continue to expand. Examining these potential developments raises grave questions about the concept of military leadership, especially for multinational commands.

If commanders will be held accountable for the misconduct of subordinates that they neither ordered nor were aware of, but rather should have been aware of, the potential for criminal liability will serve as a powerful incentive for commanders to insist upon a constant flow of information from subordinates regarding all aspects of activities. Similarly, this potential for criminal prosecution for the unknown actions of subordinates will encourage, if not require, the personal intervention of commanders at all echelons into the smallest level of detail concerning operations.

Combine this incentive structure with modern communication technologies and you have the very real possibility that general officers will be monitoring and directing patrols at the company
and perhaps the platoon level to avoid the potential of liability because of the actions of subordinates. While a level of oversight of this sort would almost certainly limit the use of force by subordinates, the impact on military organizations and on the concept of leadership should be apparent. When the superior at the operational or potentially strategic level exercises tactical control over a subordinate leader’s unit, the superior will dictate the actions taken by the subordinate. This invariably affects the subordinate’s ability to develop plans, employ initiative, and make decisions. This would unquestionably impact the development of future leaders.

These are issues that American military personnel must bear in mind. It may seem that these international law developments are something of little consequence—the United States is not a party to the Rome Statute and the ad hoc tribunals take place half a world away. But this could not be further from the truth. One needs look no further than the most recent U.S. National Security Strategy to see that international law has a prominent place in current U.S. policy:

From Nuremberg to Yugoslavia to Liberia, the United States has seen that the end of impunity and the promotion of justice are not just moral imperatives; they are stabilizing forces in international affairs. The United States is thus working to strengthen national justice systems and is maintaining our support for ad hoc international tribunals and hybrid courts. Those who intentionally target innocent civilians must be held accountable, and we will continue to support institutions and prosecutions that advance this important interest. Although the United States is not at present a party to the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and will always protect U.S. personnel, we are engaging with State Parties to the Rome Statute on issues of concern and are supporting the ICC’s prosecution of those
cases that advance U.S. interests and values, consistent with the requirements of U.S. law.\textsuperscript{61}

The impacts of developing norms of international law will be felt in the United States, regardless of whether the nation is a party to particular treaties.\textsuperscript{62} Moreover, U.S. forces, including commanders who must work together with superiors and subordinates from nations that are parties to the ICC and recognize these international legal rules, will find themselves significantly handicapped without a basic awareness of these principles.


\textsuperscript{62} For example, the ICTY stated that the Rome Statute, even in 1999 before the treaty came into force, had real legal significance because it reflected the \textit{opinio iuris} of the large number of states that initially signed the treaty. \textit{Opinio iuris} reflects a sense of legal obligation and is part of the requirement for a rule to acquire the status of customary international law, which is generally binding on all states. \textit{Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadic (Appeal Judgment)}, IT-94-1-A, International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, ICTY, 15 July 1999, para 233.
Spiritual Injuries
Wounds of the American Warrior on the Battlefield of the Soul
David Gibson and Judy Malana

War is the realm of physical exertion and suffering. These will destroy us unless we can make ourselves indifferent to them, and for this, birth or training must provide us with a certain strength of body and soul.

-Carl von Clausewitz, *On War*

The United States is a nation at war. Since 11 September 2001, hundreds of thousands of American service members have deployed to Iraq or Afghanistan in support of U.S. Overseas Contingency Operations (formerly known as the Global War on Terrorism). At the time of this writing, the number of American deaths associated with these operations stands at 6,325, with the number of those wounded in action at 47,266. These casualty numbers only reflect those whose wounds are visible. Many more suffer serious, invisible, psychological injuries resulting from combat and operational stress.

To what extent are American troops affected by these invisible wounds of combat? A recent study by the U.S. Army determined

---

that “8 to 14 percent of infantry soldiers who served in Iraq or Afghanistan returned seriously disabled by mental health problems, between 23 and 31 percent returned with some impairment, and about half the soldiers with either posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or depression also misused alcohol or had problems with aggressive behavior.” While much has been documented on the mental health aspect of troops, the nature of warfare itself is vastly complex, touching on not only the body and mind of a warrior, but also his/her spirit.

In describing the nature of warfare, Sir John Keegan wrote,

What battles have in common is human: the behavior of men struggling to reconcile their instinct for self-preservation, their sense of honor and the achievement of some aim over which other men are ready to kill them. The study of battle is therefore always a study of fear and usually of courage; always of leadership, usually of obedience; always of compulsion, sometimes of insubordination; always of anxiety, sometimes of elation or catharsis; always of uncertainty and doubt, misinformation and misapprehension, usually also of faith and sometimes of vision; always of violence, sometimes also of cruelty, self-sacrifice, compassion; above all, it is always a study of solidarity and usually of disintegration—for it is towards the disintegration of human groups that battle is directed.

The trauma and stress experienced on the battlefield can without a doubt affect the very core of a person’s being. Warfighters are confronted with the issues of life and death in ways that the average citizen may never understand. The experience of combat can breed an intensity of emotions, such as rage, fear, guilt, and anxiety. Traumatic events “frequently call into question existen-

---

tial and spiritual issues related to the meaning of life, self-worth, and the safety of life.” For those who hold religious beliefs, the question of redemption, forgiveness, good vs. evil, and the nature of God can also be called into question. If left unaddressed, the trauma and stress of warfare can ultimately shatter a person’s soul. As one Vietnam veteran and former military chaplain so aptly observed, “A foxhole can make an atheist out of a believer.”

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the spiritual dimension of invisible injuries sustained on the battlefield. Spiritual injury is a concept that is relatively unexplored in clinical research but one that is crucial to the dialogue of restoration and healing. It results from a person’s inner conflict between his/her worldview and what was experienced. The dynamics of this type of conflict are spiritual, moral, and/or ethical. The intent of the chapter is not to pathologize spiritual injury as a new medical condition, but to call attention to its effects on the American warfighter. This chapter will also address what leaders can do to mitigate the impact of spiritual injury on service members.

First, discussion will be given to the stressful environment that service members face. Identifying the uniqueness of battlefield/war zone stressors, as well as the stressors faced in an operational setting are a basis for understanding the context in which spiritual injury can occur. The next section will explore what is known and understood in the clinical realm regarding the psychological wounds of war. While there is a lack of clinical research about the connection between spiritual injury and combat-related trauma, what is known about combat trauma, combat and operational stress, reactions, injuries, and illness can provide a found-

In the next section, discussion will focus on the processes and rites from various religious traditions that can help warfighters find restoration and healing from their experiences in combat. While the military’s purpose is to win wars, the individual warfighter should not lose his or her soul in the process. The final section will examine strategies through which effective leadership can help lessen the effects of spiritual injury and foster spiritual healing. As the Marine Corps Reference Publication (MCRP) 6-11C on Combat Stress states, “Leaders at all levels are responsible for preserving the psychological health . . . (wellness of body, mind, and spirit)” of their personnel.\(^7\)

**War**

**Characteristics of the Battlefield**

The current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan are characteristic of asymmetric warfare. While there is not a standard definition of asymmetric warfare among the branches of the U.S. Armed Forces or Coalition nations, it is generally held that it is “an armed conflict, in which the conventional armed forces of one party, which uses regular means, is opposed by an unconventional army using irregular means.”\(^8\) Because the United States “possesses overwhelming conventional military superiority,” its enemies have resorted to “mixing modern technology with ancient techniques of insurgency and terrorism.”\(^9\)

---


\(^8\) Ted van Baarda and Désirée Elisabeth Maria Verweij, *The Moral Dimension of Asymmetrical Warfare: Counter-Terrorism, Democratic Values and Military Ethics* (Leiden, The Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 2009), 15.

For those in the direct line of fire, the asymmetric nature of combat in Iraq and Afghanistan can pose great challenges. Adding to the complexity of the battlefield, the enemy is “invisible”; they do not wear uniforms, drive military vehicles, or muster in garrisons. They look like everyday citizens in ordinary towns. They can be men, women, and even children. The distinction between enemy combatants and noncombatants is blurred, escalating the complexity of the battlefield.\textsuperscript{10} Because they are nondescript and blend seamlessly into a community, insurgents potentially cloud the American warfighters’ ability to adhere to theater rules of engagement (ROE). The enemy is essentially anonymous, using the culture, dress, and everyday life as a way to conceal themselves. Much to the frustration of the American warfighter, an unknown enemy is not easily defeated on the battlefield.

Improvised explosive devices (IEDs) have been and will continue to be the weapons of choice for insurgents in Iraq and Afghanistan. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) defines IEDs as devices “placed or fabricated in an improvised manner incorporating destructive, lethal, noxious, pyrotechnic, or incendiary chemicals and designed to destroy, incapacitate, harass, or distract. It may incorporate military stores, but is normally devised from nonmilitary components.”\textsuperscript{11} IEDs can be homegrown or factory made. They are a low-cost, technologically simple, and effective means to level the battlefield. With its variety of form and mechanisms, IEDs are difficult to detect and defend against. They can be hidden anywhere, and make anything or anyone suspect. Additionally, given their capability to detonate in close proximity to intended targets at a predetermined angle, IEDs can have the same effect as precision-guided weapons.\textsuperscript{12} Even when IEDs


do not wound or kill troops, the mere suspicion of an IED’s presence restricts and complicates movements on the battlefield. This keeps service members on a heightened level of alert constantly, which in and of itself can cause stress injuries.

In his recent book, *Lethal Warriors*, journalist David Phillips describes the intensity of IEDs:

Troops had few effective means of detecting or defeating these concealed weapons and no clear enemy to counterattack, leaving them only a tense, helpless fear they experienced day in and day out. Hopelessness, helplessness, and uncertainty are some of the most toxic emotions that lead to damaging doses of combat stress, which means the modern type of warfare may not be as loud or bloody as the invasions of D-Day or the Tet Offensive in Vietnam, but it is no less vicious, and because there are no battle lines in Iraq or Afghanistan, troops almost never get a break. Troops like to say it is 360/365—all around, every day.13

The Pentagon does not release the actual numbers of American service members killed or wounded by IEDs. However, it is estimated that since 2003, IED attacks in Iraq are responsible for roughly 70 percent of American casualties.14 In Afghanistan, they are responsible for approximately 30 percent of Americans killed or wounded.15 It is estimated that between August 2008 and August 2009, IED attacks doubled and continue to remain at their highest levels to date.16 As insurgent use of IEDs increases, it can

be expected that the number of those who suffer stress and spiritual injury will also increase.

The trend toward asymmetric warfare will most likely not decrease in the near term. The 2010 Joint Operating Environment report, which highlights the current and future battle space for American warfighters, predicts that “future integrated close combat will place increased demands on the physical, psychological, and spiritual domains.” These demands will accumulate and continue to take a toll on service members.

War Zone Stressors

What are some of the other war zone conditions that service members must endure on the battlefield that create stress? According to the National Center for PTSD, war zone stressors can include “combat exposures (firing a weapon or being fired upon by enemy combatants or friendly fire), perceived threat, low-magnitude stressors (uncomfortable living and working conditions), exposure to suffering, witnessing civilians suffering, and exposure to death and destruction.” The cumulative effect of combat and operational stress takes a toll on service members, in which personnel are . . . taxed physically and emotionally in ways that are unprecedented for them. Although soldiers are trained and prepared through physical conditioning, practice, and various methods of building crucial unit cohesion and buddy-based support, inevitably, war zone experiences create demands and tax soldiers and unit morale in shocking ways. In addition, the pure physical demands of war zone activities should not be underestimated, especially the behavioral and emotional effects of circulating norepinephrine, epinephrine, and cortisol (stress

hormones), which sustain the body’s alarm reaction (jitteriness, hypervigilance, sleep disruption, appetite suppression, etc.).\textsuperscript{19} War zone stressors contribute to the risk for chronic PTSD. With multiple deployments, the stress is compounded and the severity of stress injuries increases exponentially.

With wars on two fronts and numerous military operations other than war, U.S. military troops are stretched thin. The repeated combat deployment tours and the lack of decompression time between tours have taken a serious toll. In commenting on this high operational tempo, General George W. Casey, former U.S. Army chief of staff said, “The human mind and body wasn’t made to do repeated combat deployments without substantial time to recover.”\textsuperscript{20}

In addition to combat exposure, concern on the home front has compounded stress in the lives of service members. Family life and disruptions are significant issues. Constant deployments with the addition of fear and uncertainty for loved ones are unsettling and disruptive to family routines and stability. Thus, American warfighters are no longer the only casualty of war; their families are now at risk of being worn down to the point where they too become susceptible to stress injuries and spiritual injuries.

At the time of this writing, it is estimated that since 9/11, over $1.283 trillion has been spent on the war effort thus far.\textsuperscript{21} While the cost of such things as equipment and materiel can be measured in dollars, the cost of the war in terms of physical, psychological, 


and spiritual damage is not as easily documented. One thing is
known: America will be expending funds for the treatment of its
warriors for many years to come. For instance, it was reported
that in 2009 the Veterans Administration spent approximately
$5.6 billion dollars in compensation to veterans with mental dis-
orders as a result of their service in the Vietnam War—\(^\text{22}\) a conflict
that ended thirty-five years ago. In terms of veterans of the Global
War on Terrorism (GWOT) era, the cost could be even more stag-
gering. In their book, \textit{The Three Trillion Dollar War}, authors Joseph
Stiglitz and Linda Bilmes estimate that the cost of caring for Iraq
and Afghanistan veterans over their lifetimes could topple $717
billion with a significant portion covering mental disorders (such
as PTSD, which is considered a “signature wound” of the current
war).\(^\text{23}\) Of course, any dollar amount can never adequately de-
scribe the value of the loss of life or limb, or even characterize the
potential devastation that combat and combat-related operations
can have on each individual touched by war.

\section*{Wounds of War}

In order to better understand the concept of spiritual injury as it
relates to combat, it is helpful to understand what is known about
combat trauma in general. Most research and documentation
about combat trauma primarily addresses the physiological and
psychological dimensions. Likewise, military doctrine regarding
combat trauma mainly focuses on these areas. Combat trauma is
indeed complex, and no one body of research can address all the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Tim Jones and Jason Grotto, “Costs Soar for Compensating Veterans with Mental Disorders: PTSD and Other Psychological Disorders are Becoming a Costly Consequence of Wartime Service,” Chicago Tribune, 12 April 2010,}
\item \textit{Joseph E. Stiglitz and Linda Bilmes, \textit{The Three Trillion Dollar War: The True Cost of the Iraq Conflict} (New York: W.W. Norton, 2008), 61–113.}
\end{itemize}
facets of the phenomenon. The next section of this chapter focuses on the current understanding of the invisible wounds of war.

**Combat Trauma**

What makes trauma related to combat unique? The word “trauma” is derived from the Greek word for “wound”: “Trauma is a wound which can create distress in many ‘systems’: physiological, neurological, cognitive, behavioral, emotional, social, psychological, and spiritual.”\(^{24}\) It has a broad definition and is generally applied to events that are perceived to be life threatening.

The perception of threat is subjective to each individual experiencing the event.\(^{25}\) Trauma can “shatter the assumptions” of one’s core beliefs about the world concerning “benevolence, meaning, and self-worth.”\(^{26}\) Trauma then becomes a deeply personal phenomenon that splinters personal sustaining beliefs, floods an individual with a deluge of intense emotions, endangers a person’s sense of control, and can alienate a person from him/herself and the world.\(^{27}\) It can also threaten a person’s capacity to sustain him/herself and to recover.

Combat trauma involves “multiple events (even daily) over an extended period of time (7–12 months) with multiple deployments.”\(^{28}\) Actions such as killing, which may be morally questionable outside the context of the battlefield, are sanctioned

---

by one’s nation and are incorporated into the rules of engagement. The multiple roles in combat add to the potential for a trauma injury. Service members may be pressed into roles such as observer, direct victim, and actor/perpetrator. Consequently, the range and intensity of symptoms may be expanded and increased.29

**Combat and Operational Stress**

The physical and psychological effects of the battlefield, unique war zone stressors, and constant deployments are a springboard from which a person can experience combat and operational stress. Combat and operational stress is the term currently used among the different branches of service. The U.S. Army identifies combat and operational stress as “the physiological and emotional stresses encountered as a direct result of the dangers and mission demands of combat.”30 The U.S. Marine Corps defines it as “the mental, emotional, or physical tension, strain, or distress resulting from exposure to combat and combat-related conditions.”31

Not all stressors in the war zone are from the direct exposure to combat. Operational stress can be just as damaging as being in the direct line of fire. The Navy and Marine Corps define operational stress as “changes in physical or mental functioning or behavior due to the experience or consequences of military operations other than combat—during peacetime or war, and on land, at sea, in the air, or in the home.”32 Operational stress can occur with individuals in support positions, such as those handling human remains or body parts. Military members serving in peacekeeping and peace-enforcing operations are also vulnerable to highly traumat-
ic and stressful situations. Depending on the mission, they may “witness death and dying, be charged with the clearing of civilian corpses, be confronted with unexploded land mines, be fired upon as a result of misunderstandings, and witness destruction of property, or atrocities committed against fellow peacekeepers and civilians.”

 Historically, the terminology used to describe physiological and psychological injuries has varied. During the Civil War, these conditions were known as “soldier’s heart” and “nostalgia.” A soldier was said to be suffering from a “soldier’s heart” if he experienced increased cardiovascular activity or blood pressure with no present medical condition. “Nostalgia” was a term to describe emotional conditions such as homesickness, explosive aggression, and disciplinary problems. Mental health casualties in the First World War were labeled as “shell shocked” from the effects of artillery shelling on their nervous system. Soldiers during the Second World War were considered to have “battle fatigue” or “battle exhaustion.” During the Korean War, with better diagnostic methods and treatments available, the term “combat stress reaction” was coined. While the labeling of these physiological and psychological conditions has changed over time, their impact on the warfighter has not.

**Combat and Operational Stress Reactions, Injuries, and Illnesses**

Reactions from combat and operational stress include fatigue; muscular tension; shaking and tremors; problems with digestive,

---

circulatory, and respiratory systems; anxiety; irritability; and depression.\textsuperscript{37} These symptoms can be mild and self-limiting. Combat and operational stress can be masked by negative behaviors and can lead to more severe mental health conditions. Disciplinary problems, alcohol abuse, illicit drug use, aggression, and the threat of self-harm are common reactions to stress. Other manifestations include criminal acts such as mutilating dead enemy bodies, brutality, and torture.\textsuperscript{38} Jonathan Shay described these negative reactions to combat stress as “the painful paradox,” in which “fighting for one’s country can render one unfit to be its citizen.”\textsuperscript{39}

Combat and operational stress injuries can lead to mental illness, such as posttraumatic stress disorder. In 1980, the American Psychiatric Association described PTSD as a mental disorder with debilitating, chronic, and long-lasting symptoms. Much of the initial research on PTSD focused on the psychological trauma of Vietnam veterans.\textsuperscript{40} The current research on PTSD indicates that stress and injury in the moral domain of the human psyche can lead one down the path of PTSD. In his book, \textit{War and the Soul}, Edward Tick, a leading clinical psychotherapist working with combat veterans suggests, “Moral pain with its incumbent harm to the soul is a root cause of PTSD. If we do not address the moral issues, we cannot alleviate it, no matter how much therapy or how many medications we apply.”\textsuperscript{41}

**THE NATURE OF SPIRITUALITY**

The nature of spirituality is a broad topic that seeks out and incorporates transcendent relationships beyond the self. Spirituality

\textsuperscript{37} FM 90-44, \textit{Combat Stress}, v.
has been defined as “a person’s pursuit to connect to something or someone beyond him or herself as a means of making meaning or significance.”42 This is of particular importance, for in finding meaning and significance one finds purpose and coping skills not only for a traumatic event but for life itself. “This meaning or significance can be found in relationship with self, others, ideas, nature, higher power, art, or music. These relationships are prioritized by the person seeking meaning (Navy Medicine).”43

According to military medicine and the doctrine for Total Force Fitness for the 21st Century, the concept of spirituality “includes an array of domains including values, feelings, aspirations, and so forth, typically reflecting common theological assumptions about the human spirit.”44 Spirituality is not the same as religion. Religion implies institutions based on a person’s spirituality. The military’s concept of total fitness for each war fighter emphasizes “spiritual fitness,” which includes healthy spiritual beliefs (positive personal worldviews), values (which guide moral decision making), practices (both inward and outward expressions of faith), and core beliefs (purpose and meaning of life).45

SPIRITUALITY AND MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH

The scientific study of spirituality and mental health is a relatively new field. Twenty years ago, of the health research journals that included the topic of religion/spirituality, less than 3 percent were psychology journals, less than 2 percent were psychiatry journals, less than 1 percent were medical journals, and approximately 12 percent were nursing journals.46 However, since 1990, there has been a growing trend with a five-fold increase of research in this

43 Hughes, Spiritual Care Handbook, 17.
44 Hufford, “Spiritual Fitness,” 74.
45 Ibid. 74–75.
46 Understanding and Addressing Combat Stress for Caregivers, 283.
There is a mounting body of research that indicates spirituality and trauma interact.

In regard to the broader topic of the moral domain where spirituality is often clinically relegated, leading voices in the field of PTSD research and clinical psychology recognize that like spirituality, the moral aspects of trauma have been, until recently, unexplored. The general reasons for this absence of exploration have been that clinicians have not asked the right questions and have felt that patient shame might prevent disclosure; clinicians may also feel helpless or unprepared in this area, may be too frightened of their own reactions, or may be perceived as being judgmental. Regardless of the reasons, this type of trauma “calls for particular attention, since it is so severe in veterans, so neglected by the therapeutic community, and under modern political and technological conditions, more endemic to the practice of warfare than ever before.”

SPIRITUAL INJURY

Inner Conflict

The current body of literature by scholars and clinical researchers working with combat veterans suggests that spiritual injury is very much a part of an inner conflict. The assumption is that an individual’s moral, ethical, and spiritual dimensions interact to form meaning, purpose, values, and perceptions of oneself and the outside world. An inner conflict arises when these perceptions are in stark contrast to what is experienced.

Inner conflict injury can be defined as “damage to individuals’ conceptions of themselves, other people, important institutions, 

47 Hufford, “Spiritual Fitness,” 73.
49 Tick, War and the Soul, 110.
or the Divine resulting from betrayal of deeply held values and beliefs, either by the individuals, themselves, or by others they trust.” For example, warfighters may be involved in potential injurious acts such as “perpetrating, failing to prevent, or bearing witness to acts that transgress deeply held moral beliefs or they may experience conflict about unethical behaviors of others. Warriors may also bear witness to intense human suffering and cruelty that shakes their core beliefs about humanity . . . ” The following are other examples of the various ways inner conflict can manifest itself in a military setting:

- A Marine orders his team to open fire on a vehicle refusing to stop at a checkpoint, even though he can see it is filled with women and children.
- A Navy corpsman fails to save the life of his platoon commander after he was shot in the upper chest but believes he could have succeeded if he had had better training.
- A young sailor on deployment fails to be at his wife’s side as she dies from breast cancer because his commanding officer said he was needed aboard ship during its underway period.
- A Marine squad in Afghanistan makes a pact to get brutal revenge on the Taliban fighters responsible for the cruel death of one of their own unit members.
- A Navy or Marine Corps leader promises to bring back the husband of a young bride and the father of her infant child but because of unexpected events, fails to do so.

52 Nash, “Moral Injury.”
In these examples, a person’s self-perception makes the difference between “moral courage vs. moral failure; ethical decision making vs. ethical violations; honor vs. dishonor; faithfulness vs. betrayal; purity vs. defilement (miasma, pollution); killer vs. murderer; pride vs. shame; forgivable vs. unforgivable; meaning vs. meaninglessness.”

What is distinctive about the spiritual domain that sets it apart from the moral, ethical, and psychological variables is the fractured transcendent relationship between the self and the outside world (to include the Divine). Robert Kane, in his book *Through the Moral Maze*, describes this fracture as the loss of one’s “spiritual center”: the place where one finds access to the divine and nearness to it. To lose one’s spiritual center is to lose access to one’s God. This can result in spiritual alienation (from God and others) and the loss of meaning. Both of these concepts have been identified by clinicians as distressing issues to veterans seeking treatment for PTSD. Spiritual injury is reflected in statements such as

“I was totally alone.”
“I was not myself.”
“I saw myself dead.”
“I lost my innocence, sanity, and faith.”
“Time stopped.”
“Did I die there?”
“I became mean and cold.”
“I was afraid.”

---

53 Ibid.
“I never talked about it.”

“I reject religion.”

“Nothing prepared me.”

Spiritual injury is clinically understood in relation to the moral and ethical dimension of a person’s being. Clinical psychologist Dr. Brett Litz, a leading authority on PTSD, asserts that “potentially morally injurious events, such as perpetrating, failing to prevent, or bearing witness to acts that transgress deeply held moral beliefs and expectations may be deleterious in the long term emotionally, psychologically, behaviorally, spiritually, and socially (what we label as moral injury).” Spiritual injury occurs as part of an inner conflict, where a person’s worldview (spiritual, moral, or ethical) is in direct contrast to what he/she has experienced in life. Spiritual red flags (similar to medical symptoms) include loss of faith, negative religious coping, lack of forgiveness, and overwhelming guilt.

SPIRITUAL RED FLAGS

According to a study conducted with combat veterans in a residential treatment program for PTSD, clinician Kent Drescher surveyed 100 Vietnam War veterans and over 50 OIF/OEF veterans regarding spirituality and combat trauma. His research indicated three areas in which spiritual injury was manifested: loss of faith, negative religious coping, and forgiveness.

Loss of Faith

Of those surveyed, 60 percent indicated they experienced a “significant loss of faith.” The men were, on average, 24 years old
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when their loss of faith occurred. The percentage of those who reported a loss of faith within the last five years was 62 percent.

Loss of faith is associated with depression, social isolation, a sense of a foreshortened future, and a heightened awareness of life’s fragility. Vietnam War chaplain William Mahedy, in his book, *Out of the Night: The Spiritual Journey of Vietnam Vets*, indicates, “It is not only about the loss of faith but also about the desperate struggle to find God in the midst of hell. In spite of lengthening shadows of despair and doubt, soldiers in the field often sought God, wanting nothing more than to experience touches of His mercy, forgiveness, and above all deliverance from evil.”

**Negative Religious Coping**

The results of the survey indicated that the majority of OIF/OEF combat veterans harbored negative religious coping thoughts. These thoughts were characterized by questions about God’s presence and power, expression of chronic strong anger toward God, expression of frequent dissatisfaction with congregations and clergy members, and punitive interpretations of negative circumstances. Fifty-three percent of combat veterans responded that they felt God was punishing them for their sins or lack of spirituality. Likewise, 53 percent of combat veterans wondered whether God had abandoned them.

**Lack of Forgiveness**

The survey results indicated that for OIF/OEF combat veterans, 80 percent had seldom or never forgiven themselves for things that they had done wrong. Seventy-four percent had seldom or never forgiven those that had hurt them and 50 percent had seldom or never known whether God had forgiven them.

Forgiveness is a broad term that can generally be defined as a “process of letting go of negative thoughts, feelings, and reactions
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toward the offender (and often toward oneself), as well as seeking to gain a more compassionate understanding of the offender.” It is not the same thing as pardoning, excusing, or condoning acts of the offender. The issue of forgiveness is one that can create tension. It suggests forgiveness should be bestowed upon an enemy (even though he/she has killed a soldier’s friends and fellow comrades) or upon a military organization that deployed a soldier despite his/her wishes, a leader who made an unwise or unprofessional decision resulting in tragic consequences, or even God for allowing the things of combat to happen. It also suggests a person can forgive him/herself for the acts he/she committed or “perceived errors, mistakes, or lack of action.” Lack of forgiveness has been associated with more severe PTSD and more severe depression.

**Guilt**

An issue not specifically mentioned in the survey of combat veterans, but no less important to spirituality, is the concept of overwhelming guilt. Guilt can take the form of commission and omission—where an individual expresses guilt over actions that he/she had done or failed to do. The concept of survivor’s guilt is also a factor in spiritual injury. It is when an individual survives where others did not.

The *Los Angeles Times* reported the tragic story of Marine Sergeant Jeff Lehner, whose deployment in Afghanistan left him with PTSD. During his time there, he witnessed the “unspeakable” and was unable to stop what he thought was morally wrong. The reporter, Ann Louise Bardach wrote,

> His case was compounded, his friends said, by strong feelings of “survivor’s guilt” involving the crash of a KC-130 transport plane into a mountain in January 2002—killing eight men in his unit. He’d been scheduled to be on the flight and had been reassigned at the last minute. As part of the ground crew that
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attended to the plane’s maintenance, he blamed himself. Afterward, he went to the debris site to recover remains. He found his fellow soldiers’ bodies unrecognizable. He also told me he was deeply shaken by the collateral damage he saw to civilians from U.S. air attacks—especially the shrapnel wounding of so many Afghan children.63

The article goes on to depict a man troubled and haunted by his memories in Afghanistan and his inability to find adequate help for his PTSD through an overwhelmed Veterans Administration. Sergeant Lehner’s psychologist was so concerned about his behavior that she called his home one night and spoke to his father briefly before he handed the phone to Sergeant Lehner. As the phone line went static, the psychologist feared the worst and called the police. They arrived too late. Sergeant Lehner shot his father and himself. This murder-suicide is a tragic story and is a somber reminder of the reality of combat trauma and the power of overwhelming guilt. The question then becomes, “How can a damaged spirit be restored?”

SPIRITUAL REPAIR

The importance of incorporating spiritual practices into treatment of psychological disorders is paramount to restoration and healing. Edward Tick argues for this integration by stating that “the common therapeutic model . . . misses the point that PTSD is primarily a moral, spiritual, and aesthetic disorder—in effect, not a psychological but a soul disorder . . . such aspects can be healed only by strategies aimed at them directly in this context. For this reason, it is crucial that we expand our psychological focus to a more holistic view.”64

64 Tick, War and the Soul, 108.
Purification and Cleansing

Purification and cleansing rituals are part of various religious traditions, both Western and Eastern. These traditions focus on the removal of uncleanliness and defilement as a part of worship through such means as repentance, cleansing, and transformation. For example, Christianity practices confession and baptism, Judaism offers the Ten Days of Repentance and Atonement, Islam incorporates ritual purification for prayer, Buddhism offers the wheel of karma to transform one’s legacy after hurtful actions, and the Native American Indian tradition uses the sweat lodge for purification. Purification and cleansing rituals can help combat veterans atone for the immorality and impurity they may feel as a result of their actions on the battlefield.

Spiritual Rituals and Practices

Spiritual rituals and practices keep one connected to his or her spiritual center. To have a spiritual center is to maintain connectedness to one’s roots, maintaining a “historically defined sense of belonging to the cosmos. The idea of roots is built into the very meaning of the term ‘religion’ in English, which comes from the Latin re-ligio and literally means a ‘linking backward’ to one’s origins. There is a connection here to the fact that the religious quest is concerned with the ‘meaning of life.’”

The search for the “meaning of life” is a pursuit to answer the basic questions of life itself: Who am I? Why am I here? What is fair/right? What is truth? What is love? Why is there suffering/evil? Where am I going? The sudden and overwhelming nature of a violent trauma can shatter the foundations that support the “meaning of life” for an individual. It is through spiritual rituals and practices that one can reconnect to his or her roots and find a sense of belonging and connectedness.
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Rituals then become symbolic actions by individuals that express meaning and purpose. Religious traditions have a variety of spiritual rituals and practices, such as worship, prayer, meditation, and reciting litanies. The benefits of incorporating rituals and spiritual practices can include improved self-esteem, enhanced motivation and commitment to change, service toward others, and a healthy social network that gives a sense of meaning, purpose, and value.67

Rituals that can be specific for warfighters include memorial services for fallen comrades and the simple act of reading poetry by war survivors in a group or including an empty chair as a reminder of those who were killed in combat. In a larger communal sense, it can be participating in Armed Forces Day, Memorial Day, Veterans Day commemorations, and POW/MIA remembrances, as well as visiting war memorials.68

**Storytelling**

A story is a “map for the soul,” a living thing, a divine gift. It is thought that when a person tells his or her story and listens to others’, that person comes “in touch with all three: life, divinity, and soul.”69 Storytelling is a way of preserving personal histories and reveals patterns and meanings that may have been missed. It has a way of bringing a community together and “transforms both the actor and listener alike into communal witnesses.”70 Thus stories become “powerful constructs that can resonate in both those that tell them and those who hear them.” They have the ability to connect individuals as a means of making sense of a traumatic event.71

While it may be a natural tendency for warfighters to remain silent regarding their traumatic experiences on the battlefield, re-
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search has shown that storytelling is one of the most important components of effective therapy. Having the opportunity to tell one’s story to someone who is caring, compassionate, and empathetic helps that individual move forward from the traumatic experiences. Storytelling is also “one of the most important rituals after returning from war.” The tradition of postwar storytelling links all the way back to the Greek tragedies of Sophocles’ “Ajax” and “Philoctetes.” Such stories reveal that the tragic results of war on an individual’s body, mind, and soul are not simply a phenomenon of modern warfare, but have affected military personnel for at least 2500 years. In the telling of the story, healing begins to surface through the affirmation of the individual and the collective experience of all involved. In so doing, all learn to know themselves and others, thus shaping their identities, emotions, hopes, dreams, and desires.

**Theodicy and Letting Go**

The problem of suffering is one that has plagued humankind from perhaps its beginning. Theodicy asks, “How can God who is all loving and all powerful allow traumatic events to happen?” A soldier on the battlefield might ask, “Why did God allow innocent children to be killed in the line of fire?” or “Why did I survive and my buddy did not?” or “If God is so loving, why was I allowed to experience the things I did?” From a Judeo-Christian perspective, theodicy challenges the ideal of God’s justice and care. Theologically, there are various ways the problem of suffering has been answered—whether God chooses not to intervene or provides a means for moral growth. The question of theodicy leaves room for the mystery of the Divine—there is much unknown and even unanswerable. While an individual may go on seeking answers, the act of voicing questions provides a framework to find meaning.

The concept of theodicy does not exist in the Buddhist or Hindu religious traditions. In these Eastern religions, all suffering is de-
served. However, the meaning in suffering (whether deserved or not) seems, from a human standpoint, to be unanswerable. The inward practice of meditation, particularly Buddhist koan tradition that teaches meditation on the unanswerable questions of life, has value in relation to spiritual recovery.

Noted Army psychiatrist, Charles Hoge, in his recent book, *Once a Warrior, Always a Warrior: Navigating the Transition from Combat to Home Including Combat Stress, PTSD, and mTBI*, urges returning warriors to let go of the unanswerable questions that ignite complex emotions that can start one down a path of “chronic hopelessness, guilt, shame, self-blame, (and) depression.” He praises the Zen Buddhist tradition of koan as a way of reprogramming the brain; asking (or meditating on) the unanswerable questions of war paradoxically “kicks the brain circuitry out of its propensity to get stuck in these types of questions.” The end result is being unstuck from a cycle of unanswerable questions.

**Meaning Making**

Meaning making refers to the “process of working to restore global life meaning when it has been disrupted or violated.” A seminal work on the topic is Viktor Frankl’s *Man’s Search for Meaning*. Frankl, an Austrian psychiatrist and Holocaust survivor, developed logo therapy, which is a coping strategy that finds meaning even in the midst of tragic suffering. Finding meaning makes extreme circumstances bearable and can usher in a purpose for living. “We can discover this meaning in life in three different ways: (1) by doing a deed; (2) by experiencing a value; and (3) by suffering.”
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Clinical research indicates that traumatic and damaging events are easier to endure and adjust to when “understood within a benevolent religious framework, and attributions of death, illness, and other major losses to the will of God or to a loving God are generally linked with better outcomes.”\textsuperscript{77} An example of this linking is seen in an interview with combat veteran Mark Clester, where he recalls his fourteen-hour ordeal in a firefight outside of Fallujah in 2003:

We turned on this road, and we knew it was a bad situation. Immediately, we offered a prayer to God. It was a quick prayer, but we understood He was in ultimate control of the situation and we asked for His Divine intervention. In reality we should have been defeated. The IEDs should have gone off, but instead they failed to explode. We needed God and He was there. None of my Marines were killed that day and we know it was because of God. Throughout the whole ordeal I had peace knowing that God was providential.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP}

The Marine leader has a role in the prevention of and recovery from stress injuries. As retired Lieutenant General Paul Van Riper, USMC, states, “An injured Marine is lost to the force, whether the injury is physical or psychological.”\textsuperscript{79} The same can be said for stress injuries that are ethical, moral, and spiritual in nature. When a Marine is injured, unit leadership is paramount to his or her recovery. This is accomplished by fostering a climate of community at the unit level and through training and supporting

\textsuperscript{77} Paloutzian and Park, \textit{Handbook of the Psychology of Religion and Spirituality}, 309.
\textsuperscript{78} Lieutenant Colonel Mark Clester (Ret.) USMC, interview with CDR Judy Malana, 19 December 2010.
competent, open-minded, and ethical military leaders who have
the full support of their superiors.80

Dr. Jonathan Shay states in *Odysseus in America: Combat Trauma
and the Trials of Homecoming* “that there are three keys to prevent-
ing psychological and moral injury in military service, and that
these keys are in the hands of military line leaders and trainers.
These are

- Positive qualities of community in the service member’s . . . unit, of which stability is the most important (cohesion);
- Prolonged, progressive training that works for what troops really have to do and face; and
- Competent, ethical, and properly supported leadership.”81

With leadership being so critical to the prevention and recovery
of these types of injuries, how does a Marine leader build unit co-
hesion and resilience, identify those at risk, take steps to mitigate potential injury, and use available resources? A successful stra-
geny for dealing with stress injuries will be built around three key
factors: (1) strong leaders who exhibit passionate, moral, ethical,
and spiritual leadership; (2) implementation of the USMC’s Combat Operational Stress Control (COSC) programs; and (3) uti-
lization of the unit’s chaplain.

**Leadership Strategies**

As with any other aspect of military leadership, having well-
thought-out and effective strategies for accomplishing mission objectives is important and there are strategies that a leader must employ in addressing stress injury. First, as the 2007 Tri-MEF COSC Conference stated, “Combat Operational Stress Control is a leadership issue. Solid leadership, unit cohesion, realistic train-
ing, and high morale are vital to preventing and ameliorating
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By its very nature, being a Marine is stressful. Marines are the nation’s premier “shock troops,” repeatedly thrust into tough and challenging operations around the world. Frequent deployments and family separations have always been a part of the USMC, and Marine leaders by necessity must be acutely aware of the need to manage stress in getting the job done while preserving warfighter verve. However, it has not always been possible to control combat and operational stress within the Marines’ capacity to adapt. These types of injuries will always be a risk to Marines and impact Marine Corps operations.

It is imperative for Marine Corps leaders to be intensely aware of the conditions that expose Marines to the risk for stress injuries. Equally, every effort must be made to prevent stress injuries whenever possible, i.e., there must be a balance between repetitive and realistic training that prepares Marines for combat, while not creating stress injuries through that training. Similarly, it is imperative that stress injuries be quickly identified and appropriate care given to those in need.

Underpinning a Marine leader’s ability to lead is the ethical, moral, and spiritual leadership displayed in his/her personal life on and off the battlefield. As Doug Crandall has so aptly shown, “A leader’s integrity serves as a foundation for the moral and ethical execution of missions, which protects his or her subordi-

nates’ moral justification for fighting and sustains their will to win.”

Jonathan Shay argues in *Achilles in Vietnam* that a failure by leadership to display consistent ethical, moral, and spiritual leadership was a major contributor of PTSD injuries in Vietnam veterans. He argues that military units are social constructs built upon shared expectations and values. “The moral power of an army is so great that it can motivate men to get up out of a trench and step into enemy machine gun fire. When a leader destroys the legitimacy of the army’s moral order by betraying ‘what’s right,’ he inflicts manifold injuries on his men.”

In a similar manner, General James N. Mattis warns leaders not to neglect the spiritual dimension in their personal lives and in the lives of their subordinates, and warns of the impact such neglect can have. He says, “... your spiritual path is much more of your own choosing. Just make real sure that you don’t dismiss this as something of idle interest or not that important, because with the physical and the mental, you can aspire and kick ass. You can sometimes put things on the spiritual level behind you; the problem is that we endanger our very country [when we do so].”

The Marine Corps’ success originates in its foundational values and the synergy created when individual, unit, and institution-

---
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values, including the spiritual, are aligned. Consequently, the most powerful thing a Marine leader can do to help his or her Marines is “set the example.” This is done primarily by aligning personal actions and beliefs with the shared values congruent to the Marine Corps. Leading by example makes values real, thus, one is able to encourage the heart and soul of those he or she is charged to lead. Because of the creditability garnered through leading by example, a leader can then implement a model of the human spirit that builds spiritual resilience, helping the spiritually injured recover.

The USMC Strategy to Address Stress Injuries

The second leadership strategy in addressing combat and operational stress is the USMC COSC program. Its intent is to maintain a resilient, ready force and promote the long-term health and well-being of Marines, sailors, and their families. For unit leaders, it is essential that they understand and implement USMC COSC doctrine. The components of the doctrine are built around three tools: the COS Continuum, Combat & Operational Stress First Aid, and the “Five Core Leadership Functions.”

The COS Stress Continuum is the foundation for all COSC and Operational Stress Control (OSC) doctrine, training, surveillance, and interventions in both the Marine Corps and Navy. It is evidence-based and consistent with the Marine Corps’ culture and warrior ethos. The model highlights the shared responsibility leaders have with that of medical personnel, mental health professionals, and chaplains for force protection and force conservation.

The second aspect of the USMC COSC response is Combat and Operational Stress First Aid (COSFA). COSFA is a flexible, mul-
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tistep process for the timely assessment and preclinical care of stress reactions or injuries in individuals or units. Its goals are to preserve life, prevent further harm, and promote recovery. There are two components: “Primary Aid,” which focuses on safety and calming to save a life and thwart further injury; and “Secondary Aid,” which guides individuals, peers, leaders, and caregivers to work together to promote recovery or facilitate appropriate referral for further evaluation or treatment.

Lastly, COSC is a leadership issue having “Five Core Leadership Functions.” The USMC has identified these functions as strengthen, mitigate, identify, treat, and reintegrate.89

(1) Strengthen: Leaders design activities that enhance and build resilience, such as hard, realistic training that develops physical strength, mental strength, and endurance. It is leadership that strengthens unit cohesion by building mutual trust and support, which is an essential component of resilience. It is leadership that instills confidence and provides a model of ethical and moral behavior that strengthens the individual and unit as a whole.

(2) Mitigate: Mitigating stress is about balance. While there is the need to intentionally stress Marines in order to train and prepare them, leaders must ensure adequate sleep, rest, recreation, and spiritual renewal to allow for recovery. It is imperative to also identify stress reactions or injuries early, before they become entrenched. Leaders must know the individuals in their command, recognize when confidence has been shaken, and conduct after action reviews (AARs) in small groups at the completion of a mission to defuse stress, build confidence, acknowledge loss, and give permission to grieve. Leaders must live and enforce core values, and own up when they make mistakes.

(3) Identify: The leader must know the strengths and weaknesses of his or her Marines and sailors, and be aware of the challenges that they face within the command and in their personal lives. On a day-to-day basis, Marine leaders must know which stress zone each unit member is in. Leaders must know how to recognize stress reactions, injuries, and illnesses. They must be able to identify when the moral compass has been fractured and a member is left experiencing excessive blame or shame. The key to preventing these types of stress injuries is to balance competing priorities, while removing stressors not essential to training or mission accomplishment. Finally, one must set a good example by effectively managing one’s own stress.

(4) Treat: Ensure that those with any type of stress injury or illness get help. Train Marines to take care of each other, by restoring meaning, making amends, and promoting forgiveness. The first line of defense to stress injuries is an observant buddy, who can help a fellow Marine navigate the stress. Marines should be encouraged to seek out a leader, chaplain, counselor, or corpsman when feeling excessive stress and get definitive medical or psychological treatment when they reach the ill or injured stress zones on the COSC Continuum.

(5) Reintegrate: Marines receiving treatment for stress-related injuries need to be welcomed back to the unit. This offers the injured an opportunity for redemption and acceptance. Doing so helps neutralize the stigma associated with getting help; dampens casual derogatory comments that, when left unchecked, may prevent other Marines from seeking help when needed; and exhibits actions that restore the confidence to the stress-injured. Communication with treating professionals such as medical and mental health professionals and chaplains is important. And above all, they must remember that healing is a slow process.
The Chaplain’s Role in Preventing and Treating Spiritual Injuries

The third leadership strategy in addressing combat and operational stress is utilization of the unit chaplain. He or she is the principal professional resource and advisor to a Marine leader in addressing ethical, moral, and spiritual injuries. Unlike the embedded news reporters who are assigned to military units for short durations of time during war, chaplains are organic to the unit. This insider status enables chaplains to discern not only the religious needs of personnel, but also their moral, ethical, and spiritual well-being. Chaplains share in the same experiences and demands placed upon a unit, gaining credibility and useful insights into how to help individuals directly and advise the command in how best to target resources to an individual with stress-related injuries.

By virtue of the chaplain’s position in the unit, he or she gains the ability to enter into the life of those in combat. Thus, the chaplain offers a humanizing point of reference to buffer against the moral disengagement of personnel who can be drawn into moral ambiguity by the emotional and ethical demands of asymmetrical warfare. Moral disengagement is the psychological, ethical, emotional, and spiritual process that creates the conditions in which moral, ethical, and spiritual injuries can occur.90

Navy Captain and Chaplain Robert Phillips points out, “Unlike other helping professionals such as psychologists or counselors, the chaplain’s presence and human interaction are framed by a context of faith and recognition of the spiritual dimensions and struggle implicit in the warrior’s response to the crisis. The point is not to place chaplains over against other forms of helping profes-

sional presence, but to nurture synergy to maximize assistance." Thus, chaplains become one of the unit leader’s most valuable resources for identifying, assessing, and managing the recovery of those suffering ethical, moral, and spiritual injuries.

CONCLUSION

The battlefield is a daunting place. The harsh environment and war zone stressors can overwhelm a soldier’s coping mechanisms and lead him/her down a path of combat and operational stress injuries and illnesses, and potentially chronic PTSD. The moral domain of inner conflict is the hearth of spiritual injury, that is, a clash between what is believed about the world and the brutal reality of war, and the fact that the horrors of violence and suffering can cause hidden injuries to the soul.

Understanding the dynamics of spiritual injuries sustained on the battlefield is essential to the restoration and healing of warfighters. Although it is a concept that has been chiefly unexplored in the clinical realm, it has gained importance and is garnering more attention as large numbers of American service members continue to be affected by this war. The USMC sees Combat Operational Stress Control as a leadership issue. Strong, effective leadership is paramount in the treatment and recovery of Marines. While the military continues to march into battle, the warfighter is not without hope and restoration of the soul.

91 Ibid.
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It is in the national interest that personnel serving in the Armed Forces be protected in the realization and development of moral, spiritual, and religious values consistent with the religious beliefs of the individuals concerned. To this end, it is the duty of commanding officers in every echelon to develop to the highest degree the conditions and influences calculated to promote health, morals, and spiritual values of the personnel under their command.

- General George C. Marshall¹

Growing conceptual agreement recognizes and seeks to engage spirituality as an element of character for members of the U.S. military. For example, spirituality, or the domain of the human spirit, is one of the three elements of the character development model for cadets at the U.S. Military Academy—along with the ethical and social domains.² Across the Army and the Department

An earlier version of this chapter was published in the *Journal of Healthcare, Science and Humanities* (vol 1, no 2, July 2011), a joint venture of the Bureau of Navy Medicine and Smithsonian Scholarly Press, and is in the public domain. The article can be found at http://nmva.org/mhrl/subPage.php?sp=13.
of Defense (DOD), holistic fitness programs include spiritual fitness. And in the areas of training, education, and development, leaders aspire to inculcate character development, including spirituality, to complement military training soldiers receive.

In military leadership, spirituality and cognate constructs such as morals and values, as noted by General Marshall above, have long been viewed as integral aspects of command responsibility. Character development—including character development that addresses spirituality—is understood as a facet of military leadership. A strong spirit in military members may be viewed as instrumental in fostering ethical conduct and personal resilience. This paper examines spirituality and identifies correlations between spirituality and moral attitudes and behavior along with emotional and physical resilience.

From a wider perspective, military service has traditionally been viewed as offering potential to build character. The services established Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps (JROTC) programs that have character building as a central tenant. In decades past, particularly when conscripted service was used, one popular idea advanced by some was the “option” of military service in lieu of short jail time for petty crimes. This was understood as a way to give offenders a chance to “grow up” and benefit from the structure of military life. In today’s era of an all-volunteer (recruited) force, military life is still viewed as fostering personal discipline and maturity.

This paper examines results from the Army’s Excellence in Character, Ethics, and Leadership (EXCEL) survey about spirituality and how it affects ethics and the resilience of soldiers. These findings are based on a sample of more than 1,250 soldiers in a combat zone, and this paper offers a preliminary discussion of findings about spirituality and a three-factor construct of spirituality. The three-factor model emerged from the survey data by calculating fit indices of scores on 15 items (fit indices will be described below [see “Spirituality Defined for This Study”]). Higher mean scores of spirituality are examined taking demographic variables into account. Correlations between spirituality, ethics, and resilience are reported, showing how spirituality interacts with measurements of ethics and resilience. The findings also point to areas for further research.

The EXCEL survey presents an honest and thought-provoking perspective from soldiers in a combat zone. The interdisciplinary survey addresses more than 20 constructs including ethical attitudes, values and behavior, leadership, physical and emotional health, and spirituality. Items about spirituality were included within the larger, interdisciplinary research instrument. Spirituality, ethics, and resilience converge to give some contours of the interactions of these factors as elements of character in soldiers.

BACKGROUND OF THE ARMY EXCEL STUDY

In 2008, the U.S. Army initiated designs and plans for the Multi-national Forces, Iraq (MNFI) Survey-2009. The study was requested by General David H. Petraeus as he relinquished command of the Multinational Forces in Iraq in September of 2008. The study

6 Rightly and by design, individual religious beliefs and practices have been protected in the military with attention to the twin principles of avoiding the “establishment” of religion for soldiers and urging “free exercise” through a pluralistic military chaplaincy.
had the backing of the chief of staff of the Army and was implemented by the Center for the Army Profession and Ethic (CAPE) in collaboration with the Institute for National Security Ethics and Leadership at National Defense University, the U.S. Army Chaplains Corps, and a wide range of military and civilian academic partners. The study tests a wide range of constructs about the ethical attitudes and behavior of U.S. land forces. The intent of this study was to aid leaders in self-assessment, reflection, and continuous learning.

The survey was developed to examine findings from earlier reports conducted by the Mental Health Assessment Team (MHAT IV and V). In these reports, significant percentages of soldiers and Marines stated they would not report a fellow member of the military for “killing or wounding an innocent noncombatant.” The Army set a high priority on ethics and ethical decision making in the face of sustained operational demands. In a combat zone, ethical dilemmas abound, and soldiers are constantly faced with demanding challenges. Lapses like Abu Ghraib and other severe ethical failures make it evident that ethics training is an ongoing necessity. Survey results reveal correlations between an


8 Charles J. Dunlap, Jr., BG, USAF, “The Joint Force Commander and Force Discipline,” U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, September 2005, 34–38. Charles Dunlap wrote of the effects that the Abu Ghraib prison abuse had on the military: “The highly publicized reports of the Abu Ghraib prison abuse scandal energized the Iraqi insurgency and eroded vital domestic and Coalition support. Most damaging was the negative reaction of ordinary Iraqis, a constituency whose backing is essential to strategic success. A 2004 poll found that 54 percent of them believed all Americans behave like those alleged to have taken part in the abuse. So adverse were the strategic consequences that it is no overstatement to say that Americans died—and will continue to die—as an indirect result of this disciplinary catastrophe.”
individual’s level of spirituality and two other constructs: ethics and resilience. The EXCEL research findings indicate spirituality measurably correlates with five factors of ethics, such as moral courage and moral confidence, as well as increased psychological and physical resilience.

**Spirituality Defined for This Study**

Definitions of spirituality have evolved over the past decades and vary across diverse faith groups and cultures. The word suggests a journey or process tied to spirit defined in this research project as a multidimensional, cohesive core of the individual expressed in beliefs, ideas, practices, and connections. Going into this survey of soldiers, the working hypothesis was that spirituality could be assessed using three subscales: “Spirituality incorporates the three elements of a spiritual worldview, personal piety, and connection to a faith community.” These are relevant, though not sufficient, factors of spirituality.

The three subscales in the design did not achieve acceptable levels calculating from fit indices using five items per subscale. What emerged from calculating fit indices of spirituality items confirmed that spirituality is indeed multidimensional, but along different subscales. These spirituality items clustered around three factors, but in a different combination: connection to others, religious identification, and hopeful outlook. These three factors do not account for all elements of spirituality. By analyzing data from the survey questions, a unifying construct of spirituality emerged along three subscales. With the exception of four ques-
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tions, all of the spirituality questions on the survey fell under one of these three subscales. Thus, the EXCEL study does not cover all dimensions of spirituality, but it does reveal a workable model of spirituality for the soldiers surveyed. Using this alternative measurement model, a three-factor substructure provides extremely strong fit indices.

Spirituality, like other constructs such as stress, social support, or self-worth, cannot be observed directly. Calculating a fit index is one statistical method used to assess how well specific items measure a particular factor. By statistically analyzing patterns of responses on several items, it is possible to calculate the relative “fit” of items around conceptual models. Two calculations of fit indices are shown. A fit index above .90 is considered extremely strong. Fit indices at .75 are acceptable. As shown, the fit of the three-factor model is much better than a one-factor model. Table 1 presents the fit indices of the items structured into three factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor Structure</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>Normed Fit Index</th>
<th>Comparative Fit Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 Factors</td>
<td>335.12</td>
<td>.952</td>
<td>.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Factor</td>
<td>1662.12</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td>.764</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1*. Fit Index.

*X^2*: Chi-square, also called the discrepancy function, expresses the likelihood or goodness of fit. The lower the number, the closer the fit.

NFI: Normed Fit Indices. Expresses the covariance among items. Zero indicates no covariance and 1.0 is exact covariance. This calculates an adjustment to the non-normed index accounting for sample size and degrees of freedom.

CFI: Comparative Fit Indices. CFI expresses the fit of items to form a factor and is used to avoid underestimation of fit noted in small samples. This is a rather large sample so the fit index here is strong.

U.S. ARMY CHAPLAINCY AND DOD TERMS OF REFERENCE ON SPIRITUALITY

The three-factor construct of spirituality parallels and complements the definition of spirituality that the Army chief of chaplains employs, which is “a process transcending self and society that empowers the human spirit with purpose, identity, and
meaning.” The three factors of the EXCEL model of spirituality connect to the three functions in the chaplaincy definition: empowering people with purpose, identity, and meaning. The chaplaincy definition also incorporates awareness of that which transcends self and society. Comparing the EXCEL model to the Army chaplaincy definition, connection to others relates to identity; religious identification relates to both identity and meaning; and hopeful outlook relates to purpose.

Another definition comes from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction on the Total Force Fitness (TFF) framework. TFF addresses spirituality, defining it as “the expression of the human spirit in thoughts, practices, and relationships of connection to self, and connections outside the self, such as other people, groups, nature, and concepts of a higher order.”

Although these definitions all take a different view of spirituality, they overlap and incorporate common ideas. The three factors that fit the data from the EXCEL survey cluster along three identifiable constructs: connection to others, religious identification, and hopeful outlook. These factors, when present, correlate in the lives of soldiers to positive attributes and may act as a buffer against some psychological and physical risk factors. Each of the three factors is considered further and then examined in light of correlations between spirituality and subscales addressing ethics and resilience.

**METHODS IN THE EXCEL STUDY**

**Survey Design**

The EXCEL survey is a paper-and-pencil instrument survey that

---

10 Provided by e-mail from staff at the Center for Spiritual Leadership (CSL) at the U.S. Army Chaplain Center and School, Fort Jackson, South Carolina on 14 May 2010.

11 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction, *Total Force Fitness Framework-Spiritual Fitness Domain*, Enclosure B5 (working draft from the Office of the Joint Staff Chaplain, 23 March 2010). See also, *Chairman’s Total Force Fitness Framework*, Appendix E to Enclosure A, A-2.
collects demographic and survey data primarily using Likert scales. EXCEL addresses topics ranging from ethical attitudes, actions, and observed behaviors in others to leadership, attitudes about the Army, general physical concerns, attitudes, and well-being. The survey was designed in four versions: version A (which featured just core questions), version B (which featured core questions and spirituality items), version A-leader (which was administered only to leaders and featured core questions), and version B-leader (which was administered only to leaders and featured both core questions and spirituality items). Surveys were collected from 2,572 soldiers deployed in Iraq between 20 June 2009 and 24 July 2009. To protect the anonymity of participants, data was collected from randomly selected units.

**Survey Items**

Fifteen items relating to spirituality were included in the EXCEL survey at the request of the Institute for National Security, Ethics, and Leadership (INSEL) at National Defense University and the U.S. Army Chaplain Corps. Items were selected from established surveys. All items were formatted using a five-point Likert scale in line with the layout of the larger survey.

Thirteen of the 15 items included in EXCEL were based on “Dimensions of Religion/Spirituality and Relevance to Health Research” by Haber et al. from the VA Palo Alto Health Care System. The purpose of the Haber study was to “identify unique religion/spirituality (R/S) factors that account for variation in R/S mea-

---

12 Likert scales measure the degree of agreement or disagreement with a specific item (a single trait). Social science surveys use multiple items to assess an individual trait, and researchers use statistical analysis to develop factors for correlation studies.

sures of interest to health research.” That research focused on identifying religious and spiritual items relevant in health care research through meta-analysis of personality and medical instruments. Haber et al. took many of their questions from other well-established studies, including the Brief Multidimensional Measure of Religion and Spirituality by Fetzer Institute/National Institution of Aging and R. L. Piedmont’s Development and Validation of the Spiritual Transcendence Scale: A Measure of Spiritual Experience. In addition, Haber et al. used what they called two “classic measures with exceptional histories of use.” The first is the Spiritual Well-Being Scale by C. W. Ellison, which measures well-being associated with God and existentialism. The second is “The Age-Universal” version of Allport and Ross’s Religious Orientation Scale.

These sources, combined with one of Haber’s “Religion/Spirituality Motivation, Devotion, and Coping” questions and two MNFI-specific questions, make up the 15 items. Appendix A provides a complete list of the 15 items and their sources.

In the design, the 15 spirituality items were to measure three dimensions of spirituality in individuals: spiritual worldview, prayer/personal piety, and connection to a faith community. These address private and personal spirituality, as well as the public aspects of spirituality, paralleling the approach in a study by Greenfield, Vaillant, and Marks. Also, by matching leader

14 Jon Randolph Haber, Theodore Jacob, and David J. C. Spangler, “Dimensions of Religion/Spirituality and Relevance to Health Research,” The International Journal for the Psychology of Religion 17 (2007): 271. Please refer to this article for information about the other studies from which Haber el al. derived survey questions.
15 Ibid.
scores with scores of followers in their units, future analysis can examine spirituality within units and interactions between leaders and followers in multifactorial analysis.

**Survey Participants**

This paper focuses on data from version B and version B-leader. Of the 2,572 soldiers surveyed, 1,366 completed version B and version B-leader, which included the spirituality items shown in appendix A. Of 1,366 version B surveys, there were 1,263 valid responses, meaning surveys were sufficiently complete to be tabulated and analyzed. Table 2 presents a summary of demographics of version respondents. Note that 61 percent of respondents were under age 27, and 76 percent were grade E5 (sergeant) and below.

Based on a literature review, this is the largest sample to assess soldiers’ spirituality in a combat zone. The Army does collect annual data on religious preference for soldiers but not qualitative survey data. The closest comparable sample probing aspects of spirituality numbered 800 in an unpublished thesis from World War II probing the effect of combat on religious belief and personal morality.17

From a review of relevant literature, surveys addressing spirituality and well-being most often sample populations in hospitals or other treatment facilities, college students, or congregational members. No comparable data was previously available about military personnel in a combat zone.

---

17 Mahlon W. Pomeroy, “The Effect of Military Service and Combat Experience on Religious Beliefs and Personal Morality” (master’s thesis, Syracuse University, 1946). Pomeroy and a colleague collected data about the meaning and importance of faith in God and attitudes about prayer from 800 soldiers in hospital wards at Camp Kilmer, New Jersey, during January through March of 1946. He reports that 65,000 soldiers passed through Camp Kilmer some weeks. His major findings were that “men felt their religion meant more to them now than before the war,” that “God evidently seemed more personal to the men now,” and “34 percent indicate that they pray more now than before the war, and only 9 percent pray less.”
Procedures

To obtain a representative sample, the Multinational Forces, Iraq-Inspector General (MNFI-IG) randomly selected two brigade-sized units from each of the four Army divisions then serving in Iraq. Two battalions were randomly selected within those brigades; from each of those battalions, three companies were randomly selected, and from each of the companies, three platoons were randomly selected. In addition to these troops, key leadership at the platoon, company, and battalion levels also participated in the survey, thus allowing the survey to assess the culture/climate individual leaders developed in their areas of responsibility. Battalion chaplains and chaplain assistants carried surveys to forward operating bases. They implemented survey adminis-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender*</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1123</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18–22</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23–27</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28–32</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33–37</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38–42</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43–47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48+</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marital Status</th>
<th>Unmarried</th>
<th>Married</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>736</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Army Component</th>
<th>Active Component</th>
<th>Reserve Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>909</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Summary of Demographics.

* Respondents did not answer the question on gender in 100 surveys out of the total that included the spirituality questions. We calculated our percentages and distributions on correlations that involved gender (only a few) using 1266 (instead of 1366) as the denominator.
administration protocols, distributing and collecting surveys in platoon-sized elements (20–40 individuals). Chaplains and chaplain assistants were chosen to administer the surveys because of their formal obligations for confidentiality and their role as trusted agents.

To protect privacy and ensure anonymity, respondents filled out the survey and returned it to the unit chaplains who served as survey administrators. Data collectors placed surveys in sealed folders immediately upon collecting them from participants. Chaplains used a coding scheme with each unit. This scheme randomly assigned a code to each unit and the code was written on the outside of each sealed envelope. Using these precautions, it was not possible to associate an individual’s recorded data with that individual or his/her military unit, unless the individual failed to follow instructions and put his or her name on the survey. Chaplains were the only people to have access to both the unit designation and their data, and each chaplain had access to approximately 1/20th of the full sample’s data. The paper surveys were transported from chaplains to the MNFI staff and shipped to CAPE at West Point, New York. From the time the chaplain turned in the sealed envelopes for shipping, neither the staff nor the CAPE knew the unit designations and thus were unable to determine the unit from which any survey set came. Data was entered, analyzed, and reported by code only.

All leaders surveyed were also asked to rate certain effects of leadership at the platoon, company, and battalion levels. Further, leaders were asked to evaluate the leadership and unit performance of subordinate leaders at the next level down from them. All soldiers completing the survey reported on their individual ethical behavior and beliefs, rated the ethical behavior of their immediate leaders and their peers, and evaluated the culture and climate in their respective units and their psychological and
somatic conditions. All respondents receiving version B (leaders and followers) rated themselves on three factors of spirituality.

When the survey respondents completed their surveys, the chaplains and chaplain assistants collected the surveys and sent them to the MNFI-IG. The surveys were shipped to CAPE. The data was provided to the following individuals for further analysis: Colonel Sean T. Hannah, PhD, CAPE director, in conjunction with several leading university researchers, including (alphabetically) Dr. Bruce Avolio, University of Washington; Dr. Steve Kozlowski, Michigan State University; Dr. Robert Lord, University of Akron; Dr. John Schaubroeck, Michigan State University; and Dr. Linda Trevino, Pennsylvania State University. The draft technical report of the data was prepared by Dr. John Schaubroeck and Colonel Hannah with assistance from the following doctoral students at Michigan State University: Nikolaos Dimotakis, Katherine Guica, Megan Huth, and Chunyan Peng.18

THREE FACTORS OF SPIRITUALITY

Connection to Others

McMillan and Chavis, writing about inclusion with others, defined sense of community as “a feeling that members have of belonging, a feeling that members matter to one another and to the group, and a shared faith that members’ needs will be met through their commitment to be together.”19 Spirituality is often expressed through community activities, such as worship and service to others. Spirituality acknowledges realities beyond the self, and soldiers report a connection to others as a dimension of spirituality. This factor correlates with intentions for ethical actions, moral attitudes, and a general increased ability to withstand the rigors of combat. Members of the military are familiar

with feeling a common bond with each other, just as Shakespeare coined the famous phrase, “we happy few, we band of brothers.” But this sense of connection to others goes far beyond camaraderie or esprit de corps.

While esprit de corps is important, it is vital for a soldier to feel not only like she or he belongs to the unit but also belongs to the rest of the human race. Soldiers who integrate this perception at a deep level of their humanity recognize even their enemies are still part of humanity and deserve certain rights and protections. A connection to others may mitigate enemy abuses, POW mistreatment, and civilian casualties.

The following items comprise the subscale for the factor “connection to others”:

Q.151 I feel that on a higher level all of us share a common bond.
Q.152 Although there is good and bad in people, I believe that humanity as a whole is basically good.
Q.154 Although individual people may be difficult, I feel a bond with all of humanity.

Religious Identification

Spirituality is not experienced in a vacuum. Soldiers who recorded a higher level of spirituality tended to connect that spirituality to some level of participation in recognized religious activity—prayer, prayer by others, and worship. Though definitions of spirituality are sometimes vague, the spiritual practices of soldiers can be quite clear and specific. For soldiers, practice is important, and practice is a prominent factor in their expression of spirituality. In correlating scores for “total spirituality,” the two items most closely related to this score are those that express beliefs about prayer:

Q.160 I believe my personal prayers help me during this deployment. (.794)

Q.161 I believe the prayers of my family and friends back home help me. (.786)

The EXCEL study data indicates when soldiers were surveyed concerning spirituality, their spirituality was most typically described with recognizable religious identifiers such as prayer, chapel attendance, and corporate worship, which are common to organized religion. In addition to the two items about prayer, three other items were used to measure this factor:

Q.155 My spiritual life is an important part of who I am as a person.

Q.159 I go to my place of worship (chapel, church, synagogue, temple) because it helps me connect with friends.

Q.162 I believe the presence and ministry of my unit chaplain brings value to the unit.

Religion and spirituality are sometimes complicated to discuss. As the instruction issued by the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff points out, “Defining ‘spirituality’ in the Armed Forces is difficult because of the diversity of service members and their preferred spiritual practices and the confusion, ambiguity, and blurred lines that exist between understanding and defining ‘spirituality’ and religion.”21 The EXCEL study shows spirituality is experienced through religious identification. This underscores the need to ensure that individual soldiers have the opportunity to practice their respective beliefs with freedom and respect. Soldiers who make use of these opportunities have a higher level of spirituality and, as considered below, this translates into increased resiliency and a strengthened personal ethic.

---

21 CJCSI Total Force Fitness Framework, Enclosure B5.
Hopeful Outlook

A third factor of spirituality, called hopeful outlook, emerged from the survey. Hope, optimism, and positive outlook are notable given the conditions under which these surveys were collected—living in a combat zone.

This hopeful outlook was revealed through soldiers’ responses to the following items:

Q.157 I feel a sense of well-being about the direction in which my life is heading.

Q.163 I feel good about my future.

Q.164 I have forgiven myself for things that I have done wrong.

This last item acknowledges the issue of guilt, which combat veterans face. Guilt can often become a debilitating symptom if not properly processed and dealt with. This will be discussed as an aspect of resilience.

Frequency Distributions on Spirituality Items

Responses of soldiers in the survey items about spirituality were distributed across a wide range of scores. Roughly one-third of respondents indicated they were not in agreement with these items about spirituality, one-third of respondents were neutral, and one-third of respondents were in agreement. Two frequency distribution graphs are included that illustrate the lowest and highest response patterns for spirituality scores. In both graphs, responses are grouped into three categories: strongly disagree/disagree; neutral; agree/strongly agree. Also, each graph depicts the distribution from version B and version B Leader surveys. Leaders tended to agree or strongly agree more with items measuring spirituality compared to the larger sample of respondents.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the highest scores on one of the spirituality items: Q164, I feel good about my future. In this distribution, 156 total respondents marked strongly disagree/disagree; 352, neutral; and 755, agree/strongly agree. This item reflects a prevailing positive outlook among the soldiers surveyed about their futures.

Figure 17 shows the distribution of the lowest scores on one of the spirituality items: Q159, If I have a problem or difficult situation, the people in my chapel community will comfort me and get me through it. In this distribution, 383 total respondents marked strongly disagree/disagree; 484, neutral; and 386, agree/strongly agree. This item indicates that even though it has the lowest scores for any of the items assessing spirituality, the response pattern is equally divided between those feeling connected and not connected to a church or chapel community with the largest group in the neutral range.
Regarding spirituality, a literature review identified no longitudinal studies that span the adult life cycle (from early adulthood to senior adulthood) that could provide conceptual descriptions of spiritual development. Most evidence of spiritual development comes from the study of individual lives\textsuperscript{22} or is generalized from other fields such as analytic psychology,\textsuperscript{23} moral development,\textsuperscript{24} or faith development tied to a quest for meaning without regard to transcendence.\textsuperscript{25}

In Table 3, the three factors using subscales for spirituality and the spirituality total scores are listed with means from the Likert scale. The strongest correlations\textsuperscript{26} (at the 0.01 level, 2-tailed) indicate

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure.png}
\caption{If I have a problem or difficult situation, the people in my chapel community will comfort me and get me through it.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{22} Eugene Bianchi, \textit{Aging as a Spiritual Journey}, 2nd ed. (New York: Crossroad, 1987).
\textsuperscript{26} The significance of the correlations is as follows: Strong > .350; Moderate .300 to .349; Modest .200 to .299; Slight .100 to .199.
Higher spirituality scores correlated modestly with older respondents (.268)

Higher spirituality scores correlated modestly with increased rank (.213)

Higher spirituality scores correlated slightly with women (.121)

Higher spirituality scores correlated slightly with higher education (.168)

Higher spirituality scores correlated slightly with marriage (.073)

Higher spirituality scores correlated slightly with having children (.145)

The cross-sectional data in this study indicate variables of age and rank produce the strongest statistically significant differences in all measures of spirituality but leave open the reasons for these differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Connection to Others</th>
<th>Religious Identification</th>
<th>Hopeful Outlook</th>
<th>Total Spirituality Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (R=1-5)</td>
<td>3.0347</td>
<td>3.0343</td>
<td>3.4717</td>
<td>3.1517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.114**</td>
<td>.100**</td>
<td>.088**</td>
<td>.121**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>.242**</td>
<td>.232**</td>
<td>.181**</td>
<td>.268**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>.155**</td>
<td>.127**</td>
<td>.128**</td>
<td>.162**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component</td>
<td>-.079**</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>-.023</td>
<td>-.064*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.063*</td>
<td>.093**</td>
<td>.073**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>.090**</td>
<td>.137**</td>
<td>.118**</td>
<td>.145**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>.205**</td>
<td>.161**</td>
<td>.179**</td>
<td>.213**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** TABLE 3. Factor/Demographics.**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Notes: Range of Likert scale = 1-5 and N=1,223 to 1,263
In the EXCEL data, there are two additional items of note in the correlations. First, there was no statistically significant correlation between the number of deployments and any reported higher or lower total spirituality scores or scores on any of the three sub-scales. Second, an interesting and very strong correlation emerged in using single items about spirituality and the total spirituality score. The item that best correlates (.794) with the total spirituality score is belief in the benefits of personal prayer. This is nearly identical and closely followed (.786) by the item regarding belief in the benefits of prayers by family members and friends. The convergence of belief about prayer and the practice of prayer may be of particular interest. These responses on the belief in the effectiveness of prayer provide justification for chaplains and leaders to encourage soldiers’ spiritual practice and growth.

**FIVE FACTORS OF ETHICS CORRELATING WITH SPIRITUALITY**

In addition to describing spirituality, this paper examines correlations between spirituality and two constructs: ethics and resiliency. Correlations between spirituality and five factors of ethics will be reported. Further below, resiliency will be analyzed describing correlations between spirituality and two factors: emotional and physical resiliency. In ethics, measuring individual responses indicated a positive correlation between spirituality and the following factors:

- Moral courage/ownership (.408, strong)
- Moral efficacy (.391, strong)
- Embracing Army values (.387, strong)
- Intent to report unethical conduct (.335, moderate)
- Soldier identification (.295, modest)
These five factors taken together could frame a useful approach to the ethical dimension of character. Using these to further specify the ethical dimension of character with soldiers may fit alongside the three-factor model for examining the domain of the human spirit or spirituality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor/Spirituality Scale</th>
<th>Connection to Others</th>
<th>Religious Identification</th>
<th>Hopeful Outlook</th>
<th>Total Spirituality Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral courage/ownership</td>
<td>.335**</td>
<td>.277**</td>
<td>.380**</td>
<td>.408**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral efficacy</td>
<td>.331**</td>
<td>.257**</td>
<td>.380**</td>
<td>.391**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embracing Army values</td>
<td>.318**</td>
<td>.286**</td>
<td>.345**</td>
<td>.387**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report intentions</td>
<td>.309**</td>
<td>.232**</td>
<td>.283**</td>
<td>.335**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soldier identification</td>
<td>.274**</td>
<td>.219**</td>
<td>.234**</td>
<td>.295**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlations in Table 4 above indicate probabilities < 0.01, and there are notably strong correlations between total spirituality scores and moral courage/ownership, moral efficacy, and embracing Army values. These correlations are all between .387 and .408, indicating a notable interaction in the character of individuals who identify with the Army values—and believe and intend to act on those moral ideas—with those who report beliefs and practices of spirituality.

**Moral Courage/Ownership (.408)**

The EXCEL study used seven items to assess personal moral courage and beliefs about ownership of moral responsibility. These items asked whether or not a soldier would address unethical acts. Each item was anchored on a five-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.28

“A majority (56 percent to 72 percent, depending on the ethical issue) of soldiers reported that they would confront others for unethical acts and would stand in the way of ethical misconduct as shown in table 26 [table 5 below]. Soldiers were most likely to agree that they would confront a peer, rather than a leader, if they observed that person committing an ethical act. Soldiers were least likely to agree that they would not accept anyone in the unit behaving unethically, but even in this case the majority of soldiers agreed.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Percent (disagree or strongly disagree)</th>
<th>Percent (agree or fully agree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I will confront my peers if they commit an unethical act</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will confront a leader if he/she commits an unethical act</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will always state my views about an ethical issue to my leaders</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will go against the group’s decision whenever it violates my ethical standards</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will assume responsibility to take action when I see an unethical act</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will not accept anyone in my unit behaving unethically</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel it is my job to address ethical issues when I know someone has done something wrong</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: N=2572 individual soldiers. Effective sample size ranges from 2434 to 2468 (includes versions A & B).

In a forthcoming paper, Hannah and Avolio propose a psychological concept of moral potency comprised of moral courage/ownership and moral efficacy. Moral potency is framed as the link between moral cognition (built out of awareness and understanding) with moral action. Moral potency is proposed as the key valence in understanding an answer to the question “why do

---

29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
leaders who recognize the right ethical decision or action to take still fail to act when action is clearly warranted?” Moral action is preceded by moral awareness and understanding, and perhaps it is in the area of moral potency where spirituality activates one’s sense of identity, courage, and responsibility.

**Moral Efficacy (.391)**

Moral efficacy is, essentially, “one’s confidence in his or her capabilities to organize and mobilize the motivation and cognitive resources needed to attain desired moral ends while persisting in the face of moral adversity.” Moral efficacy is important for individual soldiers who are facing complex moral dilemmas in the contemporary operating environment on a regular basis. Moral efficacy is developed over time in an individual’s life and indeed is never completely developed. An integrated approach involving cognitive, affective, and social domains would likely enhance moral confidence.

**Embracing Army Values (.387)**

The American military is a values-based organization. These values are uniquely expressed by the “Army Values,” “The Soldier’s Creed,” and “The Warrior Ethos” as outlined by the Department of Defense; its ideals are established within the Constitution of the United States of America. The Army values are presented as those attributes by which a soldier must live. The expectation is mandated across forces and applies regardless of the soldier’s MOS or rank. There are seven values stipulated as vital to the success of the warrior, thereby facilitating success of the Armed Forces. These values are loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, and personal courage. Soldiers who reported that they had internalized the seven Army values to a great extent also reported lower levels of misconduct. They also reported higher levels of moral courage, that is, higher levels of intention to confront others for misconduct.

---

Intentions to Report Unethical Conduct (.335)

Six items assessed whether the respondent would report unit members if he/she observed unethical behavior directed toward a noncombatant. Each item was anchored on a five-point Likert scale with responses ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Soldiers reported an intention to report a fellow unit member if that member was observed mistreating noncombatants as shown below in table 5. In particular, 70 percent would report a unit member for injuring or killing a noncombatant, while 57 percent would report “a buddy” for “abusing” a noncombatant. A minority of 15 percent stated they would not report a fellow unit member for these unethical behaviors.34 Note that higher spirituality scores correlated with higher likelihood that soldiers would respond with their intention to report such misconduct.

Soldier Identification (.295)

Soldier identification means, in a word, internalization. The soldier internalizes the Army’s values and identifies with the roles and responsibilities of being a soldier. These are the aims of character development as the Army furthers initiatives in the tiered learning model of “training-educating-development.” The pamphlet, *US Army Concept of the Human Dimension in Full Spectrum Operations*,35 discusses how the Army aims to have soldiers internalize Army values as part of their identity by linking physical, moral, and cognitive components.

Three Factors of Resilience Correlating with Spirituality

Army medical research psychologists who investigate resilience

---

(or “hardiness”) define resilience as “the ability of adults in otherwise normal circumstances who are exposed to an isolated and potentially highly disruptive event such as the death of a close relation or a violent or life-threatening situation to maintain relatively stable, healthy levels of psychological and social functioning.” The term resilience has gained in usage in recent years, while military personnel have long been known for their endurance. For service members, resiliency includes not only sustaining themselves physically and emotionally while in combat but also coming home fit. “The final step in the long road home for the veteran is completing this initiation as a warrior. A veteran does not become a warrior merely for having gone to war. A veteran becomes a warrior when he learns to carry his war skills and his vision in mature ways. He becomes a warrior when he has been set right with life again.”

The effect of combat and the need to adapt upon returning home is reiterated by a university professor of philosophy who observes the effects of combat on veterans as students. She writes how war involves a “. . . shifting of habit and attitude. The point is that in putting on a uniform and going to war, a soldier grows skin that does not shed lightly. And even when it is time to slough that skin, after years of service, it does not come off easily.” Because combat affects soldiers on many levels, the need for resiliency is amplified—before, during, and after deployment.

---

39 The U.S. Army Medical Department first called their resilience program “Battle-Mind Training”; now it is calling the program simply “Resilience Training.” For more information on the program, see https://www.resilience.army.mil/.
Regarding emotional resiliency, soldiers displayed the following correlations between their level of spirituality and emotional resilience:

- Higher spirituality scores correlated strongly with positive affectivity (.442, strong)
- Higher spirituality scores inversely correlated with negative affectivity (-.185, slight)

Positive affectivity reflects the extent to which a person feels enthusiastic, active, and alert. In table 6, positive affectivity correlated with spirituality and is similar to results from previous studies (see Greenfield et al.; Vaillant and Marks; Ellison and Fan; and Maselko and Kubzansky). These indicate a potentially notable and strong linkage between spiritual perceptions and psychological well-being. Positive affectivity is generally viewed as a buffer against risks for depression, a serious variable in suicide risk. Also, the inverse correlation between spirituality and negative affectivity indicates some interaction between these constructs. Given that the soldiers surveyed were in a combat zone, the EXCEL survey found a surprisingly high level of hopeful outlook as well as other items reflecting positive views of the future regarding the soldier’s situation in Iraq. Among the items describing hopeful

---

outlook is one item assessing the perspective of soldiers who forgave themselves for actions that occurred during combat. This capacity to forgive oneself is related to emotional health in the period following combat deployment.

**Resilience and Dealing with Guilt**

Absolution from guilt is a core dynamic for combat veterans reentering life after war.\(^41\) Encountering veterans as college students, one professor writes of how many combat veterans struggle with guilt. While researching for a recent book, Sherman found “... in virtually all of my interviews, guilt was the elephant in the room.” She categorized the guilt soldiers experience into three forms: accident guilt, luck guilt, and collateral damage guilt. The first of these, accident guilt, is rather straightforward; it refers to the type of guilt veterans experience for mishaps that occurred in combat resulting in the loss of fellow soldiers or the lives of innocents. Although no one person can be found responsible in these types of situations, veterans still may blame themselves and experience accident guilt. Luck guilt is a form of guilt Sherman describes as a generalized form of survivor guilt. Sherman interviewed Marines who recently returned from Iraq and who were touring Annapolis. They felt genuine guilt about relaxing on a sailboat while their brothers were still in combat. The most troubling kind of guilt Sherman studied is what she calls collateral damage guilt, associated with the unintended killing of innocents by the actions of someone in combat.\(^42\)

**Physical Resiliency**

A soldier’s physical health is a large part of resiliency. During deployment, soldiers may endure a wide array of physical hard-

---


ships. When they return home, it is essential for them to receive treatment for injuries and ailments incurred during deployment in order to prepare for future deployments. Since the ongoing process of deployment, redeployment, training, and subsequent additional deployments is a reality, resiliency is important. The correlation between a soldier’s level of spirituality and his or her physical health is a vital link. The EXCEL study revealed an inverse relationship between a soldier’s spirituality and somatic complaints and fatigue.

- Spirituality inversely correlated with physical and psychological fatigue (-.183)
- Spirituality inversely correlated with somatic complaints (-.146)

This study is consistent with other investigations that link spirituality with physical health. Among military populations, Frederick M. Dini, LCDR, SC, USN, wrote an unpublished masters-level thesis on a strategy for a military spiritual self-development tool and physical well-being. Dini reports these studies show posi-

Conclusions and Implications

This paper describes three factors that express aspects of spirituality and reports measurable correlations between spirituality, ethical attitudes and actions, and personal resilience. While spirituality is not identical to religious practice, the survey findings about soldiers in combat indicate beliefs about the benefits of prayer and participation in worship most strongly correlate with overall spirituality scores. The convergence of belief about prayer and the practice of prayer may offer a primary means for engaging soldiers regarding spirituality from a variety of religious perspectives. Also regarding spirituality survey scores correlate moderately with age and rank, and spirituality scores correlate slightly with gender (higher in women), education, having children, and marriage.

Spirituality positively correlates with both ethical attitudes and intentions. Spirituality strongly correlates with moral courage/ownership, moral efficacy, and embracing Army values. Spirituality moderately correlates with intention to report ethical violations observed in others and with soldier identification. These

attitudes and intentions may be understood as an expression of character with spirituality as one dimension of character. From a leadership perspective, fostering moral potency may be a direct benefit for deepening spirituality as a dimension of character.

Spirituality correlates with indications of emotional and physical well-being. As reported in other research, there are apparent connections between spirituality and measures of emotional and physical health. These findings about soldiers provide data that support the Army’s efforts to strengthen physical and emotional well-being.

Regarding character, mid-grade and senior noncommissioned officers (NCOs) offered perspectives as they presented personal reports of exemplary conduct observed or performed in close combat during an ethics and leadership program at Joint Forces Command. The theme of the symposium was ethical decision making and high-performing teams. It involved approximately 100 combat-seasoned members of the armed forces, U.S. Special Operations Command, U.S. Joint Forces Command, civilian academics, and law enforcement leaders—all focused on ethical conduct in ambiguous and hostile situations. The NCOs observed that “members of the military operate both with highly trained skills and a human and moral core. This core of character is formed before and beyond the military. While in uniform, experiences can both test and potentially help develop moral strength.” This captures the essential context of how personal spirituality and significant family and community influences affect men and women in military service, both in terms of their moral awareness and understanding as well as their resilience under stress.

The EXCEL study helps bring spirituality and its effects into the realm of legitimate study, worth scientific inquiry and further analysis. Though often categorized as the domain of anthropologists, psychologists, sociologists, and religious leaders, the topic of spirituality deserves to be brought into a wider, interdisciplinary line of effort. In efforts to develop ethics, resilience, and character, the benefits of including spiritual growth could be an area for continued research. Data from the EXCEL study could be analyzed to measure whether the amount of combat exposure, length of deployment, or frequency of deployments affect spirituality. A longitudinal study measuring spirituality during intervals of military service may indicate increases or decreases in factors of spirituality. Additionally, research could examine whether or not leadership styles, as measured in the EXCEL survey, correlate with spirituality scores among leaders or if the spirituality of leaders has effects on scores of spirituality among followers.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEADERS AND CHAPLAINS

Leaders in military service can apply findings from the EXCEL study by acknowledging the value and positive impact of religious and spiritual activities on ethical behavior and resilience. Leaders can ensure troops have opportunities to practice their faith. Leaders interested in fostering character development can promote service members’ participation in spiritual activities as a means of moral development within the limitations of regulations. They can provide adequate resources (funding, time on the training schedule) to unit chaplains to offer spiritual fitness training and activities. In speaking about ethical attitudes and behavior, leaders of all ranks can include spiritual values in reinforcing moral courage, responsibility, and reporting unethical conduct. Although this research was not structured to demonstrate a clear
causal relationship between spirituality and ethics or resilience, there are correlations that indicate measurable interactions.

Chaplains can contribute to the moral, emotional, and physical strength of the force by assisting military members in strengthening their spirituality according to the faith tenants of those individual military members. Chaplains can foster relationships in faith communities as a means for reinforcing ethical behavior. In their religious training, chaplains can incorporate moral dilemmas and address what scriptures say about moral decision making. Since beliefs about prayer were prominent in the measures of spirituality in this study, chaplains can pray. Chaplains can provide instruction on prayer and conduct prayer services. In interacting with military members, chaplains can emphasize prayer as a means of resilience, as an item of personal protective gear. Effective chaplains will encourage connections “back home” with those who will offer prayers on behalf of military members. In their daily work, chaplains can provide scripture studies and instruction on the meaning and purpose of life and God working in spite of evil situations. Finally, chaplains can emphasize the practical application of love. Love is about selfless service and treating others with respect and dignity—others within the ranks, and even adversaries.
1. I feel that on a higher level all of us share a common bond.
   - Question source: Piedmont Spiritual Transcendence Scale
   - Original question: I feel that on a higher level all of us share a common bond.

2. Although there is good and bad in people, I believe that humanity as a whole is basically good.
   - Question source: Piedmont Spiritual Scale
   - Original question: Although there is good and bad in people, I believe that humanity as a whole is basically good.

3. There is an order to the universe that transcends human thinking.
   - Question source: Piedmont Spiritual Scale
   - Original question: There is an order to the universe that transcends human thinking.

4. Although individual people may be difficult, I feel a bond with all of humanity.
   - Question source: Piedmont Spiritual Scale
   - Original question: Although individual people may be difficult, I feel an emotional bond with all of humanity.

---

5. My spiritual life is an important part of who I am as a person.
- **Question source:** Allport’s Extrinsic Religion\(^{48}\)
- **Original question:** Although I am religious, I don’t let it affect my daily life.
- **Original question:** Although I believe in my religion, many other things are more important in life.

6. I feel deep inner peace or harmony.
- **Question source:** Existential Well-Being\(^{49}\)
- **Original question:** I feel deep inner peace or harmony.

7. I feel a sense of well-being about the direction in which my life is heading.
- **Question source:** Existential Well-Being\(^{50}\)
- **Original question:** I feel a sense of well-being about the direction in which my life is heading.

8. I have the sense of a larger of purpose in my life.
- **Question source:** Existential Well-Being\(^{51}\)
- **Original question:** I have been able to step outside of my ambitions and failures, pain and joy, to experience a larger sense of fulfillment.

9. I go to my place of worship (chapel, church, synagogue, temple) because it helps me to connect with friends.
- **Question source:** Fetzer/NIA Religious Support\(^{52}\)
- **Original question:** I go to my place of worship (church, synagogue, temple) because it helps me to make friends.
- **Original question:** I go to my (church, synagogue, temple) mostly to spend time with my friends.

\(^{48}\)“The Age-Universal” version of Allport and Ross’s Religious Orientation Scale, as reported by Haber, 278.
\(^{49}\)“Spiritual Well-Being Scale” by C. W. Ellison, as reported by Haber, 277.
\(^{50}\)Ibid.
\(^{51}\)Ibid.
\(^{52}\)“Brief Multidimensional Measure of Religion and Spirituality” by Fetzer Institute/National Institution of Aging, as reported by Haber, 278.
10. I believe my personal prayers help me during this deployment.

- Question source: R/S Motivation, Devotion, & Coping
- Original question: How important is it to you to be able to turn to prayer when you are facing a personal problem?

11. I believe the prayers of my family and friends back home help me.

- Question source: This question was created by the Chaplain Corps to determine the recognized level of spiritual support from home.

12. I believe the presence and ministry of my unit chaplain brings value to the mission.

- Question source: This question is a military-centric question created to meet the specific needs of the Chaplain Corps.

13. I feel good about my future.

- Question source: Existential Well-Being
- Original question: I feel good about my future.

14. I have forgiven myself for things that I have done wrong.

- Question source: Existential Well-Being
- Original question: I have forgiven myself for things that I have done wrong.

15. If I have a problem or difficult situation, the people in my chapel community will comfort me and get me through it.

- Question source: Fetzer/NIA Religious Support
- Original question: If you were ill, how much would the people in your congregation help you out?
- Original question: If you had a problem or difficult situation, how much comfort would the people in your congregation be willing to give you?
In a recent discussion with senior noncommissioned officers at the U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy Directorate of Training and Development, Army chaplain Major Mark Johnston suggested that there are “[t]hree questions that challenge the whole purpose of spiritual fitness [in the Army]: what it is, can we train it, and if so, how.”1 The fact that even the chaplains are not sure of the answers to these questions illustrates the cognitive dissonance in the U.S. Army with regard to the concept of spiritual fitness and the core concepts that underlie it. Indeed, without a proper understanding of the terms “spirit” and “spirituality,” a coherent conception of ethics, law, and their relationship cannot be constructed. This chapter attempts to answer Major Johnston’s three questions. In order to do so, it first examines the term “spiritual fitness” and reveals a philosophical incoherence in the official institutional documents governing the use of the term. Second, it examines the relationship between the philosophical incoherence of the term “spiritual fitness” as used in official organizational documents and the cognitive dissonance with regard to the term “spirit” and the concepts of “spiritual fitness” and “spirituality”

in professional discourse (journals, books, and blogs). How this cognitive dissonance weakens the conceptual basis of professional identity in the Army and inhibits the evolution of a professional ethic that explicitly displays the links between spirituality, morality, and law will be emphasized. Third, it will argue for an official working definition of the term “spirit” and the concepts of “spiritual fitness” and “spirituality.” A definition of such terms and concepts will clarify the Army’s conceptual basis of professional identity and enhance the evolution of a professional ethic that explicitly displays the links between spirituality, morality, and law. Finally, two intertwined historically centered objections will be considered that may seriously challenge this view and a reply to those objections will be offered in the conclusion.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ISSUE UNDER DISCUSSION

Since spirituality plays a key role in the philosophical underpinning of any logically coherent construction of ethics and law, both legal and ethical education must begin with an education in the spiritual. Therefore, legal and ethical education that ignores the spiritual is fragmented in a way that renders it incoherent in both theoretical and practical realms. This fragmentation is particularly destructive in the military organizations of liberal democratic nation-states, whose essential telos (ultimate end or purpose) demands that every person in the organization be able to articulate justificatory arguments for the use of potentially lethal force in defense of values, beliefs, institutions, and fellow citizens. I center the discussion here on the term “spiritual fitness” because at the time of writing there is no institutionally driven dialogue within the U.S. Army concerning the root terms “spirit” and “spirituality.” I will begin with an exploration of spiritual fitness.
SPIRITUAL FITNESS: THE CONCEPT AND THE PROBLEM

The notion of spiritual fitness is receiving much attention at the time of this writing. This is due in part to the ongoing effort within the Army to refine its ethic, solidify its conceptual framework for professional identity, and generate an Army-wide discussion of the relationship between these abstract concepts and organizational effectiveness. The first explicit appearance of spiritual fitness in Army doctrine only occurred in September 1987, when Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 600-63-12, *Spiritual Fitness*, was released. Over a decade earlier, the Army undertook the comprehensive revision of its normative ethical framework that resulted in the Army values and the warrior ethos. The institution officially manifested awareness of the fact that “life as a human being and as a soldier [the term “soldier” was not yet officially capitalized in all official Army documents] depends upon both physical and emotional states of being.”² The definition of spiritual fitness offered in 1987 is still in use today, although the Army Health Promotion Program, in which it resides, is now articulated in Army Regulation (AR) 600-63. In the May 2007 version of AR 600-63, spiritual fitness is defined as the “development of the personal qualities needed to sustain a person in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy. These qualities come from religious, philosophical, or human values and form the basis for character, disposition, decision making, and integrity.”³

The definition of spiritual fitness has presented Army leaders with a conceptual quandary in the logical structure of the path to it. By reframing the definition of spiritual fitness into a syllogism, one can see how it connects a number of complex philosophical concepts in a puzzling way:

---

³ Department of the Army, *Army Health Promotion*, AR 600-63 (Washington, DC: Department of the Army, 2007), 37.
(1) If a person is to be spiritually fit, then a person must develop the qualities needed to sustain him or her in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy.

(2) If a person is to develop the qualities needed to sustain him or her in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy, then a person must develop some sense of character, disposition, decision making, and integrity.

(3) If a person is to develop some sense of character, disposition, decision making, and integrity, then a person must access some set of religious, philosophical, or human values.

(4) Therefore, if a person is to be spiritually fit, then a person must access some set of religious, philosophical, or human values.

This syllogism, and the definition of spiritual fitness that inspires it, manifest two fallacies in its substance: the fallacy of vagueness and the fallacy of the false dichotomy. It is possible to commit the fallacy of vagueness when an expression allows “for a continuous range of interpretations [because] the meaning [of key terms in the expression] is hazy, obscure, and imprecise.”4 When the definition claims that certain qualities “form the basis for character, disposition, decision making, and integrity,” one is conceptually lost: is not integrity itself a disposition and an aspect of character? Is not decision making a skill that manifests a disposition?

It is possible to commit the fallacy of the false dichotomy when one “presents two nonjointly exhaustive alternatives as if they were jointly exhaustive.”5 When the definition posits that certain qualities “come from religious, philosophical, or human values,” one is again conceptually lost: if religious and philosophical values are not human values, then what are they? The structure of the definition implies that the former two categories of value are

---

5 Ibid., 676.
somehow separate from each other and from the latter; however, it is unclear how or why.

Given the philosophical incoherence with the definition of spiritual fitness as currently stated in official U.S. Army documents, it is little wonder that the U.S. Army Chaplain’s Corps, who is the “proponent for Army moral leadership training,”6 seems to be confused about how to proceed with such a mission. Interestingly, the formal charter for the moral leadership training mission does not mention spiritual fitness per se, yet specifies that moral leadership training must focus on the “education and application of current Army values”7 and on “the virtues and values that were formative in the shaping of America and are still present in the contemporary military setting.”8 The moral leadership training rubric “recognizes the inherent dignity of all people, the value of the state, the virtues of leadership, selfless citizenship, and duty [and also] examines the religious and spiritual connections associated with ethical decision making, personal values, and personal relationships.”9 The rubric for moral leadership training manifests the same kinds of philosophical incoherence. The definition of spiritual fitness fails to explain the dichotomy between “religious” and “spiritual,” and to conceptualize a difference between “virtues” and “values.” Finally, it fails to recognize a “personal” sphere of value that is somehow discrete from a professional sphere without an articulation of how soldiers should understand that separation.

Another separation that is implied but not articulated in depth is that between church and state. The religious connotations inherent in the discussion of spiritual fitness and morality are troubling for a government institution in a pluralist society such as the

---

7 Ibid., 31. The seven Army values as of the time of this writing are loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, and personal courage.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
United States. The fact that the U.S. Army chief of chaplains is the proponent for moral leadership training and is heavily involved in spiritual fitness education only adds to popular misconceptions of the essential goals and ambitions of both institutional processes. For example, in December of 2010, the Wisconsin-based Freedom from Religion Foundation (FFRF) took the Army to task in an open letter to Secretary of the Army John McHugh. FFRF posed specific questions about the spiritual fitness component of an assessment instrument administered to soldiers periodically to assess what the Army calls “comprehensive soldier fitness.” FFRF alleged that the Army was, in effect, endorsing a link between being a person of faith and being a good soldier.\(^\text{10}\) Research into the links between what the Army calls spiritual fitness and overall health often feature rubrics that manifest the same kinds of philosophical questions, if not always the same kinds of philosophical problems. For example, the HOPE rubric\(^\text{11}\) endorsed by the American Academy of Family Physicians defines the term “religion” as one of many paths to “spirituality.” Yet the HOPE rubric recognizes how difficult it is to separate “religion” and “spirituality” when looking for specific correlations between patient attitudes and patient condition.\(^\text{12}\)

In the Sergeants Major Academy discussion, Chaplain Johnston contends that “spiritual fitness is a basic upon which the Army values flourish,” and “the fruit of spiritual fitness ought to be selfless service, ought to be loyalty, and ought to be personal courage.”\(^\text{13}\) One can reasonably suppose that the chaplain

---


11 H=sources of hope, strength, comfort, meaning, peace, love, and connection; O=the role of organized religion for the patient; P=personal spirituality and practices; E=effects on medical care and end-of-life-decisions.


13 Pilgrim, “Spiritual Fitness.”
sees all seven Army values as fruits of spiritual fitness, and here he suggests one plausible approach to reframing spiritual fitness in a way that is philosophically coherent. However, he is constrained by the lack of a definition for “spirit” and “spirituality” that would enable a new syllogism. Such a syllogism could link the goals of Army moral leadership training with the concept of spiritual fitness and the existing Army values in a coherent and easily communicable way. Chaplain Johnston correctly noted that “we don’t know how to define spiritual fitness easily, we do not know how to train it well, and we do not know how to facilitate that training so that it becomes a real part of life.”

This essay offers a path forward with three components: a suggested definition of “spirit,” a suggested definition of “spirituality,” and a suggested model for illustrating a nexus between spirit, spirituality, morality, and law. This chapter’s objective is to enable a more philosophically coherent rubric for spiritual fitness and for moral leadership training in the U.S. Army that makes the Army values the bedrock for spiritual fitness. Though articulated in Army-centric language, this framework is applicable to other services struggling with similar philosophical problems within the framework of their own service cultures.

**TERMS**

**Spirit and Spirituality**

The *Oxford English Dictionary* contains 24 distinct ways to define “spirit,” but the one that is most appropriate to this discussion is the following: “a particular character, disposition, or temper existing in, pervading, or animating, a person or set of persons; a special attitude or bent of mind characterizing men individually or collectively.” This definition of “spirit” clearly decouples the concept from religion and other supernatural metaphysics and

14 Ibid.
Aspects of Leadership

focuses attention on a quality that can describe the intellectual (“bent of mind”), emotional (“temper”), and psychological (“attitude”) orientation of an individual or a group. These intellectual, emotional, and psychological orientations can properly be called “things of the spirit;” further, “attachment to or regard for” spiritual things “as opposed to material or worldly interests” can properly be called “spirituality.”

Nexus

This essay uses the biological definition of “nexus,” understood as “an area of fusion or close contact between two adjacent cell membranes, which is characterized by low electrochemical resistance,” as the conceptual linkage (“area of fusion”) between the spiritual, the moral, and the legal in an institutional ethic.

A NEW CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR SPIRITUAL FITNESS AND MORAL LEADERSHIP

The soldier’s spirit can be understood as a manifestation of a disposition to live a life in accordance with the Army values of loyalty, duty, respect, selfless service, honor, integrity, and personal courage. Attention to and disposition toward authentic expression of the Army values, therefore, displays an emotional, psychological, and intellectual spirituality, in that adherence to the Army values trumps “material or worldly interests” in the way one lives. This holistic (emotional, psychological, and intellectual) spirituality manifests no connection to a supernatural metaphysics. Such a values-based spirituality grounds the soldier’s orientation to morality and law—two separate spheres in which a soldier must make informed judgments that will hopefully express the worldview encompassed by the Army values in a consistent manner. It is easy to see, then, the relationship between a coherent spirituality and a coherent orientation to morality and law.

16 Ibid., s.v. spirituality.
17 Ibid., s.v. spirituality.
18 Ibid., s.v. nexus.
Chaplain Johnston notes how challenging it is for the U.S. Army to articulate and give new soldiers reasons for internalizing an organizational sense of spirituality. He rightly emphasizes that the U.S. Army must begin the spiritual fitness discussion with new soldiers at “the very foundational level.” In addition, the Army must adopt a method for defining “spirit” and “spirituality” from day one of basic training in a secular framework that rests upon the Army values. It is important for the Army to move into a discussion of spiritual fitness that serves as a nexus for an orientation toward morality and law. Such a move would avoid the philosophical incoherence that has led to the problems the U.S. Army faces in defining, training, and facilitating a discussion of spiritual fitness and its relation to moral leadership.

**Spiritual as Nexus of Moral and Legal: Refining and Extending the Syllogism**

By incorporating all that has been discussed thus far, a new syllogism can be articulated that links concepts of spirit, spirituality, spiritual fitness, morality, and law together. Such a new syllogism establishes a conceptual relationship between manifestation of spirit as understood in a particular way and manifestation of the qualities that define a good soldier. This syllogism is presented in a way that seeks to reinforce Chaplain Johnston’s assertion that “good soldiers are soldiers who maintain hope, who maintain serenity, who seek to respect life and are responsible”:

1. If a soldier manifests the dispositions and attitudes of the Army values, then a soldier manifests spirit.
2. If a soldier manifests spirit, then a soldier manifests a spirituality that trumps material and worldly concerns.

---

19 Pilgrim, “Spiritual Fitness.”
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
(3) If a soldier manifests a spirituality that trumps material and worldly concerns, then a soldier manifests “development of the personal qualities needed to sustain a person in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy.”

(4) If a soldier manifests development of the personal qualities needed to sustain a person in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy, then a soldier is spiritually fit.

(5) If a soldier is spiritually fit, then a soldier “recognizes the inherent dignity of all people, the value of the state, the virtues of leadership, selfless citizenship, and duty.”

(6) If a soldier recognizes the inherent dignity of all people, the value of the state, the virtues of leadership, selfless citizenship, and duty, then a soldier manifests the qualities of a moral leader.

(7) If a soldier manifests the qualities of a moral leader, then the soldier is a good soldier.

(8) Therefore, if a soldier manifests the dispositions and attitudes of the Army values, then the soldier is a good soldier.

The new syllogism will enhance what social psychologist and philosopher Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi calls “flow” in soldiering—the “optimal experience” of being a soldier in the U.S. Army—to a degree not possible for a person who is not spiritually fit. I believe that the spiritually fit soldier is not merely a better soldier in an extrinsic sense of being more active, reflective, and participatory in all aspects of professional practice, but a better soldier in an intrinsic sense, one who is able to thoroughly appreciate the experience of soldiering. If, as Csikszentmihalyi argues, the

---

23 Department of the Army, Army Health Promotion, 37.
24 Department of the Army, Army Chaplain Corps Activities, 31.
25 Ibid. Note that the term “moral leader” is used in this essay to denote a person with the qualities listed who can lead by example, whether or not the person holds a leadership position in a technical sense within an organizational hierarchy.
“optimal state of inner experience is one in which there is order in consciousness,” then a soldier who is spiritually fit sees that there is no dichotomy between the person he is and the soldier he is. In a true flow experience, there is no meaningful sense of having to put on the Army values when one puts on the uniform and take them off while living life outside of the nominal duty day. I believe that the syllogism offered here recognizes Csikszentmihalyi’s observation that “[e]verything we experience—joy or pain, interest or boredom—is represented in the mind as information [and that control of] this information [will enable us to] decide what our lives will be like,” even under conditions of “stress, hardship, and tragedy.” The connection between being spiritually fit and being a good soldier enables even new soldiers to see how they can use the framework of the Army values to “join all experience into a meaningful pattern [in order to feel] in control of life [in a way that] makes sense.”

GOOD SOLDIERS AND THE OODA LOOP

In addition to offering a syllogism that is intended to connect the Army values to good soldiers, this essay also suggests that the graphic representation of human cognition in John Boyd’s OODA Loop offers a complementary vehicle for enabling focused discussions in Army schooling and unit training. John Boyd was a U.S. Air Force fighter pilot who, as a colonel in the 1970’s, revolutionized the way defense analysts think about the relationship between thought and action, particularly in the realm of air combat. Standing for “observe-orient-decide-act,” the OODA Loop has been applied to numerous professional applications.
outside the military, particularly in organizational management, knowledge management, and leadership theory. Although Boyd himself never published his theory concerning how the OODA Loop could enable one to understand the past and enable competitive advantage in the present, Boyd’s ideas have been promulgated by the scores of people—military and civilian alike—who heard him personally present graphics-laden briefings over a roughly 20-year period. The graphic below (figure 18) is one of hundreds available that represent Boyd’s OODA Loop concept, chosen here because of its clarity and for its explanatory notations provided by the knowledge management consulting firm material it is drawn from.

32 Ibid., 334.

FIGURE 18. OODA Loop.
This essay argues that the U.S. Army should insert the conceptual link between the Army values and the concept of a good soldier into the soldier’s OODA Loop, mainly in the “orient” phase. Thus the good soldier would acquire deeper understanding of certain “cultural traditions,” particularly those relating to how the basic documents of American government recognize the inherent dignity of all people and the value of the state. As the soldier matures and develops, the tools provided him in the training and education programs through which the Army values are communicated will enable him to use the experience of others (his teachers and soldiers he sees in case studies derived from actual situations) and his own experience as data points in an ever-deepening analysis and synthesis process through which decisions are made.

The OODA graphic notes that “orientation shapes observation,” and in a way this phrase epitomizes the heart of the argument in this essay. Through this process, the U.S. Army can inform soldiers’ orientation and thus enable them to reframe their past experience and learning in light of new knowledge of the Army as an institution. Soldiers will acquire new knowledge and a better understanding of human dignity and equality. These are important notions as they are at the foundation of the basic documents that soldiers swear to uphold and defend. With this, the U.S. Army will enable the formation of good soldiers, while contributing to the development of good citizens, neighbors, and friends. Then, once they have internalized the Army values and are spiritually fit, they will be able to orient a lens on particular decisions, even those made under conditions of great stress. Soldiers will acquire an appreciation for and will be able to apply moral and legal constructs that are in line with those values. An environment based on dignity and respect will affirm decisions made in their light. Further observation of the world will take place with that input in the literal and figurative memory bank of orientation in the next...
decision situation the soldier faces, thereby reinforcing the habit of orienting one’s behavior in all areas of life in light of an ever-deepening sense of intrinsic human dignity and equality. The various documents discussed in this essay demonstrate—some more directly than others—that the bedrock of American national, as well as political, identity is the commitment to intrinsic human dignity and equality. The argument offered here suggests and explicates ways to teach soldiers about that commitment by reframing the concepts of spirit, spirituality, and spiritual fitness in a more naturalistic way than they have been framed within the U.S. Army in recent years.

**Objections**

An objection to the view offered here is that it does not take into adequate account the explicitly religious spirituality offered in the foundational documents of the U.S. government or of the explicitly religious (though pluralistically so) spirituality of the American society from which soldiers come, and for which they defend. In a society in which political independence is but one manifestation of the “separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God” entitles a people, further acknowledges “unalienable Rights” with which people are “endowed by their Creator” and which posits a “firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence,” one might argue that it would be appropriate to infuse any organizational sense of spirituality in a government institution with the same supernatural metaphysics, albeit in a general way.³⁶ AR 165-1, *Army Chaplain Corps Activities*, frames the role of the Army chaplaincy as representative of “the unique commitment of the American social and religious culture that values freedom of conscience and spiritual choice as proclaimed in the founding documents.”³⁷ Yet, in authorizing the Army

³⁷ Department of the Army, *Army Chaplain Corps Activities*, 1.
chaplaincy, the U.S. Congress “recognize[d] the necessity of the Chaplain Corps in striking a balance between the establishment and free exercise clauses” of the U.S. Constitution.38

One might object also that the benefit to the U.S. Army in adopting a more naturalistic concept of spiritual fitness, though doing so might reduce cognitive dissonance with regard to spiritual fitness, comes at the cost of an essentially American identity. To frame the important historical and philosophical roots in these related objections, I turn to two foreign commentators on the American identity, writing a century apart: Alexis de Tocqueville and Denis W. Brogan.

Alexis de Tocqueville, a nineteenth-century French political writer and historian, thought that any society/community committed to the intrinsic moral equality of every person would experience a complicated relationship with spirituality: the greater the sense of equality and pluralism, the more complicated the complexity. He believed that “complete religious independence”—understood as an absence of the idea of God in the practical life of a community—and “entire political freedom” were incompatible, saying that “if a man is without faith, he must serve someone and if he is free, he must believe.”39 In Democracy in America, de Tocqueville highlights the way religion can impose a “healthy restraint upon the intelligence” which is “very useful for [fostering a sense of human] happiness and importance in this [world].”40 Because “times of enlightenment and equality”41 generate an intellectual environment where “everything in the domain of [human] intelligence is shifting,”42 religion responds to human desire for “a

38 Ibid.
40 Ibid., 511.
41 Ibid., 513.
42 Ibid., 512.
firm and stable state in [the] material world;”\textsuperscript{43} one which, in de Tocqueville’s view, can prevent a political community of free and equal persons from sliding into the paralyzing suffocation of self-gratification.\textsuperscript{44} This can arise in the absence of the kind of religious and political authority that characterized the Europe from which the Americans fled.\textsuperscript{45}

However, de Tocqueville cautions against religions that attempt to “stretch their powers beyond matters religious”\textsuperscript{46} and embark on a project of “restraining the free flight of the human mind in every respect”\textsuperscript{47} in an effort to define and codify the very conception of spirituality within an explicitly political context.\textsuperscript{48} Of all the ways that Alexis de Tocqueville displays his admiration for American society, he shows appreciation for the American way of keeping religion (and the general sense of the spiritual writ large) within “proper bounds . . . within a circle of religious matters [alone].”\textsuperscript{49}

Roughly a century after de Tocqueville wrote \textit{Democracy in America}, Denis W. Brogan, a British intellectual, wrote in \textit{The American Character} that America is “built like a church on a rock of dogmatic affirmations.”\textsuperscript{50} This is evidence of not only a firm, but a “lively conviction [in the American character] of divine interest and direction.”\textsuperscript{51} Even before the well-known allusions to a supernatural metaphysical commitment in the Declaration of Independence, the immediate predecessors of the founding fathers uttered equally “famous assertions of faith in things unseen.”\textsuperscript{52} Brogan poses rhetorical questions as he wonders at the source of
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the deep and abiding faith in men such as Lord Baltimore, who, “in 1649, noted the evils arising from ‘the inforcing [sic] of the conscience in matters of Religion’ and so came out for the toleration of all Christians—this in an age when the Inquisition was still going strong.”53 Further, Brogan asks “[w]ith what Hebraic confidence in their mission did the people of Massachusetts in 1780 acknowledge ‘with grateful hearts the goodness of the great Legislator of the universe, in affording us . . . an opportunity . . . of forming a new constitution of civil government, for ourselves and posterity and devoutly imploring His direction in so interesting a design[?]’”54 In fact, Brogan thinks that the whole idea of a “government of laws and not of men”55 is but one in a long series of articulated “aspirations [and] hopes [which, although they may seem] extravagant [and] meaningless . . . to the critical, have been fighting words, hopes, and beliefs leading to action [for a polity that, uniquely of all polities past and present, cherishes the idea of] absolutes in ethics.”56

When Brogan asserts that an essence of American identity is the idea that “good is good, even if they quarrel over what, in the circumstances, is good [Brogan’s italics],”57 he might as well be referring to the conversation over the notion of spiritual fitness in the U.S. Army today. What is not a matter of contention is the idea that spiritual health is a nexus of physical health and psychological health, and as such has a nonmaterial but comprehensible reality. What are matters of contention are the essential nature of spiritual health and the characteristics and dimensions of administrative mutability with regard to that essence. The view that has been offered here posits that the essential nature of spiritual fitness is philosophical coherence with regard to a set of values

53 Ibid., 129.
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in the choices a person makes in all areas of his or her life. Such philosophical coherence can enable a person to manifest in his or her own being exactly what AR 600-63 states spiritual fitness is: the “development of the personal qualities needed to sustain a person in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy.”\textsuperscript{58} An alternate view, though, might suggest that the essential nature of spiritual fitness in an American context is betrayed by this essay’s view because it decouples faith in a supernatural metaphysics—something that Alexis de Tocqueville and D.W. Brogan have argued is essential to American identity in a psychological as well as a social and political sense—bedrock for the “development of the personal qualities needed to sustain a person in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy.”\textsuperscript{59} This alternate view might suggest that relying on a secularized conception of spiritual fitness would be meager and inadequate sustenance indeed “in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy.”\textsuperscript{60}

**REPLY AND CONCLUSION**

In considering a response to the objections recognized here, I revisited two especially powerful narratives of American character that have influenced my own life and the lives of many military professionals: those of U.S. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Barry B. Bridger and U.S. Navy Vice Admiral James B. Stockdale. Both men were shot down, imprisoned in North Vietnam for several years, and withstood torture that included prolonged periods of solitary confinement. Both men cite American values as the spiritual and psychological strength that enabled them to survive physically and morally. They maintained moral integrity and helped the other prisoners do the same. In an October 2010 address at Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Dakota, Bridger

\textsuperscript{58} Department of the Army, *Army Health Promotion*, 37.
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said that the story of his survival is a “story about the power of American values,” which centered on the unwillingness “to let each other down, because when it felt like we lost everything else, we only had one duty left [and that was] to care for each other.”61 In his well-known 1978 essay for *The Atlantic Monthly* entitled “The World of Epictetus,” Stockdale, too, noted that the “object of our highest value was the well-being of our fellow prisoners.”62 Stockdale wrote that to “love our fellow prisoners was within our power,” and noted how the best way to manifest that love was to “keep [one’s] conscience clean [and refrain from making] that first compromise.”63

At first glance, these two testimonies seem to reinforce the syllogism I offer here, linking spiritual fitness with a defined set of values that in turn define character without an appeal to supernatural metaphysics. However, a closer read of Bridger’s and Stockdale’s testimonies reveals that, in both cases, it was the manifestation of a specifically religious sense of spirituality—faith—that most clearly signaled to the community of prisoners (and to the enemy, for that matter) how well they were holding up under pressure. As the senior American, Stockdale rallied his men under an ethic of “compassion, rehabilitation, and forgiveness,” [telling] fellow prisoners that it was “neither American nor Christian to nag a repentant sinner to his grave” [explicitly referring here to his efforts to head off an attitude of self-pity in their situation and to give everyone the best possible chance to return with a degree of honor intact].64 Similarly, Bridger notes that his most intense period of torture resulted from a “religious rebellion” in which

---
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he and 35 fellow prisoners attempted to openly display their faith in God—the punishment was several months in solitary confinement.65 Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that, although it is clear that the values upon which the prisoners relied in order to maintain their sanity and their moral integrity were not explicitly religious in essence, it might well have been that their expression in a religious context was the most effective evidence that the men were in fact spiritually fit. This explanation would fall under the AR 600-63 definition: that it was their religious affiliation and expression more than anything else that testified to their development of “the personal qualities needed to sustain a person in times of stress, hardship, and tragedy.”66

Stockdale’s phrasing of a core tenet of conduct explicitly recognizes an implicit dualism in the general character of American spiritual identity—a dualism that both Alexis de Tocqueville and Denis W. Brogan recognized and commented upon. When Stockdale admonished his men that it was “neither American nor Christian” to fail to forgive prisoners who had somehow collaborated with their captors but had since repented, he reflected and advanced a connection between the two. He had good reasons to believe that they would be recognized and given moral weight by the men whose behavior he was supposed to inspire. Is it any wonder, then, that particular ways of thinking about spirituality in American institutions such as the U.S. Army continue to reflect and advance (intentionally or not) the same dualism today?

The discussion in the U.S. Army about spiritual fitness remains generally useful and continually evolving. Such a discussion is important for the integration of physical, psychological, and emotional health for soldiers and their families. In Politics and Passion, Michael Walzer observes that “[c]onsidered as individual men
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and women, none of us are fully autonomous, and none of us are fully integrated into and bound by any of our groups. We are each unique, one and only one; and we are at the same time tied closely to specific others in ways we sometimes resist, sometimes embrace.”67 When the ties fall into one of the first three of Walzer’s four categories of involuntary association (familial and social, cultural, political), the embracing of such association is usually easy to see and understand.68 Involuntary moral associations, though, are often harder to recognize and embrace—especially when the moral import of such associations seems, once recognized, to define who we are in ways that transcend any or all of the other three.

One could suggest that Americans might share an involuntary moral association with religious spirituality, especially in its Judeo-Christian form. The Army and the U.S. government could as well consider more explicitly recognizing in official policy such association. Yet doing so might exacerbate tensions between advocates of more individual liberal autonomy on the one hand and advocates of more communitarian concerns on the other. It can be argued, however, that this tension may be at the heart of what it means to be an American in the first place. I cannot decisively reply to this objection, that the reduction in institutional cognitive dissonance that might be achieved by adopting the framework I offer here might come at the cost of alienating the institution’s members from involuntary moral associations that they recognize and value. However, I recognize the coherence of that objection as I continue to reflect on the issues discussed in this essay. I would like to recall Major Johnston and his suggestion that there are “[t]hree questions that challenge the whole purpose of spiritual fitness [in the Army]: what it is, can we train it, and if so,

68 Ibid., 3–8.
how.”69 I noted that the fact that even the chaplains are not sure of the answers to these questions illustrates the cognitive dissonance in the U.S. Army with regard to the concept of spiritual fitness and the core concepts that support it—“spirit” and “spirituality”—concepts without which I believe coherent conceptions of ethics, law, and their relationships cannot be constructed. In offering one way of answering Major Johnston’s three questions, I have neither eliminated the cognitive dissonance nor decisively refuted what I see to be the most serious objections to the view I offer. However, I think I have provided a deductive argument that links the Army values, spiritual fitness (defined in a naturalistic, institutionally focused way), professionalism (the idea of a good soldier), and character (the idea of a good person). The ongoing discussion within the Army and between the Army and the other services is neither simple nor anywhere close to being over. Yet such a discussion can be inspirational to service personnel as well as to the polity from which they come and for which they serve.

In a 1970 lecture at the U. S. Air Force Academy entitled “The Military in the Service of the State,” British General Sir John Winthrop Hackett observed that “the major service of the military institution to the community . . . it serves may well lie neither within the political sphere or the functional. It could easily lie within the moral [as a] well from which to draw refreshment for a body politic in need of it.”70 In that spirit, the U.S. Army can, through continued open and honest dialogue, be a catalyst for a more reasoned discussion in the polity writ large of spirituality and its importance in the United States.

69 Pilgrim, “Spiritual Fitness.”
Marines are often portrayed as individuals who serve the United States in uniform and exemplify the highest moral principles. These principles are often assumed to be rooted in religious tradition and the personal application of a faith tradition. In fact, many leaders express the hope that the positive values of religion in individual service personnel will automatically result in ethical behavior in military operations. Military commanders, leaders, chaplains, and ethicists consistently support training regimes to teach moral and ethical principles and decision making for individuals based on confidence in that assumption.

The traditional, albeit often subconscious, assumption is that personal religiosity and ethical behavior are positively related. There are few that publicly challenge this basic idea. The result is that the relationship between personal faith, religious institutions, and the ethical behavior of uniformed personnel is seldom studied in any serious, systematic way. There is little research to answer questions such as can personal morality be measurably different in incoming personnel depending on their religious identity? Does a soldier’s faith system or belief in personal responsibility to a “higher authority” make him a more ethical or moral professional? Are spiritual or religious commanders more ethical in
their decision making? Are religious service members more aware of the short- and long-term consequences of ethical standards? Are military members more subject to indecision, guilt, PTSD, or leaving the USMC as a result of seeing or experiencing a “lack of ethical behavior?” Can the “raw material” be changed (for good or bad) by military teaching/training?

The short answer to each of the above questions is we don’t know; there is no specific research on whether a self-defined “spiritual” or “religious individual” is more moral or behaves more ethically than one who is not.¹ Academics, commanders, and chaplains pontificate on the questions, but clear answers are simply not there. There are three very good reasons for this: (1) in some cases, we do not want to know; (2) there is no basic framework for addressing some of the research questions; and (3) although the United States’ population (as reflected in the military population) is self-defined as “religious,” the separation between institutionalized religion and institutionalized warfare is an important factor in just how these questions are handled within military circles.

This essay focuses on the relationship between personal spirituality and ethical behavior, religious identity and ethical behavior, and how either individual faith or religious institutions relate to the mission and requirements of the U.S. Department of Defense. Suggestions are also made for further research. The author posits four fundamental assumptions: (1) religion and war concern life and death; (2) military personnel, including commanders, reflect the values and behaviors of a society; (3) military forces, as a specialized professional part of a society, are given specific responsibility for warfare by the government; and (4) the United States’ military and its leadership reflect the values, principles, and prac-

¹ For that matter, rigorous studies that address differences between ethnic, race, gender, age, service, or military specialty in relationship to ethical behavior are notably absent for the same reason.
tices of American society, including religious or “faith-based” values; they are constrained by law and principle with regard to specifics of that relationship.\(^2\)

In anthropological or sociological terms, the United States government (USG)/Department of Defense (DOD) replaced the social control mechanisms of the institutions of religion (the church, mosque, temple, synagogue) with the institutions of the military.\(^3\) This implies that, although values and beliefs are held by individual soldiers, sailors, and Marines, the enforcement and reinforcement of those values are sustained by institutional commitment. The DOD’s institutional commitment to moral and ethical behaviors is a direct reflection of American society, traditions of the military, and the laws and policies of the state. The balance between military effectiveness and moral commitment to ethical behavior is, and should be, a subject of conversation and contention. New issues of “just war” and “justice in war” are a result of changing social, environmental, economic, and political environments and challenge the application of existing moral and ethical principles in “new” contexts. The ethical principles taught may or may not be based on religious principle or secular consequentialism, but the effect is that they provide a basis for unity of command, principled leadership, common values, and standards of behavior for all service personnel.

It is important to clarify concepts used in this essay. Generally speaking, when DOD members speak of individual “religiosity,” they use the terms, “faith-based” or “spirituality.” The term “religion” is used to refer to an institutional affiliation, such as “Christian, Muslim, Jewish” or in more detailed assessment to Christian

---


\(^3\) James A. Beckford, Social Theory and Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).
denominations, such as “Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran.” In point of fact, the DOD has traditionally recognized religious affiliation as a basis for death notification, ceremonies, and burial services and, derivatively, for assigning chaplains to provide such services.

**RELIGION AND WARFARE**

That there is a relationship between religion and war is unquestionable; both concern the basic issues of life and death. Every known religion deals with questions about war as a part of the theological/ideological inquiry: What is the value of life? How should life be lived? Military members are forced to think about “just war” and “justice in war” simply as part of their day jobs, for example, when is taking life in “war” required? How should that be done? Who lives and who dies? If there is a dearth of institutionalized handling of the topics of spirituality, religion, and warfare as evidenced in moral and ethical behaviors, it is not because individual soldiers are unaware of the relationship. If the leadership does not verbalize this relationship, it is often because commanders recognize the importance of the things that unite as more significant than the things that divide.

It may be useful to understand religion in two ways: as individual belief and/or as a group adherence to a theology with attendant beliefs and behaviors that provide coherence and meaning for the group. Religion, for individuals, is very often assumed to be a matter of personal beliefs and behaviors rooted in a faith tradition. Religion is assumed to link the individual to the transcendent, i.e., individuals are responsible to a “higher power” for earthly behaviors. Individuals take what they know of a faith tradition and apply it to their lives—in personal adaptation to circumstances. Morality and ethics become a matter of personal conscience. The problem with this, of course, is that it is not “predictive”—indi-
Individuals can understand the ideal, consider themselves responsible to a higher power, and still not behave in ways that reflect the social norms of morality and ethics held by the larger society. The society’s responsibility becomes one of teaching and enforcing codes of behavior with or without a socially normed “body of received truth.”

Religion for groups includes the ideas/theology, codes, beliefs, and behaviors that reflect the ideals of the society and provide social guidance for individuals’ behavior. Theology provides “ideal” behavior with reference to the transcendent power and provides guidance for individual behaviors that correspond to those ideals, including means and methods of social control that provide incentive and disincentive for behaviors in order to support group survival. For anthropologists and sociologists, religion for a society provides coherence through theology and contributes to long-term adaptability. This means that the codes, beliefs, and behaviors are “theological” and adapted to ethnic, national, and group requirements for survivability. An example might be the “theology of Christianity” as adapted to Russia, Greece, England, Nigeria, and the United States: the theology is basically the same, but the group adaptations are quite different when studied in relationship to specific cultures.

Figure 19 illustrates the relationship between “levels of analysis” of religious factors: theology (ideology with a “God factor”) provides ideals in relationship to the transcendent; codes provide rules of behavior for societies with attendant rewards and punishments; beliefs are cultural adaptations of religious theology/codes; and actual behaviors are what we “see” and can measure concerning religious behavior, including individual and group morality and ethics.
The U.S. military has a theoretical dilemma: individuals who say they have a faith tradition do not necessarily see themselves responsible to the larger “religious” traditions that “norm” the ethics of a society; religious institutions provide norms, but different religious institutions provide competing norms in the public square (for example, DOD).

**PERSPECTIVES ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL FAITH, INSTITUTIONALIZED RELIGION, AND DOD POLICY**

There are three basic perspectives on religion in the U.S. Armed Services:

(1) The U.S. military is a direct reflection of the United States as a Christian country, and therefore all DOD policies and the activities of individual servicemen and women may be interpreted in the light of adherence to Christian values, beliefs, and behaviors. Those values are reflected in moral and ethical behavior of individual servicemen and supported by commanders. Churches and other religious organizations are encouraged to support the U.S. defense “establishment” and foreign policy, and to encourage religious activities within DOD;

---

**FIGURE 19.** Relationship Between “Levels of Analysis” of Religious Factors.
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(2) The U.S. military is entirely secular wherein religion has no place in the secular state so that morals and ethics can and should be taught entirely separate from religion. Churches, mosques, synagogues, and related organizations have no role whatsoever in U.S. military activities; and

(3) The U.S. military reflects the values and behaviors of a religious constituency that is plural, diverse, and contentious, so that religious teaching should not be excluded from the public square but the military’s requirement for unit/service cohesiveness should remain the priority. Under this third model, an individual’s rights to religious beliefs and behaviors are encouraged insofar as they do not damage the “whole,” and religious institutions are not allowed to interfere in the conduct of military operations.

Each of the above perspectives has differing implications regarding the relevance of religion as related to leadership. If perspective 1 is correct, then military leaders can and should be adherents in religious organizations and lead in actions that support the overlap of religion and military activities; if perspective 2 is correct, then military leaders/commanders should not refer to or support any religiously factored belief or behavior in military activities, regardless of their own personal beliefs or faith tradition; and if perspective 3 is correct, the appropriate separation of church and state as premised in the U.S. Constitution should be followed, which implies that personal faith is essential for military leaders but that institutions of church and state should not overlap any more than is appropriate and legal.

**Perspective 1: The United States is a Christian country and DOD is a reflection of that fact; ethics should be taught and enforced as related to Christian principles.**

Many people in the United States believe that the United States is a Christian country and that the armed services reflect that fact.4

---

The logic and evidence in support of this contention is largely based on an interpretation of history and tradition, the fact that many individuals in the U.S. armed forces are Christian, that “just war” and “justice in war” principles are based on Christian principles, and that the United States is a Christian country by numerical percentage. Note that in table 8, approximately 68 percent of respondents considered themselves “Christian.” The evidence that the United States is a Christian country by history and tradition seems incontestable; the evidence that the United States military has a Christian agenda is more problematic. It is even more difficult to assess whether calling oneself a “Christian” is predictive of higher moral and ethical standards than adherents of other religions or ideologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religious Preference</th>
<th>Military</th>
<th>Civilians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All preferences</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protestant</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic/Orthodox</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Christian</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atheist/no religion</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim/ Islam</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhist/ Hindu</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other religions</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Insofar as history and tradition are concerned, it is true that most of the founding fathers were Christian by identity or definition, if not by personal adherence. The populations of the first 13 states also had a Christian identity, and many of the states prohibited other religions. The principles of “just war” and “justice in war” are based on the writings of St. Augustine and St. Aquinas; they
have at their core a system of values that relate specifically to Judeo-Christian traditions. Religious beliefs, generally Christian, have had a role in shaping the leadership of the country and its military. The symbols and rituals of war are identifiably Christian. Further, Christianity, in its various forms, helped shape the battlefields of the Revolutionary War, Civil War, Spanish-American War, the Philippine War, and the First and Second World Wars.5

In terms of the U.S. population, a recent report issued by Purdue University stated that many Americans believe that “being a Christian” is a key aspect of “being American.”6 A similar poll conducted by the Public Religion Research Institute found that 42 percent of Americans believe that “America has always been and is currently a Christian nation.”7 The research also indicated that those who were Christian were more likely to answer this question in the affirmative than those who were not. Non-Christians consistently reported that it was not necessary to be a Christian to be a “good American.” Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion and Public Life asked different questions from another perspective and used a different metric. It found (1) that the number of mainline Protestants and Catholics make up approximately 60 percent of the population; (2) that there is no direct relationship between income, education, and religious affiliation; (3) that Americans ages 18 to 29 are considerably less religious than older Americans yet remain fairly traditional in their religious beliefs and practices; (4) that contrary to common misperception, only 6 percent of voters in the last election were contacted by religious groups about issues or their vote; (5) that nearly 72 percent say they attend religious services at least a few times a year—roughly

6 Neubert, “Religious Diversity Increases in America.”
one-quarter say they seldom or never attend religious services (27 percent); and (6) that there were few changes in these statistics in the past decade.8

No research was found that asked whether being a good “Christian” or being “religious” was a necessary qualification for service in the armed forces or whether being self-identified as a good “Christian” produced Christian ethical behavior. Military commanders invariably avoid the question in favor of a character assessment: is the soldier, Marine, or airman a person of good character in terms of ethics and morals (noted as honor, loyalty, and commitment)? Although these may be attributes of a good “Christian,” they may also be the attributes of a good Muslim, Jew, Hindu, or member of any other faith. It is also noted that there are Christians (Muslims, Jews, Hindus, etc.) who do not have good character. The major conclusion is that military leadership focuses on the attributes of character, not on religious affiliation, when making a judgment about leadership, ability to command, or what “makes a good Marine.”9

The complementarity of Christian identity, U.S. citizenship, and military service poses several inherent problems.10 The first is the principle of inclusive pluralism—the belief that all, regardless of religion, are entitled to equal treatment. If American identity and that of its military forces are exclusively Christian, then the

---

8 Pew Research Center’s Forum on Religion and Public Life has a well-respected research capability and is the source of much of what we know about religion in the United States and how it affects the public domain. See http://www.pewforum.org/.

9 The debate over gays in the military was framed by some commentators as being a “religious” or moral/ethical issue. The conversation in military circles tended to focus on military effectiveness (author’s perspective only).

10 In an informal survey of 25 Marine Corps officers at Command and Staff College, it was unanimously reported that (1) promotion and advancement were not related in any way to religious preference; (2) they had not experienced proselitization; and that (3) it was not necessary to be a good Christian to be a good officer (January 2011). Please contact author for details.
participation of non-Christians in the military should be precluded. If the United States is a Christian country, then the Defense Department should have rules and responsibilities that directly mirror biblical principles, and leaders should have a test of religion before taking command. Foreign and defense policy should be held to the rigorous religious standards of Christianity. All “others,” i.e. other countries, cultures, and religions should likewise be assessed primarily with regard to their religious identity and how “close” they are to Christian principles.¹¹

There are selected individuals and groups who not only believe that the United States is a Christian country, but that the U.S. military should self-consciously and vigorously promote Christian identity. They believe that the U.S. military cannot be a moral or ethical organization without complete correspondence of Christianity and U.S. military identities. This advocacy is reflected, but not officially supported, by a number of authors who believe that they speak for the DOD. Stephen Mansfield, the author of Faith of the American Soldier, exhorts soldiers to follow the example of the Crusaders in their religious devotion; Shariah: The Threat to America: An Exercise in Competitive Analysis, edited by Lieutenant General William (Jerry) Boykin, defines the enemy in religious terms.¹² Publishing companies recognize the “salability” of religion and warfare and publish a large number of books wherein the authors portray heroes as both Christian and military.¹³

¹³ A cursory glance at lists of recent publications, especially during the period of 2001 to 2011, indicates an amazing increase in the number of books published on the subject of religion relating to warfare.
Perspective 2: The United States is a strictly secular state and the military should reflect secular arrangements; ethics must be taught separately from any religious tradition.

The traditional separation of state and church has worked very well for the United States. The writers of the U.S. Constitution, acknowledging the religious wars of Europe, bowing to practical politics, and respecting the rights of individuals to practice their own religions, were extremely careful not to establish an official church that would link the power and resources of the government with the power and resources of a religion. Whether the framers meant for the United States to ignore religion entirely and rely on the scientific premises of the liberal state is unknown, but certainly the Constitution is not built around religion or religious institutions. The debate between the secular Constitution and the sacred Constitution will not be settled here, and suffice it to note that the military has had an uneven history in this regard but that the principles of a secular military have been the most workable for military forces.

The world’s experiences in the twentieth century weighed heavily on the side of the benefits of a secular approach. In World War I and II, there was an unsavory connection between religion, national fascism, and militarism. Religion, albeit universally found

---

14 The United States became a country subsequent to the vicious religious-political European wars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. As a result, the framers of the U.S. Constitution, historically aware and uncommonly prescient, set out new guidelines for the relationship between church and state—commonly referenced as the Establishment Clause and Free Exercise Clause in the First Amendment. The country continues to struggle with the various ramifications of this arrangement and continues to use the courts as a virtual battleground.

15 Isaac Kramnick and R. Laurence Moore in *The Godless Constitution* (New York: W.W. Norton, 1997) take the view that the U.S. Constitution is a strictly secular document.

as part of culture and society, came to be seen around the world as dangerous when linked to politics (or war) in any way.\textsuperscript{17}

After the Cold War, with its endless arguments over the role of ideology, the debate about the causes of warfare focused on “idealism” or “realism.” The Cold War warriors maintained that the role of ideas was dominant in predictive analysis, and the realists maintained that self-interest was more explanatory. Interestingly enough, the concept of “idealism” did not pertain to religious issues. Religion was simply left out of the discussion. The “realists” eventually took center stage and focused on the elements of material power that could be measured, such as the size of a military, capability assessment, economic resources, and weapons. Ideas, ideologies, and theology (when it was even mentioned) were seen as supporting, but not leading, international affairs. Religion as explanatory either in its own capacity or as a part of culture, was seen as an artifact of history.

Ironically, the scientific secular approach seemed insufficient to deal with the issues surrounding interrogation, torture, rendition, and the other matters that depend on individual and institutional values, morality, and ethics. From a strictly secular, self-interest power approach, the use of torture was a rational act. Those from a “secular humanist” perspective called for morality based on common humanity, humanitarian law, and even scientific behavioral analysis, but those arguments did not seem to win the day.\textsuperscript{18}

Insofar as military services are concerned, religious issues are handled by commanders and settled as military issues rather than as intrinsically “religious.” Although religious diversity has been a reality since 1775, religious differences have been downplayed in favor of military discipline throughout the course of U.S. mili-


military history. The codification of religious accommodation of differing religions was only officially institutionalized in 2009 with a Department of Defense Directive (DoDD) dated 5 February 2009, stating that DOD will

Promote an environment free from personal, social, or institutional barriers that prevent Service members from rising to the highest level of responsibility possible. In this environment, Service members shall be evaluated only on individual merit, fitness, and capability. Unlawful discrimination against individuals or groups based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin is contrary to good order and discipline and counterproductive to combat readiness and mission accomplishment and shall not be condoned.

In summary, the idea of the United States as a secular state is premised on the First Amendment’s restrictions on the federal government with regard to establishment of an official church and protection of religious freedoms. The U.S. Department of Defense generally subscribes to those principles both on constitutional grounds and with the idea that a good military cannot afford religious divisions.

**Perspective 3: Religion is supported for individuals, but religious institutions are constrained by law; ethics should be taught as reflecting religious principles, but not in relationship to specific religious institutions.**

The third perspective on the relationship of religion and the U.S. military may have the most explanatory power when seen from American political and religious history and law. This position rests on the assumption that people/the polity can vary widely in their religious viewpoints, identities, and beliefs under conditions of free speech, assembly, petition, and religion but that the Department of Defense is constrained by law and policy with regard to religious factors both within the services and in relationship to foreign and defense policy.
Religion is protected along with speech, petition, and assembly—ideas and communication—as fundamental to freedom and liberty: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”

19 Acknowledging the risk inherent in competing power structures, the writers maintained that the institutions of religion and government should be “separate,” i.e., no “establishment” of religion. This organization of church-state and faith-polity in the United States can be illustrated in figure 20:

![U.S. Secular and Sacred Arrangements](image)

**FIGURE 20.** U.S. Secular and Sacred Arrangements.

Most of the founders believed that religious belief was conducive to good citizenship and public morality, and was the basis of the successful working of a nation; however, they balked at any official church establishment.

20 George Washington, in his role as general and then president, set a useful precedent in practicing a


personal faith, supporting religious diversity and pluralism, and encouraging good morals among soldiers and citizens, yet not publically advocating for a specific church or faith tradition.  

The people of the United States, the government, and the Department of Defense have, in general, maintained this position since 1793. The influence of religion on the Pentagon is through the moral and ethical principles of the individuals in uniform; there is no need for religion to take a more formalized role if it means that the mission will be compromised through dissention in the ranks. Religious influence as found in military hymns, rituals, and symbols, is hidden in plain sight.

Department of Defense directives are clear about precluding religious preference in the workplace, providing for individual worship and religious practice when and if it is secondary to mission definition, and accommodating individuals, not religious institutions. An example is that the religious place of worship on a military base (regardless of the religion) is technically a “community center” and therefore is multifunctional.

Another example is that chaplains are recruited from denominations or various religions, but they must serve all service personnel regardless of the service member’s denominational affiliation simply because they are uniformed personnel. The U.S. military chaplains ensure religious freedom for all service personnel and have a ministry of presence that is meant to ensure that commanders are always aware of the ethical and moral dilemmas of warfare.  


22 The government may fund religious activity if done in order to accommodate the religious needs of people who, because of government action, no longer have access to religious resources. This, in effect, requires religious pluralism—the accommodation of all persons with regard to religious needs. The caveat is that of “military necessity,” i.e. the religious accommodation cannot impede other official requirements, provide an undue burden on the government, or promote a specific religion. See Joint Publication 10-5, *Religious Affairs in Joint Operations, chaplain.* mil/Docs/Documents/jp1_05.pdf.
The consequences of this position of personal faith and accommodation of religious preferences, yet separation of church and state, in the Pentagon is clearly anathema to those who would like to see religion as the dominant force in both the U.S. military and in relationship to the deployment of forces in the international arena. They believe that by not having a more visible role, religion will lose its power, Christianity will be defeated by the enemy, and moral and social decay are certain. Those who believe that the military should be strictly secular are equally convinced that all religious services, accommodation, symbols, and ceremonies should never involve religion in any way, shape, or form. The reality is far more complex than either of these simplistic viewpoints.23

The delicate balance between too much and too little is always a homeostatic process—new problems, leaders, understandings, political pressures, and international events conspire to make it a “work in progress.” Nevertheless, both military doctrine and military practice provide clear guidelines for legal behavior within the services with regard to religious accommodation rather than religious differentiation.

Figure 21 illustrates that the Department of Defense is singularly insulated from some of the more contentious debates in American society. Both law and policy, as defined in the Constitution, by Congress, and by the president, constrain practices with regard to religion.

**Summary: Personal Ethics, Religious Factors, and Military Leadership**

The U.S. military tends to mirror the rest of the U.S. polity with regard to religious belief. It differs in that military organiza-

---

23 These positions were clearly in evidence and were the basis for serious dissension in the recent reports from the U.S. Air Force Academy events of 2009–11. For more information, contact the author of this essay.
Aspects of Leadership

Situation demands setting priorities during times of war. Unity of command, unit morale, ethical behavior, and attention to the Law of Armed Combat are critical to mission success, force protection, and saving lives.

Some of the major findings in this study are

- Individuals in the U.S. military are religious in that most service personnel have faith traditions and believe in a “higher power.”
- The profile of religious adherence in the U.S. military reflects to a substantial degree the profile of the U.S. population in general.
- The traditional belief in separation of church and state in the U.S. military, along with a need for unit cohesion to accomplish a military mission, has produced a system that discourages divisive beliefs and practices.
- An interpretation of the U.S. military as led or unduly influenced by institutionalized Christianity is unfounded.
- An interpretation of the U.S. military as strictly “secular” is naïve and unfounded.
• The U.S. military, in recognition of and with respect for individual religious rights and with respect for the constitutional separation of church and state, has instituted policies and culturally normed practices that emphasize unity and de-emphasize religious differentiation.

• Ethics is taught as individual responsibility and reinforced by the institutions of the U.S. military; ethical principles and standards are derivative from traditional Western Christian principles as interpreted in light of warfare requirements.

THE WAY FORWARD

The United States—as reflected in both military and civilian institutions—has developed a unique system to address the positive influences that religion has to offer without taking on the “divisiveness” of religious institutions. Any accusation that the U.S. Department of Defense is “conspiracy driven” either by being overly evangelical or overly secular is not verifiable in any systematic research. Neither “liberal” nor “conservative” parties wish to destroy the fundamental requirement for military cohesiveness. The Department of Defense has a system it can live with; the system is far from perfect and under consistent scrutiny but has found the delicate balance between religion in warfare and military requirements. Given the above statement, it is relatively safe to assume that the future will look much like the past: traditional religious values will continue to underlie military ethics, and the changing war environment(s) will require continual and constant attention to ensure that military ethics conform to basic principles. It is also important to remember that no matter how this is put into practice, the “devil is in the detail” will be, and should be, contentious. This is consistent with the idea of democratic governance in the public domain. It is also important for every service member as it helps define the enduring moral and
ethical base of his/her profession and provides guidance for military conduct in a changing world.

The leadership in the Department of Defense has the obligation to ensure that ethics and guidance for practices that conform to ethical principles be part of the “situational awareness” at every level of command, in every operation, for every military specialty. Professional military educators, ethicists, and chaplains may be assigned a formal responsibility for keeping ethics in teaching and training environments, but this does not absolve each and every military member from an obligation to know and act according to ethical principles in the profession of arms.
Let me begin with a few confessions: First, I do not profess to be an expert on spiritual leadership and find it an extraordinary concept to even try to define. It is a term for which I have searched high and low to find a common definition and have concluded that none exists. However, for the purpose of this chapter, I define the term as follows: Spiritual Leadership is the use of an amalgamation of natural, learned, and spiritual qualities in order to influence ethical behaviors of self and others in the interest of morally acceptable objectives and outcomes. I emphasize the term amalgamation to avoid the assumption that any one of the aforementioned qualities should be dominant for a person to be an effective spiritual leader. In other words, it is arguable that a warrior may be successful in the battle space by implementing only natural and learned qualities, without the potential advantage of spiritual influence. Moreover, worship in the U.S. Armed Forces demands religious neutrality and individual choice of chaplains. In this regard, the commander’s legal role and the chaplain’s religious role should be distinctive; however, it remains the commander’s overall responsibility to ensure the environment exists wherein individual spiritual needs can be pursued.

My first combat experience took place during the Gulf War of 1991, also known as Operation Desert Storm. Prior to this engage-
ment, I had often pondered how I would ultimately respond to the real, unequivocal effects of combat if the opportunity ever emerged. Similarly, I was concerned about my troops and their worries about combat and how they would ultimately respond under fire. About two days prior to Desert Storm’s ground war, I visited the foxholes of as many troops as possible. Everything I had read or had been told suggested that as much as 30 percent of the battalion could be lost to the enemy as we penetrated the extensive minefield the Iraqi army had constructed. My Marines and sailors were obviously concerned about their welfare, but it was also clear to me that they were ready for the fight. I emphasized visiting the lead company because it would be the most at risk and subject to casualties while leading the fight through the minefield.

There had been much informal commentary among the troops about the war’s potential effects and the injuries they could incur. The officers spoke freely of their concerns, often in small groups while sipping cups of coffee. With smiles and nervous laughter, they rhetorically discussed their potential injuries and considered them in a sort of hierarchy: “Would I prefer to lose an arm or a leg, and if a leg, which one? And if an arm, which one? What about an eye versus a leg?” My personal worries were not unlike those of my officers, although I did not express them in order to avoid demoralizing the battalion.

I also escorted press reporters who visited our base camp and introduced them to our battalion surgeons whose unexpurgated show-and-tell briefings left nothing to the imagination regarding anticipated injuries, triage, and treatment. The reporters were obviously shocked by the briefings and the impending threat.

If spiritual leadership were ever to be a factor in the battle space, this was certainly the moment.
In order to begin a discussion on the idea of spiritual leadership, one must consider a common point of departure, which is this: military personnel are in denial if they do not believe that commanders are spiritual leaders in the battle space. The modern battle space demands a holistic approach to leadership and ethics, and spiritual leadership is as much the commander’s personal responsibility as is good order and discipline in the ranks. I had been naïve at the beginning of Desert Storm and would ultimately find that the battalion expected more than just my tactical leadership as we maneuvered in the face of the formidable Iraqi army.

Modern conflict is occurring in an asymmetrical environment where military operations almost always involve combined U.S. and allied forces and supporting contributors. Iraq and Afghanistan are two of the most recent examples where multiple nations have brought their resources to bear upon multilateral, as well as unilateral, interests and strategic objectives. Military commanders and diplomats are expected to provide leadership in this widely diverse environment made up of people representing different ethnicities, cultures, socioeconomic classes, and religions.

Human understanding has long been an imperative for the warfighter and for success in conflict. It is more often manifested in the intelligence preparation of the battle space (IPB), but there should be a more intrinsic consideration of human understanding that transcends the enemy’s battlefield capabilities and peers into his soul. The ancient warrior Sun-Tzu wrote, “One who knows the enemy and knows himself will not be in danger in a hundred battles. One who does not know the enemy but knows himself will sometimes win, sometimes lose. One who does not know the enemy and does not know himself will be in danger in every battle.”1 I believe this philosophy is as much a lesson in basic life

---

and human understanding as it is the battle space imperative Sun-Tzu recommended.

*The Marine Corps Manual*, 1980 edition, defines leadership as “the sum of those qualities of intellect, human understanding, and moral character that enables a person to inspire and to control a group of people successfully.”2 This is the definition to which I was introduced when I enlisted in 1969, and I believe that this definition, together with its intent, remains as relevant today as it did more than 40 years ago. Each leadership challenge that I encountered on active duty and as a civilian has involved intellect, human understanding, moral character, or a combination of all three of these qualities. These are important qualities for success, but human understanding has emerged as the most useful to me. The asymmetrical imperatives of the modern-day battle space have necessitated greater human understanding not just as a fundamental human aspiration, but as a matter of survival and mission accomplishment. In retrospect, the cultural familiarization and training my Marines and I received in 1970 was helpful before we deployed to the Mediterranean, but it was largely one-dimensional and passive. It consisted of lectures, pictures, short stories, and movies. The entire training element was brief and was completed in less than one day. Today, there is almost total immersion where certain knowledge and cultural skills are mandatory and a prerequisite to deployment.

These factors are an integral component of the still-emerging strategic communications (SC) concept, which acknowledges that winning in conflict requires more than tactical or operational success. Strategic communications has been described as the orchestration and/or synchronization of actions, images, and words to achieve a desired effect and is considered an extremely impor-

---

tant joint concept. There are nine SC principles, four of which I find relevant to spiritual leadership in the battle space: “leadership driven”; “credible” (involving perceptions of truthfulness and respect); “understanding” (defined as a deep understanding of others); and “pervasive” (where every action sends a message).

The revolution in technology and communications over the past few years has made understanding the human, thus also the spiritual, dimension of leadership even more important. Leaders at all levels are challenged by the need to get the facts, provide updates, fix the problem, and convince everyone that rules were obeyed, ethical standards were upheld, and all related activities met the expected standards of good order and discipline. As a battalion commander during Operation Desert Storm, I did not feel that my division commander, fellow battalion commanders, or I had to be seriously concerned about asymmetry as a factor in accomplishing the mission. In general, we employed conventional tactics, techniques, procedures, and equipment, and were successful. We knew who the enemy was, where the enemy was located, and could recognize the uniform. The forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) was well defined and the distinctive rear remained mostly secure throughout the war.

We have recently entered a stage on the continuum of conflict and national security where military roles and other governance dimensions are much more diffused and therefore less well defined. For example, in a tragic incident, one of my civilian staff members, a Department of State employee, was assassinated while performing duties as senior advisor to the Iraqi government. I was the employee’s direct supervisor, considered him my “troop,” and elected to escort his remains home to his family in the United States. Ironically, during over 34 years of active military service, I never had cause to take on such a task. The Army’s protocol for

handling the remains was basically the same as those for several Marines who had been recently killed in action. They were all transported in the same vehicle from a military hospital to a makeshift morgue facility at the Baghdad International Airport where they were processed for further movement. Each set of remains was eventually placed in a flag-draped metal casket and preserved for transportation. There was no distinction between the deceased warriors and the civilian, all of whose remains were flown on the same U.S. Air Force C5 aircraft to Dover Air Force Base in New Jersey. A Marine honor detachment met the aircraft when it landed at Dover and the remains were ceremoniously removed using protocol, which, again, in no way distinguished the civilian remains from the deceased Marines. This episode was a very poignant example to me of warfare’s changing face and gave cause to recall a question I had posed to Department of Defense senior leaders while I was on active duty: Who is the warrior? Is it still the traditional person dressed in a well-defined uniform, trained in a common set of skills, indoctrinated in a certain battlefield code of ethics, and sent off to war? Or has the evolution of war and conflict created a battle space condition in which the duties and expectations of civilians directly contributing to the mission cannot be easily distinguished from those of the traditional warrior? I believe it is the latter, which suggests to me that military leaders should be more adaptable, trained accordingly, and prepared to take on uncommon leadership dimensions, including spiritual leadership.

The Department of Defense defines battle space as “the environment, factors, and conditions that must be understood to successfully apply combat power, protect the force, or complete the mission. This includes the air, land, sea, space, and the included enemy and friendly forces; facilities; weather; terrain; the electromagnetic spectrum; and the information environment within
the operational areas and areas of interest.”4 Battle space is conceptual and is not assigned by a higher commander; commanders determine their own battle space based on their mission, the enemy and their concept of operations, and force protection. They use experience and understanding to adapt their battle space as the situation or mission changes. According to MCDP 1-0, Marine Corps Operations, the battle space is normally composed of an area of operations (AO), an area of influence, and an area of interest.5 Keeping this definition in mind, there is apparently no shape, form, or permanence to the battle space. Ownership is ambiguous and may therefore overlap with the interests of adjacent commanders. One thing is clear: commanders must have influence in their battle space if the mission is to be accomplished and must be able to effectively coordinate and de-conflict issues with adjacent commanders. Actual ownership is a matter of perspective because objectives are being pursued in a space where tactical, operational, and strategic initiatives are simultaneously underway. As this continuum plays out, anyone from the president, who is always in command, to a fire team leader, could be perceived as being “in charge.” When viewed from this perspective, the battle space offers a fluid, unpredictable, amorphous, and dangerous environment where not even terrain is a constant. I asked my church pastor, Dr. Michael Bledsoe, to share a perspective on spiritual leadership in the battle space; he offered the following:

The person in charge in the battle space is that person who masters not only the variables of terrain, numbers, etc., but the person in charge is that one who has charge over not only his

---

body and his tools, but is possessed by those ineffable qualities of the spirit that include a resolute courage, an abiding devotion to comrades, a fearlessness in the face of confrontation, and an enduring belief that s/he is part of something greater so that even if s/he were to die, that greater purpose and higher cause will continue.⁶

There are examples of commanders whose strength in leadership had prepared the unit so well that when the leader was lost early in battle, the mission continued and intended objectives were accomplished. According to educational psychologist Dr. Bruce Tuckman, some organizations are able to reach this high level of maturity, which he refers to as the “performing phase” of group development. In his model published in 1965, Dr. Tuckman explains that teams progress through four distinct developmental stages:

1. Forming, which requires a high degree of dependence on the leader for guidance and direction;
2. Storming, where team members vie for position as they attempt to establish themselves in relation to each other and the leader and are inclined to challenge their fellow team members as well as the team leader;
3. Norming, characterized by agreement and consensus that largely form among the team members whose roles and responsibilities appear to be clear, and the members respond well to facilitation by the leader; and
4. Performing, where the team is more strategically aware, knows clearly what it is doing and why, and requires no participation from the leader.⁷

⁶ Michael Bledsoe, pastor, Riverside Baptist Church, and professor, Howard University School of Divinity, e-mail message to author, 15 February 2011.
Dr. Tuckman may not have had spiritual leadership in mind when he wrote about these phenomena, but there is a relationship between Dr. Tuckman’s 1965 view and Dr. Bledsoe’s 2011 perspective regarding the leader’s enduring impact and effect. Some organizations eventually achieve an advanced stage of organizational development in which the leader’s physical presence may not be necessary for the mission to be accomplished.

Dr. Louis W. Fry, professor of management at Tarleton State University in central Texas, offers the following:

Spiritual leadership is a causal leadership theory for organizational transformation designed to create an intrinsically motivated, learning organization. The purpose of spiritual leadership is to create vision and value congruence across the strategic, empowered team, and individual levels, and ultimately, to foster higher levels of organizational commitment and productivity. Spiritual leadership comprises the values, attitudes, and behaviors that one must adopt in intrinsically motivating self and others so that both have a sense of spiritual survival through calling and membership—i.e., they experience meaning in their lives, have a sense of making a difference, and feel understood and appreciated.⁸

He further argues that humility and integrity are essential components the spiritual leader must possess and suggests that humility allows him or her to first consider the importance of others rather than him or her self. Thinking too highly of ourselves prevents us from fully caring about others and setting the example we would wish them to emulate. People repudiate those who are dishonest and lack integrity. Every military professional is expected to have integrity; it is one of the traditional 14 leadership traits that

---

have been an integral part of Marine Corps leadership doctrine. Warriors may not consider themselves to be humble, but they are expected to be unselfish and to lead by example. This often means ensuring that the welfare of the troops is in place before the leaders consider their own needs and comfort. Marines know that this is particularly true in the field where the officers are expected to always be the last to eat. Marines also expect their leaders to set the example at all times, and there is no tolerance for substandard physical performance. As a leader, during physical training and testing, I endeavored to be the first on the pull-up bar to perform 20 pull-ups, the first to complete the desired 80 sit-ups in two minutes, and the first to complete the three-mile run. But as might be expected, I was not consistently able to be the most proficient in performing these events; someone was always younger, faster, and more agile. However, the important point is that the troops expect the leader to be present and to participate even when being clearly outperformed by junior troops. In my view, the leader’s mere presence and willingness to be tested with the troops—and outperformed by them—is a form of humility.

As we examine these ideas about what constitutes an effective leader, it becomes apparent that the characteristics and desired outcome of spiritual leadership are not unlike those of a good leader in general. Each leader in the battle space is in search of behaviors that do the right thing, work together for the benefit of the whole, are pleasing to the nation, and ensure mission accomplishment. As we take note of these facts, it is fair to say that spiritual leadership requires the understanding and application of distinctive attributes that must be practiced if spiritual leaders are to be successful. They should be accountable not only to their commanders and troops but also to a higher spiritual power.9 This requires a faith not only in the warrior’s training, equipment, and

---

ethos, all of which are profound in modern warfare, but also in the “force” of spiritual or other origin, which I believe drives humanity toward good and away from evil. It is for this very pursuit that so many wars have been and likely will be fought. First Lieutenant David Stuckenberg, a pilot in the United States Air Force, offers the following:

Faith gives both leaders and subordinates essential character qualities not imparted through organized instruction, which are vital elements to a disciplined and restrained military force. To avoid a tangential debate about definitions of what faith means and the differences between faith and religion, I will pause to provide the best definition I have heard, from Hebrews 11: “Faith is the substance of things hoped for and the evidence of things not seen.” Both my personal view and what I have witnessed when men and women claim to have faith is that they ultimately believe there is a higher power in the universe which has established governance for man and that we will ultimately answer to him for our individual actions. In other words, people of faith believe in accountability and consequences whether good or bad will result from their actions.10

The spiritual leader’s task is to move people toward goodness and to believe that every act of leadership is intended for this purpose. Even Machiavelli may have hinted at this by accepting that the state as he knew it could not stand outside the confines of religion because it was bound to use God for political ends.11 The military operational mission imposed by legitimate government authorities should be perceived as a means to accomplish an objective that will bring about a positive impact on the nation or on humanity in general. Every war in which the United States has engaged

10 First Lieutenant David Stuckenberg, active duty U.S. Air Force pilot, e-mail message to author, 16 December 2010.
has been in the interest of what was believed to be a just cause. Freedom, democracy, and a sense of well-being have usually been the desired end state. The overall effect is that spiritual leaders inspire and influence not only the religious but the secular as well, whether or not they are under the leader’s direct control or authority. I believe that leaders in the United States Armed Forces are spiritual leaders because they are asked to engage only in just wars and conflicts, and they have been trained to employ leadership doctrine and traits that are founded upon truths and universally expected and accepted behaviors. Personally, I would find it difficult to be considered a spiritual leader without having at least a measure of faith. And I would be challenged to confidently follow a leader for whom faith is not a relevant factor in the battle space.

I developed my personal faith early in life and it has strengthened over the years as a result of studying the Christian Bible, attending religious services, and resolving various leadership and personal challenges I have encountered. My spiritual journey has been very enlightening and satisfying; however, despite this positive life experience, I still have difficulty offering a spiritual rationale for killing in the name of freedom—and am inclined to believe most warriors have similar concerns even though they may dutifully follow through in carrying out their oath of service. Specifically, I find the Ten Commandments to be very clear and unequivocal. But for me, the spiritual leader in the battle space, the sixth commandment has been the most troubling. It has not been a problem in my private life because I have never had a personal desire to take the life of a human being. However, as a Marine leader sworn to protect and defend the Constitution, I was prepared to carry out my oath to the fullest extent necessary and expected. Nonetheless, fighting and killing in the name of freedom remain a moral dichotomy for me and, I believe, for our
nation as well. How can genuine spiritual leadership take place in the battle space where every soldier is trained to be a quick and efficient killer? This poses a serious dilemma and, in my view, except through personal faith, understanding, and spiritual leadership, there is apparently no ready remedy at any level in our country by which to fully resolve this question so central to understanding the morality of war. Although the Bible may cite instances where God apparently sanctioned killing, such as in the account of David and Goliath, stories like these do not always mitigate or relieve the emotional scars and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that trouble soldiers who have personally killed or supported a teammate in killing an enemy. Despite these ongoing concerns, citizens continue to demand peace and a secure environment in which to live, work, raise families, and contribute to the body politic and, as such, have supported the U.S. Armed Forces and the conflicts in which they have been tasked to engage. Death and destruction are always expected outcomes. Government planners and policy makers at the strategic and operational levels may debate war’s morality, efficacy, and lethality, but it is more often at the tactical level and the young warrior’s trigger finger that the morality question is ultimately resolved. It is he who is left with the need for decision and immediate action as the enemy advances and the warrior’s life is in question. I doubt that there is any ultimate remedy other than faith by which the warrior may find comfort when faced with life or death situations in the battle space. It takes time to develop faith resilient enough to withstand the many challenges all warriors undoubtedly face in the battle space.

12 1 Samuel 17: 1-58.
CONCLUSION

I played a de facto role as the battalion’s spiritual leader, a thought that did not enter my mind until well after the Desert Storm war. Yes, I had tried my best to physically, mentally, and spiritually prepare the Marines and sailors for the horrors of war, although the sum total of my actions at the time was not considered spiritual leadership. As the realization of an imminent ground attack into Kuwait became evident, so did the aphorism, “There is no atheist in foxholes.” It suggests that in times of extreme stress or fear in warfare, all people will believe in or hope for a higher power. I observed that the attendance rate at religious services began to increase as the air war continued and the Iraqi government refused to compromise. I was comforted by an almost daily stream of visits to my tent during which handwritten notes of encouragement and Bible verses were conspicuously placed, usually while I was away.

The battalion chaplain certainly did his share, always engaging the troops and carrying out a robust religious activities program in the field. He was in fact the battalion’s religious leader. However, I believe the Marines and sailors expected me—the battalion commander—to provide the spiritual leadership. I have labored over these reflections, wondering how I might have improved the battalion’s spiritual readiness and my overall effectiveness had I better understood spiritual leadership and accepted it up front as the commander’s role and responsibility. Moreover, I could have done more to ensure that there was a spiritual dimension to the whole of my Marine Corps leadership experiences. In other words, I was the de facto spiritual leader and should have more formally accepted this role. I, the battalion commander, should have been the “stream of traffic” delivering spiritual messages of support and encouragement to the troops’ tents and foxholes rather than the troops having come to me. They had apparently
recognized me as their spiritual leader; however, the leadership training I received during my career had not conditioned me to anticipate this specific aspect of battle space leadership, which I now believe is the commander’s personal responsibility.

The modern battle space is a complicated environment in which to pursue the nation’s objectives and to ensure that “good” always prevails. Strong leadership is important and successful leaders are best characterized by their ability to employ their intellect, human understanding, and moral character in a way that accomplishes the mission by positively influencing the diverse human dimensions of the battle space. I believe that spiritual leadership is a battle space imperative that helps to unify an otherwise diverse and asymmetrical environment. It is the commander’s calling to accept this uncommon responsibility, as it is a fundamental element of the holistic leadership I now believe each warrior expects.
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